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ABSTRACT

This thesis reports a study which investigated how secondary school teacher practice might be
transformed to bridge the gap between information literacy theory and practice. The study
consisted of a Participatory Action Research (PAR) multiple case study in an independent
secondary school. Its participants used Christine Bruce’s (2008) Informed Learning to explore
ways that explicit attention might be brought to use of information for discipline learning. It
was found that the combined transformative processes of PAR and Informed Learning provided
powerful professional development for these secondary teachers. Participants changed their
views of information literacy education (ILE) such that they saw it as a problem for their own
practices and with that new approach they looked for ways to take on responsibility for its
teaching. This produced changes in ILE practice within the school.
Teachers in the study experienced Informed Learning PAR as an effective and satisfying way
of learning.

They developed new understandings about ways use of information and

information and communication technologies (ICTs) in education can be approached
differently. They identified changes to their roles in the new blended learning environment.
By working as reflective practitioners with colleagues and students they found they could more
effectively draw attention to ways of critically selecting and using information for learning
purposes. The teachers identified a need for common understandings and cohesive approaches
to ILE teaching and ICT use across the school for students to develop their own individual
information strategies for future learning.
Three key challenges were faced by the researcher. The first was that of finding a methodology
to facilitate a research project which combined two processes: professional development for
teachers about the phenomena of information literacy, ILE and Informed Learning; and
gathering data for the purpose of creating new knowledge. The second was to ensure sustained
engagement and participation longevity by 25 teachers in three case groups conducting
practice-based research across a year while working as full-time classroom teachers. The third
challenge was lack of teacher familiarity with the terminology and understandings of
information literacy and ILE, further compounded by a new set of complex terminology and
understandings in Informed Learning.
xv

These challenges were met by the combination of PAR and Informed Learning. They gave
time and process for the researcher and the case groups to develop communities of practice
wherein they owned their learning and its transfer into new curriculum design. These ongoing
shared reflexive applications of co-constructed understandings about ILE demonstrate a way
that teachers can bridge the gap between information literacy theory and practice. This study
fills a gap in ILE as it provides a practical example of a methodology to transform secondary
teacher practice such that teachers take on the responsibility for teaching information literacy
within their respective curricula. An implication for future research lies in building teacher
capacity to model and bring attention to information strategies integrated into the learning areas
of the Australian Curriculum.
Three models have resulted from using a problematised approach to ILE in this study.
Benchmarks for Individual Repertoires of Information Strategies provides a framework for
whole school information practice in which students might develop their own individual
repertoires of information strategies. A proposed Informed Learning Model for Secondary
Schools suggests changes to Informed Learning constructs for easier incorporation into
secondary school teacher practice.

The Informed Learning Praxis Model describes the

practices developed when a learning community uses Informed Learning PAR to bring in a
problematised approach to ILE in which teachers constantly question and make explicit the
reasons for their choices of using information for learning.

xvi
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1.0. CHAPTER ONE. INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Background

Teacher librarians have long sought ways to incorporate information literacy into the
knowledge-building pedagogy and learning experiences of subject curricula. Various models
describing the skills and literacies which come under the information literacy umbrella have
been proposed, with digital literacies moving into the mix and evolving to new understandings.
Incorporation of learning theories has helped integration of information strategies into research
tasks, but the researcher, with many decades of teaching and teacher librarianship practice, had
found that a clear and successful pedagogy for information literacy education (ILE) remained
elusive.
The publication of Christine Bruce’s (2008) Informed Learning provided a new way of looking
at the problem. It moved the library practitioner from a library-centric view, to a more holistic
way of seeing information literacy from the different perspectives of those who design and
teach the curriculum and those who experience that learning. Informed Learning asks, how
might the way information is used enhance both discipline learning and the development of
expert information practice? It combines two key aspects. The first brings a focus to the
learning which is to take place and the way information and ICTs will be used to achieve the
stated learning intentions. The second brings attention to the way elements of discipline
content, information and ICTs are used in different learning contexts across the curriculum to
provide variation of experiences.

In that way, students can develop the relational

understandings on which to base their own repertoires of information strategies for transfer to
future learning contexts (Greater detail about Informed Learning and its problematised
approach to ILE is presented in Section 2.2.3, while the genesis of the term ‘repertoires of
information strategies’, developed in the findings of this thesis and used to describe a person’s
individual collection of expert information strategies, is explored in Section 6.3.2).
Recognising that Informed Learning is a pedagogy initially designed for a tertiary situation,
the researcher took up Bruce’s challenge to undertake further research on application of the
approach, this time in a secondary school with teacher practice as the focus. That meant finding
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a methodology to enable teachers to reflectively explore and apply Informed Learning ideas.
The researcher asked: what process of professional development for teachers might deliver the
outcomes desired? The first outcome sought was a process of co-operative, co-construction of
new knowledge about use of information to learn. The second was reflective transfer of those
common understandings across discipline curricula so that students learned transferable expert
information strategies as they learned discipline content.
The author designed this study using the combined methodologies of Participatory Action
Research (PAR) and multiple case study. Twenty-five teachers in three case groups were led
through a year-long project at a secondary school in Victoria, Australia. Titled ILARC:
Informed Learning Action Research at C … (Name of School) the project used PAR as a way
for case groups of teachers to learn about Informed Learning and to reflectively apply it to their
practices. This project provides an example of how the development of information literacy
pedagogies in schools can be approached in a new way.

1.2.

Research Aims and Questions

The main aim of the study was to investigate how Informed Learning might provide a way for
secondary teachers to develop a common understanding about information literacy and ILE so
that it could become a consistent part of their practices, contextually embedded into curriculum
design across a school’s blended learning environment.
It was proposed that teachers might use the constructs of Informed Learning to explore ways
of designing curriculum experiences in which students could learn about best practice
information use as they learned discipline content. Previous research by Bruce, Edwards and
Lupton (2006) had suggested that variation of such experiences across the curriculum could
provide students with contextual information expertise in their areas of discipline study. It was
proposed those experiences would lead to relational views of information use which
transcended individual disciplines and could be applied to new contexts of information use in
the future. This study looked at how teachers might use Informed Learning ideas to change
their practices to achieve that outcome.
Related to that main aim were subsidiary considerations about how the investigation might be
implemented. The process needed to allow for the introduction and reflective exploration of
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key Informed Learning ideas within the context of teacher practice as well as ways for them to
articulate and demonstrate their changed understandings. The researcher deliberately sought a
process which might deliver a transformation of both understanding and practice of ILE. There
was also the intention to introduce an affordances approach to consideration of ways that ICTs
might enhance both ILE and discipline learning. For the purposes of producing results in a
format which would fill the specified gap in the field of ILE research, it was important for the
researcher to conduct the project in such a way that data might be gathered, analysed and
reported in a manner consistent with PhD research.
The main research question asked:
•

How might Informed Learning concepts provide a bridge between information literacy
theory and practice in a blended learning environment?

Within that were three research sub-questions:
•

Question One: how might teachers examine their practice of information literacy
education using the conceptual model of Informed Learning?

•

Question Two: how might teacher practice provide students with discipline-based
views and experiences of information literacy education?

•

Question Three: what affordances do teachers see in information and communication
technologies (ICTs) to support teacher practice and student experiences of information
literacy education?

1.3.

Overview of the Study

The researcher decided to investigate the suitability of Informed Learning ideas to change
teacher practice of ILE in a secondary school by conducting a multiple case study involving
three case groups of secondary teachers, each at different year levels. The methodology of
PAR was selected for use by the case groups with the participant researcher as facilitator,
observer, and participant in each of the three case groups as they undertook their own action
research cycles. The three cases were: Case 1: Year 8; Case 2: Year 10; and Case 3: Years 11
and 12 IB (International Baccalaureate) teachers.
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The project consisted of five phases, involving five meetings for each case group across the
year, allowing for four action research cycles. In the first and last phases, semi-structured
interviews were conducted with each of the participants. Interview questions were designed to
discover pre-study and post-study perceptions and experiences about information literacy and
the ideas of Informed Learning, action research and the affordances of ICT for ILE. The
researcher provided reading materials, managed meeting calendars and reminders, recorded the
meetings and took notes for follow up. An important aspect of this role was to ensure
the ‘ambience’ of the meeting room was welcoming for people who had been teaching all day.
Data collection involved audio recording of interviews and meetings, online space discussions
and emails, and the researcher’s reflective memos.
The interview questions, readings and discussion prompts were based on the first five chapters
from Informed Learning (Bruce, 2008) which provided a deliberately constructivist learning
process. This material progressively prompted teachers to reflectively:
•

identify their own information use experiences and ways they might impact on their
approaches to using information in curriculum design; to consider influences of broader
discipline and educational information-use directions; and conversely, to identify their
students’ likely information-use experiences and possible impacts on their approaches
to using information to learn;

•

investigate their own discipline practices for ways information was used for learning
and how students might have experienced those learning activities; and

•

transfer those understandings to ways they might design new curriculum which brought
student attention to reflective information-use practices as they learned discipline
content such that students might develop their own repertoires of information strategies
for use in future learning.

The PAR project phases involved teachers undertaking the pre-reading and reflections; meeting
to share ideas and plan actions; implementing the planned action in the intervening period
between one meeting and the next; and reporting and reviewing the results with others in the
case group.
All but two teachers completed the five phases, and although not all were able to attend all
meetings, they used a variety of ways to share their ideas and report their actions. Findings
emerging from analysis of the collected data are reported in Chapters Four and Five. Together
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they answer the research questions and lead to the claim discussed in Chapter Six that PAR
and Informed Learning combined can provide transformative professional development about
ILE in secondary schools.

1.4.

Significance of this Study

The significance of this research study lies in the way it addresses the long-identified need to
move from a view of information literacy as being a set of information skills or a research
process model for particular secondary school curriculum tasks, to one which takes a holistic
approach in which expert information use is developed as part of discipline teaching and
learning across the curriculum and is seen as a whole school responsibility. To achieve this,
the gap between holistic ILE theory and teacher practice needed to be bridged, and Informed
Learning PAR by teacher case groups was found to be a successful professional development
process for that purpose. The study presents another direction in the relational approach to ILE
developed in the phenomenographic research field by Bruce (2008); Bruce and Hughes (2010);
Bruce et al. (2006, 2007, 2012, 2014); and Gunton et al. (2014).

It progresses recent

educational applications of Informed Learning in research by Maybee (2014), Maybee et al.
(2018), and by Feekery (2013) who combined Informed Learning with PAR. This study used
PAR and multiple case study methodology to enable teachers to explore their perspectives of
information use and how it might be used to improve discipline learning whilst also developing
students’ awareness of expert information strategies needed for lifelong learning in an evolving
information environment. As such it adds an important dimension to ways teacher librarians
and teachers might work together to develop the capabilities required to model and teach expert
information strategies across the whole school and provides the basis for further research using
the models developed as a result of the findings.
Bruce (2008) set out a research agenda which called for Informed Learning to be applied in
contexts beyond tertiary education, and this project used multiple case study and PAR to apply
an Informed Learning approach in a secondary education setting. Its overall aim was to
investigate the potential of Informed Learning ideas to create common understandings amongst
teachers about using information for learning in secondary schools so they might incorporate
ILE into their practices. The findings of the study show that PAR and Informed Learning was
experienced as powerful ILE professional development by three case groups of secondary
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school teachers and teacher librarians. Participants transformed their views about ILE such
that they identified development of students’ independent information strategies as a problem
for their own practices rather than as a set of skills to be developed in library-related research
tasks. They explored ways to use Informed Learning constructs to incorporate expert use of
information into curriculum design for enhanced discipline information mastery and
development of student repertoires of information strategies. In this way they showed that
Informed Learning PAR can be used to bridge the gap between ILE theory and practice.
The field of practice and research for which this study has significance is in ILE professional
development in schools. Its significance for practice lies in providing an example of powerful
professional development which delivers the transfer of ILE theory into reflexive practice long
sought in this area. It is in this sense that ‘powerful’ professional development is defined in this
thesis: a process in which participants engage collaboratively with others in shared ownership
of their own practice transformation such that new theories and ways of operating are
reflexively transferred into long term changes. The participants in the study drew attention to
the school structures required for such transformation, recommending a whole school approach
and time and structure for the reflexive processes involved. It showed the success of combining
Informed Learning’s holistic approach to ILE with reflexive and collegial case group PAR
methodology to implement change. This thesis presents an Informed Learning Praxis Model
to describe the practices of teachers using this process, and Benchmarks for Repertoires of
Information Strategies to guide a whole school framework for information practice within
which teachers and students might develop such reflexive information use in teaching and
learning.
This study also adds to the existing literature about views of ICT tools which support Informed
Learning approaches and experiences. The findings show that Informed Learning PAR can
provide empowering constructs for teachers to investigate and query ways that new and
evolving ICTs might enhance learning about discipline content and expert information
strategies. This has significance for practice in secondary schools where, as identified in this
study, the changing information environment is challenging traditional learning relationships
and ways teachers might support students’ independent use of ICTs for learning.
There are four key implications for future research.
The first is that there is a need for further research which uses Informed Learning PAR in
secondary schools and which explores ways it might achieve longer term transfer of explicit
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expert information use into teacher practice beyond the single year of this study. Such longterm transfer has long been the goal of ILE teacher professional development and this study
provides a basis for continued research.
Secondly, and associated with the first implication, research is needed which investigates
whether such transformed and reflexive practice delivers two outcomes identified as important
by teachers in this study: (a) the development by students of their own independent repertoires
of information strategies, and (b) enhanced discipline information mastery. Such research
might use Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies as guiding criteria.
Thirdly, there is a need for further research towards development of a new construct: an
Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools which would enable its easier understanding
and use by teachers and teacher librarians in secondary education.
Lastly, a need has been identified for professional development to build teacher capacity to
incorporate information strategies as part of the general capabilities and cross-curriculum
priorities recommended by international education bodies and mandated by national and State
education frameworks for development of global competencies. ILE strategies and skills have
been integrated into the general capabilities, and thence into discipline learning, which, while
achieving the goal of ILE does not provide a holistic model to guide teaching those strategies.
There are two areas of possible future research.
The first is to use the Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies to guide whole
school development of the information practices required for students to develop their own sets
of information strategies for study and future careers. It would include development of explicit
common understandings about information practices and strategies, and how they are to be
modelled and taught.

This would overcome the lack of specific references within the

frameworks to holistic understandings and approaches to ILE.
The second is to use Informed Learning PAR to build capacity to teach information strategies
as well as the general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities.
Further detail about these areas of significance and implications of the study are provided in
Chapter Six. Discussion and Implications.

1.5.

Thesis Organisation
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The thesis is divided into four sections: Literature Review (Chapter Two), Methodology
(Chapter Three), Findings (Chapters Four and Five) and Implications and Conclusions
(Chapter Six).
The Literature Review in Chapter Two examines key understandings and theories about the
phenomena of information literacy, ILE and Informed Learning, including the learning theories
involved in each. It explores a theme underpinning each of these areas: the idea of a
transformation of practice to bring about common and collaborative approaches to ILE, and
the cohesive and consistent integration of these approaches into discipline learning. Literature
related to professional development is explored, particularly professional development that
produces the ongoing reflective changes in teacher practice required for such transformation.
Informed Learning is a professional development approach designed for that purpose and the
literature review covers its genesis, history and recent application in fields beyond its origins
in tertiary education.

It shows that Informed Learning is finding power in its use for

development of communities of practice by educators and information professionals who wish
to transform the way they use information for their own learning as well as for creating new
ways of embedding ILE into curriculum units.
The literature review identifies and explores this latter field as the locale where this study sits:
that is, combining PAR with Informed Learning to change practices of educators for improved
student information literacy outcomes. It explains how this study fills a gap in that field by
demonstrating a way that teachers’ views of ILE can be transformed such that they see it as
being a problem of their own practice and in so doing they can build capacity to bring explicit
attention to the information strategies to be developed within and across discipline learning
contexts.
The Methodology section in Chapter Three explores the theoretical frameworks and parameters
behind selection of qualitative research for this study as well as the rationale for the choice of
PAR and case study methodologies. The research design is described, as well as the context
and process of selecting participants, and the data collection tools. Management and operation
of the multiple case groups is detailed, along with participant and researcher expectations and
roles.
It then proceeds to provide a chronological account of the phases by which the PAR project
was carried out by the three case groups of teachers across the year in which the data were
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collected. This provides context for the sections detailing data analysis and trustworthiness of
the research.
Chapters Four and Five present the two main groups of findings which show that PAR and
Informed Learning combined can provide transformative professional development about ILE
in secondary schools. Together they show the way that the main research question was
answered, with sections in each illustrating how, for these case groups, Informed Learning PAR
provided a bridge between information literacy theory and practice in a secondary school
blended learning environment.
The first group of findings are presented in Chapter Four. They show how PAR was used by
teachers to study and apply Informed Learning in a secondary school and answers the first
research question: how might teachers examine their practice of information literacy using the
Informed Learning ideas and constructs? It is divided into two sections. The first section
consists of findings related to teachers’ experiences of being in the ILARC Project itself. The
second presents findings related to their perceptions about use of PAR for professional
development of teachers in a secondary school.
The second main group of findings, in Chapter Five, shows how teachers in a secondary school
used Informed Learning ideas to develop new understandings and practices for ILE. They
answer the second research question: how might teacher practice provide students with
discipline-based views and experiences of information literacy? The stages by which
participants gained and developed knowledge to transfer to creation of new discipline
information literacy practices are shown to be those of awareness, application, and transfer. A
final section presents teacher reflection on the actions they took to trial use of Informed
Learning, with a view to its future use, and includes description of barriers to its use and how
they might be overcome.
Chapter Six presents discussion about the findings and implications that arise. It is presented
from the stance of ILE being a problem of teacher practice, thus achieving the transformative
intention of Informed Learning PAR. The problem as posed by the main research question of
this thesis is how to bridge the gap between ILE theory and teacher practice and the findings
of this study show that it can be resolved when teachers take ownership of that problem for
their own discipline and pedagogical contexts. The chapter discusses how these findings show
the impact of such a stance and the way this can lead to development of new benchmarks and
models of practice in ILE. It suggests new areas of research using Informed Learning PAR are
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suggested, particularly where holistic approaches and cooperative processes are sought for
professional development to enable cohesive curriculum integration and application of new
educational initiatives across whole schools. This study showed Informed Learning PAR’s
effectiveness for ILE professional development and it is suggested that it be explored for
professional development to build capacity for explicit teaching of information strategies
alongside general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities as part of discipline practice.
Finally, the chapter presents the limitations of the study and conclusion to the thesis.
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2.0.

CHAPTER TWO. LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter has four purposes, each related to reviewing different aspects of the way
information literacy has been defined, theorised and taught. While there is of necessity
coverage of broader aspects of the term and its associated research agenda and practice, for the
most part focus is on ILE, particularly in schools.
The first purpose, addressed in Section 2.1, is to present the way that ILE has been understood
and applied in teacher practice over time. It shows development of information literacy
definitions and statements from the early competency definitions to the more holistic
information literacy learning theories resulting from research about the relationship between
learning and information use. The various models and frameworks developed to assist teaching
and learning information literacy are examined, as well as the main learning theories which
have been brought into ILE.
Section 2.2 addresses the second purpose, which is to reveal three trends of relevance to this
study. These trends run through the history of ILE and are related to the intent of changing
teacher practice to integrate information literacy theory into discipline learning. They are: calls
for collaboration between educators and information professionals to achieve agreed and
cohesive approaches to that integration; and the evolution of information literacy learning
theory and the related research agenda. These two show the path to development of the third
trend: Bruce’s (2008) Informed Learning as a way to bridge the gap between ILE theory and
practice.
That in turn leads to the third purpose of the chapter, addressed in Section 2.3, which is to
examine literature related to ways of delivering professional development which achieves
ongoing changes in teacher practice, especially that for ILE. It demonstrates how this study,
with its combination of Informed Learning and PAR, fits into the field of professional
development of teachers to achieve transformative changes in the practice of ILE. It presents
literature related to praxis as a model for powerful ongoing reflective practice.
The fourth purpose of the chapter, addressed in Section 2.4, is to cover literature related to the
way that ILE also involves the use of ICTs for learning, and particularly to the way that an
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affordances view is intrinsic to its attentive incorporation into use of information in discipline
learning.
The method used by teachers in this study for investigation of Informed Learning ideas is PAR.
The reasons for its choice as a methodology are explained in Chapter Three. However, it is
also covered in this chapter (in part) to locate it within that field which explores theories about
teacher professional development for ongoing changes in practice, particularly where there are
combinations of Informed Learning with PAR. The ideas of transfer and praxis involved in
PAR are part of the transformative process sought in ‘filling the gap’ between information
literacy theory and practice by use of Informed Learning. These two have crossovers where
professional development of teachers is related to ILE. While the place of PAR in action
research as a methodology is covered in Chapter Three, its role in the transfer of learning about
Informed Learning ideas and its ongoing reflective practice are covered within this chapter.
The literature review includes material published after the study was designed.

In the

intervening period between the conduct of the study and thesis presentation much progress has
been made in ILE research which has impacted on the researcher’s daily practice and her view
of the findings. Another significant development in that period has been the integration of
information literacy learning processes into key strands of international, national and state
curriculum frameworks. While that has been a key goal of ILE practice and research, distinct
ILE understandings upon which its teaching and learning relies do not have an explicit
presence. Research to identify ways to overcome that lack of visibility has commenced.
Research addressing these two areas is referred to in Chapter Six to inform the discussion of
the findings in terms of implications for research and practice, and some of the literature is
included here to inform the historical context which structures this chapter.

2.1.

History of Information Literacy Education Integration

This section looks at literature related to the development of definitions and understandings of
information literacy and where and how it should be taught and learned. It shows growth of
the view that ILE is best done when integrated into curriculum design as part of discipline
learning. Although these understandings have developed variously and iteratively across the
years, the chronological order in which they are presented here is representative of the progress
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and serves to illustrate the evolving view. Reference is made to themes of relevance to this
study which emerged during the period of focus, which are explored further in Sections 2.2 and
2.3.
The term ‘information literacy’ arose in the 1970s within the context of the new information
industry and the skills required for the free and open marketplace of ideas referred to by
Zurkowski (1974) in his report ‘The Information Service Environment, Relationships and
Priorities’ for the National Commission on Libraries & Information Science (Washington DC).
Since then, internationally and nationally, the term has figured prominently in statements by
organisations and governments as they sought to define the competencies required for success
in rapidly changing information environments (Catts, 2008). They saw these as integral to
development of well-informed and capable citizens able to contribute to the well-being of both
developed and developing nations. At the same time, educators and information professionals
were investigating ways to best teach or train people in development of these competencies or
skills, and research about the relationship between learning and information use has changed
the way it is taught.
A definition which established an important early understanding about information literacy was
contained in the Final Report (ALA, 1989a) from the Presidential Committee on Information
Literacy released on January 10, 1989, in Washington, D.C. which stated:
To be information literate, a person must be able to recognize when information is
needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed
information. Producing such a citizenry will require that schools and colleges
appreciate and integrate the concept of information literacy into their learning
programs and that they play a leadership role in equipping individuals and
institutions to take advantage of the opportunities inherent within the information
society. Ultimately, information literate people are those who have learned how to
learn. They know how to learn because they know how knowledge is organized,
how to find information, and how to use information in such a way that others can
learn from them. They are people prepared for lifelong learning, because they can
always find the information needed for any task or decision at hand.
Information literacy researchers have been guided by this statement since its release. Although
the concepts of information literacy have been explained in many ways, it is a definition which
still stands as relevant to this study, particularly in its emphasis on use of information to learn
and the importance of embedding the concepts into learning programs.
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2.1.1. 1900 – 1970: ‘Library Skills’ and ‘Information Skills’
Early definitions of information literacy primarily described it as a set of competencies or skills
for what was seen as a new age of information. From there statements, frameworks and models
were developed to articulate a common set of understandings and policies to guide the
processes by which people might attain them. Increasingly there was application of cognitive,
constructivist and sociocultural learning theory to development of pedagogies for ILE.
Information literacy moved from the earlier behaviourist view which saw it as a set of steps or
skills to be achieved, to being seen as a practice essential for lifelong learning and involving a
broad range of processes and sub-sets of literacies related to critical and reflective use of
information.
While not explicitly called such, earlier understandings which became known as information
literacy and ILE can be seen to have been part of school library programs before Zurkowski’s
(1974, 2013) definition (as above). Variously known as library or information skills, their
teaching was usually understood as the responsibility of the library, but from early last century
there were calls for the skills to be integrated into curriculum practice by teachers. An example
of this can be seen in the work of Henne (Kester & Jones, 2004), an energetic activist in the
development of school library programs who played a key role in publication of the 1945, 1960,
and 1969 national standards for school libraries in the United States. She and many others
consistently advocated for a view of education about information use which was beyond the
teaching of traditional library skills. They had a vision of a future where there would be a close
partnership between the school library and teachers as students were taught about expert
information use within the context of their classroom learning. This was important in the
development of school library programs from the 1960s as federal funding in the United States
led to large scale investment in school libraries.
Before the 1960s, there were few Australian schools where libraries played a central role in
children’s learning. Programs of library and information skills teaching mostly related to using
the library and its resources, however, there was also a broader view where the intention was
for students to learn to evaluate information and take notes. During the 1960s this extended to
more cognitive skills beyond the location of resources (Nimron, 2004). The Library
Association of Australia (LAA) recognised the importance of school libraries in development
of research and reading skills. It undertook research (Fenwick, 1966) and lobbying (LAA,
1966) for greater government funding to be devoted to library buildings and staffing with
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qualified teacher librarians. In 1968, Margaret Trask’s School Libraries: A Report to the
Nation added to the lobbying, and in 1969, the States Grants Secondary School Libraries Act
1969 saw Australian Government capital assistance extended to finance library facilities in
both government and non-government secondary schools.

Importantly, 1969 saw the

Australian School Library Association formed to represent the views of the professionals
involved in enacting the potential of this funding and by 1975 it had membership of each state
and territory school library association.
Kuhlthau’s (1995) coverage of the history of ILE in United States schools from the 1960s
tracked development of understandings about finding and using information alongside the
evolution of school libraries. She reported a move from seeing libraries as repositories of
curriculum and fiction resources to locales of increasingly active programs offering reading
promotion as well as research and resource use training and support for teachers and students:
The concept of information literacy and information skills is an expansion of
library skills. Library skills prepare students to locate materials in a library.
Information skills prepare students to learn in an information-rich environment.
The concept of information literacy encompasses lifelong learning and the
application of information skills to everyday living. (p. 2)
The 1969 Standards for School Media Programs, published by the American Library
Association (ALA) and the National Education Association (NEA), also demonstrated a
growing awareness that school libraries had a role to play in development of the information
skills required for lifelong learning. Evident too were calls for cooperative program planning
and teaching (CCPT) where library staff and teachers worked together to plan research units in
secondary schools, indicative of the broader view of learning about information use which later
became known as information literacy (Haycock, 1995).

2.1.2. 1970s: The Emergence of Information Literacy

Definitions about information literacy education in the 1970s showed a purpose broader than
the evolving library or information skills seen as necessary for research support in schools, and
the research and user education programs in tertiary libraries. Behrens (1994) documented a
broader understanding of information literacy in the US as appearing in 1976, associated with
social and political contexts. She noted that towards the end of 1970s this broader social
understanding became more focused on use of information to solve problems. There was
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attention to the conditions for its successful application, such as requiring knowledge of the
variety of information sources and use of specific strategies, distinguishing between a
continuous informing process and an occasional finding information purpose. Overall, Behrens
felt that the “definitions of the 1970s highlighted a number of requirements for information
literacy but did not reach the point where they identified the actual skills and knowledge
required for information handling at that time.” (p. 312). Her review of information literacy
development showed that by the end of the 1970s the changing role of information, including
its growth, storage, access and use, was seen as an important issue for which particular skills
were required.
In Australia in the 1970s, there was an exponential growth both in awareness about the crucial
role of school libraries in education for information literacy, and the funding required to support
their programs (Nimon, 2004). The States Grants (Capital Assistance) Act 1971–72 authorised
$20 million for capital expenditure on government primary and secondary schools, extended
in 1973 to non-government schools (House of Representatives, 1971). The Karmel Report of
1973 (McLaren, 2014) led to the Australian Schools Commission funding model which,
importantly, included school libraries and funds for teacher librarianship training amongst its
targeted grants. Books and Beyond: Guidelines for Library Resource Facilities and Services
(Australian Schools Commission, 1977) outlined standards for the new school libraries.
Included alongside details for the library building and its facilities, furniture and resources,
were references to “flexible and creative programs of resource usage [to] enhance personal
educational experience” (p. 3). It also detailed staffing requirements, including qualified and
experienced teacher librarians who were to be regarded as members of the school teaching
team, and who would assist “in the development and coordination of learning programs
integrated with the use of resources” (p.5). The decade of expenditure 1969-1980 resulted in
about 1,200 new secondary school libraries and 3,500 qualified teacher librarians across
Australia (Lundin, 1981), although that still fell short of the Australian Schools Commission’s
standards.
Despite this funding for school libraries and teacher librarianship training through the 1970s,
Clyde’s (1981) review of the history of school libraries in Australian found that the use of the
facilities, collections and staff proved to be variable. She reported that in some cases there was
considerable positive impact on learning, but in others there was not as much as might have
been anticipated. This seemed to be caused by either lack of properly trained library staff able
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to work collegially with teachers, or lack of knowledge by teachers about the ways that the
school library could support research work across the discipline areas.

2.1.3. 1980s: Approaches to Teaching Information Literacy

Statements by international and national organisations and governments defining information
literacy began appearing in the decade following its definition in the 1970s, along with models
and programs to support its teaching. The concept of cooperative program planning and
teaching (CPPT) became a common term to describe the teacher librarian’s embedded role in
integration of ILE.
In Australia this occurred as part of a move by state and territory education departments
towards developing the individual student and to implementing resource-based learning in
curricula. There was variation in the degree of detail provided. Some listed skills and the
activities by which they would be learned (Northern Territory. Department of Education,
1984). Others also referred to the policy, approaches and pedagogies involved. In Victoria
that brought an inquiry approach: Teaching Information Skills (Hawkins, 1987) which stated
that of the various approaches, an “integrated approach, where the skills are built into existing
or planned curriculum areas” (p. 9) was most successful. It specified that the skills should be
taught in combination with that approach.
In NSW, Information skills in the school (Dawson & Kallenberger, 1989) followed a similar
pattern to the Victorian document, adding instruction regarding roles and responsibilities of
key stakeholders, including executive actions, and specified that the processes should be
integrated across the curriculum.
Kirk’s (1987) review of ILE described the combination of learner focus and resource-based
learning as a promising progression:
The shift in emphasis from the content of what students learn to the processes of
learning how to learn depends on the use of information, and its sources …
Information skills are information-based, rather than library-based. They are not
specific to one school library, nor to one teacher-librarian's program nor to one
collection. In addition to their broad scope they also draw on all levels of the
cognitive processes of knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis
and evaluation as well as on effective processes. (pp. 5-6)
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She identified the crucial roles of teacher librarians as collaborative partners and of principals
to ensure such collaboration occurred. Her research pointed to the need for teacher professional
development about information literacy integration and the active roles teacher librarians could
play. The review found that well-funded school libraries were crucial to providing quality
material and support for resource-based learning. The increasing presence of ICTs in education
was explored in terms of its impact on information literacy understandings, and she noted
concern about a trend to view the skills associated with ICT use as embracing information
literacy practice and strategies.
Australian and New Zealand teacher librarians developed many versions of the information
process, often describing distinct steps to assist their integration into curricula research tasks,
seen in Gawith’s (1987, 2002) material. The considerable body of material and knowledge
developed by practitioners in the field during 1970s and 1980s contributed to Learning for the
Future by the Curriculum Corporation (Australia), Australian School Library Association
(ASLA) and the Australian Library and Information Association (ALIA) in 1993.
The United States National Commission on Excellence in Education’s (1983) A Nation at Risk
highlighted the need for development of information literacy in schools. The U. S. National
Commission on Library and Information Science (NCLIS) instigated work to define those
information literacy skills and how they might be taught. That resulted in Mancall, Aaron and
Walker’s (1986) Educating Students to Think: The Role of the School Library Media Program.
They reviewed information literacy skills and recommended an approach which involved a sixstep conceptual framework by which schools and school libraries might change their programs
to enable higher order thinking and knowledge management skills to be developed as part of
their learning.
Kuhlthau’s influence in the United States in the 1980s brought an emphasis on the student’s
perspective in the constructive process of learning from a variety of sources. She identified
distinct steps to be followed in an information research process, accompanied by practical
activities to guide students at each stage. Her work (1985, 1987a, 1987b) did much to lead
thinking about information literacy as a way of learning and how to develop theory about its
teaching (1989):
a new perspective on library instruction is emerging that incorporates the more
traditional skills of locating and using information sources with the process of
learning from information. The information research process is a holistic learning
process encompassing the affective experience of students as well as their intellect.
Students’ experience within the process must be clearly understood in order for
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teachers and media specialists to design library assignments and plan instruction
that encourage rather than impede learning.
Her research result resulted in an information search process model, seen in Figure 2.1, which
presented three domains of students’ feelings, thoughts and actions to be considered in
curriculum design requiring students to find and use information in learning tasks.

Stages

Task
Initiation

Topic
Selection

Prefocus
Exploration

Focus
Formulation

Information
Collection

Search
Closure

Start Writing

Feelings

uncertainty

optimism

Confusion/
frustration/
doubt

clarity

Sense
of
direction/
confidence

relief

satisfaction or
dissatisfaction

Thoughts

ambiguity

Actions

seeking relevant information

>

specificitity

>
>

increased interest

>

seeking pertinent information

Figure 2.1. Kuhlthau Model of the Search Process (Kulthau, 1989)
By the end of the 1980’s, the US Presidential Committee on Information Literacy produced the
Final Report (ALA, 1989a) as mentioned above, and organisations with a focus on information
literacy were formed, such as National Forum on Information Literacy founded in 1989 by the
American Library Association. The Big Six of Eisenberg and Berkowitz (1990) gave a formal
name to the steps or process approaches being used in curriculum research tasks and
increasingly these included references to the ICTs involved, as seen in Figure 2.2.
The Big Six
1. Task Definition

2. Informationseeking Strategies
3. Location and
Access
4. Use of
Information
5. Synthesis

6. Evaluation

Activities
Define the problem
Identify the information needed
(type, amount, format, etc.)
Brainstorm all possible sources.
Select the best.
Locate sources. Find information
within sources.
Examine information in sources
(read, hear, view).
Extract relevant information
Organise information from
multiple sources.
Present the result
Judge the result (effectiveness).
Judge the process (efficiency).

Technology
E-mail, listervs, newsgroups

Archie; gopher, Veronica, Jughead, hypermedia,
WWW, Lynx, Mosaic/Netscape; WAIS
Same as above
Word processing, download/upload files

Word processing, graphics, spreadsheets, desktop
publishing, hypermedia
E-mail, listservs, newsgroups

Figure 2.2. The Big Six (Eisenberg & Berkowitz, 1995)
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2.1.4. 1990s: Information Literacy Learning Theory

The information technology expansion in the 1990s brought new challenges and opportunities
for schools, and school library programs altered to accommodate the increasing complexities
of information use with ICTs, including changed views about learning with information.
Models were developed for teaching information literacy. For the most part, they presented
information literacy as consisting of information skills to be learned and applied in linear or
cyclic research tasks.
In Australia, publication of Learning for the Future (Curriculum Corporation (Australia),
ASLA & ALIA, 1993) addressed the development of information services in schools. It
provided quantitative and qualitative benchmarks for a vision which encapsulated the more
holistic view of information literacy, where CPPT brought integration of information literacy
into discipline research tasks for more effective contextual learning. Todd’s (Todd et al., 1992,
Todd, 1995) action research project in a secondary school demonstrated the effectiveness of
using a collaborative approach for ILE integration and his use of collaborative planning and
teaching (CPT) instead of CPPT to describe this approach became common parlance.
In Seeking Meaning: A Process Approach to Library and Information Services, Kuhlthau
(1993a) presented a research-based theoretical framework for a learning process approach to
library and information services. It aimed at dealing with the problem of finding a path to
access and seek meaning in an educational environment often experienced as overloaded with
information. She identified a clear role for teacher librarians to assist students and teachers.
Her research described a move from viewing information literacy as a set of skills in which a
student undertook a linear research path of finding particular information for a particular
purpose, to a learning process approach in which students undertook “a process of using
information to construct their own learning” (1995, p. 3). She saw a close connection between
information and learning in classroom practices. There was an emphasis on structuring of tasks
so that students would come to understand that learning is a process, and to see information
literacy learning also as a process, taking place within the discipline learning of research tasks.
Teachers using this approach brought attention to the role of affective, cognitive and physical
learning as information was accessed and used.
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Herring’s (1996a; 1996b) PLUS model brought a variation of the information process to UK
schools and like Kuhlthau, he included the cognitive skills involved in information literacy
learning.
By 1995, Haycock was reporting positive correlation in research between the presence of wellresourced school libraries (resource centres) and students’ development of information skills.
He also pointed to the need for well-staffed library teams which could work with teachers to
integrate information literacy into the curriculum. A corollary of this was that teachers and
administrators needed to be aware of the potential of school libraries to enable this team
teaching, and that the role of the principal was paramount.
McKenzie (1998) also stressed the need for information literacy to be brought into discipline
learning and criticised the roll out of information technology in schools across the United States
in the 1990s without first determining the purpose of its use. He claimed that information
literacy provided a design framework for what he described as an “information literate school”.
He developed The Research Cycle model (2000) to integrated technology and information
literacy skills within discipline research topics, involving seven steps that students worked
through repeatedly on their research tasks.
In the US, the ALA Presidential Committee’s (1989b) Progress Report on Information Literacy
updated the six main recommendations of the original report, and identified areas that needed
more work, including the continued need for information literacy advocacy.

American

Association of School Librarians (AASL) and American Association for Educational
Communications in Technology (AECT) published Information Power: Guidelines for School
Library Media Programs (1998b) and Information Power: Building Partnerships for Learning
(1998a). They provided clear statements and material to inform and guide ILE in schools,
placing school libraries as central to the process. The Committee on Information Technology
Literacy (1999) published Being Fluent with Information Technology, which identified a need
for computer fluency to use and adapt to ICT changes, as opposed to the technical competence
of computer literacy. It reflected the growing awareness of the social impacts of ICTs. Breivik
(1998) saw key challenges for tertiary institutions as they adapted to the changing information
environment and called for greater investment in libraries to enable a resource-based learning
approach across disciplines.

The Society of College, National and University Libraries

(Sconul) developed The Seven Pillars of Information Literacy (1999) model to promulgate
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ideas about how ILE might be further developed in higher education and the ALA published
Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education (2000).
In Australia, Langford (1998) identified broad confusion about meanings of information
literacy and found a range of understandings. While library staff had one set of views, often
entirely different views were held by faculty and teachers, information technology staff and
administrators, who frequently understood information literacy as a simple set of access and
processing skills. Like Kuhlthau (1995), Langford (1998) felt that information literacy’s
increasing combination with educational theory and practice pointed to it being more than a set
of skills and needed to be incorporated as part of the pedagogical theory informing teachers
and their practices:
At the school level, this means working together in the same understandings and
perceptions and toward the same outcomes in an understood framework that is free
from jargon, transferable from subject to subject, and a part of the natural discourse
of educators. This requires a move from pedagogic knowledge (conceptual) to
standardised knowledge (process tool). The theory may eventually settle into
something that becomes a part of all teaching practice as an information literate
learning community. In the interim, as academics and teacher librarians, we talk
about information literacy, but it is a sad indictment that it is not an embedded
practice in our learning institutions.
There appears to be a gap in the literature between the theory of information
literacy and the everyday classroom practice … there remains a real need to explore
how the concept of information literacy becomes the natural or the basic practice
of teachers. (n.p.)
Carey (1998) used a problem-solving approach to track the changes which were involved as
teaching moved from library skills to information skills and then to information literacy in the
last two decades of the 20th century. He identified views which saw library skills as being
about knowledge and skills and the teacher’s role as teaching sets of skills for finding
information in multiple sources, then manipulating, creating and reporting information in a
variety of formats. By comparison, information skills were viewed as being about tactics and
strategies, with the teacher’s role being to teach library skills in a process where students were
guided in their solution of information problems. Carey felt that the models and processes
being used for ILE at that time were underpinned by a combination of cognitive objectivism
and cognitive constructivism. He saw this as appropriate given learning environments which
required students to demonstrate objective skills as individuals as well as to reflectively
construct their own personal solution strategies and transfer them to resolve new information
problems.
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Callison (2009a-2009c) also tracked the way the instructional roles of school libraries and
school librarians changed over the three decades from the 1970s. He identified three major
movements in teaching and learning about information use. The first was a move from teachercentred to student-centred learning in the incorporation of the creative learning processes of
inquiry learning. The next was a trend from library-focused to information-focused ILE as
demonstrated by a change to instruction that emphasised information knowledge over just
library knowledge. The third trend he identified was from access-measured to evaluationmeasured, seen in changed views about how documentation of student use of information might
measure growth of student learning.
The move in ILE from a library to an information focus, and increasing incorporation of
constructivist, relational and critical ways of thinking about learning can be seen in information
literacy practice and research highlighted by Bruce (2000) and Bruce, Candy and Klaus (2000).
Bruce applied constructivist and sociocultural learning theory to understandings about ILE,
defining information literacy as a way of learning through engaging with information and
locating ICT’s growing presence in education as part of information literacy learning. Her
research sought to discover more about the way information use was experienced to bring
greater awareness about the relationship between information and learning. From those
findings she developed a conceptual model, The Seven Faces of Information Literacy (1997).
This described the views about information use likely to be brought by educators to their
tertiary teaching, which in turn influenced the way information was used in learning activities
they designed and therefor the aspects of information use which students experienced. The
model also identified the increased presence of ICTs in discipline learning experiences and the
need to bring attention to the way it was used for learning along with information and discipline
content. This typified the more holistic views and approaches to ILE being developed towards
the end of the 1990s, and recognition of the need to include ICT skills within the realm of ILE.

2.1.5. 21st Century: Information Literacy Curriculum Integration

The new millennium brought even more focus on the changing role of ICTs in broader society,
and how schools and school libraries might utilise it for learning the skills and literacies for
lifelong learning in such a rapidly changing environment.

International and national

organisations and governments responded with reassessment of information literacy
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competencies to cater for 21st century learning.

The revisions produced statements,

benchmarks and models for ILE which incorporated ICTs for learning. It often happened,
however, that ICTs and their associated skills became confused with the broader
understandings associated with information literacy.

Indeed, many national educational

standards preferenced ICT skills over information literacy. Despite that, the ILE practice and
research agenda continued to evolve. There was increased interest in ways that educators’
practices might be transformed to enable explicit integration of ILE (and the associated ICT
skills) into discipline curricula and pedagogies, with attention given also to pre-service teacher
education.
At the tertiary level, Informed Learning (2008) emerged as a powerful concept, with its basis
in phenomenography providing a holistic approach for all involved in developing reflective
contextual information use practices by educators and students. It brings attention to the views
and experiences of those designing and teaching a curriculum and those learning the
curriculum.

2.1.5.1.

Reassessment of 21st century information literacy education

Recognition of the broader social importance of ILE and the school library’s role in its
provision can be seen in The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
(IFLA) and United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)
School Library Manifesto (1999) which stated that:
The school library provides information and ideas that are fundamental to
functioning successfully in today’s society, which is increasingly information and
knowledge based. The school library equips students with lifelong learning skills
and develops the imagination, enabling them to live as responsible citizens.
Similarly, The Prague Declaration. Towards an Information Literate Society (2003) defined
information literacy in terms of the basic principles required to create an information society,
itself seen as key to social, cultural and economic development. As was the case with earlier
international and national discussions, this meeting of experts from 23 countries explored the
relationship between information literacy and economic development.

It asked what

educational processes might produce more advanced information-use strategies so people
could utilise new opportunities for participation in changing economies to overcome poverty.
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Their recommendations included promotion of learner-centred education, creating national
standards and developing a consistent multilevel approach across government and education
stakeholders. Bruce (2004) also identified new understandings about information use as a
catalyst for educational change to meet challenges involved in the globalised information
environment.
Increasingly the focus moved to how the various standards might be converted into curriculum
action. In Australia, guidelines and materials were developed to assist development of these
broader understandings of information literacy, and to support CPT to enable their integration
into school curricula. The new edition of Learning for the Future (ASLA, ALIA & Curriculum
Corporation (Australia), 2001), highlighted ICT skills as an essential learning skill for the
information age. It brought the teaching and learning of these new skills within the umbrella
of information literacy and knowledge management, providing a matrix of information and
ICT literacy, guidelines and indicators for their development, a planning structure, as well as
an outline of staffing needs and expertise. ALIA and ASLA (2004) established Standards for
Professional Excellence by Teacher Librarians.
The Information Literacy Planning Organiser (ILPO) (Ryan & Capra, 2001), Burgess and
Melissas’s Making a Difference CD ROM (2002), and Hall’s (2005) Researching Together CD
ROM were designed by teacher librarians to enable collaborative work with teachers to
integrate information literacy into the curriculum. Their statements and definitions were
mostly presented in terms of the six elements of the information search process described
earlier in The Big Six (Eisenberg & Berkowitz, 1990, 1995) and in Learning for the Future
(ASLA, ALIA & Curriculum Corporation, 2001). They provided a common language for a
consistent approach across discipline areas as the elements were integrated into discipline
research tasks and assessment criteria, and in the case of ILPO, in a developmental continuum
through the years of primary and secondary education.
This idea of a developmental continuum found expression also in Willison and O’Regan’s
(2005) RSD (Research Skills Development) framework which had the intention of enabling
integration of ILE into curriculum as a vertical and lateral transition with associated
pedagogies. Presented from a teacher practice perspective, it provided a conceptual model of
information literacy as a lifelong endeavour in which all participants undertook responsibility
for their own continuous learning journey from novice information users to advanced
researchers. Its six facets of research operations (like the steps in the information process
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model) sit in a matrix with levels of student autonomy describing their progression to become
independent researchers.

Andretta (2005) also looked at how teachers might incorporate a

broader understanding of information literacy into their teaching, providing examples of ways
to integrate ILE into programs of study using two models: SCONUL’s Seven Pillars of
Information Skills and the IL competencies identified by the ALA.
Taylor (2004) investigated ways that professional development in a primary school might
engender better awareness about the information and technology expertise of teacher librarians
and thus improve collaboration for improved student outcomes. This researcher (Whisken,
2005) also continued earlier practice-based research to explore ways that teachers might be
scaffolded to incorporate ILE into their teaching practices, culminating in a series of
professional development workshops with an external facilitator.
In New Zealand, Moore (2006) used the constructs of Bruce’s (1997) The Seven Faces of
Information Literacy as a framework to review national policies, teacher education, curriculum
integration and assessment related to information literacy and ICTs, and lifelong learning. She
identified that while clear ILE policies and curriculum statements were in place, they had not
been uniformly translated into practice, with teacher education and professional development
nominated as a key causal factor. Similarly, Kaplan (2010) found that the positive results of
US school library impact studies, conducted in the period 1993 to 2005, had produced little
influence on school decision making about funding and structures to support school library
programs.
Many tertiary institutions looked at how teacher education courses might provide
understandings about how to work collaboratively to integrate ILE into their future practices.
Shinew and Walter (2003), for example, saw this as having three dimensions: the information
literate student, the information literate teacher, and the instructional collaborator. Although
not expressed in the terminology of the later-developed Informed Learning constructs, in
common with that approach it identified a need for:
•

a clear information literacy framework to be in operation with common terminology
and understandings;

•

a reflective and collaborative relationship between teaching teams and the school
library;
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•

consistent integration and modelling of the framework within and across discipline
teaching and learning to enable the variational experiences required for relational
understandings of information use; and

•

a reflective relationship between teachers and students as they developed the
information strategies required for future learning with information.

Lipu’s (2008) description of pre-service training in ILE integration at University of
Wollongong demonstrated ways that academic staff collaborated with the education faculty to
ensure the students experienced a planned, comprehensive approach as part of their own
learning. This had the intention of modelling practices to students which they might then take
to their own teaching after graduation.
Academic librarians recognised that collaborative information use competencies for new ways
of working required understandings that transcended technological skills (Li, 2007). They
developed frameworks to guide integration of information literacy into the curriculum (Bundy,
2004; Cochrane, 2009; Consortium of National and University Libraries (CONUL), 2004).
Some, such as Andretta, Pope and Walton (2008), brought focus to the respective perspectives
of all stakeholders for improved independent learning.
Information literacy was included as a key competency by AASL in Standards for the 21stCentury Learner (2006), Learning4Life Plan (2008), Standards for the 21st-Century Learner
in Action (2009b, 2013) and Guidelines for School Library Media Programs (2009a). The
National Forum on Information Literacy (2008) provided key leadership in promoting the
importance of ILE, highlighting research evidence to influence decision-makers.
Standards for the 21st-Century Learner (AASL, 2006) addressed the increasing complexity
required in a definition of information literacy which incorporated changing resources and
technologies. It integrated the multiple literacies involved in using ever-larger amounts of
digital, visual, textual and technological resources as well as the thinking skills involved in
their critical and ethical use. It specified crucial skills for learning in social contexts involving
sharing and learning with others face-to-face as well as via technology. To achieve this
learning, it advised that, “School librarians collaborate with others to provide instruction,
learning strategies, and practice in using the essential learning skills needed in the 21st century”
(p. 3).
Standards for the 21st-Century Learner in Action (AASL, 2009b) looked at the teaching and
learning required for students to achieve the learning goals set by each standard, where:
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The standards and indicators will serve as guideposts for school librarians and other
educators in their teaching because these skills and dispositions are most
effectively taught as an integral part of content learning. The focus of these
standards is on the learner, but implicit within every standard and indicator is the
necessity of a strong school library program that offers a highly-qualified school
librarian, equitable access to up-to-date resources, dynamic instruction, and a
culture that nurtures reading and learning throughout the school. (p. 9)
Collaborative planning for curriculum integration of information literacy was identified as
crucial to ensure development of these competencies, although there was little suggested to
guide that process.
Australian library organisations similarly revised their statements to reflect the changing
information environment. Australia’s key library and information professional bodies, ALIA
and ASLA developed joint statements to guide information literacy for the 21st century (2009a2009c). They recognised evolving means of information access and use, as well as bringing
evaluation and reflection to the process.
Information Skills in the School: Engaging Learners in Constructing Knowledge (NSW.
Department of Education, 2015) updated the previous Information Skills in the School by
Dawson & Kallenberger (1989).

It reveals the move from bibliographic and sources

approaches of library skills teaching in the previous century to the more holistic approach of
information skills and information process teaching developed during the 1990’s and in the
first decade of the 21st century. A framework was provided for explicit teaching and learning
of information skills across the curriculum in NSW schools along with the teaching of literacy
and ICT skills. It directed use of the Department’s Quality Teaching Model and its Library
Policy as part of the process.

Figure 2.3 demonstrates the distinction made between

information skills and information attitudes in the information process, and Figure 2.4 presents
the Information Skills Process (ISP) to be followed in NSW schools. The publication also
detailed the responsibilities and procedures to be followed to ensure that teachers and teacher
librarians work together to integrate the process, that teachers receive appropriate professional
development to do so, and resources and facilities are provided to support teachers and learners
as they develop expert information use skills.
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Information skills
Information skills fall into two groups:
• skills concerned with locating information:
- finding information in a variety of forms e.g. online, print, electronic, brochures, pictures, audio,
maps
- finding information from a variety of sources e.g. people, school library, public library, travel agent,
home, DVDs
- finding information within sources e.g. using an index, guide words, map key, electronic menu
• skills concerned with understanding and using information:
- asking questions
- selecting, evaluating and, if necessary, discarding information
- combining information from different sources
- presenting the most relevant information
- presenting information according to the audience
- gauging the success of the presentation.
Information attitudes and values
Along with skill development the school fosters in students positive information attitudes and
values. These include:
• recognising that learning is lifelong
• valuing competency in information skills as an instrument in learning
• valuing creative and critical thinking in the information process
• valuing truth and the discipline of scholarship
• recognising that information is needed for personal, cultural, recreational and vocational
purposes
• recognising a personal need to become competent in the information process and to experiment
with new techniques and skills as information technology and social institutions change
• valuing personal performance as an information user with a repertoire of skills and developing
independence.
To ensure that students grow in confidence and proficiency, the school and the community should
value the information process as well as its product

Figure 2.3. Information Skills and Attitudes. (NSW, Department of Education, 2015, p. 7)
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Figure 2.4. The Information Skills Process (ISP). (NSW, Department of Education, 2015, p.
8)
Further distinctions were made to ways that information literacy might be taught and learned
as part of discipline learning by researchers at QUT, Bruce et al. (2006, 2007), who used
variation theory and relational understandings about information literacy to develop The Six
Frames for Information Literacy Education. Bruce combined this work with her earlier The
Seven Faces of Information Literacy (1997) to produce Informed learning (2008), the focus of
this study (and explored in depth in Section 2.2.3). Key distinctions were made between
information skills, information literacy, ILE and Informed Learning. Informed Learning drew
attention to the experiences of users of information and how that impacted on their approaches
to its use. It produced models which placed ILE within discipline practice and asked what
might happen if educators brought attention to how information might be used to enhance the
experience of discipline learning (Bruce, 2008). For this researcher, Informed Learning
provided an approach to professional development by which to transform teacher views and
practices of information use in such a way that ILE might be integrated into discipline learning.

2.1.5.2.

Information literacy and ICTs

Unfortunately, in the decade following 2000, changing models of school funding and the
rapidly expanding information environment impacted negatively on many school libraries in
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Australia and the way their roles in ILE were perceived (ALIA, 2010; The Hub: Campaign for
Quality School Libraries in Australia, 2010). In Canada, Coish’s (2005) research found a
similar situation to that being experienced in Australia, concluding: “a common belief is that
recent technological advances result in less need for librarians in schools, given that more
information can now be obtained through the Internet” (p. 7). He pointed out that it was an
attitude contrary to findings which indicated that principals felt their teachers were unprepared
for the use of ICTs to enhance student learning and that “Teacher-librarians often serve as
resource people in transferring knowledge of ICT and its utility in research, teaching and
learning” (p. 8). He reported Gibson and Oberg’s (2004) study of educators who felt that “the
Internet was being used mostly to increase access to information … Few respondents reported
using the collaboration, creation and dissemination capabilities of the Internet” (p. 8).
Although school curricula increasingly operated in blended learning environments, where
educators needed to use the capacities of learning management systems to present interactive
courses (Ministerial Council on Education, Employment, Training and Youth Affairs
(Australia and New Zealand) (MCEETYA), 2005, 2008)), many failed to utilise the
affordances of these environments (Bower, 2008). There remained a tendency for basic fluency
with ICT to be seen by many as the defining feature of information access and use rather than
the broader set of competencies required for 21st century learning.
Shannon’s (2009) survey research found that although the participating school principals gave
high ratings to a question about competency of teacher librarians to collaborate with teachers
to integrate information literacy skills into the curriculum, they rarely used the term
information literacy skills in open-ended responses. They referred instead to ‘research’ and
‘finding information on the Internet’ as important tasks.
The inadequacies and consequences of this continued skewed view of development of ICT
skills without the information literacy context were highlighted by Bundy (2003) and Gavin
(2008).

Additionally, the information and knowledge management expertise of teacher

librarians were often underutilised in blended learning curriculum design where critical
information and digital literacies are best embedded (Bell & Shank, 2007). This is explored
further in Section 2.2.3. In Australia, the Digital Education Revolution (Rudd, Smith &
Conroy, 2007) specified use of ICT for personalised learning as a policy direction, however,
there was little about information literacy development. That was despite the earlier advice of
the key organisations in the field, ASLA, ALIA and the Curriculum Corporation in their
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publication of the second edition of Learning for the Future (2001) and associated publications
to guide its use (Wall, 2004).
As a teacher and teacher librarian in five secondary schools over three decades, the researcher,
like Langford (1998) had also found a marked difference between what teacher librarians and
teachers respectively understood as information literacy.

Often there were varied

understandings within the school library profession itself as well as within and across schools
and school networks by educators (Allen, 2007). Even localised Australian State government
standards such as the Victorian Essential Learning Standards (VELS) demonstrated a lack of
cohesion between the traditional understandings of teacher librarians on the one hand and the
education department-advised pedagogical constructs for the learning associated with
information literacy on the other. Information literacy skills were distributed across the VELS
domains of ICT, communication and personal development (Todd, 2006, 2008) rather than
identified as a significant cross-curriculum literacy deserving of specific attention and
reporting. Manning (2006) found support for an inquiry approach in the VELS philosophy,
with the skills of information literacy distributed across several interdisciplinary learning
domains. That did achieve an integration of the skills and attitudes into those domains which
in turn were to be integrated into discipline curricula. Unfortunately, information literacy as a
distinct literacy had little reference and thus was not brought to students’ attention as a transdisciplinary literacy, nor were the associated pedagogies addressed.
Bruce and her colleagues at QUT conducted extensive research to bring focus to educators’
and students’ experiences of information. They sought to use it as a basis for developing
contextual learning for a more holistic and relational approach to incorporation of ICTs as part
of a broader repertoire of information strategies (Bruce et al., 2006; Partridge, Edwards, Baker
& McAllister, 2008). Bruce’s (1997) earlier The Seven Faces of Information Literacy had
recognised that ICTs are not always the focus of the learning that uses them. Often, they are
at the margins or periphery of the information-use experience. The ‘Faces’ represented
common ways that elements of information, ICTs and discipline content are likely to be
experienced. She later pointed out that the emphasis given to information technology in
information literacy and learning often makes “an assumption about peoples’ experience that
may not be appropriate. … [and] starting with the digital may not be the best way to understand
peoples’ information literacy experience.” (2014, p. 17).
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Informed Learning provided clarity about information literacy and ICTs, as it enabled attention
to be given to the various elements of information, ICTs and discipline content which were to
be the focus of each curriculum learning activity. Current learning theory was used to make it
easier for educators to incorporate Informed Learning ideas into their own practices. In that
way, as teachers considered what approaches to discipline learning they might use, they could
also consider what approaches to information use and ICTs might enhance that learning whilst
also building information use expertise. Informed Learning constructs showed teachers how
to design pedagogy in which they and their students might bring reflective attention to
information and ICT use for learning both within and across disciplines.

2.1.5.3.

Information literacy research agenda

This section updates the literature used to formulate this study but mostly relates to research
published after the research study was conducted. It is, however, relevant to discussion of the
findings’ significance for practice and implications for future research. Its inclusion here
continues the literature review’s structure of using an historical context to present the evolution
of understandings about ILE.
By 2010 the information literacy research agenda had broadened to accommodate ways that
consistency and coherence might be developed within and across education systems; and how
information use was involved in transfer of knowledge in education to create new knowledge.
By extension that also included how teacher knowledge about information use might be
transformed to create new learning activities for students in which they might experience and
develop their own repertoires of 21st century information strategies. There was also further
research into the different forms information might take in different contexts, and into the
nature of the information use experience itself (Bruce, 2011, 2014; Bruce, Davis, Hughes,
Partridge & Stoodley, 2014; Bruce, Hughes, & Somerville, 2012; Lloyd, 2010a).
Todd (2010) noted that there were still differing views about ILE. He pointed out that despite
the more holistic approaches developed over the previous two decades which saw ILE as a
process of learning with information for knowledge creation, some still viewed it as a set of
mostly information-seeking competencies. Todd distinguished three challenges ahead for ILE.
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The first was development of more research-based models for ILE such as Kuhlthau’s (1989)
Information Search Process which had provided a diagnostic tool to enable understanding of
the way the information search experience differed according to library and information setting.
It was also a framework for instructional interventions to support that information to knowledge
journey.
The second challenge named was development of more explicit knowledge-based standards
which in turn required giving attention to the complex cognitive processes underpinning
knowledge construction. In this was recognition of the fact that different disciplines have
different structures of knowledge and ways of arriving at that knowledge, and as such their
approaches to the way information is used for learning also differs. This was earlier determined
by Bruce’s (1997, 2008) research. Todd said that the AASL Standards for the 21st Century
Learner (AASL, 2006) provided ways for school libraries to cater for these differences, as they
were set within knowledge constructs. Additionally, they centred on the skills, dispositions in
action, responsibilities and self-assessment strategies required to inquire, think critically and
gain knowledge to apply to new situations, and then to create and share knowledge ethically
and productively as members of a democratic society, whilst also pursuing personal and
aesthetic growth.
The third challenge Todd identified was for institutions to review their mission statements and
policy documents to ensure alignment of instructional practices for information literacy to
overcome areas of contradiction and bring about greater cohesion of approaches and practices.
This supported the history of advocacy within ILE for more collaboration (Section 2.2.3).
Amongst institutions reviewing their statements and policies for a broader view of ILE was the
SCONUL Working Group on Information Literacy (2011). It saw the need to update its earlier
model (1999) to accommodate the evolving range of terminologies and concepts which
information literacy had grown to represent over the intervening decade. They presented it as
a generic ‘core’ model for Higher Education, to which a series of ‘lenses’, representing
different groups of learners, might be applied. Similarly, there were moves to incorporate and
specify various literacies alongside information literacy, seen in the grouping of information
literacy and media literacy, such as UNESCO’S Media and Information Literacy Curriculum
for Teachers (Wilson, Grizzle, Tuazon, Akyempong, & Cheung, 2011) and increasing
references to digital literacies (AASL, 2006; Bell & Shank, 2007; Gavin, 2008; Mifsud, 2006).
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Guided Inquiry (Kuhlthau, Maniotes, & Caspari, 2007) continued to be a popular theme in
research about ways teacher pedagogies might be transformed to incorporate ILE as a process
into the structure of discipline curriculum learning. Part of Guided Inquiry is development of
information literacy strategies as part of the suite of lifelong learning competencies required
for skilled operation in rapidly evolving information environments. This resonates with a key
idea in Informed Learning which emphasises the design of curriculum learning activities in
which, by variation of discipline experiences of using information to learn (Marton & Booth,
1997), students might develop their own repertoires of information strategies for transfer and
application in the ever-evolving 21st century information environment.
The process of transfer was addressed by Bruce and Hughes (2010) when they considered the
focus on learning in Informed Learning. They identified three critical elements of learning to
be information literate: experiencing information literacy (learning); reflection on experience
(being aware of learning); and application of experience to novel contexts (transfer of learning).
They added that these elements need to be brought into the meta-analysis of teacher discussions
about the pedagogies required to achieve such transfer.
Herring (2011a) pursued this idea of information literacy transfer in student practice,
identifying it as an under-researched area:
Despite a substantial growth in both research and professional literature on the
topic of information literacy, the question of whether school students transfer
information literacy practices has not been considered in any depth within this
literature. In the field of school library media, studies of information literacy
teaching, information literacy models, and students’ attitudes to information
literacy appear to have assumed that students will transfer information literacy
practices. Evidence of transfer or lack of transfer in schools is largely anecdotal,
and there is clearly a gap in information literacy research. (p.1)
He proposed that the outcome of successful ILE would be for students to become reflective
practitioners:
The term practice, in the school context, implies that students engage in a range of
information-related learning activities, with a focus on students gaining new
knowledge, and that students are reflective practitioners. That is, students are not
merely using a set of skills (e.g., information retrieval or information evaluation)
mechanically, and students do not view these skills in the same way as they might
view computer skills. (p.2)
It was a view which has obvious elements in common with those of Informed Learning which
has the intention of teachers becoming reflective practitioners (Schon, 1983) as they bring
awareness to the way they use information in design of discipline learning and how it impacts
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on students’ experiences of those learning activities. Additionally, Informed Learning’s
constructs provide for ways that students themselves might become reflective practitioners,
transferring their wise and relational understanding of information use to new learning
situations.
Many descriptions of information literacy increasingly saw it, like Herring (2011a) as a
reflective practice rather than a set of skills (Lloyd 2007, 2010a, 2010b) and that distinctions
could be made between the idea of information practice by educators and that by students as
part of their learning. The continuing research by Bruce and her colleagues has focused
increasingly on reflective expert information use as a practice by both educators and students,
as well as application of Informed Learning theory to broader fields of information use.
Bruce (2014) distinguished two alternative orientations in the development of the information
literacy agenda since the earlier statements.
The first of the following two directions aims to shape others, while the second
aims to understand and enhance others’ experiences:
•
•

Educating or training people so that they conform to professional norms
embedded in established systems and processes; or
Deepening our understanding of people, so that peoples’ experiences of
information literacy may be valued, celebrated and woven into the fabric of
our society and its systems

The second direction is the key motivation for experientially grounded explorations
and interpretations of information literacy that recognize the transformative and
emancipatory potential of using information to learn. Such approaches are not
focused on information or technology skills, but rather consider people’s
information and learning experiences; interpreting these from the perspective of
ordinary people using information as part of their everyday lives. (pp. 13-14)
This second direction references understanding information literacy as an experience applying
to fields beyond the realm of education and the associated research taking place in broader
fields (Bruce, 2014; Bruce, Davis, et al., 2014; Bruce, Demasson, Hughes, Lupton, Sayyad
Abdi, Maybee, Somerville, & Mirijamdotter, 2017).
Those two directions represent the key drivers of the study presented in this thesis. The first
describes a situation which frustrated the researcher. While there were many statements about
information literacy understandings and practice, there was limited take up by teachers in their
discipline practices.

Consisting primarily of definitions and optimal statements of

competencies and skills and the processes required to achieve their attainment, their history is
canvased above (Sections 2.1.1 - 2.1.4) to provide a background to the development of this
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study. Even in 2014, Lupton’s review of the current Australian Curriculum indicated that there
was still no clear set of statements and descriptions about the information skills involved in
inquiry learning, further compounded by inconsistent application of critical information use
learning within discipline standards.
Bruce’s second direction described an evolving attitudinal change which provided a way
forward for the researcher to investigate how the gap between information literacy theory and
practice might be bridged. Section 2.2.2 below provides an overview of the theory involved in
this evolution. Section 2.2.3 presents the information literacy practice journey into the more
holistic and transformative domain of Informed Learning, particularly in education, in which
this study and its findings sit.

2.2.

Key Themes for Information Literacy Integration

As demonstrated in literature covered in Section 2.1, from early in the previous century
information professionals sought the integration of information literacy into discipline
learning, with many standards, models and pedagogies suggested. This section draws out
literature related to three key elements in the history of ILE which have emerged to support
such a process. The first is the theme of calls for collaborative planning and teaching by
information professionals and educators. The second theme involves research for development
of information literacy learning theory which would align more easily with educational
directions. The third element of relevance for this study is Informed Learning, which brings
together the two other themes to provide a bridge between theory and the collaborative practice
sought to incorporate information-use expertise into discipline learning.

2.2.1. Information Literacy Education Collaboration

A major theme in research and statements about ILE in schools is the need for cohesive
approaches by those responsible for its implementation so that information literacy learning
can be experienced as a practice consisting of commonly understood strategies. Collaboration
by teachers and teacher librarians has been found to be the best way to achieve that integration
into the context of discipline learning. This section looks at research about the key stakeholders
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involved in ensuring such collaboration takes place and the strategies developed for
collaborative integration of cohesive approaches to ILE into curriculum learning.

2.2.1.1.

Key stakeholders in collaboration for information literacy integration

Although lobbying in the 1970’s produced increased funding for school library facilities and
staff training across Australia, the impacts were not as great as intended. Lack of collaboration
between library and teaching staff was identified as one of the reasons for that. Research
showed that teacher perceptions had not changed sufficiently to allow them to see the
collaborative teaching and learning opportunities presented by the new or expanded library
services (Clyde, 1981).
Increasingly, research showed that collaboration between library and teaching staff was a key
factor in the integration of ILE into subject curricula in such a way that students experienced
cohesive approaches to its teaching and learning. Haycock’s (1995, 1997) review of research
revealed that while there was a positive relationship between the presence of school libraries
and students’ research outcomes, there was need for improved promotion of CPT if integration
of ILE was to become a whole school practice. In the US, identification of the crucial role of
collaboration resulted in publication of Information Power: Guidelines for School Library
Media Programs (AASL & AECT, 1998b), and the accompanying Information Power:
Building Partnerships for Learning (AASL & AECT, 1998a) which produced a strong body
of material to inform and guide implementation of the programs with a focus on the
collaborative element. The importance of structures to ensure collaboration between teachers
and teacher librarians was emphasised in the IFLA/UNESCO School Library Manifesto (1999)
mission statement which stressed the need for cohesive approaches by all stakeholders.
In Australia, ILE collaboration amongst educators and information professionals has been a
repeating theme in national and state school library association websites, journals and
conferences. Prominent amongst conference presenters has been Todd (2000, 2006, 2008,
2014), whose material emphasised expanded ownership of ILE by teachers as a tool to aid
moves towards a holistic view of stakeholder responsibility for integration of critical literacy
learning, and information literacy inclusion in VELS. He promoted use of the models of guided
inquiry and Vygotsky’s (Hedegaard, 2005) zones of proximal development (ZPD) seen in the
work by Kuhlthau, Maniotes and Caspari (2007) for this purpose.
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As a result of her investigation of student plagiarism McGregor (2005; Williamson, McGregor,
& Archibald 2009, 2010) similarly pointed to a need for teacher and teacher librarian
collaboration to structure research tasks in such a way that information literacy becomes a
learning experience with limited opportunities for cheating. Loertscher (2006, 2008) provided
overviews of literature from the 1980’s onwards which had promoted collaboration between
teachers and teacher librarians.

Gibson-Langford (2007, 2008) explored notions and

characteristics of collaboration and learning to call for partnerships between teacher librarians
and teachers to develop a knowledge-oriented culture. Hay and Foley (2009) outlined effective
library programs and information literacy development which included the importance of
collaboration.
School library associations in Australia (ASLA & ALIA, 2009a-2009c) have been active in
developing statements to promote and guide the collaboration which leads to successful
integration of ILE. Similarly, in the U.S, AASL developed Learning4Life (2008), a national
plan for implementation of Standards for the 21st-Century Learner (2006) and Empowering
Learners: Guidelines for School Library Media Programs (2009a). It aimed to create a
committed group of stakeholders with a shared voice and understanding for the collaboration
seen as integral to those programs.
Perceptions of key stakeholders has been identified by researchers as playing an important role
in bringing about the culture and structures in schools which encourage and enable ILE
collaboration between teacher librarians and teachers. Haycock’s (1995, 1997) research found
the relationship between the principal and Head of Library as especially influential. Horton
(2007) and Catts (2008) identified the degree of key stakeholder engagement as important
elements in the success of information literacy integration. Positive perceptions about the
library and strong relationships between the principal and teacher librarian were also identified
by Hay and Foley, (2009), Henri, Hay, and Oberg (2002a, 2002b), Lance, Rodney, and Russell
(2007) and Todd et al. (2011) as major factors in gaining support and funding for library
programs, including collaboration. Shannon’s (2009) review of research found that despite the
demonstrated positive outcomes for students of collaborative integration of ILE, and the way
proactive principal leadership enabled flourishing library programs which enabled such
collaboration, administrators generally saw little value in creating such a culture. This was
supported by Kaplan’s (2010) research which indicated that the documented benefits of wellresourced library programs seemed not to have reached decision-makers.
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Hay (2010) documented the changing and conflicting perceptions of school libraries and their
programs, noting significant differences between perceptions of students, teachers and library
staff. Those libraries seen to be relevant to learning tended to be those which were adapting
quickly to changes in the learning environment. This way of operating ensured that library
expertise and service was of a type valued by teachers and students such that it was integrated
into classroom learning and sought independently by students. The influence of perceptions
was further affirmed by a Gold Coast study of school library impact on learning outcomes
(Hughes, Leigh, Osborne, Fraser, Kahl, & Reynolds, 2013) which showed that views held by
school principals were a significant factor in the degree of impact achieved.
The IFLA stressed the importance of the relationships between key-stakeholders in 2015,
stating that for an effective school ILE program:
Services and activities must be designed by a qualified school librarian, working in
close cooperation with the principal or head teacher, with heads of departments and
other learning specialists in the school, with classroom teachers, with support staff,
and with students. Without access to the expertise of a qualified school librarian
who selects appropriate educational resources and collaborates with classroom
teachers to design instruction based on those resources, the improvements in
student achievement reported in the research literature are not attainable (p. 39).
This section has presented research indicating that the perceptions of key stakeholders are
important elements in bringing about the culture and structures required for collaborative
integration of ILE into curriculum learning across the school. Professional development to
change understandings about ILE and to develop collaborative and collegial relationships for
its integration is explored in Section 2.3.

2.2.1.2.

Strategies for collaborative integration of information literacy

Research about integration of ILE into discipline learning by collaborative partnerships
between teacher librarians and teachers at P-12 schools, or between library staff and
educators at tertiary levels, has brought changes in understanding about information
literacy, new ways and terminology to describe it and development of a range of strategies
to achieve it. Of relevance for this study are reports about ways teaching and library staff
might work together to co-construct common understandings about ILE such that students
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might experience contextual development of cohesive approaches to information practices
and strategies as part of their discipline learning.
Haycock’s (1995) review of research in school librarianship had revealed that:
The development of student competence is most effective when integrated with
classroom instruction through cooperative program planning and team teaching by
two equal partners - the classroom teacher and the teacher-librarian - yet
communication is often lacking. (p.1)
He found that researchers recommended improvement in training of both teachers and teacher
librarians so that they might work better with each other to do the cooperative work required
for integration of ILE. This echoed the increasing realisation throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s
that ILE required understanding of the learning that is involved in the development of expert
information use practices, and incorporation of pedagogies to achieve that within classroom
teaching.

Further, there were suggestions that given the importance of negotiating

opportunities for that cooperative work to happen, teacher librarians should receive training to
enable them to influence key stakeholders. In 1998, Langford identified the gap between
information literacy theory and everyday classroom practice and called for greater research
about ways to bridge it.
As explained by Carey (1998), strategies to achieve information literacy integration in the K12 area tended to see information literacy as a process rather than a tick-box of skills. They
included promotion in schools of models such as those described above in Section 2.2.1,
including Kuhlthau’s (1989, 1993a, 1993b, 1995) Information Search Process, Eisenberg’s
and Berkowitz’s (1990) Big6, Herring’s (1996a) Plus model and McKenzie’s (1999) Research
Cycle, just to name a few. All provided ancillary processes and guidance to assist integration
of information literacy strategies into curriculum design where they would be learned in the
context of discipline learning across each year level as students progressed through their
education. While collaboration between teachers and teacher librarians was the model sought,
in practice it tended to be limited to collaborative teaching of research tasks.
Shayne’s (2002) review of collaboration between teachers and teacher librarians through the
previous decades identified key features to its structure: shared vision and goals and a climate
of trust and respect in which each partner fulfils a carefully defined role. The teacher’s role
was to bring specialist knowledge about the students’ learning capabilities and the content to
be taught. The teacher librarian’s role was to bring specialist understanding of information
skills, and to work with the teacher to integrate them into resource-based units. As a process,
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it required comprehensive planning, shared leadership, resources, risk and control. Along with
Haycock’s (2003) research, Shayne’s work showed that reported results of test scores indicated
that the more time teacher librarians spent in collaboration with teachers and in providing input
and support, including ICT management, the more positive were the results achieved.
Additionally, it was seen to produce more positive relationships between the partners.
Lonsdale’s (2003) analysis of studies about the impact of school libraries in Australia from the
1990’s onwards found amongst the factors contributing to positive outcomes for students were
those schools with collaborative relationships between classroom teachers and teacher
librarians. This was especially so in relation to planning of instructional units, resource
collection development and the provision of professional development for teachers. Where
this collaboration resulted in integration of ILE into the curriculum there was improvement in
students’ mastery of both content and information seeking skills.
The Information Literacy Planning Organiser (ILPO) (Ryan & Capra, 2001) was influential in
providing a support mechanism for collaborative ILE by teachers and teacher librarians.
Burgess and Melissas’s (2002) Making a Difference CD ROM gave teacher librarians access
to electronic scaffolds to use in their work with teachers. Reality Bytes by La Marca and
Manning (2004) provided instructive views of the information literacy situation, including
collaboration as a key theme. Hall’s (2005) Researching Together CD ROM (2005) gave a
powerful collaborative integrative framework and scaffolding resource. The researcher had
herself used these models in work with many library and teacher teams to develop and describe
a developmental continuum of information literacy skills and processes which included ICTs.
These sat as descriptive outcomes statements for easy integration into criterion-referenced
rubrics for assessment task feedback.
Research by Montiel-Overall (2005) sought a theoretical understanding and definition of the
collaboration by teachers and teacher librarians considered essential to support teachers and
students as they operated in educational environments of increasing complexity. She pointed
out that although such collaboration was identified as necessary for student development of
high-level inquiry skills, there was little data about how and where it was being done. Four
models were developed to represent the levels on which this collaboration might operate:
coordination, operation/partnerships, integrated instruction, and integrated curriculum. It was
proposed that their use in research might provide the data to inform choices by stakeholders to
ensure the most effective collaboration was taking place.
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The Guided Inquiry (Kuhlthau et al., 2007) model, which was developed from Kuhlthau’s
(1991) original information search process, sought to create collaborative expert teams which
would use a variety of strategies to guide students through six stages of inquiry which were
integrated into curriculum learning. Herring (2011a, 2011b) recommended that there be
increased professional development to bring about such collaborative and reflective practices
to enable teachers to help students develop improved information use expertise.
Research to investigate methodologies that teachers and teacher librarians might use to
overcome the gap between information literacy theory and practice was taken up by Visser in
2007 and Gibson-Langford in 2009. Both showed the effectiveness of teachers and teacher
librarians together undertaking collaborative action research to incorporate ILE into student
learning and teacher practice. Gibson-Langford (2009) made a distinction between cooperative
planning and collaboration, where: “Collaboration should not be dismissed as something that
happens as an outcome of working together”, pointing out that it was a particular working
relationship which has a “deep intellectual and emotional edge” (p. 2), in which innovative
thinking produces change. She emphasised the importance of the quality of the relationship in
collaboration, as it provides the practice environment in which implicit tacit knowledge is made
explicit, and where new knowledge is reflectively created.
Like Avalos (2011), Gibson-Langford’s (2009) study identified the wish by teachers to talk
and communicate at a deeper level than cooperative planning, to collaborate for creation and
application of new knowledge. Such engagement requires structure and processes to be put in
place for teachers to plan together, see their ideas put into action and for feedback and reflection
to occur. “Relationships centre on people - the one commonality across any interpretation of
collaboration, and relationships need to be nurtured. Time, a valuable asset in the teaching
world, is needed for such nurturing” (p. 2). But teachers tend to operate as sole practitioners
in classrooms, so “Ironically, teachers learn best in a social context, yet have limited
opportunities to learn together” (p. 2).
This resonates with Dewey’s (1916) idea of having teachers engaged in their own learning
journey as they teach, bringing a deep and academic reflection to the context of their immediate
practice situations. Macateer (2013) points to the difficulty of achieving this in the ‘busy-ness’
of the rituals and routines of schools, where their practice can be seen:
as sources of learning rather than the organisational strategies for it. The tendency
[is] to ask how to do something, rather than explore the nature of that something
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… without such a questioning approach, our engagement with concepts and
processes can remain at a relatively superficial level. (p. 8)
As presented in Section 2.2.3, Informed Learning, especially when used with PAR, can bring
a structure of theory, time and processes for ILE professional development of teachers, in
which they can reflexively explore new theories and how they might be integrated into teaching
practice. It can overcome concerns about limited opportunities for the collaboration required
for K-12 teachers to learn in a collegial fashion. Informed Learning has the advantage of
addressing both teacher practice and student learning experiences in the contexts of school
curriculum studies.
Many at the university level have promoted faculty/library dialogue and consultation as a way
to bring about the collaboration which leads to embedded information literacy in university
courses. Hine, Gollin, Ozols, Hill and Scoufis (2002) took a multifaceted approach to ILE
integration into scaffolded academic tasks, collaborating with a university’s academic teaching
staff, professional developers, academic learning skills advisors and librarians. Prucha, Stout
and Jurkowitz (2005) reported the success of an information literacy team approach in learning
outcomes for ESL (English as a Second Language) students, while Andrews and Patil (2007)
found embedded information literacy skill development effective for first year engineering
students. Kraemer, Lombardo and Lepkowski (2007) worked with faculty to trial varieties of
information literacy instruction and in a call for ‘blended librarianship’ Bell and Shank (2007)
encouraged academic librarians to take up instructional design and technology skills to enable
better collaboration with faculty.

Harris (2008) and Ragains (2008) looked at the

transformative impact which can occur when a collaborative approach is taken by librarians to
use Web 2.0 capacities to engage educators in use of online resources for enhanced discipline
learning. Gavin (2008) proposed a concept-based approach in which librarians would work
collaboratively with faculty to guide students through intellectual stages of building
knowledge. Gilbert and Gilbert (2010) investigated ways to assess the information literacy
strategies integrated into discipline learning units.
To create better understandings upon which to build collaborative approaches to ILE, Lupton
(2008) used a phenomenographic approach in her PhD to investigate the ways that academics
view and approach information literacy. This idea of seeking to understand the stakeholder
view of information use had been introduced by Bruce in her PhD studies about academics’
information experiences which produced The Seven Faces of Information Literacy (1997).
Consideration of the collaborative relationship from the point of view of those experiencing
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it had also been the subject of research by Limberg and Sundin (2006) who examined
teachers’ experiences of teaching information literacy and linked it to developing theories
of information behaviour. Lupton’s (2008) work revealed that academics varied as to whether
they viewed information literacy skills as separate from, or related to, disciplinary studies.
Attitudes about whose responsibility it was to teach information literacy ranged from seeing it
as outside the discipline area and therefore not part of the teaching, to being intrinsic to
discipline teaching. She posited the idea of GeST windows of information literacy learning Generic, Situated or Transformational - as a model for creating understanding and bringing
about changed views for incorporation of information literacy as part of discipline learning. In
the Generic view, models of information literacy comprise the what of learning, but not the
how - that is, the content and outcome. Such models list what information skills are to be
learned and how they will be demonstrated. Seen through the Situated window, information
literacy uses the generic skills but they are socially situated and their use and meaning is
determined by the context of their use. Information literacy is a process taught within the
practices of a discipline or particular community and adds the how to the what of learning –
as is seen in the standards and process models of information literacy. The Transformative
window uses both the Generic skills and the Situated context learning and queries the way
society uses information, with a view to transformation and improvement. Lupton proposed
that all three windows should be present in curriculum learning experiences, and that the GeST
windows provided a framework to use for examining existing curricula and designing new
curricula.
Another direction at the tertiary level was to examine library-faculty collaboration within
existing course design to reach agreed assessment outcomes. In Collaborative Information
Literacy Assessments: Strategies for Evaluating Teaching and Learning, Mackey and
Jacobson (2010) brought together research where attention was given to outcomes of
integration of information literacy across tertiary levels by faculty-librarian teams, with the
focus on how the success of such integration might be measured. Eight innovative models
for information literacy assessment in four main discipline areas were explored to illustrate
the relationship between assessment and collaboration in iterative course design. The
editors of the series argued that integration of ILE by collaborative teams within and across
disciplines is more likely when it conforms, supports and enhances the learning outcomes
sought by the institution, and uses the processes established and valued in that educational
context to demonstrate its success.
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Feekery (2013) explored ways that beginning students at Massey University (New Zealand)
might develop more sophisticated information strategies for improved discipline learning
outcomes throughout their studies. Her use of the transformative processes of Informed
Learning and PAR enabled academic and library staff to incorporate learning about information
use as part of their discipline teaching and learning. She nominated collaborative and collegial
conversations as key implications for future research about integrating information strategies
into curriculum design for improved learning outcomes. The relevance of Feekery’s work for
this study is discussed further in Section 2.3.
The Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL, 2011) has developed a cohesive
holistic and process approach to ILE, in which information is seen as having a value and
its authority is viewed as constructed and contextual; research is seen as inquiry , and
searching is seen as strategic exploration; scholarship is seen as conversation, and
information creation is described as a process. These process definitions, when clearly
owned and understood across an organisation, are designed to make it easier for teams of
discipline curriculum designers and information professionals to build information literacy
into the discipline learning process.
Successful programs to achieve ongoing incorporation of such strategies by collaborative
teams across sectors are the subject of continuing research. Different and productive
directions are being followed. Of particular relevance to this study are those involving
phenomenographic and sociocultural constructivist approaches (Bruce, 2014; Gunton,
Bruce, & Davis, 2014; Gunton, Bruce, & Stoodley, 2012) and those using action research to
enable continuous, contextual and reflective construction of common understandings by
people who design and deliver information literacy learning experiences (Feekery, 2013).
Of special note is research such as that by Ireland, Watters, Browlee and Lupton (2012) who
used phenomenographic research to discover educator views about inquiry learning, and its
incorporation of information literacy understandings, to see if that awareness might assist
in its incorporation into curriculum design.

Dhiem and Lupton (2014) also used a

phenomenographic approach to examine tertiary students’ experiences of the learning
involved in ILE experiences. It was proposed that, equipped with information about the
variation of the learning that occurred in such experiences, collaborative teams of librarians
and academics might better tailor discipline teaching to incorporate activities which
provided for the differences revealed in the study. Zhakarov and Maybee (2018) used
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Informed Learning to enable students to develop perceptions and awareness about library
programs which might assist their online learning.
Universities offering teacher education courses have also implemented models of integrated
information literacy and collegial consultation in curriculum design in an effort to enable
teachers to work better with others to integrate ILE into professional practice in schools (Lipu,
2008; Shinew & Walter, 2003; Witt & Dickinson, 2003). This was further developed in
Klebansky and Fraser’s (2013) conceptual model of information literacy integration for teacher
education at University of Tasmania. They reviewed previous research in the area to produce
an educational framework which:
facilitates curriculum design that systematically, consistently and incrementally
develops information literacy capabilities across entire teacher education course
structures, thereby facilitating teacher education students to graduate as critical
thinkers, problem solvers, informed decision makers and independent, self-directed
lifelong learners. As education professionals, these graduates have the potential of
developing these capabilities in the children they teach. (p. 103, abstract)
Teacher education to bring more holistic approaches to ILE in teacher practice was addressed
by the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), which produced Information
Literacy Standards for Teacher Education (2011) to prepare students in teaching courses for
curriculum design and teaching which incorporated information literacy. It stated that:
Teachers play a key role in providing students with diverse opportunities to learn
how to use information wisely. Those preparing to become pre-kindergarten to
twelfth grade (PK-12) teachers require a comprehensive understanding of
information literacy to guide their own knowledge creation activities that will
ultimately affect their future students. (p.1)
The standards presented the fuller understanding of curriculum integration and clear
benchmarks for performance indicators and outcomes similar to practices sought in this present
study. Its main purpose was to:
•
•

Guide teacher education faculty and instruction librarians in developing
information literacy instruction for teacher education students.
Enable the evaluation and assessment of such instruction and curricula
through benchmarking outcomes. (p.1)

Additional aims of these standards were to outline information literacy knowledge and skills
expected of teacher education students in their studies and pre-service teaching, and to guide
them in consideration of ways they might integrate information literacy into their future
teaching practices. Of note was the requirement that teachers bring explicit attention to the
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purposes, modes, processes and impacts involved in the information being used, and of the
need for educators and librarians to work collaboratively.
Reflective collaborative teamwork by K-12 educator teams to bring about information literacy
learning can be seen in evolving applications of pedagogies such as inquiry learning, which
seeks to incorporate information literacy within a broader inquiry model used in discipline
curriculum design rather than as a discrete concept. Its active learning orientation encourages
students to discover answers for themselves through engagement in new experiences designed
by teachers.

Lupton (2014) describes inquiry learning as a pedagogy with three main

elements: questioning frameworks, information literacy and the research cycle. Students
ask a range of different questions throughout the inquiry process, reflecting the main
purposes of generating focus questions, evaluating information and data, and evaluation of
the process itself.
There remain frustrations about take-up of both the inquiry learning model and the concepts
of information literacy learning within it. For example, Lupton (2014) examined the new
Australian Curriculum to discover how well the inquiry learning elements of questioning
frameworks and information literacy were covered. She found that, as in the past, there
continued to be a lack of consistency and cohesion in their incorporation into discipline
learning.

Her research juxtaposed the inquiry skills strands in scope and sequence

statements of science, history, geography, economics and business, and civics and
citizenship with the general capabilities of critical and creative thinking and ICT.
Analysis of the similarities and differences between subject areas, general
capabilities and year levels … revealed a number of misaligned skills and some
significant omissions. These findings raise questions concerning the aspects of the
inquiry process that are regarded as generic, that is, applicable across disciplines,
versus those aspects that are discipline-specific (particular disciplinary information
practices). (p. 11)
Of concern was lack of consistency across the frameworks regarding discipline approaches to
evaluation of information and acknowledgement of sources, discussed further in Chapter Six,
Section 6.2.
IFLA guidelines (2015) recommended that whatever approach was taken to the teaching of
information strategies, the model selected should have sound theoretical foundations and align
closely with the goals and learning outcomes of the school. Further, it should be used
consistently across the school within classroom learning in a developmental continuum. It
recommended the process approach of inquiry learning as one which:
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goes beyond the location of information to the use of information, beyond the
answering of a specific question to the seeking of evidence to shape a topic. It
considers the process of a search for information as well as the product of the
search. It calls for an awareness of the complexity of learning from information:
Learning from information is not a routine or standardized task, and it involves the
affective as well as the cognitive domains. (p.43)
The importance of educating the educators to bring about greater ownership and collaboration
in media and information literacy (MIL) education was addressed by Bruce when prefacing
Media and Information Literacy in Higher Education (2017). She states that:
Overall, powerful educational experiences rest on communication within
educational teams, whether those be at colleges and universities, in schools or even
our preschool environments, as well as the wider community and workplace
context. We continue to need to understand that colleagues working together do
not always share the same view of teaching, learning, or indeed of information
literacy. As a consequence, they do not always share the same understanding of
desired learning outcomes or assessment processes. Overcoming these challenges
is always critical in moving forward in any learning design process. (p. xv)
In her career as a teacher librarian, the author of this thesis constantly sought strategies for
collaborative professional development to bring about changes in teacher practice of ILE. That
shaped design of the ILARC project which had to be done as part of the busy daily practice of
teaching while employing a structure for formal research and reflection. Action research
projects such as Visser’s (2007) showed particular promise because it demonstrated a way that
teachers might investigate ways to incorporate into their practices the more holistic views of
information literacy provided in conceptual models arising from variation theory (Marton &
Booth, 1997) and relational views of learning (Bruce et al., 2006, 2007) seen in Informed
Learning.
Informed Learning offers a window to a new way of engaging teachers. Constructivist in its
intent and its application, it provides a structure for dialogue with teachers in the ‘zone’ of their
discipline expertise and in secondary schools that tends to be the area where teacher focus still
lies. By meeting a teacher within this ‘zone’ it was hypothesised that Langford’s (1998) ‘gap
between theory and practice of information literacy’ might be closed, so that teachers and
teacher librarians in communities of practice might collaboratively construct common
understandings about ILE for application in the contextual locale of their discipline practices.
The fuller detail of this search for a professional development process which might enable
teachers to apply Informed Learning is explored in 2.2.3 below.
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2.2.2. Information Literacy Learning Theories

Learning and phenomenographic theory has been brought into ILE research to produce theory
and pedagogies better matched to evolving educational curricula. It has provided common
understandings to underpin the collaborative work required for integration of information
literacy into subject curriculum teaching and learning. As presented above in Section 2.1 in
the context of their development over time, earlier definitions and statements about information
literacy and their associated pedagogies described a set of behavioural skills or steps, which
limited its broader interpretation and application. That evolved over the decades to incorporate
learning theory and development of an information literacy research agenda. Education about
information literacy and its attainment became a more cognitive process, and constructivist
theories provided increased ownership and reflection for learners. Sociocultural learning
theory brought awareness of the role of social context in construction of knowledge, and a more
holistic view came about with use of phenomenographic perspectives to develop relational
models for information literacy practice.
The matter of how individuals construct knowledge is an obvious focus for educators, and how
information is used in the process is of relevance as information content, forms, access, and
uses changes and expands exponentially. Learning theories related to the development of
information literacy cover behaviourism, cognitivism, constructivism and sociocultural
learning. Each is covered briefly below.

2.2.2.1.

Behaviourist learning theory

Behaviourist learning theory has a focus on objectively observable behaviours in a sequence
of carefully planned steps (Woollard, 2010), where learning is defined as acquisition of new
behaviours (Pritchard, 2008). Information literacy from such a perspective would see it as the
skills associated with ‘information seeking’ and ‘selecting’ common to most research tasks.
As explored in 2.1, such learning activities were usually undertaken in a library with library
staff undertaking a support role as they worked with teachers. In its earlier form it was seen in
the traditional library skills classes, and then as information skills. Bruce described this
‘information skills’ approach as “the building blocks that make information literacy possible,
in the same way that the ability to read and write makes literate practice possible” (2008, p. 6).
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In its various forms this set of skills also usually involves defining the key information needed
to satisfy an assessment task’s requirements, determining the best sources for that information,
critically selecting the most relevant information, then synthesising those notes into the format
required. When Lupton (2004) explored the ways students experience using information to
learn, the information seeking involved in research tasks which followed this style was
experienced by students as linear learning, where they see themselves as firstly acquiring
information then later learning from it (Bruce, 2008, p. 63). The history of ILE (Section 2.1)
shows that even many methods which contained a process approach to teaching information
literacy tended towards seeing it via a behaviourist model. This reflects the tendency by
educators to mostly view information literacy as a set of library or research skills taught by
library staff rather than incorporated into the curricula of subject content, with resultant failure
to provide the structure and team approach required for its contextual and relational learning
across the curriculum.

2.2.2.2.

Cognitive learning theory

From the perspective of cognitive learning theory, students learn about the metacognitive
processes by which they might help themselves monitor and direct their own learning.
(Pritchard, 2008).

With such an approach, information literacy involves acquiring or

reorganising cognitive structures to process and store information. Introduced increasingly in
the 1980’s and 1990’s, as seen in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.1.2 (above), ILE which takes a problembased or inquiry approach tends to fall into this view, emphasising:
thinking about information and using information within a problem-solving
perspective. It does not discard the knowledge from earlier approaches, such as the
knowledge of tools, sources, and search strategies but does emphasize that this
knowledge is best developed through inquiry within the teaching of thinking and
problem solving (IFLA, 2015, p. 38)
Lupton (2004) reported that students whose research tasks are structured in this way tend to
have a cyclic information use experience. Students develop knowledge in iterative cycles in
which they sequentially get information and learn from it, then seek more and develop their
understanding and so on.
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2.2.2.3.

Constructivist learning theory

Constructivist learning theory brings to ILE a philosophy of learning based on the premise that
we construct our own understanding of the world we live in by reflecting on our experiences
of information use, making sense of that world by generating our own rules and mental models
about information and the knowledge created about and by its use (Phillips, 1994; Pritchard,
2008). The learner is an active agent, reflectively using prior knowledge to compare and
contrast old and new information to build new connections, often using social networks and
groups to construct meaning. This can be seen in Lupton’s (2004) finding that some students
experience information use and learning as concurrent, inseparable activities. Such students
do not distinguish between the actions of finding information and using it in their discipline
learning activities – they happen simultaneously. The educator bringing this perspective of
information literacy to students would incorporate information use as part of discipline
learning, encouraging reflection about the different approaches and aspects of using
information to learn discipline content, as we see in Informed Learning (Bruce, 2008, p.64).

2.2.2.4.

Sociocultural learning theory

Sociocultural learning theorists such as Vygotsky (Hedegaard, 2005) see learning constructed
by the individual with reference to the social and cultural context within which it takes place.
With reference to information literacy, Wang (2007) explained:
According to sociocultural learning theories, a collaborative learning activity is
critical in teaching. A well-designed learning activity will engage and motivate
students in learning and develop their critical thinking and lifelong learning skills.
Sociocultural learning theories provide us with excellent models for developing
collaborative learning activities that enable students to actively engage in the
learning process, help teachers and librarians create an information literacy
community-of-learners where students interact with each other, and help teachers
and librarians understand ZPD so to help students reach their full potential
developmental level (p. 156).
Relational learning theory has a sociocultural basis. A teacher bringing such a perspective to
ILE would incorporate a social dimension into the learning experience, such as interaction in
groups to provide for co-construction of meaning and bring in discipline and information
experts so that students can be helped to take their understandings and skills to new levels.
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2.2.2.5.

Theoretical platforms for broader exploration of information literacy

understandings

There has been a determined effort by researchers to build a theoretical platform for the
exploration of information literacy understandings to enable its application in broader fields
and to enable its adaptation to encompass the rapid expansion of information technology and
its ubiquitous impact on people’s information experiences. Increasingly, theories focus on the
different ways people interact with information, the influences on those experiences, and the
ways people in different social situations use information to learn and build knowledge.
Limberg, Sundin and Talja (2012) saw information literacy as encompassing both the teaching
and the learning involved in its attainment, and that it was important to make explicit the
theoretical view being brought to information literacy as it could impact on both educative and
research processes. They explored three theories which they saw as representing alternatives
to directions which focused on cognitivist theories: phenomenography, a sociocultural
perspective and Foucauldian discourse analysis.
The phenomenographic approach was explained as involving recognition of people’s ways of
experiencing information and viewed learning as constructing meaning in variation of
experiences rather than as knowledge being transferred from teacher to student. Information
literacy from this perspective involves consideration of variation in factors such subject
content, discipline and professional practice and the patterns that arise in the way these are
experienced.

They described a strong link between information use and learning in

phenomenographic theories about information literacy, referring to Bruce’s (2008) Informed
Learning approach as being typical of such a view.
The sociocultural perspective was presented as seeing learning as a relationship between
individuals and various forms of collective practices, and of seeing the tools of information use
as closely integrated with those social practices. Such relational learning theory brings to ILE
a perspective of developing critical and reflective awareness about information use and its tools
and their social context. Informed Learning also incorporates such a perspective, using the Six
Frames construct (Bruce et al., 2006) to provide a set of curriculum design approaches to
accommodate the different relationships educators bring to their practices.
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Discourse analytical approaches were described as having been used to explore understandings
of information and literacy practices from a broader historical and sociological perspective,
where all “three theoretical approaches conceive of information literacy not as a stand-alone
discipline or specialty, but as a field of research where theoretical understandings of
information, learning and knowledge are fundamental” (p. 95).
Budd and Lloyd (2014) suggested that if there was to be a robust praxis of information literacy,
there was a need for clarity about what informed the conceptual understandings of information
literacy processes and products. They suggested four possible directions. The first was
metacognition about information literacy, wherein students would learn to bring awareness to
information need, evaluation of the information sourced to meet the need, and attentive
integration of new information into their existing knowledge base. The second direction was
information literacy as a practice, involving explicit attention to the epistemology and ontology
of information literacy such that it is approached as a cycle of teaching and learning by both
teacher and student. Teaching from such a view would involve bringing constant reflective
attention to the enablers and constraints of the cultural, social, communication and knowledge
architecture dimensions involved in knowledge creation in a site, such as might be achieved
via praxis.
The third direction involved a sociocultural perspective, which brought several theories into a
broad grouping in which literacies were seen as situated practices. In relation to information
literacy such a view would bring students to query the constructs, practices and tools involved
in information access, use and production in various circumstances, and would include critical
analysis of the larger governmental and corporate structures active in the locale of information
use.
The fourth possibility saw information literacy as individualised, in the sense that it exists as
one of several literacies that enable an individual to operate successfully across many domains.
In the case of information literacy, as in earlier statements, it would mean students are able to
engage the skills required for critical use of information to build new knowledge. However, it
moved from the older understandings of those statements in the sense that it was defined as a
boundary literacy, i.e., that literacy which enables an individual to cross the boundary of the
way information is known and presented in one culture or format to the way it is known and
presented in another. Free from constructs which would limit information literacy to specific
information formats (books, journals, databases, multi-media, etc) it recognises that
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information exists differently in different locales and what is required are the codes to access
and use these different formats.
A praxis view of information literacy has been referred to also as an essential reflective practice
for librarians (Doherty, 2005) and in the context of the practices of information professionals
in tertiary (Jacobs, 2008) and public libraries (Hall, 2010). Jacobs proposed a critical practice
of librarianship – a theoretically informed praxis – and looked at ways that might be engendered
in libraries and staff and the academic communities in which they operated.
For the study presented in this thesis, Informed Learning provided an approach which offered
a synthesis of theories suited to application of ILE in teacher practice to bridge the gap between
the two.

From phenomenography it brought attention to the real-world contexts and

experiences of teachers and students. It provided variational processes (Marton & Booth, 1997)
of constructivist and socio-cultural learning and its transformational direction addressed the
action intention of a praxis approach. Section 2.2.3 provides finer detail about Informed
Learning, while Section 2.3 presents literature related to finding a professional development
process suited to bringing the ideas of Informed Learning to teachers in such a way that they
might reflectively apply them to their own practices.

2.2.3. Informed Learning

This section presents the third trend identified in research seeking effective ways to integrate
ILE teaching into discipline learning. It takes a more holistic and transformative approach,
drawing together ideas about collaboration between information professionals and educators
and the development of information literacy learning theories to support that process. This
includes the work which has led to Informed Learning. A holistic view of the links between
learning and information is defined by Informed Learning as using information to learn and
information literacy as experiencing different ways of using information to learn. While it
recognises developmental skills and processes outlined in the more traditional views of ILE, it
takes them into learning theory which brings information and discipline learning together as
interrelated phenomena (Bruce, 2008). It demonstrates a powerful integration of information
expertise into the daily practice and learning environments of teachers and students.
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Informed Learning’s problematised approach to ILE asks “What might happen when we pay
attention to the way information can be used to enhance discipline learning?” (Bruce, 2008, p.
viii). The ideas of information literacy are taken into the contexts of the practitioners, providing
an overarching understanding, language and structure for teams of information and educational
professionals to have conversations about their respective experiences of using information for
learning in their disciplines. From there they can take action to design curriculum which
incorporates and brings attention to the many different ways that information can be used for
learning and the practices that lead to expert information use within and across disciplines.
The background to Informed Learning lies in the phenomenological research by Bruce in the
1990’s, which sought a different approach to overcoming the problems of integration of
information

literacy practices

in

discipline

learning in

a tertiary environment.

Phenomenography is an experiential research tradition in which ideas from other perspectives
may be recognised. It pays attention to the ways phenomenon are experienced by individuals,
and categories are developed to describe them. Her research examined the different ways
academics experienced information use in their disciplines. She proposed that there are three
core elements in the phenomenon of learning with information and developed a series of seven
‘Faces’ to represent the most common ways these elements are combined in such learningwith-information experiences: The Seven Faces of Information Literacy (1997).
Each Face contains three elements: information, discipline content and ICTs. The elements
are variously sited at the focus of attention, at the margin or on the periphery depending on
which aspect of learning-with-information is taking place. The name given to each Face helps
understand where each element is sited in each experience. The Faces are respectively: the
Information Awareness and Communications Experience (First Face); the Sourcing
Information Experience (Second Face); the Information Process Experience (Third Face); the
Information Control Experience (Fourth Face); the Knowledge Construction Experience (Fifth
Face; the Knowledge Extension Experience (Sixth Face); and the Wisdom Experience (Seventh
Face).

For example, the First Face, the Information Awareness and Communications

Experience, represents an aspect of the experience of using information in which the focus is
on how we can use ICTs collaboratively with others to gain awareness of relevant information,
and on the margins are ways we might successfully share and scan and select information in
that social form for better learning. A simple version of the Seven Faces used as a construct in
Informed Learning is presented in Figure 2.5 below, with greater detail in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.5. The Seven Faces of Informed Learning
Following on from the work associated with The Seven Faces of Information Literacy (1997)
Bruce and her colleagues at Queensland University of Technology (QUT) used variation and
relational learning theories to produce strategies for faculty and information professionals to
design curriculum which developed student experiences of using information for learning
(Bruce et al., 2006). Variation learning theory (Marton & Booth, 1997) sees learning as a
change in awareness or understanding about some aspect of the world as a result of
experiencing it in different contexts. Applied in phenomenographic research about information
use, it provides for the exploration of variation in people’s experiences of their information
worlds. Such a relational understanding of their varying perspectives can then be applied to
ILE, and professional development about ILE, enabling a user-focus rather than the more usual
scholarly approaches of traditional ILE research.
Bruce and her colleagues looked at research which showed a clear relationship between ways
in which university teachers saw teaching and learning and their approaches to teaching
graduate capacities, of which information literacy is one. Accordingly, they developed a ‘Six
Frames’ conceptual model to accommodate the variation in ways educators approach ILE and
to encourage reflection and analysis about the implicit and explicit theoretical influences on
ILE practice (Bruce, Edwards, & Lupton, 2007). Each of the Six Frames provides a specific
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view of information literacy, information, curriculum focus, learning and teaching, content,
and assessment. They are: Content (First Frame), Competency (Second Frame), Learn to Learn
(Third Frame), Personal Relevance (Fourth Frame), Social Impact (Fifth Frame) and Relational
(Sixth Frame). A simple representation of the way these Six Frames are used as constructs in
Informed Learning to provide for different approaches to curriculum design is shown in Figure
2.6 below, with greater explanation in Appendix B.

Figure 2.6. Six Frames for Informed Learning
Gibson-Langford (2007, 2008) had looked at teacher practice and asked, “What is to be learned
from the way teachers build knowledge?” Bruce (2008) looked at both teacher practice and
student experience, asking, “What learning is taking place as discipline information is accessed,
managed, synthesized and new knowledge created?” and “How can we design and teach
curricula so that the use of subject content information is a learning experience in itself, so that
subject content and information expertise are learned at the same time?”
Lupton (2008) also investigated the different ways of experiencing the relationship between
information use and learning, which revealed three patterns, each more powerful, explained
within the context of information literacy learning theories (as per Section 2.2.2). In sequential
learning, people follow a linear pattern as they identify useful information then learn from it.
In cyclic learning, people operate in repeating cycles of identifying and using information and
learning from it then progress to another cycle of finding, using and learning. In simultaneous
learning, information use and learning happen at the same time - shown to be most
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transformative approach. The implications of this are clear for an approach such as Informed
Learning, in which attentive information use occurs at the same time as discipline learning –
is, in fact, part of the discipline learning
These two conceptual constructs, the Seven Faces and Six Frames together form the structure
of Informed Learning. It can be used by teams to develop common understandings about
information use for learning and incorporate them into their discipline curriculum design so
that students can learn about information practices as they learn discipline content. The learning
is contextual and by variation across the curriculum, students experience the many different
relational aspects of its use.
Bruce (2008) uses the term Informed Learning to emphasize an orientation towards using
information to learn instead of information literacy (2008) which traditionally limits
information use to attainment of progressively more sophisticated skillsets. It also marks a
move away from the confusion often surrounding that latter term - sometimes used
interchangeably with the narrower ‘information skills’ or ‘information process’ or the even
more narrow ‘information and communications technologies’ (ICT) skills, as defined in
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 respectively. She establishes clear distinctions, with those most
relevant to this research summarised here:
•

Informed Learning is using information to learn;

•

Information is anything we experience as informing;

•

Learning is coming to experience the world in new ways;

•

Information literacy is the experience of different ways of using
information to learn;

•

Information skills are the building blocks that make information literacy
possible in the same way that the ability to read and write makes literate
practice possible;

•

Information practices are the processes and contexts within which
information is used; and

•

ICT’s or information and communication technology refers to the systems
or infrastructure that enable different forms of information use.

Bruce and her colleagues developed concepts of ILE which provide for its inclusion in
discipline education as part of the epistemology and ontology of expert practice in the
discipline. They proposed that just as there is a difference between science and science
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education, history and history education, there is a difference between information literacy and
ILE. ILE is “enabling students to work with different ways of using information to learn; the
educational framework that makes it possible for students to experience information literacy in
new ways” (Bruce, 2008, p. 184).
Informed Learning emphasises that it is important to understand the experiences of participants
in the process of using information to learn. As Bruce (2008) states:
In order to promote simultaneous development of discipline and process learning,
we need to have a sense of how our students are experiencing both information use
and the content they are learning. Learners need to use information practices
appropriate to their discipline or field of study and to be equipped with the
appropriate lenses to help them use information powerfully. They also need to be
learning discipline content as they work with information. Students should be
learning about something (discipline content) as they engage in learning to use
information; coming to see both the content and the information use in more
powerful ways (pp. 12-13).
The Six Frames for Informed Learning construct provides six Frames, each representing an
approach to curriculum design which builds discipline information mastery. The construct of
The Seven Faces of Informed Learning presents seven different ways to bring reflective
attention to information strategies and ICT uses that enhance discipline learning. Informed
Learning combines the Six Frames and Seven Faces constructs as a way to design curriculum
to provide discipline learning experiences for students in which they become aware of different
Frames or approaches to information use, and in which they encounter certain Faces of
information and ICT uses as part of the learning experiences across the curriculum. If teachers
can design curriculum to provide variation of experiences of these different Frames and Faces
of information use in their subjects across the curriculum, the students will learn them as part
of their transferable strategies to apply in future learning contexts.
Informed Learning:
envisages that learners in social, workplace and academic contexts will experience
different information concepts and practices, thereby learning about and learning
with information. Through a reflective process, they explicitly turn their attention
towards their learning about those practices, and so become able to transfer their
learning to new contexts. Rather than focussing on separate information skills,
informed learning aims to promote critical and strategic approaches to solving
complex problems in differing contexts. Informed learning is therefore integral to
the learning process, rather than simply proposing an additional set of information
skills to be mastered. (Bruce & Hughes, 2010)
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Its foundation in phenomenography brings a focus on the information experience which is
finding application in many areas within and beyond education (Andretta, 2012; Bruce, 2017;
Bruce, Demasson, et al., 2017; Bruce, Somerville, Stoodley, & Partridge 2014; Wang, Bruce,
& Hughes, 2011; Yates, Partridge, & Bruce, 2009, 2012).
Within the field of education, Informed Learning has brought about many transformations in
organisational practices, particularly in bringing teams of tertiary educators to undertake major
changes in programs. In her doctoral work, Hughes (2011, 2013) explored the potential of
Informed Learning to deliver better results for her international students, and later worked with
Bruce to embed Informed Learning into units of study at QUT (Hughes & Bruce, 2012a,
2012b). From this they developed an update of Informed Learning, with twelve characteristics
to both describe its nature and to provide a framework for its implementation in different
educational contexts. Informed Learning is seen as:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

expansive in that it seeks to expand students’ awareness, experiences and
repertoire of different ways of using information to learn
grounded in that it is founded on academic and professional practices; engages
students in information practices which reflect the disciplinary or professional
experience relevant in their field, usually tasks/engagements that bring together
the learning of discipline content and information experience
active in that it underpins collaborative and independent learning, problemsolving, evidence-based practice, research and innovation
reflective in that it enables learners to draw on their intuition and previous
experiences and extend their understanding/awareness through reflection
creative in that it enables students to apply new information and
understandings to the creation, application and dissemination of new
knowledge in familiar and novel contexts
eclectic in that it engages students with information in diverse forms of
information, sources and media
contextualised in that it develops students’ familiarity with information
pertinent to particular disciplines and contexts (formal and informal)
inclusive in that it promotes social and cultural awareness, community
engagement and shared learning among diverse student populations
balanced in that it promotes a holistic approach to using information to learn,
that emphasises the development of a critical, ethical, reflective and creative
approach to information use rather than discrete digital competencies
socially responsible in that it promotes ethical and wise information use, that
respects the information rights, safety and privacy of all information users, and
enables informed decision-making and activity
collaborative in that it is a shared responsibility of educators, researchers and
practitioners in particular disciplines, information and ICT professionals,
industry and the community
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•

transformative in that it can bring about change in ways learners understand
themselves, their discipline and their professional practice; consequently, it can
bring about personal and social development (Hughes & Bruce, 2012b, p.256)

Maybee (2014) applied Informed Learning ideas to a first-year university unit to examine
whether students’ experiences matched those intended. His finding about the emergence of
different ways of experiencing the lesson confirmed the theories of variation by Marton and
Booth (1997) which underpin Informed Learning and also research by Andretta (2012) which
reported a higher level of sophistication in learning about information use when it is done
through a variational context of discipline learning.
This researcher saw opportunities for future research in the ideas identified above about the
transformational possibilities of using Informed Learning to take ILE theories into the different
practice contexts of discipline learning. She identified Informed Learning as suited to
application in a secondary school to explore ways to bridge the gap between information
literacy theory and practice. The search for a professional development process to utilise in
application of that approach by the case groups of teachers in the ILARC project is explored in
Section 2.3.

2.3.

Informed Learning and PAR for Transformation of Teacher

Information Literacy Education Practices

The challenges associated with bringing about the collaborative processes required to bridge
the gap between ILE theory and practice are covered above in 2.2.2. As explained in 2.2.3, the
researcher found in Informed Learning a theory and set of professional development learning
materials which offered a path to bridging that gap. That in turn gave rise to the question of
what process of professional development might be used to enable teachers to gain
understanding about Informed Learning ideas and constructs for application to their practices.
This section expands the material and understandings developed in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3
and explains the process by which PAR was chosen as the methodology for professional
development about Informed Learning. Chapter Three discusses the choice of PAR within the
broader presentation about the project’s methodology.
Both Informed Learning and PAR contain the structures by which group understandings about
theory might be developed, applied and transferred into transformative action – in this case,
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teacher practice of ILE. Of importance to this study was literature which explored the processes
in teacher professional development which lead to successful transformation of practice.
Transfer of learning into ongoing reflective practice in communities of practice emerged as a
key element in successful professional development of and by teachers.
This section presents the results of that investigation of theories of learning relevant to teacher
professional development. It also explores reports of methodologies shown to be successful
in transformation of teacher practice, particularly any with proven success in ILE. There are
three themes within the research field of professional development for teachers which align
most closely to the focus of this study. They are: the role of transfer in learning and the way it
can be used by teachers to transform practices; the power of social construction of meaning by
groups of collegial peers and its relevance for teacher professional development; and the ways
that a praxis model of professional development implicitly calls for groups to put theory into
reflective and ongoing action.

Crucially, this section presents and discusses literature

underpinning three specific focus areas of the study: PAR for professional development in
education, Informed Learning to bridge the gap between theory and practice of ILE, and finally,
the combination of the two, Informed Learning PAR.
2.3.1. Transfer and Transformation of Practice
This section presents literature which explores understandings about transfer in learning. It
then focuses on literature related to elements existing in professional development processes
which bring about transfer of new knowledge about teaching and learning into ongoing
reflective practice by teachers. Lastly, it looks at where that has been applied to professional
development to bring about a transformation of teacher practice of ILE.
Perkins and Salomon (1992) defined transfer of learning as occurring when:
learning in one context enhances (positive transfer) or undermines (negative
transfer) a related performance in another context. Transfer includes near transfer
(to closely related contexts and performances) and far transfer (to rather different
contexts and performances). Transfer is crucial to education, which generally
aspires to impact on contexts quite different from the context of learning. Research
on transfer argues that very often transfer does not occur, especially ‘far’ transfer
(p. 2)
They explained that two rather different mechanisms are involved in transfer:
Reflexive or low road transfer involves the triggering of well-practiced routines by
stimulus conditions similar to those in the learning context. Mindful or high road
transfer involves deliberate effortful abstraction and a search for connections.
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Conventional educational practices often fail to establish the conditions either for
reflexive or mindful transfer. However, education can be designed to honour these
conditions and achieve transfer. (p. 2)
Goldstone and Day (2012) looked at factors crucial to transfer of learning to new situations,
explaining that learning without transfer of what has been learned is almost always
unproductive and inefficient, and that measuring learning outcomes in terms of speed and
retention of knowledge overlooks the more important component involved in the
generalisability and applicability of acquired knowledge. A review of articles collected to
address this issue showed three themes: “(a) the importance of the perspective/stance of the
learner for achieving robust transfer, (b) the neglected role of motivation in determining
transfer, and (c) the existence of specific, validated techniques for teaching with an eye toward
facilitating students’ transfer of their learning.” (p. 149).
John Dewey (1903, 1916) saw the need for teachers to be equipped with the academic learning
appropriate for teaching as a profession, which ensured they had the skills for ongoing learning
and reflection about their practice. His idea of teachers themselves as learners and students of
learning is that pursued by teacher professional development which seeks ongoing transfer of
new knowledge about disciplines and pedagogy into creation of new learning experiences for
students (Troen & Boles, 2008). It would imply that introduction of ideas without the ongoing
reflective application of them does not produce the desired changes in teaching practice.
Freire (1998) made a distinction about learning by educators which has relevance for the role
of transfer in professional development of and by teachers. He said that “to teach is not to
transfer knowledge but to create the possibilities for the production or construction of
knowledge” (p.30).

He proposed a new pedagogy in which students, teachers and the

community jointly construct knowledge, its power activated when it is implemented in action
within communities of common understandings and practice – as communities of praxis.
Macateer (2013) explained reflexive practice in terms of distinguishing between the
Aristotelian concepts of poesis, praxis and phronesis. She described the difference between
poesis and praxis as being that whereas poesis has emphasis on a product or result, praxis is
seen as a ‘doing’ not necessarily involving a product: its defining feature is the process of
deliberating on the situation, of interpreting in context. Further, that it is a process which
involves a moral context, quoting Carr (2006), “the end of praxis is not to make or produce
some object or artefact, but progressively to realise the idea of the ‘good’ constitutive of a
morally worthwhile form of human life” (p.42). She referred to MacIntyre’s (1981) contention
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that the reasoning that brings a moral consciousness into this doing can be described as
phronesis, which guides practitioners to do the right thing in the right place at the right time in
the right way.
Therefore, a key question to be asked is: “What conditions bring about this crucial critically
reflective process by teachers in which there is both transfer and creation of new learning
opportunities for students to themselves produce and construct knowledge?”
Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman and Yoon (2001) reported common elements which emerged
from a national U.S. sample of teachers which asked what makes professional development
effective in terms of having positive impacts on teachers’ knowledge and skills and changed
practice. In terms of content, they were: (a) focus on content knowledge; (b) opportunities for
active learning; and (c) coherence with other learning activities. Structural features which
affected teacher learning were: (a) the form of the activity – for example, a study group or a
workshop; (b) collective participation of teachers from the same school, grade, or subject; and
(c) the duration of the activity.
Conditions for transfer of new learning into reflexive teacher practice can be seen in a report
by Guskey and Yoon (2009) of analysis of teacher professional development studies for the
U.S. Department of Education in terms of their effectiveness in producing improved student
outcomes. Firstly, workshops were found to be useful only when they were part of long-term
professional development and gave teachers opportunities to reflexively adapt new practices to
their own classroom situations. Use of outside expertise was shown to be effective but only
when it was brought into the context of the school with someone to facilitate implementation
of the new ideas over a period of time. Time was a crucial factor, with 30 or more hours of
contact and action required for transfer of ideas into new practice, but “that time must be well
organized, carefully structured, purposefully directed, and focused on content or pedagogy or
both” (p. 497). Presentation of external and theoretical ‘best practice’ pedagogies and content
were not effective unless the project enabled teachers to adapt and transfer recommended
practices to their own specific content, processes, and context. Finally, the studies all showed
that best results were achieved when the professional development “centered directly on
enhancing teachers’ content knowledge and their pedagogic content knowledge …[where] …
activities were designed to help teachers better understand both what they teach and how
students acquire specific content knowledge and skill.” (p. 497).
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These elements are important in consideration of ways to bring about improved collaboration
between teacher librarians and teachers for CPT. Effective professional development to bring
about such collaboration was explored by Haycock (1995) in his review of research about
factors contributing to positive outcomes from school library programs. It showed that
professional development programs which occur over time are most likely to bring success in
achieving the changes required.

Those most effective in achieving staff development

recognised that change is both gradual and difficult and they provided time for demonstrable
results, using strategies which delivered both short and long-term benefits. While brief
presentations were useful for purposes of staff awareness and decision-making, longer
programs were required for changed practice to occur. These longer programs included
presentation of theory, modelling the change required, opportunities to practice and provide
feedback, along with structures that provided technical assistance, coaching and/or peer
support. Collegiality in groups was identified as being particularly successful.
Montiel-Overall and Grimes (2013) undertook a longitudinal study to integrate information
literacy into primary curriculum units and identified the need for significant professional
development to equip teachers and teacher librarians with skills for the collaboration required.
They incorporated expert instruction and guidance over time to assist identification of the
discipline content and skills to be developed, the information literacy strategies to be
incorporated, and the pedagogies to be used. Additionally, high-end collaboration strategies
needed to be learned. McKeever, Bates and Reilly (2017) reviewed research about teacher
preparedness for the collaboration required, and found similar reports, and their further
research discovered that teachers largely lacked the self-efficacy for working with library staff
for improved information literacy practices and outcomes.
The idea of a reflective educational community co-constructing new understandings and
reflectively applying them in their practices, with a common purpose of achieving improved
student learning, resonates with the identification of cohesion and collaboration as crucial
elements for successful ILE in Section 2.2.1 above. It locates it within the understandings of
educational praxis and helps identify the field within which this study sits.
2.3.2. Social Construction of Meaning in the ‘Doing’ of Praxis
This section builds on coverage of literature exploring understandings about transfer presented
in 2.3.1. It presents ideas about how working in collegial groups contributes to development
of the common understandings important to achieving transfer of theory into action, and how
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particular elements and structures in such group work can enable successful ongoing
transformation of practice such as is seen in praxis. Literature covered includes that which
relates particularly to teacher professional development, and especially to development where
changes in ILE practices are sought.
John Dewey’s (1916) philosophy of learning, which sees meaning constructed within social
exchanges, where learning is reflective application of knowledge in experiences of
communication with others, is frequently referred to in professional development for teachers
which stresses the involvement of the teacher-as-researcher in a community of practice.
He contended that humans are social beings, and our learning from birth is done via highly
honed reflective communication with the many elements of the learning experience. In other
words, we learn in constant reference of our understandings to those of others in our social
group. Dewey described the skill of deliberate and constant attention to and querying of those
many elements as requiring sustained effort but that the fruit of such rigour was the
development of a specific way of learning: a will to undertake reflection while in action. The
idea of reflection-in-action by teachers was developed by Schon (1983) as a defining feature
of ‘the reflective practitioner’, in which professionals undertake continuous learning and
problem-solving throughout their careers. There is a distinction between reflection in action
and reflection on action. In reflection-in-action:
The practitioner allows himself to experience surprise, puzzlement, or confusion in
a situation which he finds uncertain or unique. He reflects on the phenomenon
before him, and on the prior understandings which have been implicit in his
behaviour. He carries out an experiment which serves to generate both a new
understanding of the phenomenon and a change in the situation (p. 68)
Reflection on action occurs after the action has taken place, where the practitioner makes sense
of what has happened, and considers what might be changed or developed in the future.
Similarly, Cochran-Smith and Lytle (1999) made distinctions between teachers’ ‘knowledgefor-practice’, ‘knowledge-in-practice’ and ‘knowledge-of-practice’ where:
the knowledge teachers need to teach well is generated when teachers treat their
own classrooms and schools as sites for intentional investigation at the same time
that they treat the knowledge and theory produced by others as generative material
for interrogation and interpretation. In this sense, teachers learn when they generate
local knowledge of practice by working within the contexts of inquiry communities
to theorize and construct their work and to connect it to larger social, cultural, and
political issues (p.250)
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Hedegaard, (2005) saw Vygotsky’s work as bringing the role of social learning to educational
understandings, establishing the idea of a ‘zone of proximal development’ (ZPD) which
focused on that area of learning which occurs in a social space to take the learner from one
level of development to the next potential level. This gave rise to ideas about communal
construction of knowledge which are applicable to teacher professional development.
For McAteer (2013), these ideas of learning in social dialogue and of reflection-in-action with
the intention of ‘doing good’ point to the importance of action research as a methodology which
provides a framework for intellectual rigour as well as for conversational rather than
operational action. It brings systemic structure to the daily reflection which is a normal part of
most teachers’ operations, and provides a sustained process by which teachers can deliberately
plan their research actions, systematically collect and analyse data, test and generate theories
and publish the results in report formats which can be formally discussed and debated in the
field. It requires of its participants that they not only undertake “critical reflection on practice
and theory-practice conversation, but also it designates ongoing and evolving action as part of
the process” (p. 12). She positioned action research as sitting in the third of Habermas’s
tripartite typology of knowledge, which she describes as being “empirical and analytical;
hermeneutic (interpretive or explanatory) and historical; and critical knowledge” (p. 13).
Macateer explains that this is important because in establishing critical knowledge as a valid
category, “Habermas paved the way for those researchers and theorists who felt that other
paradigms did not fully address the need to either critique ideology, nor effectively deal with
the practice-based knowledge incorporated in the day to day lives of people” (p. 13). Fitting
action research into the critical knowledge category provides for its:
inextricable practice-theory relationship and its acknowledged location of the
researcher and the context right at the centre of both the research and the practice
[where it] both explores and theorises practice, changes, evaluates and develops
practice, provides a platform from which to critique ideology, and in doing so
incorporates a moral as well as an epistemological dimension to the research. In
its most simple form, it has its roots in the question ‘How can I improve my
practice? (p. 13)
Kemmis and McTaggart (1988) and others (Kemmis, Wilkinson, Hardy, & Edwards-Groves,
2010; Macpherson, Arcodia, German, Shepherd, & Trost, 1998) have applied these ideas of
action research to education. They sought to establish social groups who might own the
resolution of their own problems as they reflectively co-constructed knowledge to improve
practice. Use of action research is explored further in Chapter Three. Kemmis suggested that
PAR in education can be used as a means of action-oriented professional development,
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improving curricula and problem solving in a variety of work situations. PAR is a form of
action research in which the researcher or researchers themselves are involved in an iterative
reflective process, usually involving cycles in which they research material related to the
problem to be investigated, plan and carry out actions, report the results, then in the light of
reflection about those results, they determine another round of action. This continues through
several action cycles, with the group co-constructing new understandings as they progress.
Carr and Kemmis (1986) proposed that communities of praxis can exist when ongoing
reflective practice takes place in social groups which have a common purpose and
understandings. PAR for professional development delivers such a process, in which there is
a transformation of understandings leading to transfer of learning into ongoing reflective
practice. It brings to teacher communities a process for development of shared purpose and
understandings, whereby they are united in and by the purpose and process of the learning and
application of theory in their practices. Together the participant researchers reflect about the
learning and its application in practice and the impacts that has on student learning experiences.
In 2016, Morales published a literature review of PAR in teacher professional development to
plot the features of PAR and action research which enhanced creation of knowledge as well as
solving problems occurring in classroom settings. The review was framed within the UNESCO
(2015) Education 2030 Incheon Declaration and Framework for Action, which specified
quality teaching as central to the achievement of global 2030 education targets. Morales
identified pre-service and ongoing teacher training as crucial to the quality required. Within
that, the reflective practices and andragogy common to PAR and action research were
identified as notable characteristics in training programs most likely to lead to transfer of
learning into the practices which would produce quality in student learning.
These ideas of communities of praxis also recognise that schools of necessity exist within larger
complexes of communities and organisations and schools of theory from which they draw ideas
and directives to put into practice (Senge, 2000). Anderson and Freebody (2013) point to the
critical role played by teachers as the interface between the larger systems and the educational
experiences of students, where:
Educators, educational authorities and policymakers have become increasingly
convinced of the importance of the teacher’s role in educational research,
recognizing that standards of teaching and learning are unlikely to be improved
through the introduction of policies that do not relate directly to the classroom as a
work site for teachers and learners … From this recognition emerged the idea of
‘the teacher- researcher’ (pp. 121-122)
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A review of a decade of articles about teacher professional development by Avalos (2011)
noted the move away from traditional in-service teacher training models to situations of
teachers as researchers, where co-learning can become a powerful way of bringing about
change. She concluded that although there was no indication of what factors produced long
term changes of practice, “it was clear from the successful experiences narrated, that prolonged
interventions are more effective than shorter ones, and that combinations of tools for learning
and reflective experiences serve the purpose in a better way.” (p. 17)
The review noted that teacher learning and development is a complex process involving many
different elements and influenced by many factors external to the teachers and their practices,
as identified by the likes of Senge (2000) and Kemmis and his colleagues (2010). It concluded
that teacher co-learning emerged as a particularly strong theme, and that of the various ways
such co-learning might be facilitated, formal collaboration and joint projects are most effective.
Avalos (2011) pointed to the nature of teaching as being a mostly solitary activity, but that
teachers naturally talk to each other, and effective professional development takes place when
that talk can take on an educational purpose in a co-learning structure where observation and
feedback occur. Of significance also was mediation brought about by external researchers
working with teachers as co-researchers to bring expertise in the theory and application of
formal research.
The use of PAR to enable teacher co-learning over a period of time can be seen in successful
educator professional development conducted by Tynan, Stewart, Adlington and Littledyke
(2008). Their research project was designed to renew curriculum for improved distance
education using an open source learning management system. They reported deep engagement
by participants and changes in teaching and learning practices. Through PAR it became “a
matter of academic staff leading their own conceptual change through engagement of the
methodology and support from other stakeholders who can support change” (p. 164).
Design thinking applied in education and research-based teaching also involves the processes
of reflection-for-action, reflection-in-action and reflection-about-action seen in teacher
professional development which uses action research as a way to achieve ongoing, reflective
change in practice. Anderson and Shattuck’s (2012) review of applying the ideas of Research
Based Design included action research projects involving a partnership of external researchers
and teachers, with the researcher bringing the research expertise and the teachers bringing the
contextual knowledge and application of the intervention.
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Such external and internal partnerships can be seen in research exploring ideas of pedagogy,
education and praxis to further develop concepts of practice architectures into a notion of
ecologies of practice (Kemmis et al., 2010; Lloyd, 2010a, 2014). These are based on Schatzki’s
(2005) concept of site ontologies, referencing the ways of operating which exist in social
contexts which are themselves part of broader systems. This view suggests they are useful for
examining the dynamics involved in ongoing transformation of practice, as distinct from
changed but static outcomes.
The distinction between ‘transformation’ as opposed to ‘changed but static’ is an important one
for this study and resonates with Macateer’s (2013) distinction between the product orientation
of poesis and the ongoing reflective ‘doing’ of praxis. It brings together the ideas of transfer,
transformation and praxis as ongoing reflective communities of practice. Such a concept is
relevant for this study which explored ways Informed Learning PAR could be used to transform
teacher practice. It can be represented as an epistemic ontology of information practice,
suggested by Budd and Lloyd (2014), where the epistemic object (Brockmeier & Olson, 2009)
is Informed Learning and the ontology is the community of practice using PAR to engage in a
praxis of continual learning, application and review. Groome (1998) referred to an epistemic
ontology in the context of Christian Religious Education teachers’ communities of practice
which involved a continuous reflective co-construction of understandings about what it means
to daily live the principles which they sought to teach to their students, and how those principles
are enacted both in their lived actions as individuals and in the pedagogies used to design
learning experiences for their students.
Ways of addressing the complexity of both the elements involved in teacher learning and the
impact of external factors, including practice architectures, have been explored by Kemmis and
colleagues (Edwards-Groves & Kemmis, 2016) in the Pedagogy, Education and Praxis
Research, an international investigation which employs PAR as a central methodology. Such
influences might be explicit directives from the larger organisations and structures within
which they operate, or explicit theories which they are choosing to explore as a means of
improving their educational practices. Other influences might be implicit ways of thinking and
operating which they implement within their practices without realising the impact, for good
or bad, upon the learning experiences they are designing for their students.
This resonates with Informed Learning’s focus on the implicit views and experiences of
information literacy and information use which secondary teachers, as discipline experts, bring
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into their teaching practice. Informed Learning sits well within the field of successful
transformative practitioner research and application in communities of practice in that it
provides a ready model for professional development about information literacy pedagogy. It
provides both the theory and the process for its learning and application in practice by educators
themselves. It arises from theories about social construction of learning as well as from
research about the individuality of each person’s views and experiences of the phenomenon of
information use; and recognition that information use experiences can vary across time and
context, with many different combinations of information-use elements present in those
experiences. Along with the learning and action research theories described above, it sees
learning as influenced by the larger social contexts within which individuals operate. Informed
Learning aims to develop awareness of the explicit and implicit influences of those factors on
views about information use. It is designed to bring educators to explicit understanding of
their own views and experiences of information use, what has influenced their development,
and how their own views in turn influence the discipline curriculum they design and the
learning activities their students experience. It also has the intention of helping educators
consider the views and experiences that their students might bring to discipline learning and
information use, and how that influences the approaches they take.

2.3.3. Combining PAR and Informed Learning for Transformation of ILE Practices

Action research projects such as those by Visser (2007) and Gibson-Langford (2009) provided
relevant professional development models to inform the design of the ILARC project which
provided the research setting for this study. The collaborative teamwork in those projects
delivered improved understandings and practices of information literacy. This present study
sought a way to extend such collaborative models so that teachers themselves might take on
ILE as part of their own discipline teaching practices for delivery of student learning
experiences which enabled development of both discipline and information use expertise.
Several researchers have shown that this can be achieved by combining Informed Learning and
PAR. Most notable for this study is the work reported by Hughes (2015) and Feekery (2013).
Both showed that Informed Learning and PAR can be successfully combined to deliver the
ongoing reflective changes in practice sought. These changes involve enabling educators to be
ever-attentive to and querying about: how the views brought to use of information for learning
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can be influenced by prior experience; how the design of learning activities which incorporate
use of information to learn needs to change according to learning purpose; and how student
attention needs to be drawn to the different aspects of information use in play in different
learning experiences.
Feekery’s (2013) doctoral research, for example, showed that using Informed Learning and
PAR to embed information literacy development into a four-year university course proved to
be an effective strategy in supporting students’ development of essential academic
competencies. Informed Learning relocated the focus from library to classroom and PAR
“allowed a dual focus on both action (to support staff to change pedagogy) and research (to
understand the process of change).” (p. 11). The problem to be resolved by the research was
students’ low research and writing skills, and it was proposed that PAR and Informed
Learning’s holistic views would enable educators to move from previous approaches of
information search and retrieval skills and product-based assessment. By embedding Informed
Learning’s holistic view, it was intended to bring about learner-centred, process experiences
which stressed reflective approaches to information use as part of discipline learning. Feekery
found that while the interventions proved successful in supporting learning, “the research
revealed that more in-depth conversation with academics, librarians and students on how
information impacts on learning is needed to encourage students to make considered
information choices and become informed learners.” (2013, p. ii).
Like Feekery’s work, the present study selected Bruce’s Informed Learning approach for use
in PAR cycles with the intention of transforming educators’ ILE practices, except in this case,
the locale was secondary rather than tertiary education, and it involved multiple case study. It
sought to use Informed Learning’s transformative and emancipatory potential to empower
teachers to address the ‘problem’ of ILE in the experiential contexts of their own teaching and
their students’ learning. This research, therefore, set out to address the gap identified by Bruce
(2014) between research and its application which she felt might be overcome by
contextualizing and building praxis in ILE.

2.4.

Learning Management System Affordances for Information Literacy

Education
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An affordance view of learning technologies is relevant to the possibility of teachers realising
and using the potential of a learning management system for learning, and in this case,
embedding ILE in course design and teaching practice. In this study, the term ‘affordances’ is
used to describe those qualities of ICTs which are explicitly recognised by an individual teacher
as being useful for their defined teaching and learning purpose. Seeing an ICT as being useful
for a purpose – its affordance - is different to the utilities of the ICT which are designed to
make it useful for a purpose (Boyle & Cook, 2004). The user’s perceptions are paramount in
determining whether it is used and applied.
In an exploration of digital literacy, Mifsud (2006) examined user perceptions of the
affordances of technology and how that impacts on its use in learning. She took Gibson’s view
(1986) that what we see when we look at an object is its ‘affordances’ rather than its qualities
- affordances being those properties we perceive as determining how an object can be used.
Norman’s (1998) ‘constraints’ were used to define the ways that particular features, operations
and cultural use conventions of the technology may impact on its use.

Kennewell (2001)

describes the two as ‘the attributes of the setting which provide potential for action; the
constraints are the conditions and relationships amongst attributes which provide structure and
guidance for the course of actions’ (p. 106).

Oliver (2005) challenges the use of the

terminology of affordance, saying its application to learning technologies is too far from the
original ecological context used by Gibson (1986), but as a term which has current parlance it
is used here.
To assist the determination of the pedagogical potential of ICTs, a range of models has been
designed. Conole and Dyke (2004) explored and developed a taxonomy of the affordances of
technologies to facilitate particular educational practices, and McLoughlin and Lee (2007)
investigated the affordances of Web 2.0 and social software and the choices and constraints
they offer to educators and learners. Bower (2008) used an affordance analysis to match
learning tasks to learning technologies: ‘The process of consciously identifying affordances of
eLearning tools, so that they can be then considered in the light of the affordance requirements
of the task.’ (p.8). Partridge et al. (2008) developed an eLearning tool to foster development
of student skill and knowledge within discipline contexts in a study which used case studies or
problem-based learning to guide learners’ use of information literacy concepts. Its relevance
to this study is its use of aspects of Informed Learning to examine the affordances of technology
for information literacy learning.
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This is relevant to the study presented in this thesis, in that an affordance view means teachers
asking what tools in a learning management system can be used to provide experiences in
which students learn information strategies whilst also learning discipline content and how
using information might enhance discipline learning.
Recognising the importance attached to best use of learning technologies in blended learning
environments, this study brings certain understandings about learning technologies, especially
the use of learning management systems:
•

that just as people bring different views to learning and information literacy, so too do
they bring different views to ways technology can be used for learning;

•

that an affordances view of technology provides a theoretical background and
conceptual model for educators to engage with the ways technology can be used for
learning (Bower, 2008; Conole & Dyke, 2004; McLoughlin & Lee, 2007; Mifsud,
2006; Oliver, 2005; Partridge et al., 2008); and

•

that Informed Learning incorporates use of learning technologies within its conceptual
models and can provide the mechanism for teachers to examine the use of a learning
management system within their practice of Informed Learning (Bruce, 2008).

A 21st century learning environment uses technology to empower the learner. The study
reported in this thesis investigated how learning management system tools can support the use
of information for learning as conceptualised in Informed Learning. The researcher (Whisken,
2007) used her own years of Blackboard learning management system expertise and experience
and the research of others, (as below), to identify tools in the system for teachers in case groups
to explore. The intention was that they would use Informed Learning constructs to consider
the tools’ affordances for ILE. For example, a Six Frames approach would ask: “If students
are to have a relational view about the practice of using information for learning in their
discipline – its access and location, competent selection and constructive use, personally
relevant and socially responsible application – which tools of the learning management system
will support that?” A Seven Faces approach would ask: “If students are to experience
communicative, controlled, critical, intuitive and transformative use of information for learning
- which tools of the learning management system will support that?”.
A learning management system can enable an appreciation of the affordances of its tools for
ILE by presenting them within the online context of the curriculum. As Eisenberg (2008)
argued, “In real estate, they talk about the three key elements: location, location, and location.
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In education we can say a similar thing about implementing a meaningful information literacy
program: context, context and context.” (p.40). Joint (2003) recommended that promotion of
higher levels of information literacy in a digital learning environment needed to be done in
such a way that it used the strengths of the format, integrating information literacy as part of a
suite of digital literacies that were learned alongside each other as part of curriculum learning.
Studies into the ways that a learning management system can support information literacy
(Bradford, Porciello, Balkon, & Backus, 2007; Florea, 2008) showed that it is the very fact of
its basic capacity to provide 24/7 accessibility to the students’ courses and resources for
learning, with embedded information literacy paths and scaffolds, is one of its most powerful
affordances. Added to that is its capacity to respond to the individualised profile of user login,
which means that the student can be presented with the tools most suited to her or his learning
needs.
Standards developed by instructional designers moving into the blended learning environments
of learning management systems provide indicators of features for good learning (Passerini,
2008). Corbitt, Holt and Segrave (2008) referred to ways of creating eLearning environments
of enduring value for teachers and learners, including: stakeholder contribution to collaborative
learning enhancement, automated customisation, personalisation and individualisation, sharing
of learning resources, development of virtual practices supportive of grounded professional
learning that motivates and engages students and eLearning environments that are ecologically
responsive to teaching and learning needs and opportunities.
Various authors investigating use of Web 2.0 technologies have provided guidelines, strategies
and checklists to follow in establishing collaborative spaces, news feeds, content creation and
gathering locales for education and library services. Byrne’s (2008) investigation of the views
of library staff towards Web 2.0 technologies presented an expanded view of the affordances
of a learning management system. Ragains (2008) reported use of Web 2.0 tools such as blogs,
wikis, and social networking sites to promote interaction, collaboration, and sharing of
information. The checklist used to measure success against vision in McKeon and Thompson’s
(2008) report of project management utilising an online collaborative work and meeting space,
informed consideration of affordances in professional workspaces. Luca’s work (2009) on use
of Web 2.0 technologies in schools used reflective exploration of their information literacy
affordances.
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Given the present study took place in a school using Blackboard for its learning management
system (a Learning Management System used widely in the tertiary sector), findings of
research in educational settings beyond the school sector were also useful in informing the
study. For example, analysis of the usefulness of Blackboard for higher education learning in
online courses as well as blended learning environments (Bradford et al, 2007) found potential
benefits to be availability, quick feedback, improved communication, tracking and skill
building. Weetman, DaCosta and Jones (2007) found similar benefits when they investigated
ways that Blackboard might be used to develop students’ information and research skills at
university, with higher levels of engagement and motivation reported to arise from the constant
availability of learning materials. Specific research focusing on the affordances of a learning
management system for information literacy by Florea (2008), which included WebCT (since
combined with Blackboard) found that their online learning tools provided significant
advantages for information literacy integration.
The present study proposed that a teacher who could see the affordances of the learning
management system for Informed Learning could tailor use of the appropriate ICT applications
for information literacy education – whether it be for teacher practice or student experience. In
that way, students might experience constructivist learning in a developmental continuum of
information practices within individual disciplines across the curriculum.

2.5.

Literature Review Conclusion

Literature covered in this chapter shows where the present study sits in the field of ILE,
specifically in terms of bridging the gap between information literacy theory and practice. It
presents the history of ILE, revealing that its integration into teacher practice is recommended
by many researchers as the most effective way to develop information literacy capabilities, and
that collaboration by teaching teams, including a teacher librarian, is regarded as the best way
to achieve that integration.

Of the research undertaken to achieve this integration by

collaborative teams, those using theories involving constructivist and sociocultural learning
approaches and those arising from phenomenography provided the most likely models for this
study. From those, Informed Learning was chosen and the history of its development and
research application in an increasingly broad range of fields was reviewed. The literature
review shows how this study and its findings are grounded in prior Informed Learning research
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and practice, particularly that which combines Informed Learning with PAR for ILE. The
review of literature concerning transfer of ideas into practice by teachers has shown that PAR
is well suited to the longer, reflective processes required for successful professional
development. It has explored the concept of praxis and demonstrated that both Informed
Learning and PAR have an action orientation towards the continual reflective transformation
of practice seen in the epistemic ontology sought in bridging the gap between the theory and
practice of ILE. The greater detail involving the choice of methodology for this study is
covered in the following chapter. This chapter also addressed the use of ICTs in education,
especially learning management systems and the ways an affordances view might be
incorporated into Informed Learning PAR.

3.0. CHAPTER THREE. METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the methodology selected for the study and describes the way it was used
to investigate research questions about ways to bridge the gap between information literacy
theory and practice in a secondary school. It begins with an overview of the theoretical
frameworks and parameters for selection which guided the choice of methodology. The
research design is presented, including reasons for combining PAR with a multiple case study,
the context of the study, the participant selection process and data collection procedures used.
The operation of this study is presented from two perspectives. The first details its management
in terms of the structure of case groups and the respective roles of participants and researcher
along with their respective expectations and goals. It details timelines, meeting structures and
challenges faced. The second provides a chronological narrative about the phases of the PAR
project across the year. It covers introduction of the project to the school; invitation and
enrolment of participants; formation of case groups; and the structure, processes and data
collection in the four action cycles as they proceeded. This provides the bigger picture for
explanation of how data were analysed. The chapter concludes with the steps followed to
ensure trustworthiness in this study.

3.1.

Theoretical Frameworks
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This study reflects an ontological conception of the social world in which social realities are
constructed by the participants, and an epistemological assumption that knowledge is personal,
subjective and unique and created as individuals interact with their environments (Cohen,
Manion & Morrison, 2007). It looks at the experiences of participants and involves an
interpretive, naturalistic approach to its subject matter (Williamson, 2007; Williamson,
Burstein, & McKemmish, 2002) wherein the qualitative researcher studies phenomena in their
natural settings and interprets the meanings people bring or give to their experiences of those
phenomena.
An interpretivist rather than a positivist approach was chosen for this study. As explained by
Bryman (2008), a positive approach would see objective testing of a hypothesis to allow
explanations of laws to be assessed and facts gathered to provide the basis of laws. In contrast,
the seeking of the subjective meaning of social action brought by an interpretivist approach
was better suited to this study which sought understanding of how teachers might engage with
a new concept to change their practices.
The philosophical assumptions brought to the study included those highlighted by Creswell
(1998):
•

the ontological issue of the multiple realities involved – for the researcher, those
researched, and those who read and use the research findings;

•

the epistemological issue of recognition of the relationship of researcher to those being
studied – that in qualitative research there is interaction and there is need to narrow the
distance between the two to enhance understanding;

•

the axiological issue of admitting the value-laden nature of the study and explicitly
stating those held by the researcher and those within the data gathered;

•

the rhetorical issue of use of a narrative style and use of terms and definitions which
emerge during the study rather than at the beginning; and

•

the methodological issue of use of inductive logic, of working with particulars rather
than generalizations, the contextualised study of the topic, and revision of questions
arising from experience in the field.

This study’s intention was to explore a social and human problem – a gap between theory and
practice of ILE -– where the researcher, as described by Creswell (1998), “builds a complex,
holistic picture, analyses words, reports detailed views of informants, and conducts the study
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in a natural setting” (p. 16). It sought to bring emphasis to “the qualities of entities and on
processes and meanings that are not experimentally examined or measured (if measured at all)
in terms of quantity, amount, intensity, or frequency” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2003, p. 10).

3.2 Methodologies Considered

Qualitative research is suited to a study like this which requires exploration and where many
variables are involved, and theories are not necessarily available. It was chosen because it
provides for a detailed view of the participants’ experiences in their natural setting, and because
the researcher is an active learner who tells the story “from the participants’ views rather than
as an expert who passes judgement on participants” (Creswell, 1998, pp. 16).
Choice of an appropriate qualitative research methodology was based on its ability to provide
design structure and methods for exploration of a social problem. Additionally, it was required
to facilitate a process of investigation of a phenomenon by groups of teachers with a view to
bringing about a change in practice. The data collected about and from this process of reflexive
practice was intended to answer the research questions and provide grounds for claims of new
knowledge.
The researcher set out to study the understandings and practices present in multiple social
situations when three groups of teachers investigated their own practices of the phenomenon
of using Informed Learning constructs for ILE, with a view to changing those practices. A
methodology was needed to manage the project so that several groups could conduct reflective
practice about the same phenomenon; so observations could be made and data collected about
the phenomenon and the process; and so the data might be analysed and findings reported. The
methodologies considered were grounded theory, ethnography, narrative research, case study
and action research - and within that, PAR - Participatory Action Research.

3.2.1. Grounded Theory

Grounded theory design was considered because it has the capacity to explain a process of
events, activities, actions and interactions that occur over time (Charmaz, 1996, 2003;
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Creswell, 2008). Being ‘grounded’ in the situation, rather than being an off-the-shelf-theory,
it is likely to better explain the process being studied. Its design provides a step-by-step process
of data collection and analysis which has rigour and self-correction. Grounded theory was
initially seen as a good fit for this study, as it provides for study of an action with clear steps
over a period of time and gives clear guidelines for data collection, management and analysis.
However, despite many similarities, including the use of similar processes for grounded data
collection and analysis, the purpose of this study was different. It had educational praxis as a
process and intent, which pointed to PAR (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005) with multiple case
study (Stake, 2006) to manage the data collection and analysis across and within the
investigative groups.

3.2.2. Ethnography

Ethnography was considered for its capacity to provide a view of a social situation, to “discover
and represent faithfully the true nature of social phenomena” as it is able “to get closer to social
reality than other methods” (Hammersley, 2002). Creswell (2008) points to its usefulness for
understanding the patterns of a culture-sharing group where the researcher spends time in the
field interviewing, observing and gathering documents about the group to understand their
behaviours, beliefs and language, stressing the centrality of culture to its definition.
However, this study did not seek to understand the entirety of the teachers’ culture, rather its
intent was to focus on the dynamics present in a single situation and context, where Eisenhardt
(2002) saw case study as being a suitable approach.
Additionally, the purpose of this study was to bring about change in a situation, with the
researcher as an active change agent in the process as well as observer. As such, the
methodology of PAR came into relevance as a process which could be used by participants in
multiple case study examination of the phenomenon of using Informed Learning constructs for
ILE.

3.2.3. Narrative Research
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Narrative research, the telling of the story of an individual’s experience of a situation, or event
or action, was considered for this study about experiences of participants involved in an action
to reflect about practice and bring about change. Creswell (2008) points to its ability to provide
personal insights about experiences and its capacity to follow the natural chronology of an
action. It provides for identification of themes or categories of information, and collaboration
with participants, and in the reporting gives illustration for a wider audience with interest in
the issue experienced.
However, this study had a broader participation and different intent than the telling and analysis
of a story about an experience from an individual’s point of view – it involved several groups
of individuals who were to be involved in a process of reflective action in which they directed
and evaluated the exploration of a phenomenon involving their practice. Narrative research
could be an aspect or outcome of this research as a study which asked a participant to tell the
story of her or his participation, but it was not the approach chosen for this study.

3.3.

Methodologies Selected

PAR and multiple case study were selected for this project which involved the researcher
facilitating reflective practice by collaborative groups of teachers to bring about change in their
practice of ILE. The reflective cycles of PAR were suited to a social situation where the
intention was for groups to be empowered to bring about change (Kemmis & McTaggart,
2005). Multiple case study was chosen because its design provides for collection of data about
a phenomenon being investigated by PAR groups (cases); for contextual data about the
particularities of the phenomenon manifesting in each case (Stake, 2006); and metadata about
the PAR process. It also provided structure for management, analysis and interpretation of the
data. Discussion about PAR within the context of its use in ILE, and its combination with
Informed Learning for teacher professional development, takes place in Chapter Two, while
this Chapter discusses it as a research methodology.

3.3.1. Case Study
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Case study was suited to this study because its design provided for investigation and description
of a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life situation (Darke & Shanks, 2002).
Eisenhardt (2002) suggested case study as a suitable methodology for research which requires
a focused investigation of the dynamics present in single settings. The research topic or
phenomenon being investigated in this study was use of Informed Learning for ILE in its real
life setting of a school learning environment. The study involved three groups of teachers at
different year levels, with each interdisciplinary year level case group conducting its own
investigation of how they might integrate the Informed Learning ideas into their respective
discipline practices.
Of the several ways of doing social science research, Yin (2009) advises that case study is the
preferred method when:
(a) ‘how’ or ‘why’ questions are being posed, (b) the investigator has little control
over events, and (c) the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon within a real life
context. This situation distinguishes case study research from other types of social
science research. (p. 2)
Another reason for its suitability was because the phenomenon being studied is relatively
emergent. Use of Informed Learning as a way to develop ILE understanding and practice by
teachers in secondary schools is new, and the use of learning management systems to support
such practice in secondary schools has received little exploration.
Darke and Shanks (2002) and Flyvbjerg (2007) see case study research providing rich
description and explanation to enable others to understand and make sense of the phenomenon
and its context. Case-based and context-dependent knowledge from this study will provide
insight to others seeking to engage teachers as being responsible for their students’ information
literacy learning, and for understanding of the ways school learning management systems can
support that learning. The accounts of this study, using a commonly understood basis – the
information literacy strategies which are a part of 21st century competencies, and the
increasingly familiar context of learning management systems in schools – will be understood
by others in the field (Flyvbjerg, 2007). Additionally, it provides a narrative describing and
interpreting participants’ experiences, which Flyvbjerg sees as “more useful for the practitioner
and more interesting for social theory than either factual ‘findings’ or the high-level
generalizations of theory” (p. 397).
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3.3.1.1. Multiple case study

Multiple case study or multi-case research was well suited to this study in which three groups
of teachers use PAR cycles to examine a phenomenon – use of Informed Learning constructs
for ILE practice. It provided a structure for organising, data gathering and reporting of the
individual case studies as well as the process of data analysis which advised the development
of understanding of the phenomenon being studied within and across the case contexts.
While a case study expects to capture the complexity of a single case, it can be used to examine
something which has lots of cases or parts or members (Stake, 2006). The individual cases
each have their own contextual stories, but it is the exhibition of the phenomenon across those
cases which is of interest in a multiple case study. Stake refers to this collection of instances
as the ‘quintain’ which is something we want to understand by studying it through multiple
cases.
A multiple case study has the advantage of allowing for cross-case analysis and comparison of
investigation of a phenomenon in particular situations, providing for explanation rather than
generalizability (Darke & Shanks, 2002; Flyvbjerg, 2007; Punch, 1998) and giving stronger
grounds for theory building (Bryman, 2008). It starts with identification of the concept or idea
that binds the cases together (Stake, 2006). In this study the binding concept was teachers’ ILE
practice using Informed Learning. The cases are selected to provide for examination of how
the phenomenon performs in different case environments, how they relate to the ‘quintain’,
provision of diversity across contexts and opportunity to learn about complexities and contexts.
In this study, three cases were selected, involving respectively, teachers of students in Year 8,
Year 10 and Years 11 and 12 IB. The decision to group teachers by year level rather than by
discipline was to provide relevance, diversity and opportunities for exploration of complexity
and context across the disciplines. Informed Learning’s holistic approach seeks to integrate
consistent approaches to using information to learn within and across disciplines. Year level
groupings of teachers with many different disciplines provided a common element for
comparison about how each discipline was teaching information strategies and about how
consistency of approaches and experiences might be achieved.
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3.3.2. Action Research

Action research – specifically PAR - was the methodology used by teachers in the case groups
to investigate Informed Learning ideas. Action research is well suited to investigation by
teachers of their own practice with a view to finding new ways of viewing information literacy
practice and experience. Herr and Anderson (2005) see it as a very successful method to use
in education, providing for both individual professional development as well as collaborative
institutional change.
The work of social psychologist Kurt Lewin and the Tavistock Institute in the early to mid-part
of the 20th century is usually referred to as being the genesis of action research, a social research
method since taken up in many disciplines (Carr & Kemmis, 1986). It is seen as having four
core themes: integration of theory with practice in social research, designing research by
framing the whole then differentiating the parts, the idea of the researcher as intervenor, and
the democratising role of social science research. Lewin’s concept of action research involved
change experiments on real problems in social systems, with iterative cycles of identifying a
problem, planning, acting and evaluating. Its re-educative intention involved the participants
owning the process of changing established patterns of thinking and acting, thus challenging
the status quo. It emphasized the importance of both high standards for developing theory as
well as relation to practice (Coghlan & Brannick, 2005).
Use of action research evolved to providing practitioners with a means of researching their own
practice problems and became a participatory and emancipatory approach for individuals and
groups to change their social circumstances. The group research process of planning, acting,
observing and reflecting introduced by Lewin became the modern action research steps
characterised by participation, democracy and social change (Kemmis, 1988).

The

emancipatory focus of work by South American Paulo Freire (1998) and German critical
theorist Jurgen Habermas influenced Kemmis and his colleagues (Kemmis, 2007; Kemmis &
McTaggart, 2005) in Australia. They applied action research to emancipation of individuals in
education and have further developed the notion of the power of praxis as a way of knowing
(Kemmis, 2009). It has found practice also in the investigation of library and information
management (Oosthuizen, 2002) and information systems (Baskerville, 1999).
There is a consensus that the basic principles of action research are about focus on simultaneous
action and research in a collaborative manner. It emphasises careful observation and study of
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the effects of behaviour on human systems as their members manage change. Shani and
Pasmore (1985) saw it bringing an emergent inquiry process to organisational change where
new knowledge is integrated with organisational knowledge to solve organisational problems.
They emphasised the way it sought to equip organisational members with the skills to solve
their own problems in a collaborative manner whilst also adding to scientific knowledge.
Researchers saw social purpose as central to action research, (Reason & Bradbury, 2006;
Sankara, Dick, & Passfield, 2001; Zuber-Skerritt, 2001) producing practical knowledge useful
to people in their everyday lives. Kemmis and McTaggart (2005) emphasised its collegial and
collaborative nature and Ladkin (2006) saw it as grounded in the belief that research with
people should be participative and democratic.
Heron and Reason (2001) saw inclusion of multiple ways of knowing as integral to action
research, with exploration of propositional, experiential, practical and presentational
knowledge. For Ladkin (2006) the epistemology of action research rests in its name, where
the nature of knowing is based in the experience of doing, and that there are multiple ways to
that knowing.
Of the various methods within action research, the researcher found relevance for this
project in appreciative inquiry, action learning, co-operative inquiry and PAR, selecting
the latter for its provision of the role of participants in ownership of the research process
and outcomes.

3.3.2.1. Participatory Action Research (PAR)

From the epistemology of PAR comes an emphasis on the empowerment of individuals via
attainment and application of knowledge in reflective action cycles by groups. Kemmis and
McTaggart (2005) saw empowerment and emancipation as significant outcomes from PAR’s
shared ownership and community-based analysis and solution of social problems.
The emancipatory focus was actualised in this study by providing empowering contexts for
Informed Learning conversations by teachers and teacher librarians, and in its intended
outcome of changing teacher practice to integrate ILE theory into practice so that students
might in turn be empowered by development of their own repertoires of information strategies.
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The project was intentionally emancipatory in its use of a construct designed to prompt
reflection by teachers and teacher librarians about what it means to possess and develop expert
information strategies. It was structured to release these two educator sub-groups from the
constrictions of classroom and library, from discipline knowledge and information
management knowledge and confusions about what is meant by information literacy, digital
literacy, information and communication technology skills, thinking skills, research skills,
information process, inquiry learning skills and who is responsible for what.

The project

respected and validated teachers as discipline experts and teacher librarians as both teachers
and information and knowledge management experts.

It created interdisciplinary groups

whose members would plan and undertake PAR cycles to explore and develop curriculum
design for ways of viewing and experiencing information use in a blended learning
environment. The intended outcome was the development of shared understandings in the
school about how discipline practices might change to integrate teaching and learning of
information strategies: a new pedagogy for ILE.
The study followed PAR’s practice of establishing collegial, collaborative cycles of reflective
research in action by participants to create long lasting changes in an organisation. It pursued
its social tradition of emancipating participants from ways of viewing and behaving which
limited their capacities to operate fully in creating an information literate community. Ways
of knowing and being were included and explored by use of Bruce’s (2008) Informed Learning
approach which provided constructs for participants to discover the ways their own and others’
experiences of information might have influenced their views and in turn impacted on their
approaches to curriculum design and students’ learning experiences.
An integrative approach to research was taken by incorporating three voices and audiences –
first, second and third person (Coghlan & Brannick, 2005; Reason & Bradbury, 2006). The
researcher continuously evaluated her own theories, views and actions; groups took reflective
joint action on issues of mutual concern; and there was feedback about the impact on the larger
community and organisational structures within which the participants operated.

3.3.3. Multiple Case PAR

PAR and case study methodologies were chosen as a way for teachers to investigate Informed
Learning because together they provided the required design structure and methods to facilitate
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a process of investigation of a phenomenon by several groups in an organization. Action
research has a history as a very successful method to use in education, as it supports individual
professional development as well as collaborative institutional change. Within that field, PAR
was selected because it is well suited to an investigation by teachers of their own practice. The
author, as both researcher and participant, facilitated the PAR cycles of reflective practice by
collaborative groups of teachers.
Examination of literature about use of multiple case study (Darke & Shanks, 2002; Eisenhardt,
2002; Flyvbjerg, 2007; Stake, 2006; Yin, 2009) showed that it would enable consistent
collection of data about the phenomenon being investigated by the PAR groups (cases);
contextual data about the particularities of the phenomenon manifesting in each case; and
metadata about the PAR process. Additionally, it would give structure for management,
analysis, and interpretation of the data.
The implementation of the study followed the cyclic model (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005) of
action research, wherein a problem is identified, reading or research is undertaken to gain
knowledge about how the problem might be resolved, a resolution is planned, action is taken,
its impact is reported, reviewed, and then another cycle implemented and so on. In this study,
multiple (three) case groups each conducted four action cycles in which they applied Bruce’s
(2008) Informed Learning approach as a way of integrating information literacy theory into
their practices. Participants in each case collaboratively undertook the pre-step of reading
about Informed Learning ideas, framing their investigative actions and determining context
and purpose, then planned, took action, reported and reviewed their actions before moving on
to the next cycle. Figure 3.1 represents one cycle of the four in the study.

Figure 3.1. Multiple Case Study PAR
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The complexity of researcher positionality in PAR was addressed in this study. When PAR is
conducted by a participant researcher who is a member of the organisation being studied, there
are particular concerns to be addressed, involving the perspectives of first person (researcher),
second person (research participants) and third person (organisation in which the research is
conducted) (Coghlan & Brannick, 2005; Reason & Bradbury, 2006; Visser, 2007). In this
study, multiple sources of evidence were gathered to provide for the triangulation required to
ensure all perspectives were covered:
•

The first-person researcher voice was built in by contemporaneous notes and memos
explicitly acknowledging and reflecting upon the participant-researcher’s world view
and interactions with the case groups as they progressed through the research cycles.
An example is provided in Appendix C.

•

Evidence of individual second person participant voice was gathered in recorded case
group meetings as well as via interviews and online reflections. An example can be
seen in Appendix D.

•

The third person organisational group voice was gained by recordings of case group
meetings in which discussions directly addressed organisational curriculum goals and
pedagogies.

The researcher’s role in the PAR study was that of participant researcher with the additional
responsibility of facilitating the project which included the overall framing, conduct, data
collection and analysis of the research; inviting participation of teachers and attending to the
organisational matters of running meetings and providing feedback and encouragement; and
the important role of reporting the project’s progress to the School’s administration. As Head
of Resource Centre in the 7-12 campus of the school, the researcher held a senior position in
curriculum decision-making, but held no administrative authority apart from that involving
library staff and operations. The two other teacher librarians involved in the project were
volunteers and saw it as an exciting way to build on existing programs of working closely with
teachers across the curriculum on ways to incorporate ILE into teaching and learning.
3.3.4. Praxis

The choice of PAR for this study was based on its capacity to enable a group of people to
achieve a state of praxis wherein they control the means of their own learning, and can together
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research their own practice in reflexive cycles of action, socially constructing understandings
of a particular phenomenon. As explained above in Sections 2.3 and 3.4.2, use of the term
praxis in the context of action research in education has long been explored by Kemmis and
his peers (Carr & Kemmis, 1986) in the field, and brings certain understandings.
PAR is about finding new knowledge but also about participants in practice advancing their
own learning through practice – it is learning through experience as well as learning through
practice, and so is a social construction and a learning at the same time (Coghlan & Brannick,
2005). The same understanding was used more recently in reference to information literacy,
as a site ontology of information practice (Lloyd, 2010a, 2014) and in reference to information
literacy praxis (Bruce, 2014; Budd & Lloyd, 2014). It fits well with the very particular
intention of this research – teachers together reflexively investigating the phenomenon of using
Informed Learning for ILE within the context of their own discipline practices to construct
common cross-discipline understandings about using information to learn.
The praxis resulting from this study was intended to be continuous reflexive application of
these understandings in curriculum design and practice. It followed the Aristotelian ideas and
distinctions of gnosis, phronesis and praxis in which gnosis is the knowledge; praxis is the
practical and ongoing application of that knowledge; and phronesis incorporates the idea of
action for good (discussed earlier in Sections 2.3.2, 2.3.3). This study is framed in a restatement
of Sir Philip Sidney’s idea of ongoing action for good to implement knowledge: “For, as
Aristotle saith, it is not γνῶσις (knowledge) but πράξις (praxis) must be the fruit” (1891). In
this study, while the gnosis of the study was the epistemology and ontology of Informed
Learning PAR, praxis was its fruit.

3.4.

Research Design

This section details the design of the ILARC Project. It commences by explaining the way the
PAR methodology was combined with multiple case study design to develop a workable
research project involving three groups of full-time teachers who would use Informed Learning
to investigate their practices of ILE. It covers the secondary school context of the research,
selection of participants and concludes with the selection and design of the data collection tools
used in the project.
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3.4.1. Combining Case Study and PAR to Explore Informed Learning for Professional
Development about Information Literacy Education

The combination of multiple case study and PAR was chosen to investigate the phenomenon
of using Informed Learning for ILE. Multiple case study provided for different views of the
phenomenon being studied and PAR gave the groups a clear process for reflexive action over
time as they conducted their investigation. This design enabled management of the sometimesmessy nature of qualitative data collection, coding and analysis (Creswell, 2007; Darke &
Shanks, 2002). It gave structure also for analysis of the way the phenomenon was viewed and
experienced across the cases, giving greater strength to emergent themes and knowledge claims
(Bryman, 2008).
It was decided to have three separate case groups of secondary teachers using PAR in
simultaneous cycles across a year to investigate whether Informed Learning would provide a
way to integrate ILE theory into discipline practice. Different year levels were chosen for each
group to accommodate the variety of approaches used to cater for learning at different stages
of children’s development across a secondary school. It was felt that this would produce a
more representative view of the suitability of Informed Learning for secondary school ILE.
It was determined that half-hour interviews would be conducted with each of the 25
participating teachers drawn from different year levels and disciplines at the start and end of
the project, five two-hour meetings would be held with each of the three case groups, and
participants would also be required to undertake reading and action cycles between
meetings. Additionally, it was determined that the meetings would include time to cover
reading reflections and action plans and reports by group members.
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Figure 3.2. ILARC Project Phases
The researcher chose to structure the four PAR cycles within five phases of the project, with
the first and final phases involving additional activities beyond reading, reflecting and taking
actions, as shown in Figure 3.2. The first phase involved interviews, a meeting for orientation
and starting the first action cycle; the middle phases consisted of three meetings and action
cycles; and the fifth phase involved a meeting to report the fourth action cycle and review the
project and an interview. Each of the five phases had a specific Informed Learning chapter
reading and response questions which were discussed in each of the meetings, with the first
and fifth having respectively an introduction and review purpose. The use of these five phases
meant that all five chapters could be accommodated. The first four operated as prompts for
action cycles, and the fifth as an overall prompt for reflection about Informed Learning, its
impact on their views about their own discipline information practices, and its place in a
secondary school.
The Informed Learning (Bruce, 2008) book is designed much as a textbook. It has a teaching
and learning purpose and is aimed at educators in tertiary education. It does not assume a
detailed knowledge of information literacy nor ILE and is structured to lead the reader chapter
by chapter to an understanding of how Informed Learning can be used for ILE. As a teaching
device, its chapters are presented as operating within an overall narrative about characters in a
tertiary environment as they learn and apply the ideas of Informed Learning to their practices,
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with the intention of providing readers with real life examples for better relatedness and
learning. The question prompts at the end of each chapter assist this process by constantly
referring readers to reflection about their own information experiences, views and practices.
Only the first five of the chapters in the book were selected for the project as the remaining
chapters refer to applications of the Informed Learning model in areas not relevant to the
context of the research project. Further detail about use of the chapters in each phase of the
project are detailed in Section 3.5.2 and related Appendices.

3.4.2. Context

The location for this study was the secondary campus of a private school in Melbourne. The
campus consisted of 1,300 students and was divided into Middle School (Years 7 to 9) and
Senior School (Years 10 to 12). Class sizes varied, with larger classes of approximately 22
students in Middle School and smaller classes in Senior School, depending on the subject. Each
campus had its own Director of Curriculum and Leaders of Learning who headed subject
departments, with an overall Deputy Principal who directed whole school curriculum. In the
Senior School, there were Curriculum Heads for Year 10, VCE (Victorian Certificate of
Education) and IB. Teachers in the school mostly taught across both Middle School and Senior
School, although some were allocated to one or the other.
The researcher was Head of Resource Centre (Library) at the 7-12 campus. Before her arrival
in 2008, there were no library programs of either reading promotion or information literacy. In
the 18 months before the ILARC project, programs of research skills had been introduced for
the Senior School and Information Process skills for the Middle School. The researcher
understood that while teachers with experience at other schools were likely to be familiar with
such programs, teachers with longstanding employment at the School would not.
Blackboard software provided the learning management system for the school’s blended
learning environment, called ClassE. Each course had a site, and it was mandated that it include
course outline, activities, assessment details and resource documents, with constant use of
announcements to encourage interaction.
The School’s Middle School had an engaging curriculum with energetic teachers and students.
Senior Years curriculum was dominated by the structure of VCE and IB. All 7-12 assignments
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were required to have clear task guidance and include an assessment criteria rubric. At the time
of the research, Understanding by Design (Wiggins & McTighe, 2005) was being implemented
for curriculum design 7-12.

There was a strong incentive for teachers to develop the

understandings and skills to guide use of new pedagogies.
The School’s lively and encouraging professional development culture supported in-house
programs as well as externally provided study. Participating teachers received professional
development points which were rewarded with pay bonuses, and in-house providers received
additional points. The challenge was for in-house program providers to develop attractive
professional development offerings to entice participation.
An in-house Professional Reading Group program already operated, in which professional
development points were given to voluntary participants who pre-read selected material and
engaged in a single session of professional discussion. It provided a structure to help teachers
understand the expected commitment in their initial orientation engagement with the Informed
Learning material. There was also a Professional Learning Team structure where teachers
voluntarily engaged in reflective practice over a period of time. This gave a basis for the
formation of the PAR case groups.
Although the researcher had very limited experience in facilitating PAR, an extensive review
of the literature and consultation with Stephen Kemmis informed the design of the PAR
multiple case study used. The project was approved by Charles Sturt University’s Ethics in
Human Research Committee (EHRC) (2007), and the School gave permission for it to run as
a year-long, in-house professional development program.
After consultation with School leaders, Years 8, 10 and IB were selected for the case groups
because at those levels it was felt there was less pressure on teachers caused by the particularly
complex nature of Years 7, 9 and VCE. Year 7, as the first year of secondary school for
Victorian students requires considerable focus by teachers and students on transitional issues,
and the School administration felt it unsuited for the study. Year 9 at the school involved a
particularly broad range of experiences to ensure students are sufficiently familiar with all
disciplines to enable knowledgeable subject choices in senior school, and again, it was seen as
less suitable for the study.
Year 8 was seen as suitable because by then students were firmly in their Middle School mode,
exploring the full range of subjects available and taking increasing responsibility for their
independent operation across disciplines in many different spaces. At that level, teachers
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expected students to be relatively independent researchers, making frequent online searches in
the classrooms for ready reference, with use of the library and its staff limited to research
assessment tasks and wide reading sessions.
Year 10 was selected because it was students’ first year in Senior School, and while their
workloads were increasing, there was still time for new disciplines to be tried before the heavy
weight of VCE or IB called for complete focus on a narrowed group of subjects to enable
highest university entry scores to be achieved. At this level, it was assumed that students would
have the research skills required for success, and again there was frequent use of online
searching in the classroom, with visits to the library for research assessment tasks and wide
reading sessions.
The IB Diploma rather than VCE in years 11 and 12 was selected for teacher inclusion. VCE
is the certificate that most students in Victoria receive on satisfactory completion of their
secondary education. IB Diploma Program is a two-year pre-university course which leads to
examinations recognised by universities in Australia and internationally. Students’ results in
both IB and VCE are used to determine their Australian Tertiary Admissions Ranking (ATAR)
which in turn is used by tertiary institutions for admission to courses. VCE is very structured,
with little time for anything beyond learning a strict set of discipline content and skills, whereas
IB expects that students will demonstrate a greater capacity for inquiry, and teachers look to
the library staff for assistance to help students learn higher levels of research and referencing.
It was felt that teachers of VCE would feel too pressured to trial new pedagogies.

3.4.3. Participant Selection

In discussion about the project with the researcher, Stephen Kemmis pointed out that PAR must
be participatory for all parties, including the community in which it takes place (Personal
Communication, July, 2009). He asked, “Is this community sufficiently interested in the
question to want to participate?” It is not just a matter of the involvement and interest of the
researcher – the participants must be committed to the PAR purpose.
The contextual material above provides an overview of the incentives for ‘buy-in’ by the
organisation and volunteer participants. Additional reasons for enrolment in the PAR project
included the School’s curriculum vision and the mandated actions required to support it:
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chiefly, use of Understanding by Design for course design and use of the learning management
system, ClassE (Blackboard), which provided 24/7 access to curriculum and resource
materials. Informed Learning PAR provided a clear process of pedagogical structures and
professional development to assist that vision achievement. The project offered participants
time and support to develop their understanding and use of the affordances of ClassE for
Informed Learning as well as the incentive of a salary bonus for the professional development
points gained.
The researcher established a proposed timeline for the ILARC project (Appendix E) and the
concept was introduced to teachers in the school community early in the school year. The ‘buyin’ process was voluntary in response to invitations extended at large and small staff meetings,
and by individual approaches (Appendix F). This was followed up by individual form
distribution inviting participation in one of the three-year level case groups: Year 8, Year 10
and IB (Appendix G).
The initial invitation was followed up by professional reading group orientation of pre-reading
and discussion, with the process explained. The ILARC project was explained as well as ethics
and timeline details. Those unable to attend had an individual meeting with the researcher.
Intending participants were asked to commit to a year-long project involving case groups and
action cycles. It was explained they would need to make time for interviews at the start and
end of the project, as well as for five meetings after hours, and reading and actions between
meetings. As shown in Figure 3.3, the project case group operation was explained in terms of
the team development stages of Tuckman’s Form, Storm, Norm, and Perform (Rickards &
Moger, 2000; Bonebright, 2010). Translated into the steps within each action cycle in Figure
3.2 above, it means that in each consecutive cycle, new information was added to the group by
way of new readings and participants’ reports (Report) of their actions (Review). Discussion
about that new information (Storm/Discuss) enabled new common understandings to be
established for implementation (Plan) in action cycles (Action). It also provided understanding
for participants that in terms of the whole ILARC Project they needed to form as case groups,
and that any time changes were made, a re-forming was required.
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Figure 3.3. Action Research Project Timeline
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These preliminary discussions also canvassed the relevance of the project to the teachers in
terms of their own professional development goals for the year – given that all teachers were
required by the school to achieve a certain number of professional development hours in return
for which they received a salary loading.
Following the introduction and further announcements and invitations, (Appendix H), 25 staff
members enrolled in the project: eight in the Year 8 case group, seven in the Year 10 case
group, and ten in the IB case group. There were no requirements set for membership apart
from year level, so participants brought a variety of disciplines and experiences, as shown in
Figure 3.4. The number in the brackets in column two shows the number of teachers in the
group teaching in each learning area, with some teachers teaching across more than one area.

Figure 3.4. Case Group Participation.
Although years of teaching was not a selection requirement, it happened that each of the
participants brought at least ten years of teaching experience, some with backgrounds as
Leaders of Learning. The teacher librarian who was participant researcher and facilitator of all
three groups also taught Religious Education at the school.
After the project was officially announced, a process of reporting was instituted so that
participants could see that their time spent was being added to their annual school professional
development points as the year progressed (Appendix I).

Additionally, the facilitator

submitted regular reports to senior leadership in the School. At the end of the project,
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presentations to participants were made at a whole-school teacher meeting to celebrate both the
project and the participants’ successful completion.

3.4.4. Data Collection Tools and Timeline

This section provides detail about the process and tools used to collect data during the project.
As described in 3.5.1, there was concurrent implementation of the three cases, with PAR cycles
and data collection occurring in five phases (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The collection tools
consisted of audio recordings of individual participant interviews and case group meetings.
The online spaces in the school’s Blackboard learning management system, ClassE, were used
as an introductory device for teachers not used to discussion groups and journals. The
experience of using the spaces was discussed in meetings and reflected about in interviews,
and that data was collected and analysed. Similarly, teacher participants used notes and
artefacts as their own secondary material to support and inform their reflection and discussion
in case group meetings which were recorded and analysed. The participant researcher wrote
contemporaneous reflective memos to support management of the case groups and the action
research process. This also provide a reflective reference tool for data collection and analysis
and for first person triangulation.
At the start of the PAR project, data were collected by:
•

Audio recording of semi-structured interviews of about 40 mins with each of the 25
participants (Appendix J).

During the PAR cycles in each case group, data were collected by:
•

Audio recording of each case group’s meeting discussions. Each of the three case
groups met five times across the duration of the project, with meetings of between 1.5
and 2 hours. Those meetings included three main focal areas: (a) discussion of key
questions about the new concepts in each chapter reading (Bruce, 2008. Chapters 1 –
5); (b) planning actions to put those concepts into practice; and (c) reporting and
evaluating implemented actions. They included reference to ClassE affordances which
support Informed Learning practice.

At the end of the PAR project, data were collected by:
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•

Audio recording of semi-structured interviews of 40 mins with each participant. The
questions followed a similar structure to the first interviews (Appendix J).

The research underpinning selection and design of each of the tools is described below along
with the detail of their design. The process of collecting data using these tools is treated in the
context of Sections 3.6 and 3.7.

3.4.4.1. Interviews

This section presents an overview of how interviews were used for data collection in this
project, followed by discussion about the rationale for using them and how attendant issues of
possible errors were overcome.
Interviews were conducted at the start and end of the project (Appendix J). The purpose of
these was threefold. Firstly, the first and exit interviews were used to enable teachers to bring
attention to their existing understandings about information use at the start of the project and
what they had learned by the end. The first interviews started teachers’ learning journeys of
investigating Informed Learning. The exit interview gave opportunity for review of their
experiences and learning and to express their opinions about the suitability of Informed
Learning for ILE in a secondary school. Secondly, the ILARC project sought to enable
ownership by participants of the process of change via PAR. First and exit interviews provided
opportunity for participants to establish and review their own goals and expectations and the
extent to which they were met by the PAR experience. Thirdly, the interviews provided for
data collection about first and exit level understandings and goals, with interviews recorded,
transcribed and coded as described in 3.8 below.
The choice of interviews for data collection was because they provide well for qualitative
research which seeks in-depth, rich data (Creswell, 2007; Punch, 1998; Williamson, 2002a).
Semi-structured interviews were used because they allow freedom for the interviewer and
participant to explore issues in a more open conversation than is afforded by more structured
and closed questions (Bryman, 2008; Williamson, 2002a). The language of the interview
questions was designed for entry-level understanding for participants new to the problem and
theory being investigated, and the interview started with questions designed to help participants
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relate the ideas to their own practices. Both provided familiarity and comfort to put
interviewees at their ease (Creswell, 2007).
Possible bias by the interviewer as an insider researcher was overcome by careful structuring
of questions with mentors and ensuring the questions were closely followed with each
interviewee. Additionally, the questions provided a basis for some a priori coding, which
reduced possible bias in data analysis.
Difficulties for coding and analysis can arise from the nature of the open semi-structured
interview style chosen for this research (Bryman, 2008; Creswell, 2007; Williamson, 2002a).
Errors can be caused by inconsistent questioning, more than one interviewer and by errors in
recording the answers, and coding and categorising over a period of time can involve different
views being brought to the task (Bryman, 2008). In this research, variation in interviewer
behaviour was reduced by ensuring the questions followed consistent wording and order, by
having one interviewer, the researcher, and by audio recording the total interview. The
interviews were transcribed by a professional service and the transcripts read by the researcher
while listening to the recording to check for accuracy.
Possibility of coding error was reduced by having a question structure clearly linked to the
research questions. They were intended to provide entry and exit data about participants’
opinions and experiences regarding the use of PAR for professional development about ILE in
a secondary school; about Informed Learning; and about use of ClassE to support Informed
Learning teaching practice and student learning experiences. These structures enabled a priori
(predetermined) codes to be established before the data was examined while also providing
clear zones where specific emergent codes were likely to arise, such as those about experiences
of the ILARC project. Section 3.6.1 Data Reduction addresses the development and use of a
priori codes in detail.
At the same time, the more open style of the interview enabled the researcher to include
impromptu questions to further probe particular lines of thought, or to clarify responses which
were not clearly expressed, and this enabled richer data for better analysis (Creswell, 2007;
Bryman, 2008).

3.4.4.2. Meetings
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This section explains how meetings were used for data collection in this project, followed by
the rationale for their use and how possible errors in data collection were overcome.
The role of meetings in this project was more than being a tool for data collection of shared
discussions about new ideas. The meetings had three purposes. Their first purpose was
constructivist in the sense of taking participants on a journey in which they learned about and
investigated the suitability of Informed Learning for ILE in a secondary school.
Secondly, they incorporated the sociocultural learning intention of providing the locus for each
of the cases to share their developing understandings about Informed Learning. They used
questions based on each chapter of the Informed Learning book to prompt discussion and
participants were asked to share their plans and to report actions arising from those
understandings.
The collaborative nature of PAR is fundamental to its process (Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005),
and some sort of device is required to enable group participants to engage in the development
of common understandings and the shared diagnose-plan-act-reflect-report cycles of action
research. In this project, meetings were used to provide three separate communal spaces in
which each of the groups might discuss their developing understandings and share their plans
and reports of actions to explore new practice ideas. It involved shared exploration and trialling
of new ideas in iterative development of co-constructed understandings for transformation of
practices (Williamson, 2002b). By having three case groups (Stake, 2006) at three different
levels studying Informed Learning’s usefulness for ILE, cross-case insights were made
possible.
The third purpose of the meetings was to be a data collection tool, with audio recordings taken
of all meetings. The meetings were structured to enable recorded group discussions about each
Informed Learning chapter reading, reports of actions taken in the preceding action cycle, and
plans for the next action cycle. They also gathered data about participants’ exploration of the
affordances of ICTs for discipline learning (Sections 3.6, 3.7).
Audio recordings were made of each meeting and transcribed for coding and analysis (Section
3.8). Creswell (2007) warns about the potential in qualitative research to produce vast amounts
of unwieldy data. To enable easier management of the data being collected, the structure of
the meetings was clearly identified. Participants were given time in advance to consider the
carefully sequenced questions to which they would respond so their comments were as
considered and directed as possible. However, as explored below in Sections 3.6 and 3.7, the
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style and structure of the meetings changed to meet the needs of the participants, becoming
more free flowing to enable deeper exploration of ideas as they arose. Consequently, coding
and analysis was a more complex task, with material related to both a priori and grounded
codes arising in a more scattered fashion than originally anticipated. Despite that, because the
content of each meeting was mostly related to a specified Informed Learning chapter, emergent
themes were more easily detected than if the structure of Informed Learning readings had not
been used.
Possibility of errors caused by incorrect data collection was avoided by audio recording all
meetings then checking for accuracy by listening to the recordings while reading transcripts.
Transcripts were read, coded and analysed by the researcher many times, which enabled further
checks for consistency of interpretation (Section 3.8).

3.4.4.3. Online spaces

Use of the online discussion, journal and blog spaces in ClassE had three purposes. Firstly, the
researcher wanted participants to explore the Informed Learning idea of social networking to
share and develop ideas about information use in disciplines. As few of the participants at that
time had experience of social media, it was proposed that the online discussion board and
blogging tools in ClassE would provide both the expertise and experience which could be used
later in classes when teachers saw their affordances (Section 2.4). Secondly, the researcher
wanted participants to reflect about how ClassE’s online discussion board and blog tools might
support Informed Learning ideas, so practical experience was required. The third purpose of
these tools was to provide a space in which participants could post their reflections and reports
of action, especially when there was insufficient time for all to make lengthy presentations in
meetings. As such they functioned as another device for collegial reflection.

3.4.4.4. Researcher self-memos

Researcher self-memos were used by the researcher for three purposes. The first was for the
operational purpose of designing, planning and managing the study. As facilitator, the
researcher needed to maintain the momentum of the action cycles and make amendments where
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required to keep 25 people in three case groups engaged and committed to completing readings,
attending meetings and carrying out and reporting actions across the year. The researcher took
continuous notes as self-memos, with an example provided in Appendix C, demonstrating the
reflexive process used by the researcher as she referenced her own views and intentions in the
light of the evolving Project.
The second purpose was to reflect about the methodology and the phenomenon being
investigated:
Advocates of theoretical memoing affirm that this technique assists researchers to
develop researcher reflexivity, to make decisions with respect to data generation
and research design, to make connections between the concrete details of evidence
to abstract ideas and concepts, to support assertions and develop analyses and
interpretations, to record the development of theory building, and to write and
report findings (Given, 2008, p. 873).
The data analysis notes and memos referred to in Section 3.6 provided important
contemporaneous reflection during that stage of the project.
The third purpose of the self-memos was to assist the participant researcher in triangulating
data collected. In studies of social phenomena, Bryman (2008) recommends the use of more
than one method or source of data so that findings may be cross-checked. As explained above
in Section 3.4.3, multiple sources were used to collect data to provide for the triangulation in
which all three perspectives of researcher, participants and organisation were considered
(Coghlan & Brannick, 2005; Reason & Bradbury, 2006).

3.5.

Research Project Operation

The study was complex in terms of its combination of several elements. The purpose of the
research was investigation of a phenomenon (Informed Learning for ILE) to solve a problem
(the gap between ILE theory and practice). The process of investigation was a project using
multiple case study design and PAR methodology. Additionally, it functioned as a professional
development project taking place over a year in which the participants were full time teachers
in multi-discipline case groups at three different year levels. The researcher was manager of
the project and also a facilitator and member of each case group. This section explains how
the researcher managed the project and describes the way the PAR research phases were
enacted by case groups across the year.
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3.5.1. Management

In terms of operation, the project had three aims: to have three case groups conduct their own
PAR cycles across a year; to maintain membership over that time; and to provide for collection
of data about the members’ reflexive experiences of learning and applying Informed Learning
ideas in their practices. This section describes how the project was managed to achieve those
aims.

3.5.1.1. Formation and roles

To establish a PAR project, Stephen Kemmis said two questions must be answered (Personal
Interview with Stephen Kemmis, (2009). Unpublished Interview. Charles Sturt University).
The first question asks, ‘Who are the actors? Who is doing the research, and who is doing the
action?’ He advised that ideally action should be by both researcher and participants. In this
project, the researcher’s role was as facilitator and participant in each case group as well as
being the overall thesis researcher, while the role of teacher participants was to do the research
action. The researcher-as-facilitator provided organisational structure for meetings, supplied
readings to guide the problem determination and action and undertook data collection. The
researcher was also part of the process in that she was a participant in each case group and led
discussions.
The second question asks, ‘At what point will the participants ‘own’ the question?’ In this
project, after participants had committed to their case groups, they took ownership of the
learning required to read and reflect on the problem to be resolved, the devising and
implementation of actions to transfer that learning into their own practices, and the shared
reflection about those changes to inform further actions by themselves and others. Figure 3.5
below illustrates structure of the study and outline of these research roles.
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Figure 3.5. PAR Case Study Structure and Roles

3.5.1.2. Understandings and expectations

The researcher as facilitator knew that an important dynamic in group performance was to
establish common group understandings and clear expectations. The Storm/ Form/ Norm/
Perform terminology of Tuckman’s stage model (Rickards & Moger, 2000; Bonebright, 2010)
was used to articulate the process of constant clarification of case group understandings and
performance. The researcher ensured there were regular reminders for each case group about
processes, agendas, actions, reports and reflections. Opportunity was given in the final meeting
for review by each case group. The structure of interviews and meetings was designed to
enable individual participants to articulate their understandings, goals and expectations, and to
track and review their respective journeys towards goal attainment.

3.5.1.3. Project goals

While the researcher had common intended goals for each case’s cycles of reflexive action, the
nature of PAR means that once ownership of the process has been taken by the case group,
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original intentions can change as members diagnose the situation, plan and take action, and
evaluate the results.
As detailed below, the PAR project evolved to be true to its nature, with ownership by the
groups bringing about some changes to intended structures, although it maintained its original
intent of five phases, and within those, cycles involving steps of reflective reading, planning,
action and reporting. Additionally, it met its goal and answered the research questions, in so
doing also providing new knowledge about ILE.

3.5.1.4. Management goals

As facilitator, the researcher felt it was important for the group dynamic that all case members
were clear about the process and had the opportunity to have their say. In that way, each
participant could feel fairly treated and the group could learn from the contributions of its
members. As data collector for each of the case groups, the researcher was concerned that
there be effective management to ensure clear, well-structured recordings of meetings.
The researcher also wanted to enable investigation by all participants of the affordances of
ClassE for Informed Learning, one of the three research questions. Introduction to and use of
the social networking tools was built into each case group’s work. An overview of the
management goals is presented in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6. ILARC Project Management Goals
Time and group dynamics within each case group meant that minor details of the mechanisms
for achieving these management goals were refined as the project progressed, however, the
broad structure and overall intentions were maintained.

3.5.1.5. Timelines

A timeline (Figure 3.3) was set for the project, conducted in 2010, and as the case membership
was established, each participant was given the opportunity to indicate preference for possible
days and times for meetings, and that was finalised by email. Similarly, each was provided
with a selection of times for their first and exit 40-minute interviews. Although the meeting
schedule was officially announced, it eventuated that dates and times for each case group had
to be renegotiated each term. Not all participants were able to attend all their case group
meetings due to other commitments, however in such instances each made determined efforts
to report responses to readings or reports of actions intended and completed, using the ClassE
online discussion board tools or email.
The establishment stage of the project took place in first term, which meant that interviews and
meetings were not able to commence until second term, compressing the PAR process into
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three terms. It was difficult to find time in a crowded school year to schedule five meetings
per case group in such a way that individual teachers could undertake the additional actions
required outside meeting time, and this had consequences. To enable the PAR cycles to start
as soon as possible, the researcher decided to spend less time in early meetings on preliminary
information-giving about Informed Learning. The impact was that given the lack of familiarity
most participants had with information literacy itself, let alone a new pedagogy for teaching
those skills, there was an early tendency across the groups to confuse information literacy with
ICT skills, and there were difficulties with Informed Learning terminology. The researcher
then had to take up time in the second and third meetings to build that basic understanding,
providing contextually nuanced terminology and structures to guide the learning.
Additional to those time issues was building and maintaining a research momentum, given that
there were three sets of school holidays in the time-frame from introduction to end, so
participants needed to be brought ‘back into the zone’ of both Informed Learning and PAR
understandings after each break.
Further detail about the project’s timeline and its management throughout the project is
presented in the context of the case group phases in Section 3.7.

3.5.1.6. Meeting structure

The same agendas were distributed to each case group for each meeting throughout the project,
with differences only for dates and times, although as noted in Section 3.8 below, the way each
meeting worked through those agendas varied between groups as time progressed. This was
seen as legitimate, in that it reflected the intent of PAR insofar as there is meant to be an
ownership by group members of process, and the researcher saw it as a natural outcome and
one to be adapted to rather than restricted. It was seen also as a valid outcome of exploration
of the Informed Learning discussion prompts, given that use of Informed Learning for
professional development about ILE is meant to be a transformative process in which the
participants develop contextual understandings of using information to learn.

3.5.1.7. Project challenges
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The main challenges faced by the researcher as manager of the ILARC project were those of
maintaining participation; structural restrictions involving time to achieve all intended items
on meeting agendas; use of ClassE’s online discussion board and blog tools for communication
and reporting; and barriers to understanding caused by the terminology and new ideas of
information literacy and Informed Learning.
As outlined above in Section 3.5, the process of carrying out the PAR project was assisted by
the School’s supportive approach to professional development. However, the researcher
recognised that it was also important to ensure that the project was sufficiently engaging and
attractive to hold the interest and involvement of the volunteer participants over the period of
the year and five meetings. Concerns included how to encourage all participants to do the
readings, attend meetings, and commit to and carry out the actions so they could contribute to
and gain satisfaction in sharing their reflections with the others in the group. What would keep
them in the project after the initial interest died away? The researcher deliberately structured
meetings which took place in a welcoming learning environment with good catering. She
ensured that there was a clear structure and explicit learning intentions, with well-researched
readings and discussion prompts. Notes were taken about participants’ reflections and their
action commitments and reports were gathered and circulated.

Exit interviews ensured

satisfactory closure to the participation experience.
The ILARC project successfully maintained involvement of all but three of the 25 initial
participants: one left early in the project when a new work commitment meant she could not
participate fully in ILARC; another left part way through when she perceived that the topic was
irrelevant to her discipline area; and one was unable to do the final interview due to leaving the
school.
Participant reflections show that they found the meeting venue was peaceful and welcoming as
they arrived after a full day’s teaching. They appreciated structural elements which brought a
sense of collegiality, which ensured clarity of goals and their attainment, and which provided
readings and discussions for reflective learning (Section 4.2.1).
Structural restrictions which proved challenging were time constraints of meeting agendas and
scheduling, and difficulties associated with use of the ClassE online discussion board and blog
tools.
The researcher discovered in the first round of meetings that the carefully structured questions
were constricting discussion at meetings, so a decision was made to abandon them and move
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towards a more interactive and responsive system of discussion facilitation. By that stage, the
researcher knew participants quite well, so she was able to guide the discussion by reference
to their practice or interest areas, producing greater vibrancy in the contributions.
Time within the meetings themselves was also a challenge. It was difficult in the time available
for each of the participants to report their actions, for whole group discussion of the readings,
and for each participant to commit to a new action for the next cycle.
Scheduling meetings was another hurdle to overcome: the project required fifteen meetings
(five per case group) to be fitted into three terms. Given that many afternoons were already
occupied by other commitments, finding three sets of two-hour time slots that suited groups of
up to ten teachers was a challenge. Despite that, the meeting schedule was achieved and those
unable to attend usually submitted reports of their actions and caught up on the meeting’s
events via ClassE’s online discussion board tools or email.
It was intended that ClassE would be used to provide for this greater level of reporting and
discussion to overcome meeting time constrictions. In phases one and two of the project, the
researcher trialled using online spaces for participants to submit their action reports and reading
responses so others in the group could read them before each meeting. The researcher found
that unless it was intensively scaffolded and pursued, many participants did not take up the
opportunity. Spaces for reporting actions were still offered throughout the other three phases,
but it was taken up by only a few. Some did continue to submit full reports by email. Overall,
by combination of the three reporting options of verbatim in meetings, online spaces and email,
all participants were able to report their actions successfully. Additionally, all participants did
get to trial use of ClassE’s online blog and discussion board tools.
The final challenge was one involving the terminology and understandings associated with the
phenomenon being studied. Early in the study some participants struggled with concepts,
terminology and structure of Informed Learning presented in the readings. There was an
unforeseen steepness to the learning curve faced by people outside librarianship as they tried
to interpret Informed Learning without an understanding of information literacy. There was
frustration expressed too about terminology used in Informed Learning – the similarity of the
names of Seven Faces and Six Frames, for example, was seen as confusing by some, and others
found the whole model too complex. The researcher undertook actions to provide further
scaffolds to their learning, and in so doing overcame the limitations initially experienced.
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3.5.2. Case Group Phases

This section provides a chronological overview of the whole project across a year as the three
case groups used PAR methodology to investigate Informed Learning ideas in five phases. It
is important to note here that the meeting structure consisted of a series of meetings for each
of the three case groups as opposed to a series of meetings for all 25 participants. In other
words, three series of meetings were facilitated, one for each case group through each of the
five phases of the ILARC Project.

3.5.2.1. Phase One: case formation, first interviews and Action Cycle One

In first term, participant selection and membership of case groups was finalised (Appendices
F, G, H & I and Figure 3.4). Each participant was given an initial pack with participant
information, informed consent form, instructions, Reading One, and Meeting One preparation
questions (Appendix K). The process of forming the case group identities and scheduling of
interviews and meetings commenced before the first term break (Appendices L & M). To raise
the profile of the Project in the school community regular announcements were posted in the
online news spaces (Appendix N).
Interviews were conducted with all participants before the meetings commenced in term two
to provide collection of entry-level understandings about PAR and information literacy, and
for participants to establish their goals for the project (Appendix J).
Case group members were asked to read Informed Learning Chapter 1 which “develops the
idea of Informed Learning and the agendas that have contributed to its emergence.” (Bruce,
2008, p. x) and to respond to questions adapted from those at the end of the Chapter (Appendix
0). It provided participants with the context and questions to enable their reflection about how
these ideas about information and learning resonated with their own experience and practice,
and in so doing, to open the way for a base understanding on which to build over the duration
of the project. The questions asked participants to reflect about the use of information to learn
from the point of view of their philosophy of teaching, the experiences of their students, and
their curriculum practices.
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The agenda for the first meeting, held after the first term holidays, was tightly designed to
achieve the case group management goals (Figure 3.6, Appendix P). It was followed quite
closely as a structure for the first meeting of the Year 8 case group, with the participant
researcher who led the groups following the order of the prompt questions and asking for
responses from each of the group members in turn. Despite time management constructs being
built into the meeting schedule, the researcher found it difficult to achieve the intention of
enabling each participant to respond to each prompt. A corollary of tightly following the
planned structure was that teachers were constrained in their ability to add to items which
aroused their interest, and the researcher felt this restricted ownership of the process by the
participants (see researcher reflective memos in Appendix C).
For the first meeting of the Year 10 group, in contrast to Year 8 Meeting One, the researcher
did not hold as closely to the order of the guiding questions, in order to overcome the previously
identified difficulties. Another reason was that reflection on people’s discussions in the Year
8 meeting showed that their understandings of information literacy tended to be conflated to
some extent with ICTs and their use. For that reason, the meeting started with a focus on the
second group of questions, and within that, a specific reference to the general learning
strategies required to equip students to operate in the 21st century. Then the meeting was
directed back to the first set of questions, continuing through to the second.
While using the same agenda as other meetings, the first IB meeting followed the style of Year
10 Meeting One, with a looser conversational style adopted, and the researcher guiding
direction but also responding to points raised and encouraging further exploration. The IB
meeting followed the question grouping order, but as with the Year 8 and Year 10 meeting,
participants became focused on ICT skills.
The first action asked of members in all three case groups was to explore use of the ClassE
blog to share their personal and professional learning goals so they would learn how a social
networking tool can work to establish common understandings. The blog was created by the
researcher, with workshops to assist learning and most members of case groups responded
enthusiastically (Appendix D).
At the end of Phase One it was clear to the researcher that key elements of the project were
successful: all participants had undertaken the readings, attended meetings, and participated in
discussions arising from the readings (Appendix C). Most had undertaken the first action of
trying to use a social networking tool to share their goals and ideas about future actions
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involving Informed Learning ideas – and those who did not had independent conversations
with the researcher about that process. It was clearly evident also from meeting discussions
and posts in the blog and discussion board that despite a tendency to focus on ICT, and some
confusion around information literacy and Informed Learning terminology, participants were
engaged with the ideas of Informed Learning and were able to articulate those ideas in terms
of their own goals. Some had already started to apply them to their own practices.

3.5.2.2. Phase Two: Action Cycle Two

At the start of the second phase of the ILARC Project, participants in each group received a
reminder about the next reading, Chapter 2 – Six Frames for Informed Learning, which “draws
from what we know about variation in the experience of learning and teaching … the idea that
Informed Learning may be approached differently in the curriculum depending on the
conceptions of learning, information, and other dimensions adopted by those involved” (Bruce,
2008, p. x)
They were provided with the agenda (Appendix Q) of the next meeting at which they would
be asked to provide feedback about any actions taken since the last meeting, and to respond to
questions adapted from those at the end of the Chapter (Appendix R). The questions also
included consideration of tools in ClassE which might support Informed Learning practices.
The second round of meetings for each case group were less structured than the first. All
groups needed to spend a considerable portion of the time exploring their growing
understanding of ideas about Informed Learning, as well as the actions they had put in place to
explore ClassE’s tools. The researcher led review of readings and concepts as there was a clear
need to place the ideas of Informed Learning into the secondary education context.
Additionally, the participants wanted to share what was for some their first venture into social
media software, and those with experience in other uses of social media for teaching and
learning added their broader views. As a consequence, Chapter Two reflections were limited,
as was action reporting, so participants were asked to contribute them to the blog and journal
tools.
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Across the case groups, there was variety in the way in which members undertook and reported
actions arising from the readings and meeting discussions, although all were able to report by
using either the blogging or journal tools, email reports, or verbally in subsequent meetings.

3.5.2.3. Phase Three: Action Cycle Three

Phase Three required considerable work by the researcher to bring participants back into
thinking about the project, as there had been a term break between meetings two and three.
Additional material was provided to assist understanding of the Informed Learning ideas.
The meeting schedule for second semester was established by negotiation with case members
(Appendix S). They were reminded about progress thus far and the work set for the action
cycle: to carry out planned actions as well as completing the third reading, Chapter 3 – Seven
Faces of Informed Learning which “draws from our understanding of how we use information
as we go about learning … a transdisciplinary model of learning through engagement with
information” (Bruce, 2008, p. xi). Participants were asked to be prepared to share their
responses to the discussion prompts.
The agenda (Appendix T) was sent to participants along with advice that each would be
provided with transcripts of their first interview to remind them of their beginning
understandings and goals set at the start so they could review their learning progress. This
agenda differed from the previous two. It was not set out as a tightly timed process, rather it
detailed the main discussion items, consisting of Readings Two and Three question prompts.
This was done because the second reading was not covered properly in the previous meetings.
In addition to the researcher’s explanations about Informed Learning included with the agenda,
participants were provided with material prepared by the researcher to help them interpret and
clarify the Informed Learning terminology involved in the Six Frames and Seven Faces, which
a number of participants had found confusing (Appendix U, Appendix V). The material gave
a secondary school context for terminology and examples of each of the Six Frames and Seven
Faces, and included a table combining the headings of each for ready reference.
Due to the inclusion of this extra activity, the usual agenda intention to cover the readings and
to report actions taken and those intended, was not achieved fully in any of the third round of
meetings. It took quite some time for participants to take it in turns to read through the
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rephrased Six Frames and Seven Faces examples to show how they would translate into the
terminology and context of a secondary school, then to respond to the question prompts in
discussions. The process was worthwhile, however, as participants expressed appreciation for
the rephrasing, saying it helped their understanding, and they were able to be more focused in
their responses and actions.
By that stage, most of the participants had put one or more of their planned actions into effect
and were eager to report their experiences at length. To overcome the fact that not all could
share their ideas as fully as they might, the researcher referred participants to the online blog
and journal spaces for a fuller sharing of reports, and some participants sent their written reports
via email.

3.5.2.4. Phase Four: Action Cycle Four

Phase Four, as the penultimate phase, provided participants with their last opportunity to
undertake actions arising from their readings and new understandings about Informed Learning
as a pedagogy for ILE. The agenda for Meeting Four (Appendix W) was designed to bring
together the key points from the previous readings – Six Frames and Seven Faces. It was
intended to combine that with discussion of the fourth reading: Chapter 4 – Students’
Experiences of Informed Learning which “draws from our understanding of student’s
experiences of using information to learn.” (Bruce, 2008, p. xi). It planned to have participants
discuss the reflective questions and to provide opportunities for them to report on their actions.
Each of the case groups was particularly engaged with the ideas in Chapter Four, and while the
order of the discussion prompts was not closely followed in any of the meetings, all participants
had opportunity to articulate their understandings about aspects of the ideas presented which
appealed to them in their practices. In each of the meetings several participants were able to
report on their actions, while others had entered their reports in the online spaces. These
discussions and reports demonstrated understanding, application and transfer into practice of
Informed Learning ideas. The researcher could see that the PAR cycles were providing a
successful professional development methodology for teachers to explore Informed Learning.
The key actions for participants to take arising from this meeting was to plan for feedback at
the next meeting and in their final interviews about their experiences of the ILARC project and
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PAR as well as their opinions regarding Informed Learning and its applicability for a secondary
school context. They were asked also to take on the final reading: Chapter Five – Informed
Learning in the Disciplines and Professions which “is grounded in disciplinary and professional
information practices.” (Bruce, 2008, p. xi)

3.5.2.5. Phase Five: Project completion and final interviews

The final phase of the ILARC Project provided the opportunity for participants to complete
and report actions arising from their readings and invited them to reflect about their goals for
the project and whether they felt they had been achieved. It also asked them to provide
commentary in the meeting and in their final interview about:
•

their experiences of the ILARC Project, and what they thought about PAR itself;

•

the key question they were researching – the suitability of Informed Learning as an
information literacy pedagogy for a secondary school blended learning environment;
and

•

the ways that ClassE supported Informed Learning practices and experiences.

The final meeting agenda sought to draw all of the readings together as well as to provide
opportunity for participants to discuss the question prompts (Appendix X). This was achieved
in each of the final case group meetings with participants contributing commentaries about
their own progression regarding Informed Learning understandings and the PAR experience,
either in the meetings or in online comments and emails.
Final interviews were conducted with each of the participants, with transcripts of their first
interviews provided in advance for reflection about their journeys (Appendix J).

3.6.

Data Analysis

This section presents the three stages by which data collected in the PAR project phases were
analysed. It covers data reduction by coding and categorisation; data display and use of NVivo
qualitative data analysis software (2008); and identification of significant emergent trends and
knowledge claims.
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The structure of the study provided well for management of data collection and analysis. The
elements of project phases, PAR action cycles, case study groups, research questions and
Informed Learning readings gave clarity for a priori (predetermined) structural identifier codes
and theoretical codes. There was clear identification of the 25 participants in three cases and
of the 50 recorded interview and 15 recorded meeting sources; and the theoretical codes
provided a framework for early reading and identification of grounded codes.
The study recognised that data reduction and analysis are a continuous and implicit part of the
construction and implementation of qualitative research (Miles & Huberman, 1994). As a PAR
project, this study included constant examination and analysis of data by each case group as it
reviewed actions and planned further steps (Kemmis, 1988), and the researcher maintained
contemporaneous reflexive memos for meta-level analysis. Explanatory notes were made to
track the reasons and evolution of codes and categories. These provided important background
for identification of significant research themes and development of rationales to support
recommendations for future practice and research in the field of ILE.
Analysis and interpretation of qualitative data gathered in the ILARC project followed
Creswell’s (2008) inductive form of iterative and simultaneous steps of analysing and
interpreting qualitative data. That involved organising and transcribing the qualitative data,
reading through and forming initial impressions of text data, coding of the transcripts,
developing a detailed qualitative description, generation of qualitative themes, creation of
visual image/s to represent the data, interpretation, and finally checks of accuracy of findings
and interpretation.
A process of open, axial and selective coding of qualitative data was used (Gibbs, 2002;
Bryman, 2008; Charmaz, 2003; Cohen et al., 2007). It suited this project because it enabled
reduction of over a thousand pages of text to codes and categories which could be analysed to
produce findings, including identification of themes related to the phenomenon being studied
across the case groups – the ‘quintain’ (Stake, 2006). The process commenced with open
coding of transcribed texts, followed by labelling of significant concepts using either predetermined codes (a priori) or emergent grounded codes (in vivo). Those codes in turn were
analysed and axial coding was used to develop a system of categories which gathered codes
into groups sharing similar properties. This further reduced the data for selective coding to
identify significant research themes which led to the findings.
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3.6.1. Data Reduction

Data were reduced by developing codes to describe key elements and gathering them into like
categories for analysis to identify emerging themes with significance for the research. Further
reduction was carried out in a process of constant comparison between developing schedules
of categories, emerging trends and the identified text in transcripts (Charmaz, 2003). This
section describes the process by which that was done.
Most data collected were in digital formats, consisting of audio recordings and a variety of
software used in teaching and learning artefacts produced as part of the PAR cycles. The study
produced about 65 hours of recording. Recorded interviews and meetings were sent to a
transcription service, resulting in approximately 1,300 pages of text which were checked for
accuracy by listening to the recordings during the first read. It provided opportunity also for
entering margin notes for a priori codes and significant elements which informed the process
of code development (Appendix Y). Separate memos were made as the researcher reflected
about emergent ideas and themes and how best to represent them. One memo, for example,
reflected about how particular phenomena were exhibited across cases (Appendix Z). On the
second read, in addition to further note taking and code development, the researcher identified
the speakers in the meeting transcripts and entered their codes (Appendix AA).
A priori codes were mostly developed in the early stages of reading and analysis to identify
structures of the project such as sources, participants and project phases; and theoretical
elements such as action cycles, Informed Learning readings and research questions. In vivo
grounded theoretical codes were developed as significant ideas and themes emerged during
transcript reading and progressive reduction occurred. This provided well for the cross-case
analysis needed to identify themes about the phenomenon that the participants sought to
understand (Stake, 2006).
The process by which a priori and grounded codes were developed for data reduction and
display is presented below.

3.6.1.1. A Priori codes
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The a priori codes consisted of structural identifier codes and theoretical codes. They were
developed by a careful analysis of what would best enable complex searching across cases. The
structural identifier codes were used to identify participants and source types and elements with
the sources. Theoretical codes were used for identification of data related to action research
and the ILARC Project, Informed Learning, and the research questions.
Structural Codes
Participant identifier codes were developed to identify participants in interviews and meetings
and also to protect their identities. The codes reflected each person’s particular year level case
group membership, for example: 8.01, 8.02; 10.01, 10.02; IB.01, IB.02, etc. NVivo enables
attribute values to be assigned to each participant code in the software such as sex, discipline,
age, postcode, etc., which automatically carries to wherever that code is applied. In this project,
only subject discipline attributes were used, as others were not variables for study. It meant
that the researcher could easily see, if she wished, if there were trends across cases involving
teachers of LOTE (Languages Other Than English) without having to develop separate codes.
Source identifier codes reflected the three main source document types of First Interviews, Exit
Interviews and Meetings 1 – 5 for each of the three case groups of Year 8, Year 10 and IB.
Each source was given a unique identifier, for example:
•

8.01 FI = Year 8, Participant 1, First Interview

•

10.03 EI = Year 10, Participant 3, Exit Interview

•

IB M3 = IB, Meeting 3

Interview section identifier codes were developed to cater for the way the interview questions
were structured. The first and exit interviews followed a clear structure divided into sections
which reflected the research design, with questions sitting within each (Appendix J). Each
section (A, B. C., etc) contained questions (A1, A2, A3, etc.) so that a search using such codes
would yield data directly related to the research questions, for example:
•

FI Qu C2 = First Interview, Section C, Question 2 Teaching discipline information use

•

EI Qu A1 = Exit Interview, Section A, Question 1 Participation results

In this way the data could be queried to see what all the people thought about ways they taught
discipline information use, or the results they obtained from participating in the project, or just
the people in the Year 8 case group, etc.
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Meeting element identifier codes reflected the way the meetings were designed to enable the
PAR process to take place, in which participants might:
•

discuss specified Informed Learning reading material

•

decide on actions to be taken in the next cycle in response to the reading

•

report on actions taken in the last cycle

Codes were developed to provide for investigation and reporting of those structural elements
alone or in combination with other codes as required – chiefly action intentions/ reports and
discussion, for example:
•

AC1 = Action Cycle 1

•

AC2 = Action Cycle 2

So, for example, a search combining:
•

IB M2 with AC2 would yield information from IB Meeting Two in which participants
spoke about their plans for taking action in the second PAR cycle;

•

IB M3 with AC2 would yield information from IB Meeting Three in which participants
reported their actions from the second PAR cycle;

•

AC2 with 8.01 across all sources would produce results in which participant 8.01 talked
about her second PAR cycle actions; and

•

AC2 across all sources would produce all results in which participants talked about
their actions in the second PAR cycle.

This proved to be a useful means of dealing with the way the meetings played out as the project
progressed, reflecting the nature of PAR in which members of a research group take ownership
and determine its style whilst still holding true to the goals, as explained in 3.5 and 3.6. The
nature of the structural identifier codes meant they could still be applied even if the meeting no
longer conformed to an agenda in which specific things were discussed in allocated chunks of
time – albeit, causing a more laborious process for the researcher doing the coding. Searches
could then be conducted in combination with other codes to reveal discussions about readings
and descriptions of actions even if they occurred in many different places during a meeting.
For example, reports could be related to application of specific Faces or Frames of Informed
Learning in specific cycles, such as:
•

AC2 iL6f4 = Action Cycle 2, Fourth Frame - Personal Relevance
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Additional codes could be included in such a search to enable it to be applied to an individual
meeting, interview or participant.
Theoretical Codes
Codes were developed for instances where participants gave opinions about PAR as a method,
as well as their opinions about this project, how well it delivered on their expectations, its
management, etc. For example:
•

AR = Action Research

•

ARSP = Action Research & Student Performance

•

ILARCPR = ILARC Participant Response

•

ILARCPENeg = ILARC Participant Experience Negative

•

ILARCLead = ILARC Project Leadership

These could be applied in searches with other codes.

For example, to discover what

participants thought of the ILARC project experience, two of these a priori codes could be
combined, for example:
•

10.2 ILARCPR = Participant 10.2, ILARC Participant Response

Codes were developed to provide for explicit and implicit reference to Informed Learning and
its subsets of Seven Faces and Six Frames, for example,
•

iL7f7 = Seventh Face: Wisdom Experience

•

iL7f6 = Sixth Face: Knowledge Extension Experience

•

iL6f6 = Sixth Frame: Relational

•

iL6f5 = Fifth Frame: Social Impact Awareness

These could be applied in searches with other a priori and grounded codes. For example, to
reveal participant application or reference to specific Frames or Faces of Informed Learning in
individual cycles of action, this combination could be used:
•

AC2 10.2 iL6f3 = Action Cycle 2, Participant 10.2, Third Frame: Learning to learn

Codes for the research questions were included and applied where obvious during initial
reading passes, and later in the NVivo coding grids to ensure that the questions to be answered
were always present. (The sequential numbering system developed in the codes is not a true
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match to the structure of the main research question and the three sub-questions as they sit in
the thesis writing, however, it worked for the purposes of coding and categorising).
•

RQ1 = Main Research Question 1: Informed Learning as a bridge between ILE theory
and practice?

•

RQ2 = Research Question 2: How to examine teacher practice of ILE?

•

RQ3 = Research Question 3: How might teacher practice use Informed Learning to
provide discipline views and experiences of ILE?

•

RQ4 = Research Question 4: Affordances of ICTs for ILE?

In this way, theoretical codes which provided data to answer specific questions could be linked
to those questions, for example:
•

RQ4 LMS = Research Question 4: Affordances of ICTs for ILE, Learning Management
System

It was also seen as necessary to develop a code for researcher reflective memos:
•

RN = Research Notes

The framework of a priori codes and categories was changed as the reduction and analysis
process progressed and grounded codes and categories were added, with fine tuning in a
process of constant comparison.

3.6.1.2. Grounded codes

The grounded codes were developed as the first round of transcript readings progressed. The
abbreviated codes were marked into margins and added into a coding table, consisting of
abbreviated code, full names and meanings and relevant notes about possible links, why this
and not another, etc., as seen in Appendix BB. For example:
•

Diff = Differentiation

•

IDel = Information Delivery

•

LP = Learning Process
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Researcher memos from the time demonstrate the reflexive process applied to code
development (Appendices CC, DD & EE). Additionally, they demonstrate that the search for
emergent themes had already commenced.
The initial table was developed into a spreadsheet, and two columns added to enable each
descriptive code to be categorised for identification of significant themes in the research, as
seen in Appendix FF. For example:
•

PLTS = Pedagogy, Learning Theory: Teaching and learning strategies

•

iLeLTS = What learning takes place when information is used, created and shared using
particular eLearning Technologies?

3.6.2. Data Display

After reducing the data to listings of categorised codes, the process moved to data display, the
second stage of data analysis in this project (Miles & Huberman, 1994). NVivo software
(2008) was used to provide visual display of categories for identification of major themes.
Following NVivo advice (Gibbs, 2002; Bazeley, 2007) the number of categories and levels
within each was minimised as far as possible for easier translation into the software structure,
producing a reduced listing (Appendix GG). The spreadsheets were used as a basis for the
NVivo nodes of categorisation with hierarchies representing primary and secondary categories
and their sub-levels of codes.

3.6.2.1. NVivo nodes and models

The lists of category hierarchies, with their levels of codes, as well as the codes without a
category ‘home’, were used to create NVivo models to represent them.
It is recommended by NVivo that there be no more than three levels within each category so
that was followed, although it was still complex, with a large number of sub-categories in each
primary category node. NVivo’s model facility was used to gather the descriptive codes into
groups of like codes, producing categories and sub-level categories for marking up the
transcripts. This was very useful in providing a way to visually represent the categories and
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hierarchy of codes, of entering the descriptions and scope notes developed to explain why that
code had been used. Another advantage of having descriptions and scope notes attached to
each code was that after they were moved around to produce appropriate groupings, NVivo
could turn the model nodes into a list which could be used for marking up the transcripts.
Each code was given a ‘nickname’. NVivo enables a variety of attribute values to be given to
each code, although for the most part that was a little-used function in this project because
elements such as source descriptions and structures, case groups, action cycles, etc., were
provided in separate codes. The software carries the nicknames, descriptions and notes over
into the nodes list.
When the list was developed in NVivo, it was printed out, put on a pin board and colour coded
to help provide visual clues. Some more changes were made to categorisation when the codes
were seen in the ‘big picture’ mode. The coding schedule then consisted of:
•

Theoretical Nodes – 12 categories

•

People Nodes – 3 categories

•

Interview Question Nodes - 2 categories

People nodes and Interview Question nodes were viewed in this study as structural identifier
codes rather than research themes, so they were presented separately. To be consistent,
probably Action Cycle nodes might also have been separated out from Theoretical nodes, but
as the location of the categories are for sorting and access purposes, it was not seen to be a
problem and they were left there.
Figure 3.7 below, illustrates the models section, with its folder for concepts, and within that a
folder for each of the categories and their hierarchies: in this case, Curriculum Design.
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Figure 3.7. NVivo Models Example
Figure 3.8 below shows that the model for the concepts category of CD = Curriculum Design
has been turned from the graphic visual shapes into a hierarchical list of nodes.
This provided the function of being able to highlight text in a source, select a node, and apply
it to all the relevant text. Later a search could be conducted for all the places in the sources
which had been marked with that node.
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Figure 3.8. NVivo Hierarchical List of Nodes
The initial categorisation of codes helped prepare for the next stage of importing interview and
meeting transcripts into NVivo source folders, then marking up the sources.

3.6.2.2. Importing and coding sources

Folders were developed in NVivo to provide for systematic import of interview and meeting
transcripts and associated documentation to which codes would be applied to enable searches
across documents for common themes.
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Figure 3.9. NVivo Source Folder Example 1 - Meetings
Each meeting folder had sub-structures to accommodate different year level groups, and within
each of those was provision for different types of sources – seen in Figure 3.9 on the left-hand
side: Action Reports, Chapter Readings, Discussion Lists, Supporting Notes and Transcripts.
In the centre part of the screen can be seen the contents of one of the selected transcripts from
the Year 8 Folder, containing discussion commentary from that meeting, with participant codes
entered.
The two interview folders for First Interviews and Exit Interviews contained sub folders for
each year. The centre part of the screen in Figure 3.10 shows the listed transcripts in the Exit
Interview Year 10 folder, with participant 10.02 transcript selected.
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Figure 3.10. NVivo Source Folder Example 2 – Interviews.
A test mark-up was done on three sources: a first and exit interview and a meeting. The
complexity of the categories and codes, and the enthusiasm with which codes were applied, led
to some problems. The chief difficulty was that the researcher found it hard to hold all the
categories and codes in her head for easy application as she did the mark-up. Another was the
tendency in the early stages of seeing everything as possibly significant which mitigated against
the whole purpose of data reduction.
NVivo provides a view in a side window showing with stripes what codes have been applied
to selected text. Figure 3.11 shows the number of codes applied to a first interview with
participant 10.04.
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Figure 3.11. NVivo. Coded Source Example – Interview.
This section of text had been marked up for specific codes, producing very large chunks of data
which then required further analysis to reduce it to a more usable selection. The test mark-up
trial led to more careful and analytical coding in the remaining transcripts.

3.6.3. Emergent Themes and Knowledge Claims

After completing the first round of source coding, the researcher was satisfied that the data
display presented a comprehensive description of the material produced in the project. Some
of the identified elements were important in terms of answering the research questions and
leading to significant findings while others were likely to be irrelevant. The next task was to
determine categories of analytical codes which would make meaning of what the participants
had said, more than simply being descriptive. Additionally, the researcher needed to identify
themes in those meanings which might give rise to higher level conclusions about them –
moving from descriptive to interpretive to pattern coding (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
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This categorisation was used to produce aggregates of experience and meaning of participant
responses for interpretation, then the work of describing emergent patterns, drawing and
verifying conclusions was undertaken (Maxwell, 2007; Creswell, 2004, 2007). Some of the
interpretive analysis had already commenced as codes and categories were developed
(Appendices BB, CC, DD & EE).
The inferential stage of detecting possible relationships between patterns of data led to
exploring possible emergent themes which could in turn lead to knowledge claims, with
selective coding for each. These were given their own codes, for example ET#1 for Emergent
Theme One, and KC#1 for Knowledge Claim One. The Research Question codes were used
to identify key data addressing specific questions. These were matched with existing codes
which would support the respective themes, knowledge claims and answers to research
questions. Further searches in NVivo for those codes produced the relevant commentary which
could be used to check for contextual validity (Gibbs, 2002).
The emergent themes and knowledge claims were revised, and another reading of the
transcripts was done, coding them with the main emergent themes, knowledge claims, and the
specific research questions to which they related. An example can be seen in Appendix HH.
A preliminary report was produced, indicating that in addition to answering the research
questions, the data revealed nine emergent themes and provided evidence to support three
knowledge claims, as detailed below.
The emergent themes were:
•

Eth#1: Enablers and barriers to use of Informed Learning model

•

Eth#2: Current and future applicability of Informed Learning model

•

Eth#3: Teacher disposition as a factor in response to Informed Learning model

•

ETh#4: Informed Learning model has current and future applicability

•

ETh#5: Teacher perceptions of structure, language and contextual focus of Informed
Learning model

•

Eth#6: Teacher perceptions of the role and impact of information source formats and
of information intermediaries on how students use information to learn discipline
content

•

Eth#7: Teacher Librarians as part of teaching and learning teams in formation of ILE
practice within discipline areas

•

Eth#8: Student experiences of Informed Learning in teacher practice
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•

Eth#9: Collegiality factor in teacher professional development via Action Research

•

Eth#10: Role of facilitator in successful use of Action Research in teacher professional
development

The three key knowledge claims were:
•

Knowledge Claim #1: (KC#1) Teachers can GET Informed Learning
o Teachers can see that explicit and expert use of information can be used to teach
and learn discipline content and they experience that as empowering.

•

Knowledge Claim #2: (KC#2) A Future for Informed Learning in secondary education
o Secondary teachers saw ways to use Informed Learning but perceived it as
oriented towards the tertiary education environment and needing adaptation to
enable it to be easily used in secondary education.

•

Knowledge Claim #3: (KC#3) Relationships matter in action research
o Teachers indicated that peer collegiality and a proactive and supportive
facilitator are important factors in the successful use of action research
professional development for Informed Learning praxis.

The research questions, knowledge claims, emergent themes and the codes which provided
evidence to support each were mapped, with examples of this process below.

3.6.3.1. Mapping research questions to themes and data – Research Question One

Research Question One asked: How might teachers examine their practice of information
literacy using the conceptual model of Informed Learning?
Data which demonstrated that participants found action research could be used to examine their
practice of information literacy using Informed Learning ideas were identified and mapped.
These data were identified firstly by theoretical codes, then by recoding transcripts with the
emergent themes and knowledge claims which arose from patterns in the material (Appendices
HH & II).
Theoretical code categories which identified material across cases about action research and
its use for professional development, and about participant experiences of using PAR in the
project, were chiefly:
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•

ILARCPR = ILARC Project Participant Response and sub-codes

•

iLearn = Informed Learning, and within that the codes iLEARNPR = Informed
Learning Participant Response, iLearnRN = Informed Learning Research Notes,
iLearnVar = Informed Learning Variation

•

PDGYLTh = Pedagogy, Learning Theory, and within that the code T&LT = Teacher
Librarian as part of the Teaching and Learning Team

•

ProfPrac = Professional Practice and sub-codes

•

RQ = Research Questions, and within that the codes of RQ1 = Research Qu 1: Bridge
between Information Literacy theory & practice, RQ2 = Research Qu 2: How to
examine teacher practice, and RN = Research Notes.

The emergent themes which led to answering Research Question One and to knowledge claims
about use of action research were:
•
•

Eth#7: Teacher Librarians as part of teaching and learning teams in formation of
Information Literacy practice within discipline areas.
Eth#9: Collegiality factor in teacher professional development via action research

•

Eth#10: Role of facilitator in successful use of action research in teacher professional
development

The knowledge claim arising from these emergent themes and codes was Knowledge Claim
#3: (KC#3) Relationships matter in action research.

3.6.3.2. Mapping research questions to themes and data – Research Question Two

Research Question Two asked: How might teacher practice provide students with disciplinebased views and experiences of ILE?
Theoretical code categories and their sub-codes which identified material across cases about
use of Informed Learning to provide discipline experiences of ILE were:
•

AC = Action Cycle actions

•

CD = Curriculum Design

•

iLearn = Informed Learning

•

PDGYLTh = Pedagogy, Learning Theory

•

ProfPrac = Professional Practice
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•

DISC = Subject Discipline Expertise

•

RQ = Research Questions

•

XD = Cross Disciplinary Skills

Five particular emergent themes were revealed which related to answering the research
question:
•

ETh#1: Enablers and barriers to use of Informed Learning model

•

Eth#2: Current and future applicability of Informed Learning model

•

Eth#3 Teacher disposition as a factor in response to Informed Learning model

•

ETh#4 Informed Learning model has current and future applicability

•

ETh#5: Teacher perceptions of structure, language and contextual focus of Informed
Learning model

•

Eth#6: Teacher perceptions of the role and impact of information source formats and
of information intermediaries on how students use information to learn discipline
content

•

Eth#8: Student experiences of Informed Learning in teacher practice

These codes and emergent themes led to two knowledge claims: Knowledge Claim #1: (KC#1)
Teachers can GET Informed Learning, and Knowledge Claim #2: (KC#2) A future for
Informed Learning in secondary education.

3.6.3.3. Mapping research questions to themes and data – Research Question Three

Research Question Three asked: How do teachers’ emerging perspectives of affordances in a
blended learning environment support teacher practice and student experiences of ILE?
This was addressed after key themes applying to the other two questions had been explored.
One main theoretical code category and its sub-codes effectively identified material across
cases about use of the affordances of the school’s learning management system ClassE to
provide Informed Learning experiences of ILE: ICT = ICT and use for Teaching and Learning
and its sub-codes. It was often used in searches combined with other categories and sub-codes.
For example, when used with ILARCPR = ILARC Project Participant Response and its sub-
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codes, it produced commentary about where participants found use of ICT affordances to be a
positive or negative outcome of their involvement in the project.
Themes which emerged related to ICT affordances were:
•

ETh#11: ICT affordances for engagement and shared discipline knowledge building

•

ETh#12: ICT affordances for experiences of a broader range of Faces and Frames

•

ETh#13: Reservations about promised ICT affordances

Across the commentary, themes and findings revealed a consistent pattern showing an
increased willingness by teachers to consider and try the affordances of ICTs for discipline
learning and information use as well as bringing a critical eye to choices about their use. This
led to the fourth knowledge claim: Knowledge Claim #4: (KC#4) Informed Learning PAR for
ICT professional development.
These emergent themes and knowledge claims evolved further as analysis and writing about
findings progressed. Extensive reflexive memos accompanied the process, demonstrating
evolution of thinking which produced the eventual structure of the findings, and the claims
about their significance for practice and implications for future research.

3.7. Research Trustworthiness

In qualitative research it can be difficult to establish trustworthiness, given its frequently
context-specific nature and holistic focus (Bryman, 2008). Frameworks for doing so often use
Guba’s work (1981), which determined that four main criteria are essential to establish the
rigour of naturalistic (as opposed to rationalist) research: credibility, transferability,
dependability and confirmability. An additional criterion of authenticity was added by Guba
and Lincoln (Swandt, Lincoln, & Guba, 2007), which caters for the characteristics of the PAR
methodology used in this research (Bryman, 2008). This section references Guba’s model to
explain how the results of this study are trustworthy.

This is a multiple case study (Stake, 2006) using PAR (Kemmis & McTaggart, 1988) to explore
how Informed Learning (Bruce, 2008) might resolve the problem of a gap between theory and
practice of ILE. In common with other research in this paradigm, it has certain assumptions.
It sees the nature of reality as having multiple parts and that the researcher’s task is to try to
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present as full a picture as possible of the many perspectives involved. Knowledge and truth
about a situation are seen in terms of presenting occurrences which have commonality as well
as those which are different and determining which have the best fit for the phenomenon being
investigated. Finally, it acknowledges the relationship between the researcher and those people
involved in the study, and while objectivity is sought, it recognises that such an
interrelationship can influence both process and interpretation.
Like other qualitative research, this study sought to establish its relevance as a criterion for
quality and presents theory which is grounded in pattern theories emerging from the data, using
both propositional and tacit knowledge forms. It enabled researcher interpretation as an
instrument of study and it allowed the design of the project to evolve over time as circumstances
changed, adapting to the realities of the setting and the study’s participants.
The steps recommended by Guba (1981) are used to explain the way this study fulfils the four
criteria of trustworthiness, with the additional criterion of authenticity also addressed (Swandt
et al., 2007).

3.7.1. Credibility

Bryman (2008) points out that given there can be different accounts of the same social reality,
it is important to establish the feasibility or credibility of that being arrived at by the researcher
if the research is to be acceptable to others. Several means were used to ensure that this
research is credible – that is, that a true view of the situation is being presented and that the
results are plausible, seen in Figure 3.12 which uses Guba’s (1981) steps to credibility. The
triangulation to ensure data collection and analysis provided three perspectives, as explained
in Section 3.3.3 above, used participant researcher reflection (first person) and commentary
from other participants (second and third person). Perspectives two and three come from the
same participants and from the same sources, but there was a deliberate difference in focus in
question prompts and data analysis to provide for the two perspectives. One theme of question
prompts in interviews and meetings deliberately addressed the individual’s personal discipline
practices (second person) as well as the broader view of practices across disciplines and years.
Another theme of question prompts took the participants into their organisational roles so they
could address those perspectives (third person) - for example, the reflective comments in
Chapter Four Section 4.2 address the organisational usefulness of PAR, and those in Chapter
Five Section 5.4.2 specifically address the organisational usefulness of Informed Learning.
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Figure 3.12. Steps to Credibility (Guba, 1981)

3.7.2. Transferability
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Due to the context-specific nature of qualitative research, it is advised by Lincoln and Guba
(1985) that rich description of the situation be provided so that others can make judgements
about transferring the findings to similar situations. Figure 3.13 uses Guba’s (1981) steps to
transferability to demonstrate how this study provided sufficient detail about the context of the
study for readers to be able to decide whether the situation is similar to others in which the
findings could be applied.

Figure 3.13. Steps to Transferability (Guba, 1981)

3.7.3. Dependability

Lincoln and Guba (1985) recommended using an ‘auditing’ approach to overcome difficulty
in establishing the dependability of qualitative research. This can be done by maintaining
complete records of all phases of the research process in an accessible form (Bryman, 2008).
Figure 3.14 presents the steps to dependability (Guba, 1981) followed in this study.
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Figure 3.14. Steps to Dependability (Guba, 1981)

3.7.4. Confirmability

Bryman (2008) explains that confirmability is concerned with establishing that as far as
possible the researcher has ensured that personal values or theoretical inclinations have not
swayed the conduct of the research and its findings. Figure 3.15 demonstrates the steps (Guba,
1981) taken to ensure that the findings of this study emerged from the data and not the
researcher’s own predispositions.
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Figure 3.15. Steps to Confirmability (Guba, 1981)

3.7.5. Authenticity

Use of PAR as a methodology by which multiple case groups might investigate use of Informed
Learning for ILE brought the characteristics of action research. This involves both participants
and researcher-as-participant in diagnosis and resolution of social problems. It carries the
praxis intention of carrying out action for the good of the participants and broader society, and
the views brought with such intentions might be construed as impacting on the trustworthiness
of the research. As such, it is suggested that in addition to the four trustworthiness criteria of
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability, another criterion of authenticity
should be added to evaluation of this type of qualitative research (Bryman, 2008; Swandt et al.,
2007). Authenticity adds to the trustworthiness of the research by addressing four issues. It
establishes whether the research fairly represents different viewpoints of participants; whether
it helps members arrive at a better understanding of the issue being explored; whether it helps
them better appreciate the perspectives of others involved; and whether the research has acted
as an impetus to engage in action to change their circumstances (Bryman, 2008). Figure 3.16
demonstrates the way this criterion was addressed in this study, using Swandt et al.’s (2007)
steps to authenticity.
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Figure 3.16. Steps to Authenticity (Swandt et al., 2007)

3.8. Summary of Methodology

This chapter presented an overview of the theoretical frameworks and methodologies
considered in the process of selecting a multiple case study PAR project to investigate how
Informed Learning might provide a way for teachers to bridge the gap between the theory and
practice of ILE. It detailed the research design, including its context, selection of participants
and data collection tools used. The operation of the project was presented in two sections,
detailing its management and how its PAR phases were enacted by the three case study groups
across a school year. Within the context of these two sections, the data collection process was
explained as well as the reflexivity incorporated into interviews and meetings for individual
participants and case groups and at a meta-level in self-memos for the researcher. It showed
how constant comparison between coding and categorisation schedules and the transcribed data
were used to develop evidence-based emergent themes, and how higher-level analysis
produced knowledge claims. The trustworthiness of the research was explained in the final
section where tables linked sections in the research to the steps recommended by Guba (1981)
and Swandt et al. (2007), to demonstrate credibility, transferability, dependability,
confirmability and authenticity.
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4.0. CHAPTER FOUR. PAR AND INFORMED LEARNING:
POWERFUL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR
SECONDARY SCHOOL INFORMATION LITERACY
EDUCATION

This chapter presents findings related to the use of PAR as an approach to professional
development towards improved ILE practices. The key finding was that PAR provided a
transformative structure for case groups of secondary teachers to investigate use of Informed
Learning to integrate ILE into their discipline practices. Together with findings about Informed
Learning itself presented in Chapter Five, this process and its findings answer the main research
question: How might Informed Learning concepts provide a bridge between information
literacy theory and practice in a blended learning environment?
It is divided into two main sections: descriptions of ILARC Project participation experiences;
and opinions about using PAR for professional development, although they are of necessity
related. An initial section, Case Group Stories, explains the link between descriptions of the
way the project was conducted (3.7 and 3.8) and the results described in this chapter.
Some of the commentary about PAR arose as reflections in action (Schon, 1983) and other
comments arose as reflections on action in later meetings and exit interviews with a view to
future use of this professional development process. Reference is made to Informed Learning
being investigated by that process, as demonstration of changed ILE views and practice. The
detail of that transformation and related discussion about Informed Learning itself, is presented
in Chapter Five. The significance for practice and implications for future research of the two
sets of findings are discussed in Chapter Six.

4.1.

Case Group Stories

The selection of case study methodology is discussed in Section 3.3.1 above, and operation and
phases of the cases undertaking this PAR project are described in Sections 3.7 and 3.8. Apart
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from the requirement that ILARC project participants be teachers at the nominated case group
year level, there was no membership restriction on subjects taught, experience nor training.
There was little if any difference between the cases in the way their members learned the
concepts of Informed Learning, participated in meeting discussions and undertook the actions.
The only clear difference between the case groups was in relation to the year level, which was
the common element, so the Year 8 case group tended to talk about matters relevant to that
level and so also for the Year 10 and IB groups. Where there was variation it was more within
cases, reflective perhaps of individual learning styles and the impacts on group discussions of
individual teacher’s digital and pedagogical dispositions and experience, qualification level
and subjects taught. It appeared that these different group compositions could produce
different types of discussions about the same prompt. While these differences produced
variation in conversations, it was appreciation of these differences which was noteworthy in
teacher feedback about this professional development experience. Their comments showed that
teachers felt they learned much from the opportunity to talk across disciplines in ongoing
meetings about how they might meet challenges of the changing information use environment.
Consequently, data was analysed across cases and findings are presented in cross-case format
rather than as individual case story themes.

4.2.

ILARC Project Participation Experiences

This section is the first of two which show ways that teachers responded to the use of PAR for
professional development about Informed Learning. This first section presents the dominant
themes to emerge in participant descriptions in final interviews of their experiences and
outcomes in the ILARC Project, which combined PAR and Informed Learning. The next
section presents the main ways these teachers described PAR as a professional development
method. The themes are explored below and consist of positive experiences of collegiality and
cross-discipline learning; positive outcomes of goal satisfaction, review and revitalisation;
positive outcomes related to ICT learning; and negative experiences related to time constraints.

4.2.1. Collegiality and Cross-Discipline Learning
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Reflections about the experience of the ILARC Project saw participants mostly describing a
sense of collegiality having been created which they saw as having real value, and which
resulted in cross-disciplinary learning about information use.
Collegiality was a strong theme in comments across the three cases. One teacher, for example,
said she had found a “sense of belonging to a group … of being welcomed and encouraged to
participate and to explore ideas” (8.08). Many saw value in this, such as the teacher who said,
“the sense of collegiality that was fostered amongst the group was very beneficial.” (8.04)
Another found “real value” in the “experience of being with a group of people and meeting
on a regular if not frequent basis and just space in which to talk about and reflect on teaching
practice.” (10.01). Some described its value as refreshing, for example:
wonderful, reflecting … talking with other teachers about what you’re trying to do
in the classroom, doing it and then reflecting on the outcomes with the other
teachers, that’s valuable, I think it’s enlivening, it … kept my teaching fresh during
the year. (10.03)
A LOTE teacher referred its value as getting to know colleagues in other disciplines: “I feel
like there's a basis there now for us to maybe go on and do something into the future.” (IB.06)
Another value of collegiality was described in terms of the honesty and openness it enabled,
such as the teacher who said, “the honesty of my peers” (8.03) was a highlight for him. Another
teacher said:
how open people were in their context. We had some wonderful conversations in
those sessions where people really opened right up and talked in great detail about
what's going on in teaching and learning in their classrooms and I don’t think I
could have predicted that would have happened … that was quite extraordinary
really. (8.05)
The role of the facilitator in creating an ambient environment for such collegiality was
commented on by another:
and facilitate as you did where you provided us with an environment that we could
air ideas and it was non-judgemental and that was really great. I feel as though I
gained from the conversations that I had with people. (10.01)
Participants across the case groups talked about using this collegiality to learn from teachers in
other discipline areas and to commit to trying out new pedagogies for ILE, then report on the
successes or failures they encountered. They described it as different and interesting, as in
these examples:
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it was interesting to look at what we were doing with a common idea across
different learning areas. (8.04)
you get to hear from different people working in different disciplines. (8.05)
the opportunity to work alongside other learning areas and see the perspective
that they come from, because their discipline is quite different to say LOTE. (IB.06)
The action research style of learning suits me very well, I really love and have
always loved that opportunity to work with colleagues on issues. (10.02)
Some found it to be an unusual and unexpected learning opportunity, for example:
a fantastic opportunity to share with other staff that I don’t think we normally get
across learning areas - looking at how we handle information in the big picture
sense … and I had insights there that I don’t get any other way. (8.06)
conversation in areas that I hadn’t really considered … to listen to people from
other faculty areas, you know, discussing their classes and what they were getting
out of the project. So that was something that I wouldn’t have otherwise got.
(IB.08)
There was specific reference to the stimulation of the experience:
hearing what other teachers were doing in the classroom, the challenges they were
finding, talking about the different strategies, the projects that they were doing.
(10.03)
there’s some really intelligent people in that group … it was really helpful, and you
know I’m just very impressed with the staff at this school, because they did some
amazing things. (10.07)
actually, just being part of a group who were exploring ideas, because it's been
such a long time since I've done anything like that … listening to the way other
people approach teaching. (IB.01)
the teachers in this room are reflecting on everything they do, like it or not, lying
awake at night thinking, and it’s terribly, terribly stimulating. (8.08)
These comments show that participants across the case groups found that the sense of
collegiality in group PAR was a key factor for powerful, reflective professional
development about Informed Learning. It can be seen that the time and structure of PAR
created a sense of collegiality in which people felt safe to share emerging awareness about
new Informed Learning ideas and to learn from each other. PAR experiences were
described as valuable and unusual professional learning.
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4.2.2. Goal Satisfaction, Review and Revitalisation

When they reflected about their overall involvement in PAR for professional development,
teachers expressed satisfaction about their participation.

They described personal and

professional goal achievement, which included changed ideas about how information and ICTs
could be used for learning. Outcomes of growth, review and revitalisation were identified
which they said were new and unexpected.
Participants were asked to think about both the overall goals of the ILARC Project as well as
their own personal and teaching goals set at the start of the Project and whether these had been
achieved. For some, the main satisfaction was in completing what they had committed to and
following the project through to the end. An English teacher said she was pleased she had
achieved her personal goal:
to be committed to the idea of this course and attending the meetings, doing the
reading, trying to do some reflections. And also, I think doing the action plan was
the best part of the course, because … it makes you think, and even if some of the
things didn’t seem that beneficial at the moment, it made us think what’s another
way to do this – it’s a plus. (IB.01)
A geography teacher remarked that her particular purpose for involvement in the
Project was achieved and that she had changed her practice as a result:
Why I wanted to do this was to reflect, after 35 years in teaching, you know, am I
delivering information that the kids can understand, can engage in, enjoy, how am
I doing that with such a variety of students in a class? … So, reflecting on all that
I found was invaluable for me and I certainly have changed the way I get the
students to summarize information, and exam time study. (10.07)
In terms of the goals she set for action within the Project, she had:
reached what I wanted to do, I’ve actually looked at it, analysed it, reflected, helped
me put them into categories and I’m more aware of what I’m doing now, I’m more
aware of where the kids are in receiving that information, so I’m quite pleased.
(10.07)
Goals for both Informed Learning and PAR were achieved by a politics teacher, who said:
I have a reinforced sense of the importance of equipping students, skilling students
to be able to effectively engage to find and engage with information and to let them
know the importance of being able to do so. I have a good model of how action
research can work, and I can see that that’s really powerful. (10.01)
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A LOTE teacher said that in addition to staying with the Project to the end of the year, “My
personal learning goal was to get my head better around social learning and collaborative
learning.” (8.06). For her Project action she had applied for and received grant money to
develop an ICT tool for the purpose:
I've learned a lot … I knew I wanted to have the thing up and running, I wanted
some classes within it and if I measured it just against all of that, I've ticked all
those boxes. (8.06)
Part of the structure of the Informed Learning readings and the focus questions used in the
Project was a process of awareness and appreciative inquiry to bring participants’ attention to
information use in their current practices. Some participants found this process brought a sense
of review and revitalisation:
I was very pleased … I felt that I was getting a bit ossified, that I wasn’t as lively
in thinking about what I was doing in the classroom as I had been say five years
ago and I think that has revivified my reflective practice. (10.03)
it revitalised my interest in academic research in education. (10.02)
I’ve had time to actually review and look at my presentation of information and
how the kids receive it and just stop and really think about what I’m doing in the
classroom and if I hadn’t done this, that wouldn’t have happened. (10.07)
Personal and professional growth arising from the interdisciplinary nature of the ILARC
Project case groups was nominated by some as being a significant outcome of their
involvement:
that opportunity for discussion and exploring ideas was probably the most valuable
thing I got out of that personally. And I hadn’t expected I suppose to learn so much
about other people and their approach to teaching. (8.08)
the main thing that I got out of it was the opportunity … to talk to others and just
hear their views. I found that really useful because I’m not sure that I’ve ever had
to sit down and listen to other views of IB teachers. (IB.04)
I got lots out of this project, both in terms of what we did in the meetings, sharing
ideas and gaining insights … It made me think a lot about my own practice, and it
sort of pushed me into doing a few things differently, trying to explore different
ways of doing things. (IB.01)
The most interesting thing about the project was working with my colleagues and
that was the big incentive for getting involved in the project in the beginning
because there are just not enough opportunities to sit down and really talk at length
and in depth with people about educational issues and where we are with education
… it was getting some insight into what other people were doing in their classrooms
and what they thought was important and how they thought about things. (10.02)
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Another teacher said that her experience of the ILARC Project was so positive that “the
question for me is where do I go next with it … it’s been a wonderful model and how do we
take that and apply that further to our learning as teachers, that needs to keep going on.”
(8.06)
These comments represent participants’ opinions that PAR for teacher professional
development about Informed Learning delivered high levels of participant satisfaction
involving personal and professional goal achievement and revitalisation. The themes
affirm the transformative processes of both PAR and Informed Learning. They demonstrate
the power of professional development that enables ownership by participants of their learning.
In this Project participants set their own goals within the framework of the Project’s purpose,
they reflected about their own learning achievements, and were given opportunities to report
those achievements, indicating high levels of satisfaction.

The importance of personal

relevance in the process was also demonstrated: participants could see the relevance to their
teaching of new ideas about information use.

4.2.3. ICT Learning Outcomes

Informed Learning seeks to bring educators to a greater understanding about the way that ICT
usage is closely allied to use of information in a blended learning environment. This proved
to be a reason for many people’s involvement in the ILARC Project as well as a nominated
benefit of the experience. The discussion board and blog tools of ClassE, the school’s
Blackboard learning management system, were used to introduce teachers to the possible
affordances of online spaces for reflection and knowledge building so that firstly, those new to
these tools might feel secure as they discovered how to use them; and secondly so that all
involved had a common experience on which to base further discussion in their case groups
about how such tools might be used for discipline learning. Participants’ comments in case
group meetings showed they had greater awareness of the variety of tools available and had
enjoyed exploring them, although there was criticism of the ease of use of the ClassE tools as
compared to those available elsewhere. They shared ideas about how they might be used for
student learning, although some expressed caution about both the suitability and impact on
learning of ICT usage in education.
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The experience of using the blog and discussion board tools generated reflections about being
a learner in a new environment, shown in these comments:
I really enjoyed that, but then you do think ‘oh my god everybody else is going to
read this’ … it’s just nice to be able to in your own space write down what’s in
your mind at that given point in time. (8.05)
[Participant Researcher] helped me through it. I’ve never blogged before. I’m not
confident … I labored over what I wanted to share with the group … I identified
with a lot of my students. (8.03)
Well I thought, ‘Right I have to do this’ and quickly did what had to be done, read
through what other people had written beforehand and I thought ‘Do I have a
comment to make?’ and … I don’t want to make some sort of meaningless comment.
(8.07)
I haven’t blogged before … I thought, ‘I’m just going to do this’ and I managed to
navigate straight to the site … saw that everyone else had blogs there … and I
thought I really ought to have been more organized and work like I usually do and
I thought, ‘No, just write’ and then I actually felt like I was writing it to clarify what
I want to say rather than write it so everyone else could see how fantastic I was.
So I very quickly lost that feeling that I’m doing it for an audience … so I did it and
I did have that automatic feedback that I had actually had success getting it there
and was able to check. … Then I sat back and read everybody’s and I thought ‘I
want to make a comment on one of these’ just so I can … and see how it all works.
(8.08)
I went home to my kids and I said okay tell me what sort of things I should be
putting in a blog and they laughed at me. ‘We use it all the time. What do you mean
you don’t know what to put in a blog? And they’re going – it’s just a diary, just
write what you want’ whereas for me, I just needed somebody else to sort of, I was
guided by you … but also sort of reading [other participant] I thought, ‘OK , that’s
the sort of stuff that I should be putting on there’, but the younger generations just
think it’s an absolute joke that we oldies can’t do it. (IB.08)
I ignored it, hoping it would all go away until a message came up from [participant
researcher] basically saying you have an appointment with me at 8.40 in the
library and then I turned into the needy child: ‘Is this right? What do I do next?
Where do I press? Where do I go from here?’ Convinced that I was going to disable
the whole thing. But for me it was like being a student and I had to have help
because it’s … foreign … it had to be that step by step. (IB.01)
That was a very worthwhile experience to put us in the shoes of students and those
that are needy and require that sort of level of instruction and we’re going ‘Oh, be
independent with it and for goodness sake get on with it’ … it’s good to hold that
mirror up. (IB.08)
Well, I felt guilty that I hadn’t done it so I quickly went on and I press, press, press
oh there’s something. So I don’t really know where I went to, but I put my thing
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on and … I thought, ‘Mmm, and that it wasn’t really good what I’d written there.
(IB.03)
I did approach this as a learning experience as well, but I didn’t want to go and
ask for help. I wanted to do it on my own. (IB.02)
My job was to sort of post my goals, which I did after reading everybody else’s
goals and trying not to say the same thing… I really wanted to blog too because
I’ve never blogged. (IB.07)
Some pointed out that the online discussion board tools of ClassE were not as intuitive as others
they had used, for example:
a lot more difficult than other discussion boards I’ve seen. (10.01)
I wasn’t quite sure whether I was even clicking on the right part for my bit to go
on … I wasn’t quite sure how that was all working. (10.04)
The way the school blog is set up particularly it doesn’t work like a normal blog
does otherwise it would have been more interesting for everyone … the discussion
following discussion threads I’m used to. (IB.06)
I was having trouble finding the right place to put my thread in for the discussion
(8.05)
Having trialled the online discussion board tool, some saw its applications in their own teaching
areas, seen in these comments:
with the online sharemarket game … we try to bring it back to class and cover
everything we need to know about investment … and for those kids on the fringe
…. a blog would be perfect for updating or just sharing how their portfolio’s going.
(IB.04)
I’d see using a blog on ClassE as a way of saying at the start of every lesson, let’s
open up our blog and see what’s in there today. It might add a bit of interest.
(10.05)
I’ve set up a blog with my class and I’m over the moon… a boy in my class who
had done no writing … [now] I’ve been going into the kids’ blogs, and this boy had
responded to at least four people … I’m giving a little bit of class time for this,
however these [student] comments have been in their own time. So that’s been
exciting. (8.05)
I’ve started a blog too with my students about community service and some have
responded well and others, the usual ones … haven’t. (8.03)
Participants talked about using external discussion boards as an action in their PAR cycles:
It’s an area I’m stepping into a bit more … in my own discipline area … Looking
at a process by which all members of our LOTE team at year 10 who are involved
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in the year 10 asessment audit can actually share their experiences …. To actually
post some of our assessment tasks for observation and contemplation and
reflection. (10.06)
My Philosophy class: I’ve been running a blog for them … And they all thought the
blog was really good. Don’t run it on ClassE, run it on Wordpress, and it’s
accessible from the web, it’s a lot faster than ClassE … it’s a lot more intuitive and
it’s much prettier … I use it as a way of … keeping a bibliography of further reading
and discussion on things that we haven’t time to cover in class and they can go to
it and, they do sometimes follow up the links, maybe only one or two of them, then
they have a discussion on it …. There are a few topics that I want to post on it and
to use it with. … Because philosophy is a discursive subject, the blog’s ideal for
that. (10.03)
Some tried other discussion boards available on their professional sites for their own learning,
such as a science teacher who wanted to do something for her action that would involve the
students actively outside the classroom:
so I went onto the … website and they have a teacher discussion board and I just
put in what would I do with Web 2.0 to see what people are doing. And the comment
that really got my attention was a teacher who said … that the best use of Web 2.0
was as a way of getting students to publish their results … that they would work
much harder on them. (10.02)
Teachers used the ClassE blog tool to share reports of work done if they missed meetings or to
share in advance to support their meeting discussions, as seen in the example shown in Figure
4.1. Report of Action, from a geography teacher (10.07).
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Figure 4.1. Report of Action
Increased awareness about using ICT for learning was mentioned across the case groups, as
seen in these examples:
a greater appreciation of how technology actually becomes an important part of
the learning process … that we more and more are using new models and new
styles of technology usage for different types of tasks and it’s made me more aware
of thinking through when I’m designing a unit of work - about ways in which you
would apply different technologies. (IB.06)
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I need to be looking at how I use information and how I use technology in the
classroom and how I model it personally … and so to be reminded of what students
are exposed to and what they can engage in with the web and so forth, I need to
continue to think how I can use that in my own teaching and learning. (8.03)
Participants found the ILARC Project provided an opportunity to investigate a variety of
learning technologies for student learning:
I’ve done Prezi and I’ve used Wall Wisher and I’ve used Ning for the first time …
and blogging …… and next year I think my goal will be to look at the journal.
(8.05)
to make sure I got across several more of those tools. And that I not only got across
them but that I started to wrap my assessment tasks and my curriculum more
around them. So that I was using them not only in classroom-based activities, but
… I could write a new assessment task and align it with one of those tools. And that
was not something I would have been able to do a year ago. (8.06)
I thought I would know that I was sort of successful at taking this on is if I walked
into the classroom and did things differently. … I think I’ve got the confidence to
sort of try different things and certainly showing YouTube videos, which I have
done, which I would like to access more to enhance my teaching. Using OneNote
and making sure that I had sort of snippets, more creative approach to presenting
the lessons. Accessing … blogs and giving students the opportunity to share with
each other as well. (IB.08)
Comments about the need for caution in use of learning technologies emerged as participants
reflected about their new awareness of ICTs in teaching:
that’s the whole thing with all the ICT’s, there's a lot of money in it, I think people
still need to be very honest and listen to the students. And if it's not working …
rather than going “But it's all great and razzle dazzle it's fantastic” you need to
accept criticism and you need to keep listening and keep changing things. (IB.06)
most of us just haven’t thought through the role of technology in learning and if
there’s anything that’s clearly come out from this year … is that we’re actually just
not sitting down trying to work it through … in terms of learning goals. (IB.04)
These comments show that teachers who used PAR and Informed Learning constructs to
examine affordances of ICTs reported an increased appreciation and incorporation of ICT
affordances for improved learning about information use and discipline content across
the curriculum. Additionally, they demonstrated a heightened awareness about the need to
bring constant and explicit attention to ways ICTs are being used for learning. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of professional development which gives time for collegial
exploration and reflection about how ICTs might be used in teacher practice. It also
demonstrates the importance of the involvement of a teacher librarian facilitator whose
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ICT expertise can scaffold exploration of ICTs for enhanced information use for learning.
They contribute to answering Research Question Three.

4.2.4. Frustrations of Time and Performance

The main negative theme to emerge about the use of PAR related to frustration regarding failure
to achieve goals, mostly due to time constraints and aspects of case membership.
Some participants referred to time constraints as an influence on the degree to which they and
others were able to contribute and take actions, for example:
as things piled on top of me … the ILARC project was the bit that dropped off the
bottom of the list and that was disappointing for my own personal involvement
because I could feel a momentum that was taking place. (8.04)
I would have liked to have branched out even more … there were times when I
thought “Oh I just haven’t managed to do whatever I would have liked to have
done between sessions”. And that's no reflection on the timing of sessions, it's just
a reflection of the busyness here and perhaps a bit of reflection on me, that I want
to do things properly rather than just dabble. (8.08)
I felt I had a little bit more to offer, a bit more to say - but because of the time.
(IB.09)
Participants expressed frustration in their feedback about not being able to achieve all of the
planned activities in meetings as well as they wanted, such as discussing readings, reporting
actions and outlining intended action in the next cycle:
I got a bit mixed between, we went from Informed Learning and Faces and that
and then the last session when we went into action research, and I got a little bit
lost and I did do that reading, and when we did the session, the fourth session no
one talked about the reading. (10.05)
I don’t think I achieved my goals … I wanted more progress in using this as a
framework, as a starting point. (IB.07)
we were sort of trying to take it and run with it rather than really being successful
in doing so and so there wasn’t that real kick on that we were trying to achieve.
(10.01)
Some participants felt they had not learned as much as they might have due to case membership
constraints:
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I wished that I’d been able to get into working with someone else on an actual
action research project in my classroom but that didn’t really work out, I was
the only English teacher there … I hope to do something like that in future
years. (10.03)
I guess the only disappointment for me was that not everyone came when they
were supposed to … and so, as much as we did some stuff online it’s not quite
the same as hearing that person talk about their classes or their practice and
how they had changed … when you start, you would like to also hear the
conclusion to that. (8.01)
These comment themes demonstrate the promise contained within PAR of the power of
ownership by participants: clearly the participants saw the potential of PAR for successful
professional development and wanted to spend more time on their actions and have more
control over how it evolved to meet their needs. They also show that the ILARC Project had
engaged teachers with the new ideas of Informed Learning and they wanted more
opportunities to apply them to their own practices. Across the case groups, the enthusiasm
of participants for PAR demonstrates several key points about its use for professional
development. These are that high levels of participant satisfaction and ongoing action can
be achieved when participants can set their own goals within a PAR project’s purpose
and when they are given sufficient time to put their plans into action
In summary, findings related to participation in the ILARC Project illustrate the success of
combining a transformative methodology and a transformative ILE approach. Firstly,
they affirm the use of PAR for professional development in education, demonstrating
positive experiences and outcomes when time is given for creation of a sense of ownership
and collegiality. Secondly, they show that the reflective process of the Informed Learning
readings enabled learning about ILE and about how affordances of ICT tools can
enhance use of information to learn. Used together, this methodology and this approach
achieved the intention of the ILARC Project and contribute to answering Research Questions
One, Two and Three.

4.3.

PAR for Professional Development

This section is the second of two which show ways that teachers responded to use of PAR for
professional development about Informed Learning.

The focus of this section is the ways

these teachers described PAR as a professional development model. Although teachers at the
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school had participated regularly in a variety of forms of professional development, for most,
PAR was a new process. They made fresh and clear reflections about PAR methodology as
used in the project and the way the project was facilitated by the participant researcher. Themes
arising from their cross-case commentary describe key elements to consider for future
application of this process. Their positive responses to PAR were factors in the school’s
subsequent adoption of action learning for professional development in the school and the style
of the project was subsequently used by several groups.
Dominant themes in discussions and comments specifically related to PAR methodology were
those of reflective practice, the strength of the structure, the role of the facilitator, and future
applications of PAR.
These findings, combined with those about the experience and outcomes of participation in the
ILARC Project presented above, are important factors to consider in successful use of PAR
professional development in education more broadly and especially for the teaching of ILE.

4.3.1. Reflective Practice in PAR

Teachers showed they were aware of the importance of reflection for their learning, and saw
that PAR provided well for that element, with one teacher saying that this was an unexpected
result:
I always reflect on my teaching but this made me reflect in a more directed way,
because I thought, well I need to improve a few things; how can I go about this,
and … how to get abreast of what’s happening in the teaching of the language
particularly as I’m a little bit isolated here, the only Spanish teacher. … and this
is the process of reflection saying, oh how can I do something different, or find
other material. (IB.02)
This reflective aspect of PAR was found to be empowering by many, shown in these examples:
I thought we cannot just talk – we need to act, and the action plan, maybe was the
really good part of the course … and every time we read something, or talked, or
whatever … we had to reflect, and … that was excellent. (IB.01)
very powerful … if you are actually changing the way something is done in a
classroom and the processes then I think that you need it to be developed, to be
understood, to be trialled and reflected upon and improved and shared rather than
expecting it to work in isolation. You can’t just mandate something like that and
expect it to happen. (10.01)
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something that I can take with me and use in a bigger sense … It has given me a
new way of thinking, a new way of looking at things, a bit more “how can we use
that?” because that’s the big picture stuff. (8.06)
so often you go to PD and sit and listen and maybe ask a question, but this gave us
an opportunity to actually perhaps think about doing something that connected
with what we’ve been discussing. (10.04)
A science teacher felt that reading and reflection were so important to teaching practice that:
there should be formal times set aside for staff to do that, so we all know that we're
reading a particular book, or we're interested in a particular area and that we're
actively working on that. … I suppose by calling it action research that does in a
way force the school to recognise its significance as an ongoing process and I think
the fact that we had virtually a whole year to work on it, was good. It was good
because it does emphasise that that kind of development has to be ongoing and it
requires time for people to really think and reflect. (10.02)
Ongoing, reflective practice is a key element of both PAR and Informed Learning. These
comments show that teachers found it personally and professionally powerful to engage in the
practices of Schon’s ‘reflective practitioner’ (1983). They operated as expert teachers who
constantly engaged in reflective incorporation of new ideas to change practices for improved
student learning. The findings demonstrate that the ongoing reflection experienced in
professional development which combined PAR and Informed Learning was seen by
participants to be a significant factor in its success.

4.3.2. Strong Structure of PAR

The careful structure of the PAR process was valued by many teachers, as exemplified in the
following comments about ways the structure ensured delivery of results:
it’s valid and it’s effective because it’s well-structured and it provides a framework
upon which then you can build learning … teachers like to be organised, we know
that, so presenting that to a group of teachers, they’re all going to say “Yes, yes,
yes”. (8.04)
I think people gain from actually getting results. A lot of the theory - people go, oh
no, please don’t. But if you can actually go away, do something in concrete, see
the results of that, I think that’s really important … that’s how I function. (10.07)
quite excellent, because even if it was a little task, from there you can get something
else, you are forced to think, oh maybe I will do this … I listen to others’ ideas and
sharing as well. (IB.03)
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in a busy life where you are actually working it makes sense to do the things that
are heavily based in the reality of what you’re doing … a team deciding on their
actions together. (10.04)
it engages people at all levels of that sort of process … absolutely I think probably
it would have quite significant benefits in terms of what could be achieved and
people’s own participation. (IB.07)
Specific elements of the structure were referred to by many, such as those who liked regular
meetings and group accountability:
I think the power of it is that it’s over a period of time and that it’s ongoing …
it’s very easy to go off to PDs and never do anything about what you saw.
Because you’re reporting back to a group and because it’s reasonably regular,
I think you feel empowered to go off, give it a whirl, and report back; and
there’s also a level of responsibility. (8.01)
I think you need those groups which aren’t too large, which meet regularly and
probably fairly frequently, a couple of times a term at least. (10.01)
when you’ve got an obligation and a date and you know that that date’s coming
up, you’ll do it. If you said across the start, okay we’re going to do an action
research on technology information learning, they’d go, hmm. But I think it
would be a very valuable thing for staff … like me, to say, oh, I’m actually doing
this. (10.07)
Clear and common understandings across a group were also seen as an important structural
element, as described by a politics teacher:
you want a clearly established agenda … to be common amongst other groups as
well so that you’ve got effective time in the group but also a chance when you bump
into somebody else to have that common understanding also and to be advancing
it, with having people come back and say “I tried this” or “This seemed to work
but I only got so far” I think is very powerful. (10.01)
The benefit of common understandings about use of information to learn developed in the PAR
process was also referred to by a number of participants who saw that PAR would work well
in single discipline groups. A Religious Education teacher, for example, said:
I would like to mimic what I did with our group with my own learning area groups
… action research in a group works better than on an individual basis … otherwise
I would just go into my little area, and I think you need to be accountable to a wider
group and that will bring about change in the curriculum. (8.03)
And a LOTE teacher said she could see how to expand understandings if she was operating in
a single discipline group:
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I've only had time to say to one other person: “Hey there's this thing that I've tried,
kids loved it and this is what I observed with the kids when they were working with
this type of tool, and the types of questions they therefore started to ask and how
much further they suddenly wanted to take their language”. (8.06).

PAR provides a structure for participants to own a process whereby they can construct new
knowledge and practice over time. These comments demonstrate that participants found that
specific elements of the PAR structure were important in their co-construction of new
understanding and changed practices of ILE: clear goals, timelines and targets; and an
expectation for group sharing of results and reflections about personal learning.

4.3.3. Role of Facilitator in PAR

The participant researcher, as facilitator for each of the cases, faced three key challenges which
were common to each of the cases: maintaining participation, structural restrictions, outlined
in Section 3.6.7 above, and terminology and concepts, explored in Section 5.4.2 below.
Despite these challenges, commentary across the group showed clear appreciation by
participants for the role of a PAR facilitator, for example:
they’re driven by someone who will make the meetings happen, who will make the
meetings attractive to attend, and who makes sure that the planning is understood,
so that I know that I need to so these things by this date, and I should stop making
excuses because I’m signed up and I know exactly what to expect along the way.
(8.01)
sometimes we’re so busy and we don’t have the time to organise it ourselves, so in
that sense, you were the organiser and forced us to do different things, and I think
it was quite good in that sense. (IB.03)
when I first heard action research I sort of envisaged some major project that I
wouldn’t be able to do, so I was really quite relieved. (10.04)
the text that we read I found turgid, your summaries of them and precis, etcetera,
etcetera I found really useful, they were interesting, they were engaging, and it was
good to talk about these things. (10.03)
The role of the facilitator was also mentioned in reference to group formation and experience
in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 above and demonstrates the way this experience of having the
teacher librarians operating in different and collegial ways was found to be empowering for
both teacher librarians and teacher participants. This was especially so for the teacher librarian
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facilitator and other teacher librarian participants as it provided a rare construct within which
to have reflective conversations with teachers about what it means to possess and develop
information literacy competencies.
One example of how the expertise of teacher librarians was found to be important in the study
can be seen in this comment:
it’s really nice having somebody else give you the readings rather than going to
the library and looking at a shelf of 20 books in an area which you want to find
something that you want to explore further and that’s really valued and the support
which you get through a process. (10.01)
It was a valuable experience for a teacher librarian participant, who said that her experience of
the ILARC project was that:
I did re-examine some of my professional practices of teacher librarianship …
because having that theoretical discussion reminded me of how teacher librarians
approach working with teachers and with students. And then also I learnt a lot
about what Year 10 teachers are doing which was what I had hoped for (10.04)
Her ILARC project action was to work with a fellow participant, on a research task, and that
gave her insight into that teacher’s “amazing variety of ways with media and research
activities,” (10.04). Her partner reported gaining from the expertise brought by the teacher
librarian to the research learning of her students. Several other participants brought teacher
librarians as information experts into their planned ILARC Project action and found a different
type of teaching and learning taking place, as reported in Chapter Five.
These discussions reveal that participants in PAR for professional development about
Informed Learning found the role of a facilitator to be important to its success and that
the teacher librarian can bring a special expertise to facilitation and case group learning
in PAR.

4.3.4. Future Use of PAR

In addition to themes and findings presented above, some participants referred specifically to
future use of PAR, with positive suggestions for its future use involving mostly structural
elements of group size and scale, small and simple steps, and clear parameters, with ideas about
ways membership and roles could be varied.
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Smaller group sizes to provide teachers with confidentiality and collegial support as they
changed practice was mentioned as important for future PAR, as seen in this comment:
I think teachers would embrace it if they were given the opportunity to do it by
themselves and with other people without the pressure of them having to deliver
something in a classroom in front of a group of kids, and to be seen as maybe not
being as expert at it as they would like to be. (8.04)
A simple and carefully managed structure was important to others, for example:
Start simple which is what we did through our ILARC process … so things are
manageable, but things have a clear purpose and that follow-up. (8.08)
set up on a very small scale to start with and very, very well thought through
with very clear boundaries and have a group of people do exactly the same
thing. If you can manage to set it up … a very basic sort of little action research
that I think anyone could do in their classroom without even much theoretical
background, as a means of personal reflection I think it could be very good, I
think it could be incredible powerful in a secondary school curriculum (IB.06)
The importance of careful development was emphasised:
I’m increasingly convinced that’s a very powerful way and depending on the
extent of change that you’re after and I suppose the nature of the thing which
you’re trying to change is fundamental … you can change the location of a
sport and people just get on with it but if you are actually changing the way
something is done in a classroom and the processes then I think that you need
it to be developed to be understood, to be trialled and reflected upon and
improved and shared rather than expecting it to work in isolation. (10.01)
Others mentioned different ways the current structure could be altered, such as having
different year levels of the same discipline in a group:
I reckon it would also be good with teachers in the same subject at different
year levels because then you might actually start to think beyond just the
current content and topic and actually bring in a different idea to apply to your
area. I think it would be very powerful. (10.01)
Or dividing up ownership of aspects of a topic amongst group members:
If I was to make one recommendation about that, it would be that I would like
to have a problem to work on and I like [(10.01)]’s ideas that different people
take responsibility for different factors of that problem, so that … we have a
goal and we’ve got a product that we’re working towards and at the end of the
day the product is there as a model that other people in the school can also
draw on. (10.02)
Another thought there needed to be better opportunities for sharing reports of actions
and reflections:
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we need to reflect in writing, because I mean, we couldn’t all talk during the
meetings for long periods, so if you reflect – and it helps yourself, it helps you to
understand yourself and your teaching practice, so I think, maybe more emphasis
on that on saying, yes you should reflect and, maybe even say, oh I like this section
of the reading but I found this other a little bit more difficult, or something like
that, I don’t know, but it was good, it was a really good experience, and I’m grateful
to you that I was asked to participate in it. (IB.02)
Some participants talked about the way action research could be applied to cooperative
planning and teaching in future. A teacher librarian, for example, said the experience of the
ILARC Project had enabled her to see action research as a possible professional development
process for her use in work with other teachers to adapt the way research tasks operate:
in middle school I think it would be quite possible to perhaps even have fewer
questions … [in] year 10 to have like a little time to just sit and think and not want
every single resource, so just pick one and just get them to start thinking. (10.04)
These comments affirm the choice of PAR for this study. They show that participants’
reflections about PAR showed a strongly positive view about its future use for
professional development. They indicate that key ideas about use of PAR for future
teacher professional development involve structural elements of small group size and
scale, simple and careful steps, and clear parameters.

In summary, the comments in this section reveal that PAR was seen by these participants as
providing reflective professional development which is structurally powerful, especially
when guided by a facilitator and developed in carefully managed small steps. The
comments also indicate that when PAR is used for professional development about ILE,
there is advantage in having teacher librarian involvement.
These findings affirm the use of PAR for professional development in education where a
clear structure for ongoing collegial development of common understandings for
curriculum integration of new learning is sought. It also shows how PAR can be used with
Informed Learning’s holistic approach for professional development of library and
teacher teams to change ILE practice.
These findings contribute to answering to Research Questions One, Two and Three.
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4.4.

Summary of Findings about PAR and Informed Learning

It is clearly evident that the two processes of PAR and Informed Learning together provided
the framework for success in this project. Elements contained within the proper process of
PAR ensured clear goals and structure for reflective action. Informed Learning provided the
research-based stimulus reading as well as the questions to guide self-reflection. A further
dimension was added in this project: teacher librarians’ involvement as facilitator and case
group members in PAR ensured expert structural and research support and ICT expertise were
brought into the groups. This gave higher recognition of the teacher librarian’s role in the
school. By undertaking responsibility for setting up the project, enabling its meetings and
actions, and ensuring a positive ambience, the facilitator enabled the busy teachers to focus on
the readings and their actions. Release from the mechanics of the process meant the project
overcame some of the pressures identified in research associated with lack of time for
collaborative professional development by full time classroom teachers. Additionally, the
teacher librarian facilitator brought ICT expertise to scaffold teachers’ exploration of new ICT
tools for improved use of information in discipline learning. It meant also that the teacher
librarians became a key part of 25 teachers’ professional development about ILE.
In this study, both the methodology and the subject of the research were intentionally
transformative, and the findings show this combination brought about changes in the way
participants viewed ILE. As such, these findings show a successful way for teachers to gain
new insights about ILE and contribute to answering both the main and the three research subquestions.
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5.0. CHAPTER FIVE. TEACHERS CAN ‘GET’ INFORMED
LEARNING: TRANSFORMATION OF VIEWS AND
PRACTICES OF INFORMATION LITERACY EDUCATION

This chapter reports findings related to the way that participating teachers engaged with
Informed Learning. The key finding was that teachers were able to “get” the ideas presented
in Informed Learning and apply them to their own practices. These findings answer Research
Questions Two and Three which asked how teacher practice might provide students with
discipline-based views and experiences of ILE and what affordances teachers see in ICTs to
support teacher practice and student experiences of ILE.
Together with findings about use of PAR presented in Chapter Four, these findings answer the
main research question: How might Informed Learning concepts provide a bridge between
information literacy theory and practice in a blended learning environment?
As outlined in Section 2.2.3, Bruce’s Informed Learning (2008) was selected for teachers in
the ILARC Project to investigate a way that the problem of a gap between information literacy
theory and practice might be bridged, and to reflect on its suitability for a secondary school
blended learning environment.

(Should the finer detail of Informed Learning ideas be

unfamiliar, the reader is encouraged to read Appendices A and B prior to reading these
sections). The results presented in this chapter show teachers’ views about information use
were transformed such that they saw the problem of a gap between the theory and practice of
ILE as being one for their own practices and they then set about discovering how they might
resolve it.
The sections in the chapter represent the learning journey undertaken by the case groups as
teachers developed awareness about Informed Learning’s ideas (Section 5.1), applied its
constructs to appreciative investigation of their practices (Section 5.2), and transferred those
understandings to design of new curriculum which incorporates ILE as part of discipline
practice and learning experiences (Section 5.3). Finally, it shows how they reflected on those
actions with a view to future use of the approach (Section 5.4).
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In this, chapter sections reflect the transformative intent of both Informed Learning and PAR,
where educators move through reflexive cycles of applying new ideas to practice. It also
reflects the information literacy praxis process described by Bruce and Hughes (2010) and
Budd and Lloyd (2014) in which educators progress through metacognitive stages of
awareness, application and transfer of theory into practice. The chapter sections illustrate the
reflective practitioner behaviour described by Schon (1983). Reflection in action, which occurs
as the action is taking place, is seen in the first three Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Reflection on
action, which occurs after the action has taken place, is seen in Section 5.4. In reflection on
action, the practitioner makes sense of what has happened, and considers what might be
changed or developed in the future, a feature also of the praxis outcome of PAR in education
(Kemmis, 2010). The future-focused and reflexive nature of these ideas are important for this
study in terms of significance for future practice and implications for further research.

5.1.

Awareness of Theory: Reflection about Own Experiences of

Information Use

Informed Learning proposes that for teachers to be able to incorporate ILE as part of their own
discipline practices, they firstly need to be aware of their own relationships to information and
how information is used to learn implicitly and explicitly in their own disciplines and learning
environments. The findings presented in this section show that the scaffolding provided by the
Informed Learning readings worked for these teachers. They used its problematised approach
to explore Informed Learning ideas and develop awareness and understanding of information
literacy theory within the context of their own views and experiences. The focus in this section
is firstly on how teachers across the case groups described their experiences of information use
in the learning environment, and secondly, it is on their awareness of curriculum design which
included approaches and learning experiences similar to those represented in the Six Frames
and Seven Faces of Informed Learning.

5.1.1. Information Use in the Learning Environment
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Teachers used the Informed Learning readings to develop awareness about their previous
experiences of using information in their disciplines and in the learning environment.
Discussions across case groups referred principally to the ways that information use was
changing and to the resultant new information strategies required by teachers and students.

5.1.1.1. Changing learning environments

Teacher descriptions about their awareness of ways information is used in the learning
environments of their disciplines and practices show they saw challenges in the rapid changes
being experienced.
The challenges they saw were referred to in terms of the amount and range of information.
They talked about being “flooded with information” (8.05) and trying to deal with “a whole
range of information” (8.07), and how students themselves are challenged by “a high level of
saturation of information now compared with when we were all students … this is their whole
context, this is their world now.” (8.06).
As a result, teachers saw that their challenge was:
To get students to be better or more astute users of information. (IB.05)
To try and take advantage of that, where it works for us. (8.06)
And a teacher librarian saw it in terms of “Having that diversity of information for students to
work with is probably what I see as being the key part of that Informed Learning.” (8.07)
Another challenge related to new discipline practices, especially the need to maintain currency
in the subject itself, with a focus on the online sources and online learning activities available.
This observation by a Year 10 teacher was typical:
For myself in English I guess there are three main ways in which I stay current
these days. First of all, conferences, going along and hearing what other people
are doing and getting ideas from them directly. Secondly talking with colleagues
whether informally or in faculty meetings. But thirdly, and it’s at least as important
as the other two, would be going online and visiting sites for lesson ideas and
reading articles about the latest thinking in English about teaching texts and what
we should be doing in the classroom and all of those sorts of things. (10.03)
Teachers also commented about challenges involved in different learning relationships arising
in the new information environment. For example, teachers talked about a relationship change
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in the way information is used within subjects as schools move from passive learning to having
students actively engaged in an integrated research process. Given the nature of online
information, they saw this happening more frequently without teachers as intermediaries. A
history teacher felt this could bring with it altered views by both teachers and students, so that
teachers needed:
to make the kids independent learners – to question why they’re learning what
they’re learning … it’s about holistically, why are the kids using the information –
why are they using the information that they have, and in what ways are they using
it. (IB.05)
A teacher of politics said it was important to provide students with strategies to do their own
online searching within the context of the subject learning so that they could take on increased
ownership:
Being able to know where to go, to get information, to know when to stop swimming
further and further out amongst that information … by going through that process
themselves, it consolidates their understanding and their knowledge in ways that
isn’t going to be possible just by listening to me in a classroom. So, I'd say it's
directly connected … it's both the learning and the researching as well. (10.01)
Other comments about the changing relationship between information use and learning
involved the engagement factor brought by ICTs, such as this made by an English teacher:
It’s certainly evolving, I mean there’s lots of really fun, interesting things
connected with social networks and … informal discussions about texts with
students … using ICT to create different sorts of … dynamic texts. (10.03)
But he also wondered about the suitability of these new ways of information use given his
observations regarding their impact on the learning taking place in his discipline:
Some kids really, really love it and respond to it. The question is … are they just
the keen kids who would have responded wonderfully to anything? Are you picking
up kids who otherwise would have been disengaged? Sometimes. (10.03)
These comments represent the way Informed Learning readings helped teachers in each
case group develop awareness about their use of information as discipline experts and
teachers, and how they experienced the relationship between information use and
learning. It shows how engagement with the Informed Learning constructs in the context
of PAR helped teachers share their ideas about changes they had experienced in the
learning environment and the impacts of online information on student learning
behaviour and the roles of teachers.
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5.1.1.2. New information strategies

In addition to exploring information use in disciplinary learning, the case groups discussed
what strategies might be required by students for successful learning in the changing
environment, and how teacher practice needed to change to provide for development of those
strategies. Although some saw opportunities for development of higher-level information
strategies in their disciplines, across the cases there was a tendency to focus on ICTs and their
contributions and distractions.
The Informed Learning idea of designing curriculum to incorporate learning of 21st century
information strategies was seen by some teachers as requiring a larger view of information use
beyond information-finding skills for a specific topic. The following comments by a science
teacher represent this view. She felt that curriculum to provide such learning would involve
generic meta-level strategies, such as:
Creating awareness and appreciation of different ways of using information to
learn, building capacity and confidence in the application of different ways of using
information to learn across different contexts. It allows development of deeper and
more expansive understanding, with greater ability to differentiate subtle
differences … [and] makes allowance for different learning styles. (10.02)
Informed Learning readings about the Seven Faces introduced teachers to the idea that in
experiences of using information to learn, ICTs were increasingly present in some way, either
at the centre of attention, in the margins or at the periphery. Teacher awareness about this was
evident in all case groups, where participants were keen to discuss the impacts of ICTs on
teaching and learning. For instance, a teacher of LOTE referred to the advantages of a blended
learning environment with 24/7 access to learning materials:
a learning management system coupled with a content management system,
coupled with a one to one laptop programme, we’re in a really interesting space
… We’re able to interact with students in and outside of the classroom - that
‘anywhere, anytime’ kind of scenario. (8.01)
She said that ClassE, with its content management capacity was bringing about better quality
and consistency in curriculum materials, “we've had better collaboration amongst staff”, while
the tablet functionality of student laptops enabled better self-management where “students …
can keep all their notes and manage their information with the technology … if you want to,
you can function completely electronically.”(8.01).
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There was also discussion across all case groups about distractions for student learning caused
by ICTs, from the nature of technology itself to lack of student mastery of its mechanics, and
how to use it appropriately. One teacher, for example, felt that sometimes the emphasis on use
of learning technologies for demonstration of student knowledge was about presentation as
opposed to content, thus detracting from the key purpose: “You say you want it as a Photo
Story, and all of a sudden, the understanding and information isn’t focused on the task
anymore, it's the prettiness.” (10.01).
Another observed that it was the nature of ICTs themselves that was the distraction:
I find once they work out all the things that the computer can do, it actually
becomes an amazing distraction because you're suddenly … overwhelmed by
how easy it is, and how much information and activities and things you can get,
that you're often going off on a tangent away from what you started off using it
for. (8.02)
How teachers might manage those distractions was of concern in each case group, however,
one teacher argued that ICT was a fact of life now, and as it became more commonplace in the
students’ social sphere the novelty factor is reduced:
We will never be able to keep up with that, or discipline them on that, so I think
we've got to get over it, and focus on the engaged learning, because eventually
… the bulk of the students want to get on with the task, they don’t want to email
all lesson, or Facebook all lesson. (10.05)
These comments highlight the ways that teachers can effectively use Informed Learning
constructs to identify 21st century information strategies required by students, to
demonstrate awareness about the presence of ICTs in most experiences of using
information to learn, and to discuss the resultant impacts on teaching and learning.

In summary, Section 5.1.1 showed that Informed Learning constructs can help teachers
consider ways information is used in the learning environments of their disciplines and
practices. The teachers in this study identified four main challenges arising from changes
in the information environment, including the changing nature of the information
environment itself and ways that impacted on their discipline practices, learning
relationships, and the teacher skillsets required as a result. By sharing their experiences
using the common reference points brought by Informed Learning, teachers gained a greater
understanding of how others were dealing with major changes and challenges brought
about by ICTs and were able to discuss these within the context of ILE theory.
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5.1.2. Information Use in Discipline Learning

Teachers used the constructs of the Frames and Faces of Informed Learning to consider how
they used information for discipline learning in their own practices. Discussion across the case
groups enabled teachers to identify and share where they had used or encountered practices
similar to the Frames and Faces in their teaching.

5.1.2.1. Awareness about approaches to curriculum design to bring attention to discipline
learning purposes of information use (Six Frames)

Awareness about the different approaches that can be made to designing curriculum to bring
attention to the discipline learning purpose for which information will be used (Six Frames for
Informed Learning) was demonstrated across the case groups. Discussion prompts were used
to scaffold teachers’ thinking about where approaches similar to the Frames might have been
used in their teaching practices, and the ways their views and experiences of information use
might have influenced these approaches. Teachers’ awareness of their own similar approaches
emerged in two ways. Firstly, diversity of views and approaches within and across disciplines,
and secondly, the relationship between teacher views of information use and the preferred
approaches they employed in their practices.
Comments in interviews and case group discussions demonstrated teachers’ awareness of a
diversity of views held by teachers about use of information. This is illustrated by one of the
English teachers who reflected on the way different teachers’ views influenced curriculum
design and practice in his own discipline:
I was thinking about some problems that we’ve had in particular teams within
English with getting curriculum developed and what might be holding some people
back while others are moving forward with it. And it prompted me to think that
maybe … some teachers get caught on the first two of these Frames. And they think
“that’s as far as I need to go, that kids need knowledge and then they need to
demonstrate that they have knowledge and that’s it”. And then there’s a whole
other group of teachers … who want to push all the way through to the sixth … it’s
implicit in what they do. And it can create a divergent way of thinking when it
comes to curriculum development … we need to make it that we’re all going
through all the way to the end. (8.04)
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It demonstrates that he clearly related to the Six Frames and shows the ability of some to
quickly grasp and apply Informed Learning ideas. Another English teacher also reflected about
the diversity of approaches that students might experience:
probably within each department there's not even a particular common skill,
terminology set … the linguistic structures and the terminology that I use in my
class are probably very different from somebody else … And I think that that is
problematic for students … they then bounce from one teacher to another. (IB.01)
There was a view that bringing attention to such diversity could be useful, with a teacher
librarian saying that:
It will have a knock-on effect … you know, we showed you how to look at the
newspaper index for your geography issues, now you’re doing biology issues, it’s
the same procedure, you just have to have a different topic in mind. (10.04)
Another felt that students were already aware of the diversity in approaches across disciplines
and were able to operate across the boundaries:
My students do not stay within economic or legal studies or business, they definitely
link the disciplines, and very much with English too, political, economic policy it’s all about the language and the stance and the manner. (10.05)
When teachers were invited to explore their preferred Frames in terms of using information to
learn, the Frame of Learn to Learn was common. Its guiding question: “What should students
know about how experts in their subject area construct knowledge?” presented an approach
familiar to many teachers. For example, one LOTE teacher identified her tendency to operate
through this Frame, seeing it as:
Very valid in the case of LOTE … the whole concept of organising a database of
vocabulary and how they structure that and how they can sort and categorise them
and move them around according to each of the topic areas … I just recently did
this with year 10s. … I saw these little light bulbs going on, and … they followed
through with an application of it in the very next lesson and they could see how it
all worked in. (IB.06)
A geography teacher also found the Informed Learning constructs easy to understand within
the context of her discipline and the way she approached curriculum design. She could see she
used specific Frames approaches in her discipline teaching practice, such as Content,
Competency, Learn to Learn and Social Impact, as illustrated below:
content obviously is very important; competency - which is like, to learn those
geography skills you teach them how to learn those skills and develop those skills
and that’s really from year 7. But the social impact one is one that I think at year
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10 we do a lot of, so the consequences of geography in the world, so if we build a
caravan park on sand dunes: what’s the social impact of that? (10.07)
This awareness about preferred Frames in approaches brought to practice was also identified
by a politics teacher who stated that currency of material was very important in his subject area.
He further explained that:
the subjects I teach are about current affairs in one sense. The concepts aren’t but
there are always things happening … and I try and bring them into classes. I get
an email from an economist three times a week, with little sentence or so, for things
that are happening and then you can click on that and you can get an article. That’s
one of the best sources that I have because it arrives on front of me rather than me
sort of consciously going looking elsewhere and I find that the material they give
is pretty good and pitched quite well for students. (10.01)
This shows his awareness that he often preferenced a Learn to Learn approach, seen here when
he talked about modelling how experts in the field use information. His reference to building
examples of current relevant resources into his students learning experience additionally
demonstrates his awareness of using the Personal Relevance Frame as one of his approaches
to curriculum design.
The above examples highlight the ways that the common language of Informed Learning
can enable teachers to share their emerging understandings about the Six Frames
construct and its representation of different curriculum design approaches to use of
information for specific discipline learning purposes. It also shows how teachers can use
the Six Frames as a reflective tool to identify where their own experiences with
information might influence the approaches they choose and how different approaches
(preferred Frames) might exist within and across the disciplinary or curriculum teams.

5.1.2.2. Awareness about ways to provide experiences of different aspects of information use
(Seven Faces)

Discussion prompts were used to scaffold teacher exploration of where experiences similar to
the Seven Faces of Informed Learning might be found in the teaching and learning environment
and how these might influence design of curriculum activities to bring attention to aspects of
information use. Comments in teacher interviews and case group discussions showed that their
awareness of such views was in relation to three main areas: ICTs in student information use
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experiences; Faces important to discipline practices; and Faces important to student discipline
learning.
Informed Learning also suggests that just as teachers need to be aware of the views and
experiences they bring to use of information to learn, so too should they pay attention to
students’ prior experiences of information use. Teacher comments about students’ prior
information use experiences are presented in this section while teachers’ descriptions of student
information use and experiences in their current classrooms are presented in section 5.2.2.1.
Teacher references to students’ prior information-use behaviours mostly related to their
increasing use of the online environment and to their high levels of ICT familiarity. By way of
example, a business studies teacher indicated she saw value in recognising and using such
familiarity. She felt it enabled increased ownership and task engagement for construction of
new knowledge and extension in her subject:
I think the kids are linking, linking, linking, linking … one thing they're really good
at. You ask the question, using information and linking it to a learning experience.
The kids in business studies have to go from say, the Australian Tax Office, into the
share market, into the government first home buyers grant, and they're flipping all
over the place, and every now and then there’ll be this discovery. We've been doing
investment options, and probably one of the … least engaged students … just
connected to collectable items as an investment … because I didn’t think he
connected to anything for the first four months, and yet it just happened, and it was
brilliant … Another example in business studies would be they did commercial
property investment on their own … and … they automatically understood so much
about commercial property because they applied the same things that they’d learnt
from residential properties, that I'd guided them on (10.05)
This shows her awareness that her view of student information use was influencing her
approach to design of curriculum which provided experiences of six of the Seven Faces:
Sources, Process, Control, Knowledge Construction and Extension – and which as a whole
brought experience of the Seventh Face (Wisdom).
When teachers considered the Faces important to discipline information practices, Sources was
often mentioned, particularly, new information sources and critical awareness about them. This
also highlighted awareness of the changing relationship between information and learning,
where teachers are no longer the intermediaries. For example, one of the LOTE teachers noted
a change in her field involving new information sources and how they can be used for learning:

In my early LOTE teaching days it was all about the textbook. But we now have
students talking to us about a YouTube video they found, or a song that they found
interesting … we’re no longer the main source of information, so we have to teach
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them to be discerning about what they access in relation to the topic that we’re
working on, and that’s a new space for us. (8.06)
In this can be seen her understanding of ICTs as being part of that Faces experience, as an
element which sits at the focus of attention, being variously at the centre, on the margin or
periphery. It also references awareness of the Process experience and the Learn to Learn Frame
approach.
The most common Faces referred to in teachers’ descriptions of those which were most
important for curriculum design were Process, Control, Knowledge Construction and
Extension. For instance, Process was selected by a teacher of philosophy and English. He was
wary about changing the way that students used information to learn in his subject, pointing
out that teachers need to attend to the different learning that takes place when new information
strategies are used.

He considered note taking with computers produced information

processing that “involves no grey matter at all, it's cut and paste and scanning and all of these
sorts of things, and that does bother me, that there's not enough processing going on.” (10.03).
He compared that to:
When they are working together to try and select relevant evidence from a text, in
order to back up a particular argument, a particular point about a character or a
theme that's explored, I think that there is some real learning going on and … that's
really lovely to see light bulbs going off for them in that sort of context. (10.03)
Teachers considered which Faces experiences were important to them as discipline specialists
and described that in terms of student learning. There was a preference for Faces of Process,
Sources and Control, as they provided critical awareness about finding, selecting and managing
the best information for discipline learning. They also referred to the Frames in combination
with Faces, such as the Frame of Competency with the Faces of Knowledge Construction and
Extension when discussing the ways different uses of information helped develop discipline
mastery. For instance, a teacher of English as a Second Language said her experience was that
to achieve competence in expert use of information to learn, students need guidance about how
to access information on a specific topic. She said she used a model to assist the process,
describing it as:
A framework to access information on a particular topic, and then along the line
of Blooms, take them through a sequential development of questions or challenges
to allow them to then use that information, but again, modelling. (IB.11)
Her model took students through experiences of the Faces of Sources, Process, Control and
Knowledge Construction. She saw Informed Learning as being similar to other learning
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models, “along the line of Blooms”, which indicates the success of Informed Learning in taking
information literacy into the practice area of educators.
These four Faces, and Extension were also evident when a business studies teacher described
how he helped students learn to make choices about finding and using information suited to
subject learning:
Basically, what happens in economics is I teach them, like a theory and then, I have
to go and teach them to apply it. Because the internal assessment is … going from
newspapers, and they have to come up with four articles that they need to analyse
in terms of the economic view that I’ve taught. So, on every sort of section … I get
the students to collect two or three articles and do some sort of analysis in terms
of the definitions, the explanations and the evaluation. (IB.04)
He showed his awareness that his approach was to explicitly model the behaviour and then
encourage students to make their own choices about applying the skills to different contexts
and consolidate this through group sharing.
Another teacher said she could see she needed to bring more attention to why she was using
different technologies and sources:
I don’t make it explicit how I find all the information that I bring to the LOTE
classrooms with the sound files, etc., and where I found the information and how I
know that this word is correct. There are so many different things I use to prepare
a lesson, which are things that they can use. … So, for me it’s that being explicit
about what I’m doing because I have a lot of skills and I just assume that they
understand that but actually, they don’t. (IB.06)
This reference to ways they used explicit modelling of discipline mastery is an example of
teachers becoming aware of Bruce’s ‘problematising’ of ILE (Bruce, 2008, p. viii, para. 4).
The main comment themes to emerge in discussions about the Faces reflect the Informed
Learning question prompts used to scaffold awareness about the ways elements of information
use can be combined in different experiences, and influences on curriculum design for learning
about them. They show that teachers can use these Informed Learning ideas and constructs to
describe their understandings about expert information use from the context of their own
experiences. Teachers explored ways that they and their students might have experienced
different combinations of information use in teaching and learning and identified Faces
important to them. They identified the presence of ICTs in most student information use
experiences and shared ideas about how their own and their students’ experiences of
information use might influence curriculum design to teach expert strategies for the
evolving 21st century information environment.
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In summary, Section 5.1.2 shows that Informed Learning constructs of Frames and Faces
gave teachers across the cases a common language to discuss and share their experiences
of the way their own and their students’ experiences of information use might influence
curriculum design to teach expert strategies for the evolving 21st century information
environment. The findings show that teachers became aware that information use and
ICTs are part of most discipline learning experiences in the evolving learning
environment, and that teacher practice needs to change to meet the challenges for teaching
and learning brought by the use of ICTs for learning. There were times when participants
referred to more than one Frame, and to one or more of the Seven Faces, and in some cases,
combinations of both. This demonstrates that teachers developed awareness of the relational
idea of Informed Learning which says that each learning situation can call for different
and often combined approaches and experiences of using information to learn.

5.1.3. Summary of 5.1 Awareness of Theory

This first set of findings about Informed Learning demonstrates the effectiveness of this
professional development approach in providing a way to bridge the gap between ILE theory
and practice. It shows the ways that teachers used Informed Learning to learn about ILE theory
from the context of their own views and experiences. The constructs of Informed Learning
enabled teachers across the case groups to develop awareness about their own previous
experiences of information use in the learning environment, and how the views about
information use held by teachers, students and the broader educational community can
influence curriculum design for discipline information use.

In their discussions about

information use and learning, the changing nature of the information environment and the
impact of ICTs was a major theme. These findings demonstrate that the Frames approaches to
information use, incorporating learning theory familiar to teachers, can enable easier
understanding of ways to integrate ILE, including strategies for ICT use, into teaching
practices. They also show that Informed Learning’s Faces construct presents a way of
understanding that in all learning experiences there are elements of curriculum content,
information use and ICTs present as the focus of the activity, being variously at the centre, in
the margins or on the periphery. Teachers were able to use this terminology to consider how
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they might meet the challenges and opportunities of the ICT presence in their own disciplines.
This section shows how Informed Learning constructs enabled teachers to see
development of information strategies for 21st century learning as being a problem for
their own practices.

5.2.

Application of Theory: Appreciative Inquiry about Current Teaching

Practice and Student Experiences of Information Use

Teachers across the case groups used Informed Learning readings and discussion prompts to
guide application of new ideas about ILE to their own practices, bringing its problematised
approach to draw attention to ways information is used for discipline learning.

They used

PAR action cycles to explore and discuss where in their current practices there were instances
of approaches to curriculum design and student learning experiences similar to the Six Frames
and Seven Faces. This section presents comments representing themes to emerge in those
discussions, focusing firstly on teacher practice and secondly on student experiences.

5.2.1. Teacher Practice of Using Information for Discipline Learning

The progression of Informed Learning readings used in the ILARC Project moved beyond
awareness-raising to inquiry. Teachers were encouraged to investigate existing practice to find
examples of Informed Learning strategies relevant to their current practices. They looked for
possible influences of current curriculum directions on their practices of information use and
for different types of relationships with information use. Using the reflexive cycles of PAR,
they progressively demonstrated taking on Bruce’s problematised approach wherein they paid
attention to the way information was being used to learn in their practices.

5.2.1.1. Informed learning strategies relevant to current practice

Teachers found relevant Informed Learning strategies in their current practices and identified
strategies which had possible future relevance.
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Discussion about the Informed Learning strategies already in use tended to represent the more
traditional view of information use, particularly in relation to research tasks. References made
by teachers to the Frames and Faces views of them being part of discipline learning were
usually related to Faces of Sources or Process. For example, a Religious Education teacher
explained how he usually brought students’ attention to the type of resources and information
suited to exploration of themes within his subject area:
I present them what I’ve selected as a starting point, and say, “these are the
reasons why I think this is a reliable source” and will go through it with them …
and some students will stay with what I’ve provided, others will look at it and then
go away … and not so much … replicate but they will say “Ah, that’s why he chose
this site” … so they know what my parameter is and they enjoy the opportunity to
go off and try and find other things on the same sort of theme. (8.03)
He used the Frames approaches of Competency and Learn to Learn, as well as the Faces
experiences of Sources and Process, in which he referred to the element of ICT use as being
on the margin of the experience, with information use on the periphery. This shows his
awareness about different approaches and combinations of information use being experienced
by the students in his class were in the context of ‘what is best for expert information use in
this subject’?
Another example is a science teacher’s reference to group work as a Learn to Learn strategy to
help bring student attention to developing questions for research. She explained:
When I first introduced this … They actually really had to have thought about it
beforehand … and we went round and we read all their questions. They all read
one really good question out loud and then everyone in the class had to choose two
more questions to add to their work. (8.08)
By encouraging her students to explore their information processes and articulate their
preferred approaches, she showed how the Learn to Learn Frame and Process Face helped build
research as part of discipline learning as opposed to an extant set of skills. The discipline
learning process in this instance was the focal point, with information use on the margin and
ICTs on the periphery later in the research task.
She also commented that this had required her to give up ownership and make it possible for
her students to experience the process of selecting good questions from others. “I wasn’t being
the judge of that. They were being the judge … they’re learning how to make good questions
too.” (8.08).
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Provision of a variety of activities for students to experience variation in approaches and
combinations of different elements of information use also emerged as significant in current
teaching practices. A teacher of politics, for example, identified a learning activity with
information strategies similar to those of Informed Learning in which he used websites to help
his students apply their discipline skill of source interpretation in new contexts:
And then I said, “I want you to now see whether or not George Bush’s
pronouncement … actually proved correct.” And … with a bit of guidance, they
would then go and find information and develop an understanding of the extent to
which the cold war and the post-cold war were different, and they could see that
the optimism was not met with the reality. And then we’d look to see why, and what
in fact is different between cold war and post-cold war conflicts … And being able
then to pursue those things on the spot I think is really valuable, because that does
bring it alive, it makes it more likely that you've connected to something that they
know, and they've got some point where they can make connections and means that
they’re getting that stuff into their knowledge for the future. (10.01)
In addition to introducing them to Sources, Process and Knowledge Construction experiences,
he could see he had used the Extension Face when he referred them to a speech by George
Bush about the Cold War provided online and had worked with them to apply those skills.
This strategy was also evident in a description from a mathematics teacher who used online
information to enable her students to apply mathematics skills in real world contexts. She had
given her students a method for analysing body mass index. Their task was to come up with a
mathematical rule to investigate and make predictions so they could transfer skills learned in
class. The students then went online to find the data about different parts of the world for
analysis. In doing this, she had provided experiences of the Frames approaches of Learn to
Learn and Competency and the Sources, Knowledge Construction and Extension Faces.
Furthermore, the Frames of Personal Relevance and Social Impact, and the Wisdom Face
became involved when they began to raise questions about the data they found:
In some countries they discovered that … only male data was available. So … they
were then starting to question the culture of the country and why that was the case,
or body mass indexes for young children and not for adults, and so, just indirectly,
they were confronted with things that we hadn’t even come up with mathematically.
(IB.08)
With regard to other relevant strategies, the most common were those which teachers thought
would enable attention and reflection to be brought to online behaviour. Teachers voiced
concern about their own preparedness to deal with issues arising from students’ use of social
networking sites. For example, in the Year 8 case group, many teachers could see advantages
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in using online spaces to build and extend knowledge (Face of Information Awareness and
Communications). Some teachers already practiced in use of social networking for learning
were ready to take on new tools, with one saying her attitude was to:
Jump in and try it … I have started going “Well, we’ll just see what this gives?” …
the kids will actually help me work out how they like to use it and how I think that
suits. The teaching will come to me as we do it. (8.01)
But others were wary, as articulated by a teacher who felt that a classroom knowledge-building
situation was different to it happening online, where every student contribution (often unedited)
can be seen by all participants, “I don’t know quite whether I just correct some of it; whether I
just get the class to accept everything that is put up there by other students in the class as being
valid.” (8.08). She wondered whether she should bring attention to what was correct and
incorrect. Another teacher questioned, “What about … the responsibility … if there’s an error
of fact or spelling?” (8.02). This concern extended to discussion about finding strategies for
situations where students’ individual capacities or knowledge are ‘exposed’ for all to see in a
more public space, for example, a teacher librarian was concerned about “the weak student that
has tried, and exposes their weakness” (8.07) and who might be judged negatively by others.
There was also mention of students “at the other end of the spectrum where they have written
a mini essay which I don’t think is the idea of a blog” (8.08).
It was pointed out that the nature of this new online learning space was to carry with it new
social mores from the social environment from which it derived:
The kids are doing this sort of thing all the time in their social networks anyway …
I think they are now operating in a context where saying the wrong thing and saying
it with the wrong spelling and the wrong language doesn’t necessarily make you a
point of ridicule now. (8.01)
This was an important point to make because it moved other case group members’ views to
seeing how social learning environments might be managed to provide a ‘safe’ space for them
to extend their use of strategies for using information to learn, involving the Frame of
Competency and Faces of Information Awareness and Communications and Extension
experiences. A member of the group commented that it was like:
their social networking. There’s sort of like a closed group so they’re already a
supportive group and they might put each other down but it’s in a friendly way.
Because some of the kids were even nervous about putting things and wanted me
to check it out before they put it on ReadMe Ning which you would hope is a fairly
safe area. (8.02)
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These comments demonstrate the way that teachers used the constructs of Informed
Learning to identify and share ILE strategies already in use, and also to share their views
about the presence and impact of ICTs on their practices, and how they might manage
the opportunities and challenges associated with ICT use in education.

5.2.1.2. Influence of teacher views of curriculum directions and discipline practices on
curriculum design

Teachers used the Frames and Faces constructs to identify the views they held about
information use which influenced their discipline curriculum design and teaching practices.
The main trends to emerge were views about information use in dominant curriculum
directions, discipline information use and how students might be helped to develop their own
individual repertoires of information strategies.
Where participants identified Informed Learning constructs in dominant views about
information use in curriculum directions within their fields, the Frames of Content and
Competency were most frequently mentioned. There were many references to establishing
baseline discipline content and competency, as described by one of the science teachers:
So much of science is about understanding the terminology and it is like learning
a language … I think the problem there is regardless of which semester unit you’re
teaching you feel that there is a lot of content that you have to get through and so
there hasn’t been much room for that different orientation … in all of the sciences
there are certain core understandings that you have to have. It doesn’t matter
whether it’s chemistry or physics or biology or psychology. It’s all the same … I
mean there is no getting past the rote learning of cause, ideas and principles.
(10.02)
Participants discussed why Content and Competency approaches dominated their teaching,
often at the expense of others, such as Learn to Learn. Pressures associated with VCE were
cited by many. For example, one English teacher perceived his teaching as mostly dominated
by the need to develop competency for assessment tasks:
Either as speakers or as writers, different sorts of writing – you know either
imaginative writing or interpretative text and response sorts of writing and there’s
really not a lot of social impact or relational or learning to learn in there, which is
a shame. It would be good to get more into it [but] … the course doesn’t lend itself
– the assessment doesn’t give anything to the kids for that. (10.03)
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There was awareness of a broader range of Informed Learning strategies present in discipline
curriculum directions. Some teachers noted that the other four Frames of Learn to Learn,
Personal Relevance, Social Impact and Relational were present in their fields. For example,
one geography teacher said that of necessity she needed to first establish students’ content and
competency. She could see also that Social Impact reflected her intention to bring a real
engagement to the subject and to enable students to develop a view of how geographers could
make a difference in the world:
I call them geographers … They love it because they’re very passionate. The kids
that have chosen geography are interested in geography. They’re not doing it as
in other years because there’s nothing else to choose. They want to make a
difference and they are interested in the world around them. So, I say to them: as
a geographer you have to describe a distribution pattern and tell me the exceptions
to those patterns; why that occurs. (10.07)
In addition, a politics teacher saw that his views brought design of learning experiences which
involved most of the Frames. He felt that he was “developing students’ competencies … I’m
covering content in the learn to learn.” (10.01), and that information use approaches in his
field accorded with the Relational Frame. He also noted that as his students undertook
assessment tasks, they learned to develop the broader information skills they needed:
Because it’s very much the common model that I will introduce the topic, try and
give them some examples; give them some basic reading; then they have to make
choices about what case studies they’re going to develop and then they have to go
and get supplementary information or current information to bring it together, so
there is some content then covered but it also very much skills and broader
concepts than just information itself that they may have. (10.01)
Teachers identified many Informed Learning constructs in views about information use which
influenced their discipline practices, often referencing ways of using ICTs for learning. This
demonstrates understanding of the way that Seven Faces constructs show how ICT is part of
21st century learning experiences, at the centre, margin or periphery. Predominant constructs
identified were experiences of Information Awareness and Communications, Sources,
Knowledge Construction and Extension, as well as the Frames of Learn to Learn and Personal
Relevance. Often, they were referred to in combination, such as the LOTE teacher who
observed that an increasing part of her professional discipline practice was keeping current
with ways to utilise engaging ICT applications available online to help student learning in her
subject area. She believed that this enabled people in her discipline to break down previous
barriers to individual progress. She said LOTE teachers use these resources “at any level in
the classroom … it's something we just can't survive without now, really” (8.06) to help
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students pursue topics beyond the level of language at which they were currently operating.
She gave an example of a task involving creation of a Glogster poster:
The language we’ve been using is very basic and very simple, but suddenly because
that facility is there, to look up something that's culturally relevant, want to write
about it, develop the curiosity about it, then you’ve got self-motivation to have them
thinking about, “okay so now that I know all this stuff, now I want to know how I'm
actually going to say that” … their engagement with the language has increased.
(8.06)
She explained that it was a very different learning environment compared to the past where
students’ individual progression was limited to the level of print textbooks available in the
classroom. Five years previously she would not have imagined being able to create:
A research and writing and speaking task all at once … that's so powerful to pull
that together. And then by the time we get to year 12 … to go to YouTube or …
iTunes and news services just pop up with information. And I can get my students
to read German news service and the kids can look at the transcripts of the news,
which has a lot of complicated language in it. But they can listen to it being read
slowly. As long as they have some awareness of what's happening in the world,
they're getting a picture of what this item’s about. (8.06)
Teachers were introduced to the Informed Learning idea of helping students develop their own
individual repertoires of ways to approach and use information. When they described ways
they were already doing this, teachers frequently referred to the Frames and Faces in
combinations and very often with references to use of ICTs. For example, an English teacher
said he had designed an experience via the Frames of Content and Competency, which used
social networking technology for a Frames approach of Personal Relevance and the Face
experience of cooperative knowledge building (Information Awareness and Communications).
He said he had also wanted to bring student attention to the Face of Process:
As I was looking at the Faces, the one that jumped out to me was … the third one
more so than anything, that that's the step that we’re not doing necessarily with
them, this idea of them thinking about the process that they're going through to
solve the problem … I'd like them to get to a point where they were reflecting on,
“When there's something on the Internet that I need to do, or something with this
creation and web 2.0 stuff, and I don't know how to do it, what are the steps that
I've gone through, to get to the point where I do know how to do it”. (8.04 )
Teachers across the case groups discussed their views about which discipline-related
characteristics of information use they saw as being important to build into their students’
learning experiences, and how that influenced the design of strategies to draw attention to them.
Teachers of IB said it was important to model subject information use conventions so students
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could learn the process to follow.

They identified the Faces of Process, Knowledge

Construction and Extension as representing dominant views they brought to their teaching,
referring to the need to help students learn how to construct discipline knowledge and transfer
it to new situations. For example, a LOTE teacher said that she used models to take students
through the process of preparing them to use ICTs for their language development, providing
them “with some model examples that previous students did, because some of the students are
quite good and it just gives them some idea how they’re going to present.” (IB.09).
Another teacher also referred to modelling as a way of bringing student attention to discipline
competency in her literature studies classes. She said she brought the view that they needed to
become literary critics:
I say, “okay when we’re literary critics, these are the things that we’re looking
for”, and then I model that for them on the board or whatever, and then say, “right,
now it’s your turn, you need to go away and put all of these things into practice on
your own.” (IB.01)
Others said it was part of their practice to model language use in different situations to provide
variation of context, with their views referencing the Frames of Competency and Learn to
Learn and the Face of Extension. For example, a LOTE teacher saw this as particularly useful
to provide for differentiation as students developed competency. “I think, the weaker kids more
than … the smarter kids need it in context to bed it down, because the other ones will go away
and they can rote learn lists and stuff.” (IB.06). So she showed them how to make links from
competencies they had in other areas to apply to new learning in her discipline: “ I want them
to be able to see: ‘Gosh, if I listen to this song, I can learn a song, like English I’ve got how
many English texts going around in my head, why don’t I just add a French, or a Spanish, or
a Chinese text to that’, because it’s so much easier to learn the language or fit it together like
that.” (IB.06). In this way she was able to provide for Learn to Learn differentiation for
Competency development by using different information Sources and Processes and by
demonstrating Extension.
The comments in this section demonstrate the ways that teachers used Informed Learning
constructs to discover examples in their practices of ways that their views and experiences
of information use might influence their curriculum design. This brought attention to their
own roles in the process, and how teachers might both explicitly model and provide
experiences of expert discipline information mastery. By sharing this across their
interdisciplinary case groups, they developed common understandings about how different
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approaches to information use across the curriculum might impact on development by
students of individual repertoires of expert information strategies. This finding provides
further evidence that Informed Learning constructs can be used by teachers to learn and
apply ILE theories to their own practices and to share their developing understandings
with others.

5.2.1.3. Relationships between information use and learning

A core part of Informed Learning is bringing attention to the relationship between information
use and learning and how that can vary according to context and individual. Teachers used the
Informed Learning constructs to examine their own current practices to find examples of this
idea. They demonstrated understanding of the different types of relationships which might
exist as well as how they considered the student point of view when designing curriculum
learning activities involving discipline information strategies. Their descriptions, presented
below, firstly illustrate how they related to Lupton’s (2008) concepts of the linear, sequential
and cyclic relationships involved in learning with information. Secondly, the descriptions
show how teachers used Informed Learning constructs to explain ways that their current
teaching practices provided for learning relationships with information that enabled students to
reflect, and to build and extend their discipline knowledge.
Teachers responded positively to readings about Lupton’s (2008) research. Some participants
indicated there was a place for each of the three kinds of relationship between learning and
information, especially as progressive scaffolds in the case of the first two. Others felt that all
of those ways could be operating in one class, depending on the need to differentiate for various
abilities. For example, one English teacher described how he used these different ways as
strategies to help students build information use capacities:
there’s merit in the sequential stuff … and certainly the cyclical stuff makes sense
as well, you want to set up activities for that … at the moment I’m at the point
where I’ve actually been reconfiguring some of my assessment tasks so that they
are more scaffolded so that it does help students get to the point where I felt their
understanding was better. (10.01)
Another noted that his IB philosophy students needed help to progress through these
relationship stages, citing one student who had researched without purpose:
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that was typical sequential learning: that he’d just gone off and gathered
information. He had no framework … there’d been no intellectual processing
going on, no selection, no analysis, any of those things, not even summation … And
so he was left with a really difficult job when he finally came to write … it’s really
important to do that isn’t it? Scaffold - to lead them to the intermediate steps rather
than just say, “Here climb this wall.” (10.03)
Bruce’s idea of problematising the use of information to learn requires a reflective approach
and understanding of this was demonstrated in teachers’ descriptions of strategies they already
used. Their practice examples were of instances where students needed a reflective relationship
with information and awareness of contexts from which information arose and for its transfer
and extension to new situations.

For example, teachers referred to structuring learning

activities so that students were forced to think about what they were doing with the information
they were using. One IB teacher explained that his economics students need to know how to
apply economic theory in exam situations, which led him to build formative activities for his
Year 11 students to prepare them for that application and reflection. They learned “how to go
and take an article from a newspaper or the Internet and analyse in terms of economic theory.”
(IB.04) He modelled how to do that by bringing in his daily news articles “just to show them
that there are newspaper articles basically in every day’s paper that are all about economics
and we have to look at the world through economic eyes.” (IB.04). As a result, by Year 12:
They’ve been taught how to find economic terms as we go through the course … to
be able to take an article and to look for two or three diagrams that will illustrate
key economic issues or ideas and then to be able to evaluate that … I think the
students who do best are those who do think most about their work and do reflect
on it. (IB.04)
This shows that although some senior teachers referred to the impact of assessment pressures
as limiting opportunities for inclusion of reflective information strategies, this teacher found
they produced better outcomes.
Teachers who were concerned about an emphasis on product rather than process in assessment
tasks felt it impacted on provision of student experiences of reflective information use as a
disciplinary process. For example, one of the teacher librarians referred to “this idea of ‘how
do I get to the end of this and keep the teacher happy?’, rather than necessarily … learning a
process … that you can use the same sort of process for different assignments.” (8.07). She
noted that as she worked with staff to design curriculum, she kept in mind:
That we have to assess all those stages of the process, so that kids understand that
they’re valuable and that they help you to do things properly … to engage, and that
it helps you to get the most out of your learning. (8.07)
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There was reference to strategies used to overcome the problem of students requiring greater
cultural knowledge to provide context in subject learning. A teacher of English as a Second
Language, for example, said some literary texts were written at a higher level than her students
could deal with, and also: “they’re written in English and they’re embedded with a lot of those
cultural values and so on which international students, particularly those from China and
elsewhere in Asia, find it very difficult to actually access.” (IB.11). Another English teacher
added that this lack of background knowledge, such as an historical context, could arise also
for native speakers who were then unable to relate to cultural references. She believed such
knowledge was essential in understanding many texts, such as The Assault (Mullisch, 1985),
and in these cases she worked with the teacher librarians to build in extra information learning
experiences:
I just assumed that they had a knowledge of the Resistance, Occupation, and the
Holocaust. No, they didn’t. “But you’re seriously telling me you have no inherent
base knowledge of the Holocaust?” … and that’s when I did that glossary exercise.
And then, “Oh, right, it makes sense now.” (IB.01)
References to awareness of contexts from which information arises, and for its transfer and
extension to new situations was particularly noted by teachers of LOTE, given development of
cultural literacy is part of their students’ information environment. This involves bringing
approaches from across the Frames and Faces, requiring teachers to teach with the Relational
Frame approach and to enable students to experience information use via the Wisdom Face.
These are evident in the following examples:
The knowledge of the culture, of understanding - partly that a French person hasn’t
got a way of expressing it, and we do, or vice versa, but also understanding that
there’s a whole different way of looking at a topic that they might regard as banal
that’s incredibly important in French culture, or again, the opposite, here is
something that everyone talks about, but they don’t talk about at all there. (IB.06)
It’s very important in writing for example to realise that you cannot write some
things, they don’t make sense in another language [for example] … the phrase in
English, “no problem”, … I say, “that has no meaning at all in Spanish because
you need to have a verb somewhere and if you say something like that, nobody
would understand and nobody would say that, so you have to realise … you can’t
just translate that into another language.” (IB.02)
As opposed to understanding the context from which information arises, which tended to
dominate the IB case group discussions, teachers in the Year 10 case group talked about
methods they used to help students set up ways to build and manage content knowledge for
discipline mastery in new contexts. It involved Frames of Competency and Learn to Learn and
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how they provided experiences of the Faces of Process, Control, Knowledge Construction, and
Extension. For example, one teacher explained how she was trying to take away the fear factor
in exams. She showed her students how to learn the base words and knowledge of the affixation
system in Indonesian so they could feel confident facing situations such as exams where they
had no dictionary at hand, or where consulting it took away time from writing:
because you can apply this whole affixation system and if you can identify that base
you can then look at the whole context and keep coming back - you can now look
at it in a context. (10.06)
Reference to these approaches and experiences was evident also where a science teacher
referred to teaching students the skills to break down new words to discover meanings:
In biology … you can often figure things out by analysing the words. So once again,
if you’ve understood the core concepts at the start of the course and you’ve
analysed the words … you’ve got that root starting point. Then you can apply it in
a lot of different contexts (10.02)
She saw the relevance of helping students build up knowledge banks via the Face of Knowledge
Construction, for example:
If you can get the kids to learn core sort of stems for words like what does “intra”
mean and “inter” and “ultra” … kids can extrapolate from those meanings or at
least when they see the word, they can work backwards. And I often have to … tell
them when I’m doing it, and I’ll say, “Well I’ve never seen this word before how
do we analyse it?” and … if they’re prompted, they realise, “Oh perhaps I can
figure out the answer.” (10.02)
The idea of information use to engage students via positive learning experiences emerged in
comments about assisting learning by providing information in formats which are familiar and
current, thus involving the Frames of Competency, Learn to Learn and Personal Relevance,
and the Faces of Sources and Process. A business studies teacher, for example, described how
she maintained a careful eye on what information experiences were available to help students
engage with sometimes ‘dry’ topics, and to share that with them. “I go to PD's and I hear
things from other staff, I read papers … there’s a huge mass of stuff coming in and every now
and then I’ve got time to pick one up and go with it.” (10.05). She felt that they were learning
about good sources through these experiences:
I think they learn subconsciously. Like for instance today they had a question to
do, a whole lot of definitions for superannuation. One was: what are managed
funds? Well you know, what are managed funds? So, I said, “Well, try digitally”.
And we actually looked on Google, and they become aware … that little bit of
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summary actually gives you the context of the definition, of whether it will be right
for you, the language they use. (10.05)
She observed that with repeated guided experiences her students were able to select appropriate
sources themselves, where: “they’ll read something and [if] it’s … in such language that they
can’t relate to … they know they can skip that one and try and find something in the context of
what they’re doing in class.” (10.05)
Likewise, when they talked about exploring other ways of using information to engage
students, teachers in the IB group referred to analysing their own learning and then presenting
that to their students, to help them understand how a reflective relationship with information
could work. Strategies provided by these teachers involved the Frames of Competency, Learn
to Learn and Personal Relevance, as well as the Faces of Process, Knowledge Construction and
Extension.
For example, one teacher explained how she was able to use reflections about her own English
discipline learning to help her students. She recalled the time when, as a learner, she moved
from reading the text to when she began to explicitly analyse it. That had produced an
awareness that there is knowledge in operation that is implicit rather than explicit, and that
there is a difference between operating as a reader and operating to analyse literature texts. It
enabled her to “say to my kids: ‘you are doing that in the back of your head. What I need for
you to do is actually bring it forward and articulate it on the piece of paper for me’.” (IB.01).
She showed the group how she would present a passage to her students and say, “‘Right, okay.
In this sentence, this is what I would notice. And I would connect that to this and make those
links’. And then they engage in conversation as well.” (IB.01)
One of the LOTE teachers also noted that this strategy worked for learning a language:
I do so much instinctively, even in the second languages. And that’s the thing. The
more fluent you get, the less you think about how you can read and how you
communicate. So, I’ve had to keep pulling myself back and keep thinking, “What
was it like when I very first started learning? How did I work out all these
patterns?” (IB.06)
She could see that by analysing how she did it herself, she could then point it out to her students,
showing them the correct terminology to use:
If they hadn’t had that in front of them, they don’t even know. They know
instinctively but … in front of a class you’re not going to expose yourself unless
you’ve got the tools and the words to do it. (IB.06)
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A number of the IB teachers referred to providing students with examples from their own
experiences about the cross-disciplinary nature of learning, with one stating that she did so by
drawing analogies:
between their approach to mathematics and the way they should approach
language because obviously language is very mathematical … And when they get
taught mathematics, they get taught a concept and they will work problems through
in a methodical sort of way that adheres to that concept. (IB.11)
Another teacher used students’ familiarity with music to help them pick up the pattern of
language use:
Especially when they are starting, the little patterns and it’s a sound pattern. It’s
a short burst. It’s a longer burst of …… I’ll often try and pick whatever you need
from whatever … occurs to me. I’ll say “It’s mathematical. This is musical or this
is like in English or … like a scientific formula. To learn this, you do this and out
comes this. You’ve just got to learn this bit.” (IB.06)
The above examples show how Informed Learning can provide a common language for
teachers to identify and share examples of practices which demonstrate the many
different relationships between information and learning. They used these constructs to
describe strategies to assist students in developing their own individual repertoires of
information strategies.

Emphasis was given to strategies which enabled reflection,

knowledge building and extension to new situations.

In summary, Section 5.2.1 has shown how teachers can apply their understanding of
Informed Learning constructs to identify similar strategies already in use and to consider
those which might have future relevance. It presented examples of trends in teacher
discussions about existing views of information use which might have influenced their
design of curriculum and choice of strategies for Informed Learning experiences, and how
dominant views about the importance of content and competency can reduce
opportunities for more reflective and relational use of information in discipline learning.
It also showed that teachers could identify in their practices ways they utilised the different
relationships that exist between information and learning. For the teachers in this study,
Informed Learning enabled co-construction of deeper understanding about the ways
information and ICTs are integral elements in discipline learning. They discussed ways
the relationships between these elements need to be identified so that students might
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develop their own understandings to support development of their individual repertoires
of information strategies.

5.2.2. Student Experiences of Using Information for Discipline Learning

Understanding the student experience of using information to learn is fundamental to Informed
Learning, referred to by Bruce as the second order perspective. Such a perspective ensures that
all participants’ experiences of a phenomenon are identified and valued. This project did not
set out to gather student voice, rather it asked teachers to both observe and to set up strategies
to gather student perceptions and then report them to the meetings. Two key aspects of this
perspective were explored by participants in this project: observations about what information
strategies are being used by students in discipline learning (Sections 5.2.2.1, 5.2.2.2), and how
students experience discipline information use activities within and across the curriculum
(Sections 5.2.2.3, 5.2.2.4).

5.2.2.1. Student information use

Teacher descriptions of information use by students in current discipline learning displayed
three main aspects. The first two involved the way some students exhibited limited views of
information use while others demonstrated broader information use views and capacities. The
third was the observation that discipline learning across the curriculum needs to provide
opportunities for students to use their existing information strategies.
Teachers described situations where they felt that students showed limited views of information
use, particularly related to use of information sources. For example, an English teacher
believed students’ preferences for easily accessed online material meant their experiences with
information sources were “shallow”:
“Stuff that I know is fact, a quick answer”, but my concern is that this culture of
finding the quick answer, students then see that as a way of performing, finishing
the task, “I’ll just get this done quickly, reptiles, yeah okay, I can Google that, get
the quick answer, won’t learn anything” control C, control V on the page, bang …
it’s a culture problem as much as anything and we need to address it with this
generation of students. (8.04)
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This was supported by other teachers in the case groups, who articulated the need for students
to expand their repertoires of information strategies beyond sourcing and gathering. This is
captured in the following view of a science teacher who saw this as being a dominant approach:
What I’d like to see them doing is not just collecting information, [but] being aware
of connections when they leave the classroom … to be really more proactive and
perhaps empowered about what they’re going to do with the information … but
that really is just a starting point. … if they’re thinking about what’s happening in
some area of research in the context of the classroom, well that’s really a very
small insight and you can only give them such a minimal flavour of what’s really
happening in the world … I’d like to see them really actively going out and not
waiting for the news to come to them. (10.02)
Some teachers could see a variety of approaches being used by students, such as the Religious
Education teacher who described the way he involved his students in analysing the value of
Internet sites for their research purpose, using a Learn to Learn Frame and the Face of Sources.
He was of the view that students’ research questions had to be framed “in such a way where
they know that they need something more than the first three choices on Google” (8.03). He
explained his strategy of bringing students’ search results up on a screen:
And I’ll go through the first page and there’s obviously sites that could answer it,
but they all say “No, I don’t trust that site” or “That’s too big” or “That’s just a
pdf so that’s a thousand pages to find two sentences”. So, there are a few that have
already twigged that you need to sort and search; others - it’s just a classic case
of find and cut and paste. (8.03)
A discussion in the Year 10 case group also showed that teachers could see broader views of
information use by their students. They used Informed Learning terminology to describe
students’ focus on Faces of Sources, Process, and Extension, and the Frames of Learn to Learn
and Personal Relevance. A politics teacher, for example, saw evidence of good information
searching amongst his Year 12 students where: “the students come into class and say. ‘oh, I
found this’, and they’ve been thinking and obviously doing a bit of looking themselves. And
that can give some really quite good conversations and connection.” (10.01). He saw this
independent behaviour as indicative of broader application of good information strategies:
The student might have spent more than five or ten minutes themselves at home
finding, pursuing these sorts of things, with something that’s been triggered,
they’ve heard something on the news, or they’ve just been doing a bit of
background reading. (10.01)
He said this showed that:
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We’ve given them those skills in 10 and the opportunity in 11 … Not all of my
students, but certainly some in year 12 will come in with exactly those connections
and I think that it’s an indication that we’re doing a reasonable job. (10.01)
While other teachers agreed, it was noted by some that the pressures of senior assessment
limited the time available for those broader approaches:
That happens with economics all the time - we’ll have been on Lateline and we’ll
show what this kid’s picked up … But I’m allowing you know, five or ten minutes
for that and then you’ve still got to get through your course … once you get past
year 11 you have to shut all that down. I’m too scared to give my weeks or whatever
away with year 12 students to do that. (10.05)
Another information approach mentioned by a politics teacher was that of the Control Face,
where he could see his students using different ways of controlling their information. He also
showed his awareness of ICTs being part of that process with his Year 10 students: “using their
computers as a way of recording what I have to say to the class.” (10.01). He said they
sometimes recorded their own notes instead of handwriting them: “I’ve got a student who was
in fact speaking, recording her own voice so that she could keep her notes together … it made
sense, if that’s the way that it works for her.” (10.01). A business studies teacher added:
And I think that’s the key point at year 10, or all levels, is allowing our kids to get
a whole sample of different ways to learn and for them to understand by year 12
how they learn best. (10.05)
Teachers could see that their students were already using the Face of Extension when they
encountered new information use situations, but others said they faced problems when
encouraging students to take control of their learning in this way.
For example, one LOTE teacher described her students using this approach with online sources
to access current language usage, such as blogs: “it's like a report and you can give your own
thoughts about an issue or … also a little bit of some YouTube with that and then you have all
the comments.” (IB.02). However, an ESL teacher said getting her students to embark on such
Extension activities of their own volition was a challenge:
I’m struggling to get them to move beyond completing a task because I said so, to
completing a task because it’s developing their language skills. And I tell them it’s
the difference between using language and choosing language. And they have got
to a stage where they can all use language and get by and they’ve got comfortable
in the Australian setting. And so, they have lost the imperative to actually take the
next step in their language and they plateau. It’s really difficult to move them
along. (IB.11)
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Another teacher explained that to achieve student ownership of the strategy of Extension, he
had learned that he needed to make the language of analysis explicit to his students. He did
this by using guiding questions to lead them to reflection and application of what they already
knew. This supported his students in applying their existing knowledge to a new learning
situation, rather than telling them himself:
I suppose on one level it’s assumed rather than being explicit but I’m now a bit
more aware of the fact that I need … those sorts of approaches where I try and
lead them to that point rather than just saying this is what analysis is. (10.01)
He wanted to help his students reach a stage wherein they were applying skills intuitively as
they learned. He believed if his students did the learning, they would know it better:
I realise that that was a path that I needed to go down further … because analysis
is something that they’re going to need to do more of. Also, concepts, because as
you were saying about connection, the sort of the ah-huh moments and the links.
The fact is that’s how memory is best achieved, by getting people engaged in
something so that they have a connection, an interest in it, that they begin to
develop a structure, a framework in their mind and so when something new comes
along, they’ve got a point of relevance for that and that then makes it much more
likely that they’ll remember it. (10.01)
A teacher librarian noted that she had been able to observe approaches to study used by
successful students. She saw a link between the engagement described in the Personal
Relevance Frame and motivation to do extra work to practice extending and applying their
knowledge (Face of Extension):
I was listening to these older girls talking about how they learn biology, how they
remember things … one girl who’s older that was sort of tutoring and was saying
“I have to write everything down”. … and what they were doing is that they had
heaps of … past exam papers that they were coming up with the answers for. But
they also had a whole lot of stuff that they had to remember and there was this
whole business of compiling very detailed notes. But then reading through notes
and then writing again … for it to really get in. … the key I think with kids is that
engagement of making them feel as if what they're doing is relevant to them as
people and they can see that what they're doing is going to benefit them. (8.07)
She believed that design of learning activities to encourage engagement was a major
factor in her teaching as without motivation it was difficult to get students to do the extra
extension work required for good outcomes. She said she was always “looking for
opportunities for kids to go deeper.” And that:
Fortunately, the class that I teach enables the students to be able to do writing
where they're having a lot of choice. So, for example … they're working on writing
a feature article for a magazine, so they're going to be able to write about what
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they want … And I've told them that it has to be something that they're passionate
about … But then I also want them to think about how they could find out more
about it. … I'm trying to say to them “I want this to be a more interesting or a
deeper, more sophisticated article”. (8.07)
The above comments illustrate ways that teachers used Informed Learning constructs to
describe and share their perceptions of the information-use behaviours brought by
students to discipline learning and identify ways their students had experienced current
uses of information in discipline learning.
Teachers observed that students bring a large range of information skillsets and
preparedness to the complex information environments within which their learning takes
place. They said that this is another form of learning differentiation for which curriculum
design and teacher practice about using information to learn must provide. They described
their awareness that classroom learning might not provide opportunities for students to
utilise their existing information strategies, with many demonstrating a wish to provide for
approaches in which students could bring attention to extension of knowledge, a
relational approach to information use and wisdom about the presence and impacts of a
variety of aspects of information use.

5.2.2.2. Discovery of student experiences

Comments in discussions across the case groups showed that teachers found it easier to
describe the students’ information use they observed in discipline learning activities than to
discover and describe the students’ perspective of the experiences. However, many were able
to describe the methods they used to discover this second order perspective of the learning
activities they designed, involving reflective strategies, modelling and scaffolds, and whole
class sharing and group discussions.
An example of a reflective strategy used to discover students’ perspectives of learning was
one-on-one conversations, possible in the smaller IB classes. For example, a teacher said that
in teaching students for whom English was a second language, she needed to be very aware of
the information practices and understandings her students brought to the learning experience,
and their consequent capacities to establish veracity of information presented. She spent “more
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time getting them to talk to me about their cultural values, where they’ve come from in terms
of the belief systems they have.” (IB.11).
She had realised in one conversation with a boy:
how passionate he was in that view and how committed he was to it because of
what he’d been told. And so, he didn’t have any ability to think independently from
what he’d been told was true. Or to question what someone presents as truth may
in fact be an opinion. (IB.11).
She said this one-on-one checking was “a really important part of me understanding the needs
of my students”, giving the example of explicitly bringing to students clues about reflective
learning that she herself implicitly used:
And I’ve had to … really slow myself down and think … try and identify what it is
that I’m doing as a native English speaker to decipher a text and … what clues I’m
bringing into that … And how I can then bring those to the awareness of the
students and encourage them to use the same sort of clues and cues that I use.
(IB.11).
She often needed to do that with each student individually:
and where they’ve made errors in comprehension, I’ll get them to tell me what was
going on in their head, what led them to make the choices or the decisions they did.
And what I’m finding is very often they are bringing preconceived ideas to the text
rather than just using the text. And particularly the case in literary texts where
their own personal experience of life and their own views and values are
shadowing, if you like, or masking the cues and clues that I look for in a text in
order to decipher it. (IB.11).
Another also referred to using one-on-one discussion to discover whether her students had the
skills to approach use of information for learning, citing an occasion where she had observed
that some were reluctant to undertake a research task where they had to search for suitable
sources. She used a Learn to Learn Frame of providing students with the skills to undertake
Internet searching and reflective evaluative selection of sites (Faces of Sources and Process)
which set them up with a ‘safe road’. That then enabled her and them to:
have a look at … what they do find difficult …. And it may be their literacy level,
it may be that they feel it’s very time consuming. And I was watching a student on
Friday type in about 8 words to do a search and it was something along, “why are
plastics in the ocean an issue?” And he hadn’t really learnt to be selective about
that, he wanted an answer to his question, which is good, but he hadn’t actually
learnt to really even modify his search. So this is not about … getting the answers
to his questions, this is actually about how he goes about looking for information
and his ability to process information … if he now walks away going … “how can
I approach this safely next time so that I get clear information?” (8.08)
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There was opinion that including reflection as part of assessment tasks was an effective way to
build in discovery about student experience of the information practices to which teachers were
drawing attention. For example, one participant had designed an assignment requiring students
to find online information about a culture as well as analysing and comparing two aspects of
the culture, undertaking reflection as they did so:
and that was the part that some students didn’t do or didn’t do very well. So, I
reflected – why didn’t they do it? I asked them a series of questions and also
explaining why they had to do it and giving them some ideas. (IB.02)
Another made the point that unless the assessment task requires reflection, it is unlikely that
students will voluntarily reflect. She said that reflection skills need to be explicitly taught:
I think the reason they’re good at it in year 12, is because they’ve done it in year
11. Because of the way we’ve structured the course, the kids have done much the
same task and … that 12 months makes a difference. (IB.01)
But she said that time pressures in a busy school tended to intrude on these intentions, for
example:
it's the time it takes within the program … to do the reflection … to concretely
follow that up with the students to say, “Okay can you articulate for me how that
worked in terms of your approaching this task?” … I think that is a genuine time
thing, and we’re kind of left with “Well here's the piece of work they’ve produced,
let’s cross our fingers and hope that some of the information and what we built in
at the beginning has actually infiltrated its way into this finished task”.
Some participants referred to the need to understand the student experience of learning how to
absorb and apply new information in a variety of situations. However, instead of saying how
they discovered that, they tended to talk about strategies they used in response to their
observations. They referred, for example, to the fact that students needed models and scaffolds
and very deliberate manipulation of classroom learning environments to enable specific
learning, seen in this LOTE teacher’s comments:
the students, they will say in English quite a lot of ideas but finally at the bottom
line, they need to put them back into the proper sentences. So [I’m] using …
sentence gaps, and I get them to fill it in with the word and then you know finally
they know it, the framework’s done there and they can construct a good essay.
(IB.09)
Along with other IB language teachers, she felt this could help students who had problems
developing and remembering core discipline knowledge and skills to apply in exam situations.
They said much of their course work with students involved helping them build very specific
knowledge banks (Face of Knowledge Construction) and working with them to apply that
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knowledge and those skills to new situations (Face of Extension) in response to specific
prompts to demonstrate discipline mastery (Frames of Competency and Learn to Learn).
This strategic response to diagnosis of learning difficulties can be seen also in the descriptions
referring to student experiences of whole class sharing and group discussion. One teacher, for
example, had discovered that her ESL students lacked the confidence to articulate their
developing mastery of English (Competency Frame).

She created small groups (Face of

Information Awareness and Communication) to give them a more comfortable environment in
which to build knowledge and mastery (Frames of Competency, Learn to Learn and Personal
Relevance, and the Faces of Knowledge Construction and Extension):
a lot of what I say to them, I have to say and write on the board at the same time,
so they’re getting the subtleties of what I’m talking about … but they need to feel
comfortable and secure and I think one of the important things I can do for them is
actually the physical environment … I need to have them sitting around a table,
rather than in rows, because when they’re in rows, they just will not speak. And I
think it’s allowing them to be quiet while they take on board the language, get used
to hearing me speak and get used to my subtitles … but they start to make the
connection with the language when I let them speak in their own groups without
me listening in to them. And if it’s a conceptually challenging idea, I’ll actually
allow them to speak in both languages. (IB.11)
Discovering students’ discipline information knowledge was an important strategy for many
teachers, with one giving historical context for literature study as an example:
I said, “We’re going to read this book that's set in the dying days of World War II”
and … I've made assumptions about what the kids did and didn’t know and had to
backtrack. … if I'd been perhaps a little bit more judicious in just assuming that
they weren't bringing in that knowledge, I would have saved myself time. So, when
we came to the second book, which was set in Cairo World War II, I'm thinking
that they will absolutely not know. So, we started with, “okay let’s go and find
out”, so … you have to make the time. (10.01)
These comments are representative of the fact that there was more discussion about
identification of the intent and application of information use practices in discipline curriculum
design and teacher practice, (the teacher perspective) than to ways of discovering and
identifying student experiences of those learning intentions (the student perspective).
However, what is also shown here is teacher reflection about Informed Learning’s
underpinning theories of relational understandings and variation of information use
experiences.
As seen earlier in Sections 5.1.1.1 and 5.2.2.1, teachers could readily describe student
information use they observed in their current learning environments. Those teachers
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who described ways they discovered and responded to student perspectives of using
information nominated reflective strategies, modelling and scaffolding, and group
learning as effective methods.

5.2.2.3. Student experiences of conflicting approaches

Informed Learning readings introduced to teachers the idea that the relationship between
information and learning is contextual and that student development of expert information
practices and a set of individual information strategies is formed in a variation of experiences.
It stresses consistency of approaches to information use in those experiences to enable students
to develop their own set of transferable information strategies. Teachers investigated their
practices to discover where and how students might experience lack of consistency and
conflicting approaches to information use. They discussed with others how that might impact
on student development of their own strategies. Within their discussions about conflicting
approaches, their comments tended to focus on how these manifested in online learning
environments.
Teachers expressed concern that as a result of the different teacher views brought to
classrooms, students were not experiencing consistency in their experiences of the ways that
information could be used for learning, as expressed by an English teacher:
You know how the kids are doing those kind of learning strategies really good in
yours, but then they might go into another class and won’t use it, which is quite
scary. (8.05)
They felt that one of the reasons for this might be the emphasis on product rather than
process, as shown by these comments:
It’s: “we’ve got to get on with this topic, if you want to discuss it, come and discuss
it with me later on, and you go back to what you’re doing”. Some teachers will
still very much work in that framework, and therefore, this … different way of
learning and processing of information and feeding it back won’t necessarily be
able to be transferred. (8.08)
it’s much easier to just give the answer, and let’s move on. (8.01)
There was reference to limited views about sources in terms of the different approaches being
taken in different subjects, often of necessity given the nature of the subject, so that students
did not have a broader cross-curriculum understanding. For instance, an IB teacher said:
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having studied history and taught history, they’re so used to the term ‘sources’ and
going to sources – but in English and literature … the only source we use is the
text … with literature, there’s not going to be a whole lot new under the sun. … so,
they will have to … both look at what’s been done and what’s been said and really
critically engage with that … they’re not used to the concept of other source
material whereas history kids are used to primary, secondary sources. (IB.01)
Another area of conflicting approaches discussed was that of the online learning environment.
These included the engagement factor of speed and currency conflicting with evaluative
research processes; differing teacher and student perceptions regarding location of core subject
information; and differing teacher and student perceptions about using ICTs for communication
and assessment.
Learning activities which utilised the engagement factor of a contextual fast-access approach
were contrasted with the quality of the information that resulted. Concern about the impact of
these different approaches to information use could be seen in discussion about the learning
purposes for which online information was used. Teachers pointed to the difference between
types of information and the purpose of its use. For example, they mentioned the purpose of
finding information at point of learning need, for which “the Internet in the classroom is totally
invaluable” (8.05) and “the idea of instant access to information that you need to know.”
(8.04). They discussed the engagement factor of quick graphic online information to maintain
attention, which was seen as: “Absolutely fantastic and whereas if I’d produced a book and
held a book up and said ‘Here’s a pigmy possum’ then within 15 seconds the kids would have
lost interest.” (8.08).
They made distinctions, such as: “One’s deep and one’s, I’ll say, shallow” (8.08) and pointed
out that even factual information could be skewed and that students needed to know about the
way online search results are listed. A Religious Education teacher gave the example of:
American students who look at … the Bill of Rights or the Constitution or
something. If I type this into Google and the first page that comes up … is one they
all go to and I’ve seen it about 3 times. If you dig down to find who’s actually
written it, it’s written by a racist KKK organisation … It’s skewed information and
yet you can’t find this until you actually get down into it and by then you could
have just copy and pasted it and accepted it as gospel. (8.03)
Another teacher voiced the concern expressed by many who saw conflict between approaches
by teachers who tried to teach a skilled approach to undertaking online searches, and those by
students who just wanted to take the easiest approach and accept the results that eventuated.
He pointed to student reliance on Google’s capacity to search across text, which led to a
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tendency to type in whole statements rather than structure a search with important terms:
“That’s completely my experience with them at that year 8 level … give them the instructions
and the instructions just get channelled down onto the Google search bar.” (8.04).
He said another possible point of conflict was that teachers’ older ideas and approaches
involving the necessity of memorising core subject learning differed to the student reality of
online information, as this instant availability of information had changed the way students
operated:
when I was in year 9 I had to memorise the periodic table … and now no-one has
to memorise that … if I want to get the periodic table, bang there it is … and
students don’t need to memorise something like that now when it is so accessible,
so there’s that incidental knowledge that maybe is now moved from our brains into
a digital brain. Which is a good thing, I think. (8.04)
It was also suggested that that having grown up with the fast communication capacities of ICTs,
students had changed expectations of the teachers:
they have developed really different attitudes. I am noticing … the kids really like
to email you. Like all of a sudden, it’s becoming so much more … really obvious,
yes, “I’m going to be away, and I want you to tell me this and you know, did I hand
my task in?” (10.02)
But despite seeing students as seeming to have greater facility in online ICT usage, some
teachers described puzzling inconsistences, such as one who said the major excuse she had
been given for incomplete work was:
they couldn’t find it; they didn’t know where it was. “I don’t know how to …” I’ve
given them several online projects and that’s been the biggest excuse. It can be a
valid excuse, but they really don’t get how to do it and I think I've assumed that
they would. (IB.11)
Across the groups, while there was interest in describing ways that students approached and
experienced information use for discipline learning, it was in the area of ICTs and online
information access which saw greatest concern about conflicting expectations, skillsets and
strategies.
Comments in this section show how teachers used the Informed Learning prompts to
consider where in current discipline learning students might experience conflicts in ways
information use was taught. Their case group discussions revealed concerns about
conflicting approaches to information use within and across discipline areas.
Additionally, most saw ICTs and the online environment as a place of conflict in terms of
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the speed of access compared to its frequent lack of depth, the breadth of information
available compared to low student search and evaluation skills, and student and teacher
perceptions about the way it should be used. This shows application of a broader
understanding of Informed Learning which brought teachers to consider how
information literacy might be taught across the curriculum.

5.2.2.4. Student experiences of combinations of information use approaches

Informed Learning readings prompted teachers to consider where and how students might
experience a variety of ways of using of information for discipline learning, similar to the
combinations of Six Frames approaches and Seven Faces experiences.

These assist

development of relational understandings of information practices at a meta-level. Their
descriptions referred mostly to Source awareness, Knowledge Extension and the learning
engagement arising from Personal Relevance.
Combinations of information use approaches and experiences were described by teachers when
they talked about bringing student awareness to different information formats and sources for
discipline learning. For example, a teacher said she had decided to make time to bring student
attention and reflection to different sources of information and to ways they might transfer
cross-disciplinary skills for learning in her subject. She showed use of approaches involving
the Frames of Competency and Learn to Learn combined with the Faces of Sources, Process,
Knowledge Construction and Extension. The range of sources was extended so students could
experience use of art as a stimulus for thinking in poetry writing:
So I chose Edward Munch, a painting The Scream because I've said to the kids
“Well, painters are painting pictures for us with paint, having a point of view about
something, and poets are doing the same thing” … we had a discussion “what was
their message?” a bit like what I would have done in philosophy. And then just by
sheer chance … in The Australian here's another Edward Munch painting called
Anxiety so I was able to present both of those to the kids. So, then I said to them
“the message that you get, write a poem about it and … it's not meant to be about
the painting, it's about something that you're linking it with. And then … write a
reflection about how you think your poem links with the painting.” (8.05)
Students were given templates to help develop their thoughts and express them creatively for
reflection. She said she intended to extend the interdisciplinary nature of the experience further
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by introducing other sources, such as music on the same theme, again doing so in a carefully
structured way.
Combinations of a variety of Frames and Faces was mentioned by teachers of LOTE, when
they described how students are directed to specific information resources and online sites on
the few occasions that research tasks are undertaken. They said their tasks were carefully
structured for specified combinations. The explanation for this guided strategy was that in a
second language it is difficult for students to find sites with language at the appropriate level,
so teachers pre-select sites which are most useful to the students’ language development. This
also shows awareness of the importance of understanding information use experiences and
skills brought to learning by students. These discipline learning activities show information
being used in combinations of the Frames of Content, Competency and Learn to Learn and the
Faces experiences of Source, Process and Extension. For example, a Year 8 LOTE teacher
said:
we will present them to them in a very structured way, so it will be created as … a
WebQuest, and they will be told that they’re working on the topic of Christmas in
Germany, and “First of all we want you to go to this site to understand the fact that
Christmas takes place on a different day in Germany to what it does here in
Australia, and then we want you to go to this site and … find three of the traditions
that are in there.” So, they’ll get questions, but it will be very guided and very
directed (8.06)
Providing information experiences in which students could learn to control and extend core
content knowledge and skills was a common theme in comments about combinations of
approaches across both design and experiences of using information to learn. These teachers
also referred to the need to understand the student experience of learning how to absorb and
apply new information. Like comments above about guidance to access online resources at an
appropriate language level, these demonstrated understanding that students needed models and
scaffolds and very deliberate manipulation of classroom learning environments to enable that
process. This can be seen to involve the Frames of Content, Competency and Learn to Learn
in combination with experiences of the Faces of Process, Control, Knowledge Construction
and Extension. An example of this is a comment from an English teacher who said she
modelled high level discipline-specific strategies to extract meaning from text, undertaking
whole class problem solving:
they’ll have to do a commentary and … I’ll get that back and go “yeah, well that
looks really awful”. So … this is up on the board and it will be almost word by
word, line by line, “what can we extract out of this?” … I’ll say to them … “why
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do you think I might have highlighted that? What … was my thinking process
there?” So, I do a lot of that sort of thing and … extracting material from a passage
or from a journal and saying, “let’s break this down, let’s have a discussion about
that and what we can make of it”. (IB.01)
In another example of control and extension, an IB teacher can be seen to involve a combination
of Frames of Control and Learn to Learn with Faces of Knowledge Construction and Extension
in her description of careful modelling and shared group learning:
I like to present the task and use … the screen [a lot]. And then ask them, “well
now … start giving me the ideas”. And then we put them on the board and I type
them and then they decide, “well you need choose some of these ideas and
elaborate" … it’s a very satisfying task for me but I think it is for them as well …
One of the tasks that they always put in exam is “write a text for a debate or
representation and give your points against or in favour of whatever issue” so
that’s another thing we do in class, give ideas for argument. (IB.02)
The intention of building skills for extension of discipline knowledge was also evident when
IB teachers talked about using combined approaches to help students prepare for examinations.
They said much of their course work with students involved building very specific knowledge
banks and learning how to apply the knowledge and skills in response to specific prompts to
demonstrate discipline mastery. This shows reference to combinations of the Frames of
Content, Competency, and Learn to Learn, and the student experiences of the Faces of Process,
Control, Knowledge Construction and Extension. For instance, one said, ‘that’s all the tools
that they have to take into those exams and it’s the vocabulary and the grammatical structures
and how they all fit together.’ (IB.06).
Informed Learning constructs designed to extend students’ understanding about combining
approaches to information use were seen as relevant to curriculum assessment directions which
asked for higher level competencies involving reflection and evaluation. These comments are
typical:
an enormous movement in the literature that’s promoting … higher order thinking
skills and information management. (10.03)
my students are really struggling with that skill … to evaluate such and such. …
the actual study guides are now reflecting more processing tasks rather than
regurgitating facts. (10.05)
Another teacher also referenced extension of discipline knowledge when talking about different
ways information could be used to prepare students for examinations. She referenced the
Frames of Competency and Learn to Learn as well as Faces experiences of Control, Knowledge
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Construction and Extension. She said she taught her students that use of higher-level strategies
in the exam itself can help a student stand out:
students will say, “what does the examiner want to hear?” And I will say, “you
know, what? The examiner is really not interested in your particular argument,
they want to see that you can construct and support and demonstrate an
understanding of it”. And I will say to them, “they know the text, they know the
topic but they don’t know your interpretation and that’s what they want to know,
and that’s what you’ve got to demonstrate in a way which sets yours apart from
everybody else’s.” (IB.01)
Along with other IB teachers, she nominated the Frame of Personal Relevance as being an
approach used in combination with other Frames and Faces at senior levels. For example, she
saw it as important to enable students to find personal relevance in the content they were
learning, as it provided a way for them to move beyond foundation competencies. “I can't see
how you could talk about the social impact frame if the student hadn’t already thought about
how something is relevant to them to provide a context of social relevance.” (IB.01).
Another identified Personal Relevance in combinations of information use approaches when
reflecting about how she used ICTs to engage her students for more effective language learning
experiences. This shows combinations of the Frames of Competency, Learn to Learn and
Personal Relevance and the Faces experiences of Control and Extension:
I’m always working on being more effective … I look back at what I did last year,
and I think, “How can I make this a denser, richer, broader experience?” … I’m
using a lot of the newer information technology things … to augment what I’m
teaching … to try and put it into a more general context. Because I think in terms
of the fluency … to achieve that outside of the country is extremely difficult anyway,
but you have a much better chance if it’s embedded in things. (IB.06)
She said she used different information formats such as video clips as motivators for
engagement in her middle years’ classes:
I thought, “How am I going to connect them, and they’ve got so little language.”
… giving them that broader access to the culture rather than just look in our
textbook which I find a bit boring and trite. … And something just occurred to me
- that all the Disney films have been translated into every language under the sun.
And we were doing family so I … showed them how to put in Brother Bear plus
Deutsch … on the YouTube thing they get all the songs. So, there we were singing
to Phil Collins singing I’m On My Way. And … it was amazing. They were just all
glued. … it’s an initial motivator but … also there’s so much more learning. … I
had their full attention (IB.06)
And she said use of different information formats at senior levels also aided development of
language:
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When I was doing a debate on immigration that I wanted my students to do in
French, I got little grabs of President Sarkozy debating LePenn … And … there
was so much culturally that they learnt through what they were saying, the way
they were addressing each other, what’s allowed in terms of language. And the
same thing with MasterChef … It’s just started, and they are so incredibly
politically incorrect compared to the version that’s been here. It’s like, “Get out
of my kitchen.” And swearing – the whole lot. (IB.06)
She said that learning language via Personal Relevance strategies was:
a huge thing of different lenses. That’s what it is: if you're learning another
language you put on a different lens. You always come into it with your own, but
you're learning to see how someone else sees the world. (IB.06)
The comments in this section show that when teachers considered where and how students
might have information use experiences across the curriculum similar to combinations of
Frames and Faces, they described experiences which brought awareness of Sources,
discipline Knowledge Extension and which used Personal Relevance for learning
engagement. They described learning activities that varied according to the specific
discipline learning skills they wanted to students to develop and the approaches to
information use involved. Additionally, teachers identified ways they used the affordances
of ICTs to integrate use of information for discipline learning across the curriculum.

Many of these are described above in 5.2.1.1, but from the teachers’ first order perspective of
the learning intentions and outcomes involved in the activity they had designed. There was a
lack of consideration for the students’ second order perspective of their experiences of those
activities. These comments show that teachers still tended towards a focus on the learning
they saw resulting from the experience of these combinations of information use
approaches rather than on what it might look like from the student point of view.
However, it can also be seen that these teachers were clear about the different information
use approaches they wanted their students to experience and that they wanted to control
the learning environment and activities to ensure that there was consistency in
approaches and variation in contexts across the curriculum.

In summary, Section 5.2.2 shows that teachers applied the ideas of Informed Learning to
their practices to reflect about the students’ second order perspectives of information use.
They provided examples of the information-use behaviours and experiences being brought
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by their students to discipline learning and considered methods they used to discover how
their students experienced the information strategies in current discipline teaching
practices. They discussed how experiences of conflicting approaches to information use
across the curriculum might impact on student development of independent repertoires
of information strategies. Amongst those, conflicting approaches to ICTs and online
information use by teachers and students were regarded as a key cause for concern.
References to various combinations of the Six Frames and Seven Faces shows that teachers
applied the relational idea of Informed Learning which says that each learning situation
can call for different and often combined approaches to using information to learn, and
that by variation of experiences of such combinations students can develop their own
repertoires of information strategies to apply in future learning.
It was shown that teachers were more readily able to describe examples of the approaches
students were experiencing, and where there were conflicts and combinations of those
approaches, than to describe the ways they had sought to discover the student point of
view about the experiences. However, when they did, they demonstrated the diagnostic intent
of the model where teachers brought attention to the second order perspective of Informed
Learning to gain understanding to inform future practice.

5.2.3. Summary of 5.2 Application of Theory

This second set of findings about Informed Learning demonstrates the effectiveness of this
professional development model in providing a way to bridge the gap between ILE theory and
practice. Key themes which emerged from ILARC reports and discussions reveal that Informed
Learning provided an approach by which teachers discovered examples of information use
ideas and strategies being used in their own practices. It gave a framework and a common
language for teachers to articulate their investigations. They reflected about their findings and
shared them with colleagues for co-construction of knowledge about ways that Informed
Learning ideas might improve discipline learning and information practices.
Teachers used Informed Learning constructs to share examples with their groups of where and
how their practices already included use of strategies similar to Informed Learning constructs.
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They discussed possible influences on their use of information in curriculum design and
referred to instances of many different types of information-use relationships.
The idea of considering information use education from the students’ perspective was explored,
including methods of discovering those experiences and responding to them. They investigated
and discussed situations where students might experience combinations of approaches and
experiences in a variation of contexts to develop their own repertoires of information strategies
for future learning. Additionally, they discussed the impacts of conflicting approaches and
experiences of information use on student learning.
The findings show teachers’ transformed views about ILE being a problem for their own
practices lead to their exploration of ways to resolve it. They demonstrate that Informed
Learning PAR can be used for professional development to enable teachers in PAR teams
to develop and apply Informed Learning understandings to discover information use
ideas and strategies in their existing practices.

5.3.

Transfer of Theory: Creation of New Discipline-Based Views and

Experiences of Using Information to Learn

The goal long sought in teacher professional development is transfer of new ideas into practice.
It is also the ILE problem which this study sought to resolve: how to bridge the gap between
theory and practice. Bruce’s problematised approach brought ownership of this problem by
teachers in the ILARC Project. They used Informed Learning constructs and PAR action cycles
to design and trial new learning activities which incorporated ideas about integration of
information strategies into discipline learning. This third set of findings presents the four main
themes to emerge in discussions across the case groups and in exit interviews about how
teachers transferred theory into practice. The themes were: use of ICT affordances to improve
discipline information use experiences; use of Frames and Faces for greater student ownership
of using information to learn; use of Frames and Faces for improved discipline information
mastery by students; and comments about consistency of information use approaches and
experiences across the disciplines.
This section presents the results of bringing to fruition the process of developing awareness
about Informed Learning ideas, seen in Section 5.1; and of applying those ideas in a process of
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appreciative inquiry to discover where in their existing practices Informed Learning strategies
were already in use, seen in Section 5.2. In this section, the results of transferring new
knowledge into creation of new learning experiences for students are presented.

5.3.1. ICT Affordances for Improved Discipline Informed Learning Experiences

A core aspect of Informed Learning is the role played by ICTs in use of information to learn,
and the need to pay close attention to its use in each of the Frames and Faces. Teachers
described actions they had taken to explore perceived affordances (Mifsud, 2006) of ICTs for
creation of discipline learning activities incorporating use of Frames and Faces experiences of
information use. (The use of affordances as a term to describe aspects of ICTs which teachers
find suited to their purposes is discussed above in Section 2.4). Their comments showed
themes of using social networking tools for engagement and shared discipline knowledge
building; using ICTs for experiences of a broader range of Frames and Faces; and reservations
about promised affordances of ICTs.

5.3.1.1. ICT affordances for engagement and shared discipline knowledge building

Discussions in case groups revealed the popularity of the affordances of ICT tools to engage
students in discipline learning via shared knowledge building. An introduction to the online
discussion board and blogging tools of ClassE was part of the ILARC Project, and many could
see its affordances for engagement and tried its blogging tool as part of their ILARC actions.
For example, one teacher showed use of the Frame of Learn to Learn and Personal Relevance
and the Faces of Information Awareness and Communication, Sources and Process in blogs.
She referred to the way that her exploration of blogs had enabled her to help her students build
skills for reflective and evaluative use of online resources:
by using a blog entry and getting students to not justify what they had found, but
justify why they felt that what they had found is useful … and to be able to explain
how did they go about analysing maybe three different sites and choosing which
one was best. And students will often have different approaches and responses to
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that than maybe as a teacher I would … It might answer their question straight
away, but I encourage them to go to three different sites and then compare those,
so that is not being selective about whether a site is valid but what type of site’s
most useful for them. (8.08)
She said this shift in emphasis to discipline information use as a process had brought in a greater
sense of ownership by the students as well as awareness about information use expertise as a
transferrable skill:
students are very much geared to the end product and I'm very keen about it being
about the process … So, it's about their understanding of a topic or understanding
of a process and I think that that's where the learning takes place. But … students
that are … then having to be explicit about what they're doing and why that was
important to them … [are] far more likely to have power to use that again … when
they have the same type of need to source information for instance in another
subject, they can transfer that knowledge, not just the content information. (8.08)
A teacher of philosophy and English trialled using blogs to build discipline Competency
(Frame) and Control (Face) via experiences of sharing knowledge about discipline sources
(Faces of Information Awareness and Communication, and Sources), and said there were
advantages for:
keeping a bibliography of further reading and discussion on things that we
haven’t time to cover in class. And they can go to it and, they do sometimes
follow up the links … then they have a discussion on it. (10.03)
He found running a blog over a period of time was a good way to allow the topic to develop,
providing greater depth than his previous experience with Twitter:
at first, they wanted to do Twittering, but I felt that twittering didn’t allow the
sort of depth that philosophy required … it’s a very reflective subject and … a
discursive subject, the blog’s ideal for that (10.05)
A LOTE teacher who used her ILARC action research to trial blogging wanted see how her
students might use its knowledge sharing (Face of Information Awareness and
Communication) as an alternative way for them to develop discipline Competency (Frame) and
for reflections about their skill building (Frame of Personal Relevance, and Faces of Process,
Knowledge Construction, and Extension):
I set all the steps because I didn’t want them to say, “I couldn’t do it because I
don't understand”. But for me, the best feeling was what I did afterwards with it …
I explored their use of the language in the blog and that was very interesting.
(IB.02)
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She said that students who had been reluctant to use Spanish in class discussions were able to
do so when she provided a guide to plan what they would say in a blog, “and they did talk so
that was really good. They did write a summary on the blog and they wrote a comment.”
(IB.02). For her, the blog knowledge-sharing had achieved her goal of having students read
each other’s comments, which she said would not have been possible on paper without a lot of
photocopying.
Use of the blogging tool to help struggling learners was also tried by another, demonstrating
the Frame of Learn to Learn and the Face of Information Awareness and Communication:
he hates writing … his first piece of descriptive writing which was meant to be a
paragraph was 2 sentences on a character. So … I now have a strategy and he
now can plan, and it’s worked quite well … when we did some blogging, he was
the person who did the most and answered the most people … Because it’s different
kind of writing. And so, I was blown away with that because I was not even
expecting him to, and here he is, he’s responded to 8 people with really good
comments. (8.05)
Another used ClassE’s blog and discussion board tools to provide extension activities for her
students, saying it catered “for the accelerated students … having interactions with them, and
they with each other.” (8.01).
These comments represent the popularity of the ILARC Project’s introduction to the
affordances of ClassE’s blog and discussion board tools. For many, the collegiality of the case
groups as well as the PAR expectation that they would try it, as reported above in Chapter Four,
meant that those for whom this was a new experience felt safe to trial and report their
explorations, and the sharing which occurred in case groups was important co-operative
professional learning.
This section has shown how teachers used Informed Learning ideas to help them discover
the affordances of ICTs to enhance discipline learning. They saw the affordances of ICT
tools for improved learning with information and trialled use of a social networking tool
for discipline information sharing, learning to learn and knowledge building. This
demonstrates transfer of Informed Learning ideas into new curriculum activities designed
to use affordances of ICTs for ILE and improved discipline learning.

5.3.1.2. ICT affordances for experiences of a broader range of Frames and Faces
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Teacher reports of their ILARC actions demonstrated their interest in the affordances of ICTs
to integrate a greater range of the Frames and Faces into learning experiences. One of the
teachers with little experience in use of online resources reported her success in finding a
broader range of resources for the Frame of Personal Relevance and Face of Sources, sharing
her learning with her students:
I dived in headfirst. I have a special lesson on Monday afternoon … [on] the topic
of symbiosis … I got on to You Tube, which is the first time I've ever got onto You
Tube and surfed around … and found some great short clips, and chose one of them
to show in class that afternoon, and showed it again to another class today … they
could see my enthusiasm for this. … I was quite honest, I said “I have come to
library for help … this is the first time I've shown a You Tube in class, so bear with
me” – and it popped straight up … I felt confident enough to just have a go, and
now I know (8.08)
A business studies teacher decided to use an eLearning consultant to help design her ILARC
action to enable her students to see greater Personal Relevance in the Content and to be able to
reflect about their discipline Competencies (Frames). She wanted to use ICTs for experiences
of knowledge sharing about good sources to use (Faces of Information Awareness and
Communication and Sources), for development of knowledge banks (Face of Knowledge
Construction) and for transfer to new situations (Face of Extension). As part of the action she
learned how to make websites “for the kids to do collaborative learning and teach one another
and setting up a business over a website which was good.” (10.05)
Her next step was to use the ClassE blog so students could make predictions for their share
market game, and she provided a range of online resources to support their work.
with this investment options unit they actually have to come to a decision: where
would they most likely get the best capital gain or a range of investments. So, to
get information in making those choices they need a whole range of experts, one
another, mums and dads, getting on websites, reading it out of the media … They
love the collaborative learning – doing it together; they like it backed up with
teacher notes – the expert notes (10.05)
The students used the ClassE discussion board for knowledge-sharing about information and
reflections about what they had found and how they learned best, and the teacher said it was
an easy way to collect the students’ work in one place.
A teacher of English said that she always used a Learn to Learn Frame approach, but for her
ILARC action she decided to look at how she could incorporate three different types of learning
technology into the students’ learning about the subject content. She wanted to discover
whether that provided for increased reflection about using cooperative knowledge building and
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extension of skillsets to demonstrate their learning (Frame of Learn to Learn and Faces of
Information Awareness and Communication, Knowledge Construction and Extension). She
used a blog, Wallwisher and Prezi.
She said the blog resulted in some silly behaviour such as inappropriate language and poor
expression, but she considered that in itself was a learning for those involved and that overall
“I’ve been really happy with my blogging so that’s really worked well.” (8.05). Her use of
Wallwisher provided well for reflective practice:
it’s only in 40 words, so they need to be very brief. So things like, “I was sort
of happy with my biography”; “it was good to find the Olympian to interview,
I learnt that if you put your mind to anything you can do anything”; … [and] “I
was happy with my biography and I learnt how to use quotes and I learnt how
to capture a person’s personality”. (8.05)
The other technology, Prezi, presented a download problem, so she handed its resolution over
to the students, telling them:
“I think we might just give up on this, but if you’d like to try tonight at home?”
Well next day in comes a boy: “I’ve worked it out.” So, he plugged his computer
in, put it up and not only taught the class as a group but went around and gave
individual kids their one-on-one. (8.05)
She said that sharing her learning about new ICTs with the students had spin-offs insofar as
they were more engaged and felt they could take them on as part of their own skillsets to use
in demonstrating their learning, providing differentiation.
Several teachers used their ILARC actions to trial ICTs for exploration about whether use of a
broader range of Informed Learning Frames and Faces than they might normally use could
improve discipline learning. For example, a teacher of LOTE decided to try operating through
all the Six Frames where possible to investigate a way that ICTs might help students improve
their spoken languages: “their intonation and pronunciation skills, creating script and creating
a story using dialogue.” (10.06).
She used an ICT application to set a social interaction storyline task for the students, explaining
what events and actions needed to take place so they could demonstrate the language she
wanted to see. A model was provided, and they were referred to formative activities which
built skills for the task:
I wanted “Competency” obviously to be able to use a higher level of language – to
use the language appropriate to the class; to be able to follow through on the
language we’ve learned, so that was important. “Content” – that was all part of
it in terms of the vocabulary and phrases and expressions that were used applicable
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to the text type. … “Learning how to Learn” … that was part of what I was doing
with that vocabulary base because then they could apply it to something we did in
that topic and unit. “Social Impact” – gives them a sense of how young
Indonesians actually interact socially – no different to teenagers in Australia ….
And as to “Personal Relevance” - by giving them the opportunity to be the
characters, that gave them a sense of putting themselves in the shoes of having to
make that transaction, that decision, that negotiation, decision making and follow
through with carrying out the whole social occasion to everyone’s satisfaction.
(10.06)
She found that working through the Six Frames provided a process that came naturally to her
as a language teacher, and that the affordances of an ICT tool enabled a better way to achieve
the learning she wanted. However, although the ICT tool was an enabler, it was more on the
periphery of the experience, with the content and information use either in focus or on the
margin. This demonstrates her clear understanding and transfer into practice of both the
Frames and Faces constructs of Informed Learning.
In reporting her ILARC Project action, a biology teacher provided an example of a full
exploration of the way that the Frames and Faces might enable a new approach to design of
discipline learning, including the ways that thoughtful use of ICTs can enhance learning. She
said the process was:
enormously time consuming for me and I think for the students as well. I wanted
to develop a piece of work that was a fairly comprehensive piece that would
address all the Frames … within the context of one topic and I wanted it to really
push the students … to see it as something that was really valuable and relevant
and I also wanted to use it as a way of impressing on students the importance of
the things that we were learning in class. (10.02)
In the first part, she focused on using the Frames of Content and Competency to induct students
into an understanding of the core material:
we started off with an artwork where they had to develop a picture of the carbon
cycle … although it sounds simple it is actually quite complicated and so they had
to come to grips with what the carbon cycle was and what were the main elements
and how would they represent them in a flow diagram.(10.02)
The second part applied the Frames of Competency, Learn to Learn and Personal Relevance
with experiences of the Faces of Sources, Process, Control, and Knowledge Construction, in
which students used:
an online database or several online databases to look at the data that was
available on trends in carbon dioxide concentration and also trends in the
concentrations of other greenhouse gases. And there was very detailed, very
specific explanations of the technology behind it and how the measurements were
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done … there’s quite a lot of data and they had to give me … their own explanation
of how it works and what the measurements were and what they meant; what were
the units and what they meant. And then they had to create their own tables and
graphs of that data and interpret it … as a scientist … going to make their own
conclusions from a set of data. (10.02)
This stage:
covered all the core skills about how to use Excel to create tables and graphs; what
are the standards and the conventions for doing good tables and graphs and how
do you go about interpreting this sort of data. … But what was really good was
that most of them persisted … some of them just kind of did the minimum but most
of them gave it a really good go. (10.02)
The last part of the activity was to work through the Frame of Social Impact:
where they had to go and look at Al Gore’s latest entry on YouTube and they could
research other sites. And they had to do a commentary on the greenhouse effect …
using their own interpretations of the data. (10.02)
The Personal Relevance Frame was used again when they evaluated their own carbon footprints
via an online site. When she asked them for feedback, the students said they had found it:
quite valuable and they were quite enthusiastic, and they were quite keen to finish.
Which was interesting because I thought they might try to slide by it, seeing it’s not
a piece of their core curriculum but they were actually quite keen to finish. And it
was good because if they were having problems with the use of Excel or to do their
graphs and tables then … they would come and see me so we could address that.
(10.02)
She said the work was of sufficient worth to be included as part of the formal assessment,
because she had designed it, so the students had to respond to specific IB biology assessment
statements:
it brought it right back and showed the relevance to the course. But at the same
time they had to do something that they don’t normally have to do in the course: …
a commentary on the significance of what they had found and where they thought
it was going and what were the consequences and how they acted in the world. And
it was great because some of them agreed that there really was a greenhouse effect
… and some of them said “I’m not so sure” so they actually gave me quite balanced
opinions which was good. (10.02)
She said that overall the activity was valuable because it easily covered in detail many of the
required aspects of the course: “they already had a lot of the language in place and had some
ideas and they were focussed and they wanted to see what really happens.” (10.02). The final
part of the process would be “to ask them to do their personal reflection on the learning and
what did they learn and how did they learn and what have they learned.” (10.02)
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In reflection, she said:
It was an enormous amount of work, but I could see myself doing it again, perhaps
maybe three topics during the year and the reason is the students were quite
enthusiastic. … they really liked the fact that they felt quite grown up … and they
could tell people that they had been on to Manaloha data site and they were
conversant with what Al Gore was saying about the greenhouse effect. (10.02)
This example shows clear understanding and transfer into practice of both the Frames and
Faces of Informed Learning for enhanced discipline learning. She explicitly used the Six
Frames to design the discipline curriculum learning activity. It can also be seen that she also
explicitly addressed the presence and respective locations of the ICT, information use and
discipline content elements of the Seven Faces.
Comments in this section have shown that teachers who investigated the affordances of ICTs
for improved discipline information use, produced new learning activities which
incorporated a broader range of Frames and Faces than previously preferenced. They
show clear transfer into practice of the Frames approaches to design curriculum which
provides for learning about both information use and discipline content. Additionally,
they demonstrate that teachers can transfer ideas about the presence of information and
ICTs in most discipline learning experiences in 21st century learning environments, and
that attention can be drawn to elements of each depending upon the context of the
experience.
This section also demonstrates the success of combining Informed Learning and PAR for
professional development. Significant new curriculum design for integrated ILE using
ICTs resulted from the collegiality and sense of ownership brought about by small groups
of teachers engaged in collaborative, reflective action cycles.

5.3.1.3. Reservations about promised ICT affordances

Another theme in the ILARC Project was wariness about whether ICTs for learning delivered
the affordances promised. It can be seen in Sections 3.5.2.2, 4.2.3, 5.3.1.1, and 5.3.1.2 that
teachers did embrace the opportunity to trial use of online discussion board and blogging tools,
but that they did so in the knowledge that most of their actions were within the controlled
environment of ClassE. Whether it was within that environment, or on external platforms,
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teachers used careful scaffolding to ensure that their discipline learning intentions were
involved in the process, and that students were supported and monitored.
Even within that careful structure, there were reservations at a meta-level. An example of this
can be seen in the following comments from a teacher accustomed to using a variety of ICTs
who used his ILARC actions to trial some of those suggested:
In some ways I’m a lot more sceptical … There’s a lot of talk now of the dynamic
text, the idea of teaching students about using word processors and blogs etcetera
to teach students about ever-changing text and communal text and things like that.
… it all sounds like a great idea, but I don’t think it’s fundamentally that different
from what we’ve always done which is writing by hand going through a drafting
process … It’s actually a more impoverished experience than writing by hand
because what tends to happen is the text is dynamic but dynamic cobbling, it’s
dynamic cutting and pasting (10.03)
He felt there was a difference between using handwriting to think in a discipline as opposed to
typing:
there are different mental processes involved in handwriting a piece of something
that deals with ideas as opposed to typing it … It seems to be on the way out but
we’re going to lose something which is … really important for learning, it’s not
practically useful anymore but it is really fundamental for developing certain types
of skills that are still valuable if what you want is producers of knowledge. (10.03)
He said that ICT use seemed to bring an overemphasis on accessing and using information, of
consuming others’ knowledge, rather than creating knowledge: “I think the way that we’re
teaching IT and English is turning kids into consumers not producers.” (10.03). However, he
did see that they offered ways to move beyond traditional teaching, “we should definitely be
using new technologies to try and further that, to try and engage the students more but yeah
we have to be careful about facile uses of new technology.” (10.03). He said it was useful to
make the distinction between information and knowledge before accepting ICT benefits on
face value:
an Internet site or any of these things, that’s not knowledge, that’s information,
it doesn’t become knowledge until someone has done something with it, they’ve
internalised it and it’s changed them in some way. There has to be an action
which is demonstrable, so knowledge has to be demonstrable and I thought that
was a very good way of conceptualising because … what exactly are students
demonstrating …? (10.03
Another participant was wary about the reasons for increasing pressure to use ICTs in
education:
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ICT in a way is not only opening up our access to information but also biasing and
restricting our information … we need to be teaching awareness of not just the
benefits but also the potential pitfalls of becoming too dependent on ICT, putting
too much confidence and trust in it and the importance of remembering that it's a
tool and also … that the use of ICT is highly political. I'm not talking about the
school context I'm talking about outside the school, that there is a very powerful
political context related to the use of ICT and … very powerful economic incentives
for driving the use of ICT by ordinary citizens in a particular way, and so we need
to be aware of that as well. (10.02)
Comments in this section are representative of reservations expressed by teachers whose
enthusiasm about the affordances of ICTs for learning were nuanced with caution that
there should be a clear learning purpose for their use rather than an unquestioning
acceptance of their initial and surface promises.

In summary, themes in Section 5.3.1 demonstrate that part of the participants’ broader views
of learning strategies for improved discipline information practices brought by Informed
Learning included an increased willingness to try the affordances of ICTs. Teachers
across the case groups showed transfer into practice of Informed Learning theory as they
made critical choices about which Frames and Faces they would explore and the ICTs to
be used as part of those actions. They transferred new ideas into reflexive actions to create
curriculum activities where students used ICTs to learn how to use information to build
their own discipline knowledge.

Strategies to draw students’ attention to expert

discipline information practices involved in the experience were explored as were ways
to discover students’ experiences of the learning activities.

5.3.2. Frames and Faces for Reflective Informed Learning Experiences

Informed Learning has as an intention the development by students of their own repertoires of
information strategies. This requires curriculum experiences in which they have variation of
consistent approaches to and experiences of information use for learning across discipline
areas. Two main themes emerged in teacher comments about ways they had transferred their
knowledge of Informed Learning ideas to creation of new learning activities to help students
take more responsibility for their own discipline learning, and to reflect about their use of
information to learn. Teachers demonstrated use of a range of combinations of Frames and
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Faces of Informed Learning in the activities they designed for greater student engagement with
discipline content and for student reflection about the learning taking place. Their commentary
about inclusion of such activities, however, also indicated they often found themselves
frustrated by factors of time and course constraints.

5.3.2.1. Student ownership of learning

Across the case groups there was discussion about the need to move from a focus on traditional
teacher-directed learning of content and competency towards strategies which provided for
greater student ownership of learning. In the IB case group, for example, teachers reported
using the Frames of Learn to Learn and Personal Relevance to enhance learning experiences.
An example of this can be seen in a reference to exploring with students the ways they used
information in their learning to help them discover good practices for themselves:
and I ask them, “where do you get that information?” So, they gave me some
ideas, and then I say, “well, what did you do with that information?” And they
gave me different ideas. The really good thing that came out was we learn, this
idea, this information is used to learn, and how do you learn? So, we reflected
on all of this (IB.02)
Another said she was finding that 24/7 access to learning materials provided for greater student
ownership than in the past:
I think information in language teaching … it’s not about big chunks of text, but …
a range of different ways of interacting with the language, so the listening, the text,
the visual … you can combine all three from various sources, and then use the
learning management system to deliver, so the students have it at their
fingertips.(8.01)
She said that changed ways of accessing discipline information materials had established a
different learning relationship. Once, students were unable to follow up on a LOTE class
activity in their own time, for example, reading the transcript of a listening task, but now:
we can package those two things together and allow them access outside of class,
and that changes the way they feel about … their responsibility, so we’re no longer
the teacher who just presents … Because you’ve shown them one way to access
information, they can now go and get more of their own. So, we did a unit on
environment and I used some You Tube grabs to start with, and they were sitting
on the learning management system, and then I had students who sent me more …
that they thought fitted, and so, I’ll use them for next year, and we certainly shared
them with the rest of the group. (8.01)
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She said it had brought about a different dynamic:
the responsibility for learning. So, the conversations we had in class were around:
you can access as much French sound, French text, French newspapers, as you
want – here are the places you might look. And I have students who did that weekly
… the big difference there is the breadth, and also the interest. So, what I find
interesting may not be interesting to a 17-year-old, but if they have some power
about what they choose to interact with, the dynamic has changed completely.
(8.01)
This very often involved use of ICTs as part of the Informed Learning experience created. It
shows both the Seven Faces perspective where ICTs are usually present in experiences of
learning with information, and the application of the affordances view in which ICT tools are
selected when the usefulness for purpose is realised.
Others said that pressures of time and exams at senior levels constrained introduction of
strategies for greater student ownership of learning. An example of this is a teacher who
wanted to move students from being passive recipients of teacher-supplied material to taking
on ownership of their learning and preparation for assessments, but felt:
if I didn’t step in with the answers then it wasn’t going to be that outcome … and
so maybe next time we do a text I'm not going to give them the answers, they're
going to derive those answers themselves and be accountable for that, but I think
I'm going to struggle with that as well. (IB.07)
This illustrates a theme in discussions by teachers in the senior years: how use of alternate
Frames and Faces might assist students to take on ownership of revision for exams, particularly
using the Frame of Learn to Learn.

For example, a mathematics teacher decided to apply

aspects of Informed Learning for her ILARC action, using the Frames of Competency, Learn
to Learn and Personal Relevance with experiences of the Faces of Process and Control. She
said she thought about:
how I present work, and in terms of the exam revision: what can I give them that’s
more effective to their learning? … in the past [we’d] always give them work
solutions in the hope that they can sort of look at the modelling of the problem
solving, and I've changed that. This time I've just given them the final answer in the
hope that they will refer back to their notes or talk to others or come to me to try
and work out things that they don’t know. So more of an investigation rather than
“I'll check the answer, oh yeah that’s how you do it”. (IB.05)
Another strategy she tried was “to say to students: “This is where you will use this particular
thing in life, or this is where mathematicians use this’.” (IB.05). In an assessment she had
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referred students to the mathematics that lay behind a building construction, giving rise to
feedback she felt was important for her:
there was one boy that said I need to ask that question more often “Where am I
going to use this in life? Like, why am I learning this, where am I going to use it?”
And I think he was quite genuine, that he thought: “Oh there is a relevance”.
(IB.05)
She said:
I was pleased that I tried something different and I thought it was really good
for me to think beyond just the immediate content of that class. I know I can't
do that with every topic but there are some topics that lend themselves to more
practical applications outside of the classroom. So yes, I need to look into it
more. (IB.05)
An IB English teacher reported use of the Frames of Competency, Learn to Learn and Personal
Relevance, with experiences of the Faces of Process and Control in his ILARC action, which
was:
to put the emphasis more on the students … I was doing too much for them and
providing them with almost too many resources, and so I tried to pull back from
that and run the revision for the English exams coming up in terms of a series of
questions that they had to answer and try and get them directing their own learning
and the idea was that I would then answer those questions and model some
resources that could be used to answer the questions. (IB.07)
He said that the students found it hard to adapt to this different style, having become reliant on
him, and felt pressured for time by the approaching exams. He said that he would try it again,
but over a longer period of time.
An IB teacher of ESL also had problems in trying to change student behaviour when she used
the Frames of Learn to Learn and Personal Relevance and provided experiences of the Faces
of Process, Control, Knowledge Construction and Extension. She said she had decided to help
them prepare for the exams by “getting the kids to examine the way the paper was constructed
and to compare that against or match up against the syllabus for that component of the
course.” (IB.11). She had “taken on board this idea of real-world experience ‘Imagine you’re
the examiner what sort of questions can you write?’” (IB.11). She wanted them to feel
confident that they had the knowledge and skills to be in control, to overcome fear:
it's hard for them to prepare specifically because there are … a lot of text types. …
and there is no specific topic but there are patterns. And I was trying to give them
some control over this by making them realise there's not an endless combination
of possibilities, but they really weren’t up for the challenge of thinking. … I think
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… it's because they're feeling the pressure of time and they wanted answers and
not questions. I think that approach probably needs to come back early in the start
of year 11. (IB.11)
Comments here demonstrate the Informed Learning idea of bringing attention to influences of
external bodies and curriculum directions on the views about information use education being
brought to curriculum design. They show that having made these influences explicit in shared
discussions, teachers were able to reflect about ways this problem of information use education
might be addressed in their practices.
This section has presented descriptions from across the case groups about ways that teachers
created new learning activities using the Frames and Faces to help students develop a
more relational and wise approach to information use. They show that teachers wanted
students to use new ICTs and information strategies to take on greater ownership of their
learning. However, many said that time pressures of a busy curriculum and exam
expectations made it difficult to integrate Informed Learning theory into discipline
practice.

5.3.2.2. Student reflection about learning

Teachers referred to actions in which they designed learning tasks to incorporate reflection
about using information for discipline learning. They discussed ways to incorporate feedback
processes about students’ adoption of information practices which might assist with a more
rapid take-up.
A teacher librarian reported that reflection about information use practices had been included
in her ILARC action with another of the participants (10.07). They had designed a learning
task for Year 10 geography to enable students to experience the full range of information
practices. Referring to Bruce’s suggestions for learning design (2008, p. 84), she said the task
involved students being asked to submit their two most important sources retrieved “together
with an explanation of how these were collected, a discussion of what they learnt and a
description of how they learnt through their searches to achieve a smaller number of higher
quality results.” (10.04). Her partner said she liked the idea:
because it adds a bit of value to that assessment criteria of bibliography. … it
always worries me that they can get a mark for just writing down their sources
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correctly … without justifying or evaluating the sources and I think that this is
the next step … So to get full marks they need to actually evaluate two of the
sources, how they found them, where they found them, why they used them, why
they liked them, what were the disadvantages to them, what didn’t it have in
terms of completing their assignment. (10.07
Reflecting about the experience of incorporating these Informed Learning ideas into creation
of new learning activities, she said, ‘I think this will add much more value to the students
thinking about the information that they’ve researched.’ (10.07)
A Year 10 teacher of LOTE explained that she wanted to build in more opportunities for
reflection to enable greater student ownership and awareness of their own progress, using the
Frame of Learn to Learn and experiences of the Faces of Process and Knowledge Construction:
at the next unit, I’d look at … getting students to reflect at an earlier stage on their
weaknesses and strengths. And what are they learning in the broader, not just the
skills and the content, but what are they learning from out there in the intercultural
sense as well. (10.06)
She said:
learning to learn is a really important aspect of learning LOTE anyway, because
“How do I learn a LOTE effectively” is really important. Apart from learning the
content, your vocabulary structure, grammar, etc. … The relational factor I think
is … a really important aspect of this new thrust. (10.06)
Discussion about ways to provide feedback regarding students’ progress in learning to use
information strategies effectively referred to using existing reporting structures. They
suggested that that information skills could be included specifically in assessment rubrics, and
possibly be reported on regularly to parents in addition to or in place of current assessment
routines. For example:
I would like to see regular updates coming from the students that they reflect on …
what they now know about how to access information … I think parents would be
over the moon to get that information from their child: “that I have now learnt how
to do this, I now know how to whatever and I’m applying it in these areas.” (8.08)
Others were wary of the load on staff of making such feedback too frequent:
I don’t want to have to do that every two weeks. If we’re asking students to selfreflect, what a great idea, but then, that’s one more thing for me to follow up … I
think if you’re doing your criteria sheets properly and you’re giving good feedback
already, it’s just a matter of putting it up there, but that’s been the stumbling block
for some schools. (8.01)
Another teacher, however, saw it as an effective use of the reflective practices that could be
taking place in classes already and that “my most important job here for these kids living in
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this information age is for them to know how they learn, and the best things they can do to be
a better learner.” (8.05).
Reflective use of information to learn is key to Informed Learning, both by the student
experiencing use of information to learn and by the designer of that experience. These
comments illustrate the way that teachers in the three case groups transferred into practice
Informed Learning’s ideas and constructs to design new curriculum to bring reflective
attention by teachers and students to ways of using information to learn. Additionally,
these activities demonstrate transfer into practice of the Informed Learning idea of the
second order perspective, where teachers referred to a variety of methods to gather
understanding of the student experience of the activities they had designed.

In summary, Section 5.3.2 shows how teachers transferred into new practice their
understandings about two key elements of Informed Learning: the relationship between
information and learning, and constant reflective attention about the learning taking
place as information is used to learn discipline content. They used Frames and Faces to
create new learning activities in a variation of experiences across the curriculum to help
students develop a more relational and wise approach to information use, and designed
strategies for reflective attention to information use and increased ownership of learning
by students. It also shows that teachers were aware of the need to incorporate strategies
for discovery and reporting of student progress in development of information strategies
as well as ways to discover and respond to the student perspective of the learning with
information experiences in the curriculum.

5.3.3. Frames and Faces for Discipline Information Mastery Experiences

Informed Learning brings the view that ownership of the problem of ILE involves teachers
investigating how they might integrate ways to help students develop discipline information
mastery. This section presents reports from teachers about how they transferred their
knowledge about Informed Learning ideas to new actions which investigated use of the Frames
and Faces to bring students to higher levels of operation in their disciplines. The key trends
involved explicit modelling of the information strategies teachers want students to develop and
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provision of greater range of information use approaches and experiences for relational
understandings. The term ‘discipline information mastery’ is used to distinguish it from what
was seen by teachers as the more standard discipline competency.

5.3.3.1. Modelling of discipline information mastery

Teachers undertook actions to use Frames and Faces in their practices to explicitly model
discipline information mastery. Their comments showed they considered this an effective way
to take on the problem of empowering students with ways to critically approach information
use. This was of interest to the IB teachers. For example, one referred to explicit modelling
of the skills and knowledge required for literary criticism so her students could see how they
could independently make the connections themselves, and of using those as information
sources to apply to different contexts. To deal with a post-colonial text she had asked: “what
does that mean? … let’s do a feminist reading of this particular text.” … it’s getting them to
actually make that connection … seeing that as a valuable source. (IB.01)
She saw it as important that she referred explicitly to the different ways of analysing texts and
to how her preferences might influence her own views. “I’m very conscious … of what I bring
to it and actually teaching the kids, ‘what you bring yourself to this text?’.” (IB.01). For her,
empowering students with ways to critically approach information used in discipline learning
was a key element:
it’s such a liberating, freeing experience for them to be able … to agree to disagree
… So, it’s teaching them that … “yes, while we can have this diversity of views, it
all still hinges on your ability to say, ‘I can interpret this character in this way,
because in the text:’”. … I’ll say to them, “in essence I don’t really care about your
interpretation of the text … what I’m interested in is how you’ve arrived at that
interpretation”. (IB.01)
Some teachers took actions to model structures which assisted development of higher order
information use in the discipline. One teacher, for example, modelled:
the sorts of question processes I go through in order to deconstruct the question
and to draw out ideas. And then the process I would use … to select ideas that I
want to use and others I’ll discount. … I’m modelling the thinking process behind
searching for information and drawing on what they do know and making
connections elsewhere. (IB.11)
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Another said that her action was designed to provide opportunities to apply the skills she was
explicitly modelling:
I’ve become a lot more explicit since doing this course and thinking about
actually having to model it and explain it through, so not just one or two
students pick up on it, but all of them … actively encourage them to find the
information themselves rather than to rely on me … And also, with the
information sharing, that they start sharing with each other, if they … find
something that someone else could use, pass it on to them. (IB.06)
A teacher of an IB language subject for second language speakers said she had little time in her
course to get her students up to discipline mastery in the cultural context of the new language
they had to study. For an action in the ILARC Project she had decided to create a PowerPoint,
incorporating links to material on the Internet, as an engaging way to assist their building of a
knowledge bank before they studied the text:
It was a little unit … it’s called El Camino in Santiago in Northern Spain, it’s a
pilgrimage that Christians do, but it’s also a spiritual journey … I found a reading
in a textbook, and I loved it … and then I rewrote the whole thing, but it was too
complex…. Without having a background on the situation … it was extremely
difficult for the students to understand what we were talking about. … I need to
teach what the vocabulary means … and I did a power presentation with all of this
vocabulary … for example “this is a refuge where the pilgrims will spend the
night”. It made the vocabulary more realistic and more approachable for them …
So, different aspects are saying this in a different way:… listening to a song,
looking at YouTube, showing all of the cultural aspects, the different churches and
the way these people walked and … incorporating the weather; all of those things.
And when they came to the moment of reading the text it was much easier for them.
So, that’s something I learnt myself … maybe we can do this … doing the
information first, and then the reading. (IB.02)
She also designed a table using the Six Frames and Seven Faces so she could examine how to
use them to enable better and faster discipline information mastery in the language.
A teacher librarian used her ILARC Project actions to explore what different authoritative
information sources were available online to develop her own discipline mastery as well as
those of her students. In this she had used ICTs and the Frames of Learn to Learn and Personal
Relevance to build experiences of the Faces of Sources and Process for her students.
When I started teaching this, I was … following other teachers … I relied on the
information that they had given me. And during the course of the year I've thought
… “I don't think that worked well – I think there would be something that would be
better than that.” (8.07)
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She used her specialist knowledge of the online library subscription databases to access better
resources so that her students could be engaged with appropriate, relevant, authoritative
material for experiences of discipline information mastery.
Another teacher, referring to the ways she brought discipline information to the attention of her
LOTE students, said she had started talking to them more specifically about assessment
strategies:
about the timing and the fact that they need to get the information out as quickly
as possible using the most complex grammar structure as possible, using as
many connectors as possible … to look at the criteria … to tick off the 9’s and
10’s, “what do you need for that?” And we talked about that very explicitly.
Also, with the writing, so that they understand, “what could you do to move this
idea from here to here … why do people get these sorts of marks rather than
those?” (IB.06)
These comments represent reports from teachers which showed transfer into practice of the
Informed Learning idea that teachers need to model and bring explicit attention to the
expert discipline information practices they want their students to take on for discipline
mastery.

5.3.3.2. Relational approaches for discipline information mastery

Teacher comments across the case groups revealed appreciation for the broader view of
information use brought to discipline learning by the Relational Frame. Teachers in the Year
10 case group, for example, saw that a broad view of information use, and particularly that
provided by the Relational Frame, was an empowering model to show students how to select
and combine appropriate approaches for discipline information mastery. This can be seen in
comments from a teacher who saw possible uses of this Relational Frame for curriculum design
to draw attention to different areas of focus:
a task where the students are all approaching it, to some extent … through a
Learning to Learn Frame. But you could have different groups of students within
the class taking responsibility within that context, for looking or doing the task
through different Frames as well, a Relational Frame and a Social Context Frame
and you know, the Information Frame. It seems to me that there’s a lot of scope for
different groups of students to then bring a lot of information together. And it’s a
really different way of doing things. (10.02)
For her as a teacher:
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having the Frames for reference is valuable to me because it makes it explicit … it
makes me consciously register that I would want them to go in those directions and
then research. It just gives me a really nice useful prism I suppose, looking at
separating all the colours of the light and seeing what’s really there. So yeah, in
that way it’s useful, more than I expected. (10.02)
Another teacher saw the broader approaches to using information as fitting into her areas of
teaching:
Applying, evaluating, interpreting and working with those higher order skills
using the knowledge but developing the skill of evaluation, reflection whatever.
And that's what you have to have a good hold of to get an A+ in legal studies
or economics … overall, it's just an awareness of what we’re already doing but
being able to put labels on it. (10.03)
The value of broader approaches to information use was referred to by another who wanted to
help her students know that they had a bank of discipline information knowledge which they
could adapt to a variety of contexts. She had used Face of Knowledge Construction ‘they’ve
built up their knowledge bank of a particular type of language structure’ and Extension to
bring awareness about choosing which information to use in new situations and how to adapt
it for the purpose: ‘How to make colloquial conversation between friends to apply social
conventions of a less formal situation; what sort of language is used in that context.’ (10.06).
This was further extended by showing the students ways to use visual clues as part of their
language information expertise: ‘how they could best align what they were saying in their script
with the images that they were using in terms of the interaction … how they could use certain
body movements to indicate reaction and responses.’ (10.06).
She said bringing student attention to the many forms that discipline information could take,
and ways they could develop expertise and take ownership of their learning had significant
impact on their success:
it certainly does engage them straight away in terms of carrying through on task,
but it’s important to get them to the point where they are equipped to then use it
and apply it … to actually give them the confidence in a language, that they’ve got
what they need to be able to then apply it in a different way. (10.06)
These comments represent the ways that teachers reported development of learning activities
which used a variety of Frames and Faces to bring high level information expertise into
students’ discipline mastery. They reveal transfer into practice of the relational view of
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using information to learn, choosing and bringing attention to those Frames and Faces
suited to the discipline learning context.

In summary, Section 5.3.3 demonstrates how teachers in the ILARC case groups transferred
into action their new knowledge that using information for discipline learning is more than
the traditional information skills or information process models seen in discipline
research tasks.

This demonstrates transfer of co-constructed understandings that

information use expertise applies to most discipline learning situations. In these examples
can be seen teacher reference to use and modelling of various Frames and Faces to show
students how to bring a critical view to the way they and others use information for
discipline mastery. It also shows how teachers were able to take on student development
of discipline information mastery as a problem of their own practices. Their comments
show that teachers began to work with students in the variational contexts of their
information use learning experiences, discovering and responding to the second order
perspective.

5.3.4. Consistency of Information Experiences Within and Across Disciplines

Informed Learning brings the view that for students to develop their own relational
understanding of information literacy, they need to experience consistency within and across
disciplines. Teachers across the case groups discussed ways they were using Frames and Faces
to design curriculum information use activities to ensure consistency of student experiences
within disciplines. For example, a science teacher said that her discipline learning group was
in the process of designing a new course to fit in with the new national curriculum. She could
see how she might use Informed Learning ideas to ensure consistency across the year in that
discipline: “So this has fitted in beautifully with this model … our focus has been on basically
‘what do you want to teach, how do we want to teach, what skills, what processes, what basic
understandings?’.” (8.08). She had introduced the group to:
things that I have developed solely out of what we’ve done in these ILARC
sessions… it's given us an opportunity to introduce variety into what we’re going
to do next year …. And for instance, blogging … I've now sort of self-taught how
to blog and where I feel that that has a real benefit to me, but more particularly to
my students in my class. And so, I’m quite comfortable now about incorporating
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that into a new section of work in perhaps a number of different places for our new
courses …. And … looking at authentic assessment and assessing not just what
they’ve found out through Internet searches but assessing … how they have better
understanding, and how to incorporate that into our assessment. … I've learnt
from other people how they’ve set up online assessments through ClassE. And I
think that I have much more confidence to explore those ideas … whereas I think
probably a year ago I was like “Oh don’t go there.” (8.08)
She said this confidence meant that she could take advantage of writing a totally new course,
to say “Yes, let’s do it!” (8.08) and show how the Frames and Faces can be used to ensure
consistency of information use for learning across discipline teaching teams.
Teachers in all case groups referred to the need for consistency in these experiences across the
curriculum, with repetition and practice in a variety of contexts for the information strategies
to be embedded as a habit. For example, an English teacher said:
I was thinking, if we’re spending all this time and we give the kids a really good
structure and process, it’s a bit like making pancakes. The first seven times I
make them, I’ll need to get the recipe out … It might take me twelve times to
remember, but once I know it and internalise it, I actually don’t need a recipe,
and I think, is that where we’re heading with the kids? We want them to
understand and use and feel confident with the process. (8.05)
Teachers discussed how tasks needed to use consistent practices to enable student discovery
and development of the broader view of information use practices across disciplines. They
commented that it was necessary to equip students with expert strategies to be transferred from
the controlled and structured information environment of the school to operation in a broader,
uncontrolled environment. For example, one teacher said she could see an advantage in the
way Six Frames provided:
a common language about things. Like when we take notes, if kids have this
idea – when they’re in science they have the same idea, they take notes in a
similar sort of way even though that it might look a little bit different, but that
it’s similar. (8.07)
She said that it would be good if all teachers ensured that their students had:
note taking sheets saved to their OneNote files in English, in history or even
geography so that you don’t have to go over to learning resources to find it …
we use it anytime that we need to take notes. (8.07)
Another agreed, saying she had already incorporated the library’s notetaking sheet into the
context of science tasks:
as a third and fourth page on the assignment sheet … it’s not even that they’ve
got to go and get it or remember that it’s saved in word or their folder but to
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keep throwing that in their Faces, so they know exactly what’s needed … it
needs to be uniform across the board. (8.08)
By the time her students reached Year 10 she wanted them to have notetaking as an automatic
part of their practice rather than relying on the sheet, so “that they … know exactly what they’re
doing, where did they get it from, what were the key points.” (8.08)
Many teachers saw that there were discipline information strategies in their subject area which
would be applicable in other disciplines or learning areas, seen in this comment: “you might
teach them specifically, whatever your subject matter is … but … the analytical skills … they’re
transferable across all the different areas.” (IB.06)
An English teacher said her ILARC action had enabled her to achieve her goal of bringing
students’ attention to the broader applicability of the information strategies she had
incorporated:
And I have said … “The way we approached the information that you gathered
before you started thinking about world lit topics, you know could you perhaps
apply that to your extended essay?” so I'm hoping [they’ll think] … “Oh this
approach that we … used for world lit, I could do that for our psychology essay”.
And it's about gathering material … discriminating the sources … deciding what's
going to be useful and what's not going to be useful, it's about making a plan …
that's what you're going to do regardless of the subject area. (IB.01)
The Year 8 case group talked about how they were using Frames of Learn to Learn and Personal
Relevance to build in creativity and reflection to learning activities across the discipline areas.
However, they said that was being challenged by teachers who followed set patterns in research
projects. For example, one teacher said that until there is a change from basic fact-based
projects then students would not experience different and more creative ways to learn with
information. “So, if the reptiles project morphed into ‘Why are they in danger and how can we
save them and create the marketing campaign that would do that’ then we’re going to a
different space.” (8.01).
Another agreed, saying it meant:
moving the assessment away from reproducing information to using it to create
something. And I’m thinking that important step for students in Informed Learning
is to say okay “Yes, you’re now informed, but what do you do with this information,
how is it going to change something for you?” (8.04)
He said that by exploring the idea of the ‘unGoogleable question’ and how it might be
answered, other Informed Learning Frames such as Learn to Learn, and Personal Relevance
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could be used. For example, instead of: “’What sort of questions do teachers normally want
the answers to?’ You know: ‘When was it first invented, give me a date, memorise the date’”,
he had asked: “’Well I’d like to know: why are they around, where did they come from?’…
more based on that third or fourth filter of trying to engage the kids with the information on a
level that was relevant and personal for them.” (8.04).
These teacher comments are examples of case groups using their common understandings of
the constructs of Informed Learning to share ways they transferred into practice the idea
that use of information to learn is part of all discipline learning across the whole
curriculum, and as such is both discipline-specific as well as being a set of crosscurriculum meta-strategies. They investigated ways to ensure that students experienced
consistency of information-use practices and strategies both within and across discipline
learning areas.

In so doing, they implemented Informed Learning’s relational and

variational theories to their own practices.

In summary, Section 5.3.4 shows that teachers demonstrated understanding that for students
to develop their own repertoires of information strategies for future learning, there need
to be consistent approaches to teaching information use within disciplines as well as
across the curriculum. They referred to the Frames and Faces as a way to build a common
approach within discipline teams and across the curriculum. Teachers referred to actions
they were taking to ensure consistency of discipline-specific information practices and
discussed how they might work towards ensuring consistent information approaches and
experiences for students across the curriculum.

5.3.5. Summary of 5.3 Transfer of Theory

This third set of findings about Informed Learning demonstrates further the effectiveness of
using Informed Learning PAR as professional development approach to provide a way to
bridge the gap between ILE theory and practice. Key themes which emerged from ILARC
reports and discussions reveal that teachers in case study groups used Informed Learning
constructs to develop common understandings about learning with information for better
discipline outcomes. Informed Learning gave both framework and terminology for teachers to
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articulate alternative pedagogies for improved information practices to enhance discipline
learning, to transfer them into action, and to examine the results reflectively with a view to
further action.
Their reflections about their actions showed teachers’ identification of ICT affordances for
improved information use in learning and their incorporation into new curriculum activities.
Many teachers used the action component of the ILARC Project to explore using a broader
range of Frames and Faces than they might usually preference in order to provide experiences
in which students developed greater ownership and reflection about their use of information to
learn. They brought explicit attention to discipline information mastery practice and also to
the relational nature and contextual application of information strategies in variation of
experiences across the curriculum. In their interdisciplinary groups they reflected about ways
to ensure students experienced common approaches and consistent experiences both within and
across disciplines to enable the variation which builds relational understandings.
This section presented the final phase in the process that transformed teachers’ views about
ILE. Section 5.1 described how they used Informed Learning constructs to gain awareness
about the presence of information in all learning experiences and that views formed as a result
of those experiences were likely to influence the teaching and learning in disciplines. Section
5.2 presented ways that teachers applied those ideas to discovering strategies already existing
in their discipline practices which were similar to Informed Learning strategies. This section
presented examples of how teachers transferred the knowledge developed in the awareness and
application phases to creation of new curriculum activities in which students might use
information to build their own discipline information mastery while also developing individual
repertoires of information strategies for future learning. It shows how, having transformed
their views of information literacy such that they saw it as a problem of teacher practice, they
undertook actions to trial Informed Learning’s ideas about using information to enhance
discipline learning.
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5.4.

Reflection on Action: Reflection about Using Informed Learning in

Actions to Transform Information Literacy Education in a Secondary
School

This fourth set of findings about ways teachers ‘got’ Informed Learning shows another use of
the scaffolding provided by Informed Learning for professional development about ILE. These
findings demonstrate that teachers can use Informed Learning to reflect on their experiences of
integrating Informed Learning theory into discipline practice with a view to its future use,
including adapting it for easier application in secondary schools. As explained at the start of
the chapter, this section accords with the view of the reflective practitioner undertaking
reflection on action as opposed to Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 which present reflection in action
(Schon, 1983).
The later ILARC Project meetings and interviews at the completion of the Project used
Informed Learning discussion prompts for teacher reflections on action. Participants took up
the opportunity to review their understandings about using information to learn and to report
on and revisit the actions they took to transfer that theory into curriculum design and their own
teaching practices.

They reflected about the student experience of those practices and

discussed future use of Informed Learning for ILE. Their comments are presented as follows:
insights about information use in discipline learning; Informed Learning’s usefulness for
curriculum design; ways Informed Learning had influenced their own discipline practices and
strategies; and the impact of Informed Learning experiences on student information literacy.
This commentary also reflects the problematising approach of Informed Learning in which
teachers query ways information is used in discipline learning.
There were frequent reflections throughout the Project about aspects of Informed Learning
which were seen as barriers to understanding it or which gave rise to reservations about its
usefulness. These reflections are presented below and are addressed further in Chapter 6 in the
context of future use of Informed Learning. Their impact on the progress of the ILARC Project
is addressed in Section 3.5.1.7.
5.4.1. Insights about Information Use in Discipline Learning
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There were three main themes arising in teacher reflections about how the learning gained in
their PAR actions had brought them to new ways of viewing use of information for discipline
learning: the relationship between information use and learning; the affordances of ICTs in
discipline learning; and group learning about new ideas and common approaches across
disciplines.

5.4.1.1. Relationship between information use and learning

At the core of Informed Learning theory is the idea that there is a relationship between
information and learning and that educators require an understanding that information use is
present in most discipline learning if they are to manage the way it is used and the way they
bring attention to its use.
The opportunities for reflection presented by the ILARC Project were used by teachers to think
deeply about their own understandings of using information to learn and they reported
significant insights arising from their use of Informed Learning. These insights involved a)
changes to ways they viewed their own discipline information use; b) the need to make their
own discipline information use explicit to students; c) why and how discipline information is
being used for particular discipline learning purposes and how that is brought to student
attention; and d) the state of information use in teachers’ own discipline areas and its impact
on the ways students experienced the relationship between information and learning.
Teachers talked about changes in the way they thought about information and how they viewed
their own discipline information use, seen in these comments:
what I found most interesting was actually really thinking about Informed Learning
and questioning, where do I get information from and how valid is that
information? But also, how do I justify … to myself, whether that's a good source
or not? (8.08)
previously … I had been the main resource, so that when I have been teaching a
text in English, I have mostly read the text myself and worked out exactly how I'm
going to teach it, I haven't really gone to other sources of information … I think
that’s easier now because of the way information is so readily available and that
also … I've changed my way of thinking … that it doesn't just have to be me working
out how things should be taught. (8.07)
I came into this with the expectation of getting a theoretical basis on which to
maybe reassess and re-evaluate what I was doing, and I got that. (IB.07)
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Some teachers described the changes in their thinking as involving a bigger picture view of
information use and the relationships between information and learning, seen in these
comments:
it all sort of fitted in … the sixth frame it really encompasses all the others … this
is a really important area for me, how students learn. (10.05)
the question for me is where do I go next … it’s been a wonderful model and how
do we take that and apply that further to our learning as teachers … I think all that
I've really done is opened up lots more things that need to be learned yet, rather
than saying okay I've done that, now I'm finished … it's just the start really, it's just
opened up a whole new dimension. (8.06)
Probably the main thing I’ve picked up is … that we’ve got to constantly look at
what our students are engaging with and remind them that what they’re looking at
and what they’re listening to is very heavily ethically, philosophically and
theologically loaded. (8.03)
This bigger picture view was also shown in the reflection by a LOTE teacher, who said
the experience of listening to others brought her to new insights about “the different ways
that you can present information and help students manage information.” (8.01). She
had thought that finding information was not a big priority in LOTE, but other teachers’
comments made her realise “there was a lot more I can do there … where I had made
my mind up, I was shown that … was quite short sighted in some ways … it was very eye
opening.” (8.01).
Closer consideration about the way they used information in their own discipline learning had
brought teachers to see the need to make that explicit to students, for example:
in terms of looking at the way I find information and use information and having
the kids find, use, retrieve, save, analyse, it was a really interesting process to go
through … and in terms of reflecting what I’m doing in the classroom was really
helpful. (10.07)
it's been really good in making me think about my own information practices - the
way I look for information and then thinking really hard about explicitly passing it
on rather than just assuming because I can do it and then the students can do it by
osmosis or something. (IB.06)
It’s being explicit about your teaching practices isn’t it? … making the kids aware
of what you’re doing and why you might be doing it … that’s valuable. (10.03)
There was a realisation expressed by many participants that they needed to review why and
how they were using information for discipline learning purposes, and how well they were
bringing that to the attention of students, with these comments being typical:
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it was a really intellectual exercise to actually be thinking about the purpose of
what we’re doing, reflecting on what we’re doing … why are we doing it … and
perhaps improving the effectiveness and just being more aware of what we’re doing
rather than focusing on the task. (10.05)
we need to incorporate into our curriculum a lot more of the skills and processes
of learning rather than focus on content … it just needs to be made really explicit:
collecting and gathering information and justifying why that information is valid
for an assignment, needs to be incorporated into the design of any subject matter,
not just science. (8.08)
looking at information in different ways, I never thought about doing that, the way
we present information and the way kids see information and the way we research
… this actually makes you stop and say, “so how do you actually teach students,
what is good what is bad information? How do you actually evaluate that?” … you
actually forget how much information is coming in at them that we never had to
face. (10.07)
This extended to insights about the state of information use in their own discipline areas and
the way that impacted on students’ learning experiences of the relationship between
information and learning, seen in these comments:
it’s a scramble really, it’s a case of “quick, we need something”. There’s not a lot
of assessment of the information before it’s delivered to the students, usually it’s
all done basically at the end … it’s – quickly grab something that you have access
to, textbook or from an online newspaper and then worry about how effective it
was after … doing it the wrong way around (8.04)
it would be interesting to take some of this stuff back and have a discussion within
the wider English faculty in terms of where we all sit in terms of what we do with
information … there's not a common approach and a common understanding of
those sorts of things. … I think there's probably some commonalties there that
could be achieved that might just plug some of the gaps that some students find.
(IB.01)
we have arrived at some kind of awareness and solution to a problem which we
perhaps hadn’t realised right at the very beginning … (10.02)
These comments reveal the success of professional development which combined PAR and
Informed Learning to provide both reflection in action about using information to learn
discipline content as well as reflection on actions taken in terms of both changes to
personal professional information use practice and to student discipline information use
learning experiences. They demonstrate that teacher reflection about the learning arising from
actions in the ILARC Project had brought insights about the relationship between
information use and learning, the presence of information in discipline learning
experiences and the need to be attentive and explicit about the purposes and ways of its
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use. Participants’ comments showed that Informed Learning had brought both a broader
and a deeper understanding of the relationship between information use and learning.
They demonstrated that they saw information use education as a problem of teacher
practice.

5.4.1.2. ICT affordances for information use in discipline learning

Insights arising from reflection on actions which had investigated information use in discipline
teaching very often involved the impact of ICTs – their ubiquity, challenges and affordances
for improved discipline learning. These demonstrate understanding brought by Informed
Learning that ICTs are present in most 21st century uses of information for discipline learning,
and that teachers need to make explicit choices about what ICTs will be used for discipline
learning, where and how they are best utilised, and to themselves model wise use of ICTs to
students.
Some teachers said that insights about how to manage the challenges of increasing ICT use
arose from others in the case groups, with this comment illustrating both the way such an
affordances view operates as well as the benefits of reflective group professional development
for ongoing change in ILE:
I found a lot of things that (10.07) was saying about what she’d like to see done
with IT skills … could be very valuable and applied in English … teaching certain
forms of … organising your information in filing, in templates, etcetera … and it
made me want to learn more about those protocols and then to hopefully teach my
students to do it because I do find it very frustrating with the laptop classes that I
have that the kids are really not making very good use. (10.03)
The need to develop common views in discipline teams about affordances of ICTs was an
insight arising in many teachers’ reflections on action. One team leader wanted to have a
broader use of ICTs for learning across her subject area but knew her teachers had variable ICT
skills and confidence in the area. After trying new ICT tools for her PAR actions, and
overcoming her own fears, she said she had felt confident to encourage her own team members
to take small steps into ICT use. She said that some of her team’s reluctance was:
about mindset and some of it's about being pressured and just not having time to
try something new and the time to invest in maybe the necessary rethinking of an
assessment task that goes with trying to incorporate a new learning tool that you're
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using. What I have noticed is that some people typically will put themselves down
and say, ‘Oh, you know I'm hopeless with technology stuff, I don’t want to do that’.
If I give them just the hint of the idea and say, ‘Look I've found this little thing why don’t you go have a play with it and see what you think?’… After having done
that with somebody trying it in their year 8 classroom, I was pretty pleased.
Because that’s somebody who’s gone, ‘Okay well it's not that scary’. And I think if
I can get more of those sorts of things to happen that would be a step forward.
(8.06)
For others, insights arising from actions brought attention to learning how to use the range of
ICTs available and to model good use of them to their students, for example:
the main thing I got was I need to be looking at how I use information and how I
use technology in the classroom and how I model it personally … and so to be
reminded of what students are exposed to and what they can engage in with the
web and so forth, I need to continue to think how I can use that in my own teaching
and learning. (8.03)
it really did make me think a lot more about the use of ICT and start to investigate
a lot more about web 2.0 and what was out there and what was the real value in
using those modes … as a way of learning, what kinds of things do students really
need to know, what was the value. That to me was tremendously exciting because
I’m really motivated now to learn a lot more ICTs … to use it a lot more in my
classroom and at the same time I’m also aware of what are some of the
shortcomings. So that’s been tremendously valuable. (10.02)
Some teacher insights arising from reflections on their actions showed that they could see ways
to take on new ICT affordances without having to abandon all their traditional practices. This
can be seen in the reflection by an IB second language teacher who wanted to move from her
previous teacher-centred style to give students more autonomy:
give them some freedom, give them some space but the teacher should be guiding
them how they’re going to do it … this is the tendencies with the modern technology
developed for the 21st century … you cannot use very traditional ways to teach
students, you should adapt. … so, the traditional way is still very important, but we
need to add some more new ways to help students to benefit the most. (IB.09)
Her cautious interest reflected her awareness that her previous views and practices might be
impacting negatively on new learning opportunities afforded by ICTs.
These comments show that teacher reflections about trialling ICT affordances in PAR
actions showed an increased willingness to consider and try the affordances of ICTs for
discipline learning as well as bringing a critical eye to choices about their use.
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5.4.1.3. Informed Learning across disciplines

Teachers across the case groups said they had gained insights from group learning in shared
interdisciplinary discussions about Informed Learning. They referred to new ideas and to new
awareness they had about approaches common to their own and others’ discipline fields. Many
considered this to be one of the key benefits of having mixed discipline membership in the
ILARC case groups’ professional development about Informed Learning.
Some gained new ideas from other disciplines, for example:
really interesting … being part of a group who were exploring ideas … some of the
language teachers and the way they teach and I'm thinking, yes, that's what we do
… you're teaching them a culture of ‘You can't learn French without understanding
the French’ and I'm thinking yes, well that works, you can’t understand Jane Austin
without a sense of what life was like for her. (IB.01)
the most powerful thing was reflecting about your teaching in light of what other
people were talking about, because … I came in thinking information, particularly
the focus on information didn’t really sit well with LOTE, but … listening to other
people and how they were thinking about that and what they were doing in part of
that informed action research made me feel that actually, there was more than I
originally anticipated … those conversations gave me information that, unless I
happened to chat with them in the staff room, I would not have had access to. So,
it was win-win. (8.01)
The main areas that it provided for me I think were … the group discussions. I
found it fascinating to hear people in other fields doing similar things that could
be done in my particular subject … I gained a great deal from listening to how
others teach a range of materials … we had a number of people that were teachers
of French and other languages in our group and I really liked how they were trying
to find like news reports in the native language that they are learning and
encouraging students too – I am going to try that. (8.03)
there are some skills and some practices that people are doing in other subjects
that would be beneficial to what we are doing. … I wasn’t aware of the existence
of a lotus diagram but then people use them in some of the science subjects all the
time. (IB.07)
an awareness of … putting these things into our assignments. Like tonight what
someone said about annotated bibliography, well that’s another thing that I hadn’t
thought about, good idea. (10.05)
For some participants, hearing about approaches and ideas brought by others added value to
the Informed Learning readings, seen in these comments:
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the model was interesting up to a point … but I guess I found the practices, the
people talking about what they were doing in the classroom, the challenges they
were facing and the opportunity to exchange ideas about that, that was I found
most useful, most valuable. (10.03)
I mean for me it’s just been tremendously valuable to listen to what other people
had to say and I find in some ways other people’s comments about what they’re
doing and what they think as more valuable than the reading. (10.02)
Another insight expressed by a number of participants involved a view that Informed Learning
was just another way of presenting or describing learning theories and strategies already in
place, for example:
in many ways are we just re-badging Bloom’s Taxonomy and the Thinking Hats
and the this and the that, “we’ll just wrap it up and give it a new name”? … just
re-badging some known concepts. (IB.01)
what we should be doing is … identify what’s the purpose and therefore what are
the types of literacy that we’d want in a learning experience that we want the
students to have. And I think that teachers, whether they’re necessarily articulating
or not, are doing that much more than perhaps at a university level … I think that
secondary schools are doing it and probably doing it in a much more streamlined
and articulate way than perhaps is described here. (10.03)
Applying, evaluating, interpreting and working with those higher order skills using
the knowledge but developing the skill of evaluation, reflection whatever … overall,
it's just an awareness of what we’re already doing but being able to put labels on
it. (10.05)
While these teachers considered that Informed Learning was just another way to name
strategies already in use, this might also reflect the fact that Informed Learning deliberately
incorporates existing approaches to curriculum design to enable its easier understanding and
use. A teacher librarian commented:
some of the teachers had trouble coming to grips with some of the terminology in
the model. And then they discovered that they were actually doing some of the
things that it’s discussing. So, it was the terminology rather than what they were
actually doing. So, I think they’re already using some of the ideas in designing
their curriculum. (10.04)
These comments represent insights involving a more holistic view of information use arising
from reflection on action.

Teachers showed understanding that information literacy

practices, while being interdisciplinary, are best learned within specific discipline
learning experiences and the ideas and approaches used to teach them in one subject can
be used in others. This reinforces the value teachers found in the interdisciplinary nature of
the case groups in the ILARC Project. There was insight too that many of the ideas of
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Informed Learning were already in place in their own practices, but had different names
or sat in different frameworks, revealing awareness of the learning theories common to
Informed Learning and other ILE models and approaches.

This reinforces the

constructivist intention of the professional development model and reinforces the place of
Informed Learning in current educational learning theory. Teachers used the opportunity
provided by the process of reflection on action to articulate the new understandings they had
developed about how Informed Learning’s combination of learning theory and
information literacy theory brought new views to teaching practice both within and
across disciplines.

In summary, Section 5.4.1 presented representative comments about ways that teachers’
reflection on actions undertaken as part of Informed Learning PAR revealed they had
new insights about the relationship between information and learning. It showed their
awareness of the importance of creating new curriculum to provide consistent and explicit
variational experience in different discipline contexts across the curriculum to enable
students to develop their own repertoires of information strategies. There was enthusiasm
about discovering and trialling the affordances of ICTs for improved discipline learning
with information. And there was appreciation of new ideas and common approaches
about information use for discipline learning gained from sharing their experiences with
others in the interdisciplinary PAR case groups.

5.4.2. Informed Learning for Curriculum Design

Four main themes emerged in teacher reflections about whether Informed Learning provided a
valid and useful way for secondary school teachers to design curriculum for learning
experiences which develop students as expert 21st century information users. They were that
Informed Learning is seen as useful for curriculum design; that it can be used to bring a whole
school approach to ILE; that its ideas would be best used as an optional choice amongst other
pedagogies; and that there are barriers to its use for curriculum design.
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5.4.2.1. Useful for curriculum design

Teachers reflected about the usefulness of Informed Learning for curriculum design to
incorporate use of information for discipline learning. Across the case groups, there was a
theme in comments that its structure was useful in two main ways: as valid and engaging, and
as a useful way to keep the student perspective in mind.
Many teachers said that it provided a valid structure which would appeal to teachers, for
example:
it’s valid and it’s effective because it’s well-structured and it provides a framework
upon which then you can build learning … teachers like to be organised, we know
that, so presenting that to a group of teachers, they’re all going to say “Yes, yes,
yes”. (8.04)
I can see an awful lot of parallels with this particular model and the IB … in terms
of the criterion based approach and to be able to set very clear goals and then have
a way of assessing … which allows for professional judgement within those criteria
and which emphasises the skills that … you want the students to develop. (IB.04)
it is more systematic, and it gives you more practical goals and there are some
examples which help you to think and reflect on your own teaching. (IB.09)
it helped me crystallise in my own mind when I am designing a unit of work: what
are the activities that are going to best suit what I want to try and get across; what
I want them to be able to apply with the use of a language. (10.06)
I like the Frames and the Faces idea … one being practice-based and one being
actually learning based. (8.04)
because the way we approached the project over time, it wasn’t a one day wonder
it was something that you could consider as you planned a range of units. (8.01)
And I really like … both the Six Frames and our Seven Faces because it gives you
a framework … of what we aspire to do anyway … but I like the fact that I can have
it set out and identify what that progression is in teaching (8.08)
I became more aware that there was a lot that we were doing that was very
consistent with information learning. It gave it another perspective … I think it
can bring about change in a secondary school curriculum. (IB.04)
it's a very useful model, I got a lot of value out of … what we've done here as a
group, meeting and talking about how we’re grappling with this new concept of
Informed Learning ourselves and trying to let that inform our own pedagogy.
(8.06)
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Others said that it would help them keep an eye on the student experience of using information
to learn as they designed curriculum, for example:
it gets you looking at the information in a different way, and then imagining …
activities that would help your students have that same experience. (8.01)
whether it’s applicable to every student maybe not, but there will certainly be a
group of students who will look at it and say, “Gives me the framework that I can
build upon”. (8.04)
when I start to teach a topic, I may write a note directly into the topic, maybe …
information gathering together and … doing the research first, give the students
more opportunity … to have a thinking skill rather than just your teacher gives
them directly. (IB.09)
probably put a label to some of the things that I was intuitively expecting of the
students… that was really helpful. (IB.01)
A teacher librarian commented:
the changes that are coming in … do reflect more this concept of collaboratively
working together and you pulling together what you’ve learnt from your different
technological sources of information. And it’s more “have you learnt the process
of getting the information?” than sitting down and learning a case study off by
heart. (10.04)
These comments illustrate the way that teachers used the opportunity to reflect on their own
experiences of applying Informed Learning to consider its more general usefulness in
curriculum design. They referred to two positive aspects of its structure. Firstly, teachers said
Informed Learning was valid and attractive for teachers to use to integrate ILE into
discipline practice. Secondly, teachers said Informed Learning would help to keep the
student perspective in mind. This shows appreciation of the fundamental purposes of the
approach: to enable teachers to see the value and possibilities of its use for integration of
information literacy learning theory into practice and to enable them to consider the learner’s
perspective of those practices as part of their design process.

5.4.2.2. Whole school approach

After having used Informed Learning in their own actions, teachers considered its merits for a
whole school approach to teaching information literacy. They nominated benefits including
processes of learning to learn and reflection about information use; and providing for
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consistency of approaches to information use. They also reflected about the processes by which
a whole school approach might be achieved, usually referencing aspects of the professional
development process which they had just experienced.
Some said they thought it brought more awareness to designing curriculum for experiences
about learning to learn in disciplines, for example:
it’s really understanding that learning is like a series of processes, but they can be
all together because when you teach one bit of knowledge, then you use it almost
immediately to do something with it, or very soon. So, all of these aspects … they’re
interconnected as well. For example, the impact, when we’re teaching in
languages, the environment, we make reference to the social impact, and
sometimes you don’t realise that … But at least with the Six Frames it’s going to
be easier to see that all of those aspects enter in there, into the learning process
(IB.02)
the benefits of the notion of learning to learn. The importance … of making that
… an explicit part of the process … I think we would be as a school better off if
everyone were doing that. (IB.07)
There was also broad expression of the opinion that Informed Learning brought attention to the
need for consistency in approaches to good information use, with a teacher librarian
commenting:
so long as the student produces something from their research that matches up with
the questions or the criteria, it’s generally a tick, they’ve done it and neither the
student nor the teacher necessarily reflects on “how did I go about learning?”
(10.04)
And an English teacher was of the opinion that:
whilst I would absolutely vehemently oppose homogenising teaching … I think
there are some commonalities that we should have and … that we can achieve
without sort of saying “You know here's the education revolution, we’re just going
to throw everything out ” I think it is achievable, I think it is doable. (IB.01)
Regarding the process to follow for making changes across the school for consistent approaches
to incorporating Informed Learning theory into teaching practice, teacher comments tended to
reference either the Informed Learning readings or the process used for professional
development in the ILARC Project. Most talked about taking a team approach, affirming the
idea of professional development over time in groups where understanding is co-constructed.
Some referred to using the Informed Learning readings as prompts then introducing different
ways to proceed, such as this:
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I like the fact that it brought a group of people together who were very open and
supportive of each other and from a range of different perspectives and experiences
and that was good. I wonder if there are … different ways of running it … where
if different members of the group took responsibility for a reading, perhaps, and
introduced it and then maybe spoke about their experience in light of that. And then
the idea is you say nothing unless you’re asked questions to clarify, and then you
step back and others talk about it and then there’s an engagement. (10.01)
Another said that he intended to bring the Informed Learning readings into audit and rebuilding
of curriculum by his team:
I found the reading to be very powerful, and accessible as well, and I think just by
starting off with having teams of teachers sort of read through that and say “I can
give you some steps and let’s try to follow these” I think would be a good approach.
(8.04)
And another also said the readings were important, because their examples showed how
Informed Learning could be adapted for every subject in a whole school process:
probably one of the most interesting things I found was in that last reading …
because I actually looked at the business studies model … and I'm thinking that
could be lifted out of business studies and put into English … this can be done …
there will be discreet ways of doing things with every subject, but … analysis is
analysis, the content might change but the actual analysis and thinking through the
ramifications and the implications of that … if you can get that through to them I
think that's probably a valuable thing. (IB.01)
The ILARC Project was seen as providing a good process, seen in this comment emphasising
the importance of giving time:
to think about how we approach tasks in the classroom … [it] can only add value
… But I think it's a bit of a shift in thinking for a lot of people. So yes, I think it's
very good, a good model … and it's an important one to adopt but it’ll take a while
for us to sort of move a whole lot of people along the pathway. (8.06)
Others talked about the importance of leadership in the group. For example, a middle school
science teacher said that although she was filled with the passion of this new teaching strategy,
she would face resistance to changing the curriculum:
As far as for curriculum approach for middle school science, trying to … instil this
in someone else … is going to be the real challenge … because people don’t tend
to branch out unless they have the desire to do so. (8.08)
She thought she would use the ILARC Project as a model, starting simple and:
showing how I would use things in a classroom or in my own experiences and then
revisiting that to encourage people to participate and give feedback as well,
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because … I valued the opportunity for discussions so much it makes me realise
that other people need that opportunity as well (8.08)
Others felt that a whole school direction needed to be clearly established, for example:
if it's going to work in the best possible way then there needs to be very clear
guidance about the direction that the school is going and the kinds of things that
the school wants to achieve so that we can focus on the work that's done. And there
needs to be agreement about the direction that that learning is going … to enrol
the teachers in the process. (10.02)
These comments represent ideas arising when teachers were given the opportunity to consider
whether Informed Learning might be used for a whole school approach to ILE integration into
discipline learning. They revealed teacher insights about the problems which Informed
Learning seeks to overcome, nominating the advantages of a whole school approach across
disciplines for the integration of reflective, learn to learn experiences of using
information, which are modelled consistently. They show that teachers had transformed
their views about ILE such that they saw it as a problem of teacher practice. Further, that
a coherent whole school approach was required for effective teaching of information use.

5.4.2.3. Partial application for curriculum design

While there was mostly positive commentary in reflection on actions which used Informed
Learning for curriculum design, there was opinion that its value lay in partial application rather
than forcing its use across the school. Some saw only some parts as relevant, for example:
there are valuable things in it … one of the things I liked about it is that it doesn’t
privilege any one type of learning or of information use, that it goes through and it
says, look there are all these different ways of doing it … that are appropriate
according to different disciplines, different contexts, different things you’re trying
to achieve. So, I think it’s very good in that way, that sort of pluralism. (10.03)
With the Six Frames and the Seven Faces … that may be not very practical in the
second language … but as I said we can adapt some of the points into our practice
but probably not the whole lot from each aspect. (IB.09)
And others said that while they saw its value for use across a whole school, it was more useful
for upper levels, seen in these comments:
if the school were to commit to this and develop something that we could adopt as
a whole school sort of approach I think this would be incredibly, incredibly
valuable … but … it seemed to me, particularly once we got into the sort of Seven
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Faces and things like that, it probably steps a little bit outside maybe the context
of school and more into that sort of upper level. Maybe upper level secondary and
certainly tertiary thinking and learning and part of the learning community.
(IB.07)
there are aspects of it, but … I think with mathematics we’re still at that sort of
building and we haven’t quite got to that global sense of using the skills. We’re
getting there … perhaps at the upper end, at year 12, students start to see the link
between what they do in one subject area connecting with another subject area.
(IB.08)
One teacher said that although some in the case group did not see the relevance of some aspects
for their subject, such as the Frame of Social Impact, she disagreed:
surely in all of our subjects that’s there, because otherwise if we’re not expecting
our students to be able to take what we do in the classroom to beyond the
classroom, well … what on earth is the point of me standing in front of them asking
them to read these books if I'm not expecting them to then to take this information
and knowledge and understanding and awareness and go into the outside world
and do something with it. (IB.01)
Others saw Informed Learning’s value but considered it difficult to implement in schools which
had undergone many curriculum changes, seen in this comment:
there is certainly some parts of the model that would be valuable … we do need to
look at students and their use of information in the coming years in a different way.
I think we do need to make them more, social-based people, more global, more
rounded and I think some of the parts of the model would work very well in
developing our kids that way. But on the other hand, if you said to the staff, “we’re
redesigning the curriculum again”, can you imagine their reaction? (10.07)
Another suggested that rather than redesigning curriculum, introduction as an optional
pedagogy for practice would be more likely to succeed:
you would be … almost pushing that barrow uphill … I don’t know how many
configurations of curriculum design we’ve gone through. And … it would be easier
to go the other way around … instead of looking at it from curriculum design per
se, that we get that sort of … teaching practice approach … more as a pedagogy
than as a curriculum design angle. (IB.01)
These comments reflect a theme of preferring partial application of Informed Learning or
use as an optional pedagogy rather than as a mandated structure. Although they saw its
value and could detail how it might be used for broader curriculum design, some teachers saw
it as something to be used where and when teachers saw the need.
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In summary, Section 5.4.2 shows that when teachers looked back at their actions trialling use
of Informed Learning, their responses indicated they saw that Informed Learning provided
a valid and useful model for curriculum design to incorporate information literacy
learning theory. Some could see how it might be applied across the curriculum, while
others thought that they would use some of Informed Learning’s ideas rather than all
aspects, and that they would not ask teachers to totally redesign their curricula, especially
considering pressures on teachers of frequent curriculum change and a results-driven
environment. However, there were reservations about aspects of Informed Learning itself,
particularly the terminology used in the readings, and some participants saw that as a barrier to
its usefulness for curriculum design. This issue is further explored and addressed in Section
5.5.

5.4.3. Informed Learning for Discipline Practices

Teachers reflected about whether as a result of their investigative actions they personally had
integrated any of the Informed Learning strategies into their discipline practices and whether
they saw them as relevant for their own future practice. Their comments revealed themes of
introducing students to discipline information mastery; strategies to deal with changes in the
learning environment; and their intended use of Informed Learning as a model and checklist.

5.4.3.1. Introducing students to discipline information mastery

When discussing the new strategies they were using, teachers described Informed Learning as
an approach that brought higher order thinking into teaching discipline information mastery,
referring to new strategies for broader and more reflective student information use practices,
and to those which helped students think and use information like discipline experts. Some said
they were seeing broader and more reflective practices by students, seen in these comments:
I’ve already started! I’m doing … a geography elective next year … eco-tourism
and medical tourism. So, we’re going to look at the social and ethical implications,
environmental implications, rather than just straightforward “why we’re all
travelling and where do people go to and we do a bit of that” but the impacts on
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the developing world of tourism. I’ve changed the whole focus to make the kids
think about the impact. (10.07)
the lenses were interesting … putting students in different roles before they look at
the information, and then changing those roles … So, one day you’re the person
living next to the nuclear energy plant, and another day you’re a nuclear energy
activist, like fighting against it, and having them interact and changing roles. (8.01)
The idea of encouraging students to think and use information like discipline experts was
attractive to many participants. Some gained inspiration from others, such as the teacher
librarian who referred to another member of the Year 10 case group who reported saying to her
class ‘Now as geographers you are doing this and that’ (10.07). She thought such an approach
would work well in a history class to encourage the students to consider how historians use
information and behave as historians themselves:
So not saying “find some books on this topic” but saying “find out what other
historians” - implying you, the historians – “have thought about this … what
they’ve written; or you listen to their audio podcast or whatever” … That was …
something I thought could perhaps reinforce the notion … [about] what we’re
trying to teach them: some of their information skills will apply if they go on to
tertiary study. (10.04)
Others used online sources for the first time to provide experiences of engagement with higher
level discipline material in the way of discipline experts. An example of this was the teacher
who was “surprised” and “excited” about “how much data is available on the Internet”
because:
it means that I can get my students to really function as scientists in their own right.
So, this year my year 11’s have started off doing a project that an ordinary scientist
might do … they can get to see what it's like to be a real scientist and how they can
function independently in a scientific context. (10.02)
This reinforces both the notion of seeing the affordances in ICT use as well as the presence of
ICTs in most discipline information use experiences.
Teachers’ comments about their actions indicated that Informed Learning had shown ways
to incorporate higher order thinking into students’ discipline information mastery
experiences.

They saw it offered ways to introduce broader and more reflective

information strategies so their students might think and use information like discipline
experts. In their reflections can be seen inherent reference to the Frames of Social Impact,
Personal Relevance and Relational for integration of practices which would lead students to
experiences of the Faces of Extension and Wisdom. These comments also demonstrated ways
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that teachers in the ILARC Project saw the affordances of ICTs to enable students to
experience use of information for higher order discipline learning as well as demonstrating
the usefulness of group learning in professional development to bring about changes in
ILE practice.

5.4.3.2. ICTs in information strategies for a changed learning environment

Teachers reflected about the new information strategies they had taken into their own practices
or would use in future as a result of investigating Informed Learning. They referred mostly to
using ICTs to meet the challenges of a changing learning environment, and to new ways of
working.
Many mentioned the affordances of ICTs for new teaching and learning strategies. For the
most part, their comments affirmed Informed Learning’s Seven Faces emphasis on the presence
of ICTs in most 21st century learning experiences, and the need for schools to attend carefully
to the way they are used, seen in this example from a teacher librarian:
a lot of the issues that were raised in this in terms of the technologies and the
relationship to the technologies is going to be hugely important in the future and I
think there are going to be critical decisions made, critical mistakes made or
critically good decisions made and it’s going to be easy to miss the boat I think.
(10.04)
There were frequent references to ways that online sources could make the learning
environment more engaging and interesting for the students, seen in these comments:
it's been good for this subject to be able to give the students the opportunity to get
information about writing from sources other than from me … I'm wanting to do a
mix, to make it more of an interesting learning environment … for it to be more
student-centred, being able to give them back their learning. (8.07)
it’s opened up my mind to sort of just being more aware, trying different things …
the Internet or YouTube or … saying to students “you can go online … don’t just
stick to what I tell you, you can go beyond this”. (IB.08)
in terms of … information management and the resources online, I think I have
learnt more … that was really valuable … I was really pleased. (10.03)
I was trying to look at information differently, so looking past the textbook … The
text book is fine, but there’s so much more on offer now … and this year it’s
changed, I think because of the initiatives that prompted me with this project …
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because of ideas of looking through a lens and taking … a little bit longer to
actually get them thinking about … the information (8.01)
But alongside that they also felt they needed to ensure students reflected about the sources they
used, for example, a teacher librarian said, “to not to just explain what they’ve found out but
why they felt that information was useful.” (8.07) And an English teacher explained that,
the thing that I was getting out of this project the most was I can see that the
information is there, and they’re going to just do a Google search and click. …
how can we ensure that they’re actually validating the information and seeing it
for what it is? And then how are they looking for it, what takes them to it, what’s
the Google search actually going to be and then how are they going to use it? So,
they’re the skills we need to teach … “that’s what makes you smart, your ability to
be able to process the information, not remember it”. (8.04)
They saw discipline learning affordances in ICT online learning tools and felt they offered new
ways for students to express themselves, seen in this comment:
Probably the main new knowledge I’ve learned is the value of an anonymous blog
… a lot of what I discuss … peer group dynamics in the classroom would sort of
render a contrary view as almost mute and so this project has reminded me there’s
got to be other ways to allow people to articulate their thoughts without fear of
recrimination. (8.03)
Teachers felt it was important for them to learn about the ICTs being used by students,
but they also saw the affordances of their use in strategies to engage and extend student
learning, seen in these comments:
I'm an absolute ICT convert as the result of it … because I see how important the
tool is for students regardless of the educational benefits or otherwise. It's a tool
that our student have to engage with and therefore we are obligated to engage with
it. At the same time though I think it's really quite exciting what you can do … I'm
quite keen to … get the students involved in doing things that they would find
interesting. (10.02)
what we still haven't even vaguely begun to tap is the personalising of learning that
can happen … web quests I think could be potentially a very, very, very good way
of getting them to think about … what they’re like as a learner and how they like
to learn, and what they find most effective … it's that wanting to learn I think more
than anything and part of that might just be, particularly year 8 and 9, “I don't
want to learn anything that anyone’s telling me to learn”, but if you can make it
interesting enough they will because they'll be engaged before they've realised
what's happening.(IB.06)
Reference to affordances of ICTs to provide previously unavailable strategies for teaching and
learning can be seen in this reflection by a teacher who said she would use online sources to
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help students gain background and contextual knowledge about topics in their own first
language before tackling it in second language:
usually the teachers will provide (the resources). But I’m thinking that we still can
do something, let the students research beforehand … I’d say, “this is the topic,
now you’re going to … search on the net, even in English, it doesn’t have to be in
Chinese”, because in Chinese they cannot read it because of the limit of their vocab
… And at least they have that information collected when they come into this topic,
and I think it’s much easier for them to understand … it is learning to search the
web and when they do have some questions they bring them into the class. So, it’s
in another way, it’s interesting and I think students would like that very much.
(IB.09)
Others referred to adopting new strategies involving different ways of working, seen in this
comment from a teacher who was adapting his current teaching material to incorporate
Informed Learning ideas:
I’m still refining the extent to which it provides students with the steps along the
way to an outcome. And that can be acquiring information from a prompting piece
at the start, or give them a couple of sources they can go to and then say they need
to find others; whether you break down the research task into paragraph responses
rather than the whole essay - those sorts of things … there probably isn’t one
approach so much as you need to give different parts of that at different times.
(10.01)
And another had decided to bring the information expertise of teacher librarians into team
teaching for improved IB extended essay outcomes:
at the start of the process … the librarian, myself and the supervisor all interacting
with the students – I think that would enhance the whole process and what I think
would happen there is you actually teach the skills more specifically to the students
… but you’re also getting them to apply them with the help of a supervisor (IB.04)
Teacher reflections about new strategies they had taken on or were considering for future
use as a result of their ILARC actions demonstrated excitement about the ways
affordances of ICTs can be used for information use to enhance discipline learning.
They had trialled new strategies including online information sources to engage and
extend student discipline learning and used ICT tools for evaluative and reflective
information use.

Teachers said they were developing new ways of working to

integrate information use expertise into discipline learning, including involvement
of teacher librarians in discipline teaching teams.
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5.4.3.3. Model and checklist for integration of Informed Learning strategies

When teachers reflected about use of Informed Learning in their current and future practices,
they often referred to it as affirming strategies they already used, as well as being a model or a
checklist of learning and experiences which should be incorporated, and which they could use
as a reference point.
Many felt that Informed Learning provided affirmation of practices they already had in place,
seen in these comments:
it was more affirming than new … it was a formalisation and making explicit things
that good teachers would do implicitly anyway. (8.04)
confirmation of what I was already doing. I really didn’t expect that, and it took
me a long time to actually get my head around that and go, okay I think this is just
another approach and a different terminology and a different structure to a lot of
things that I'm already doing. (IB.01)
there are things throughout all my subjects that I can apply - Frames, Faces or
whatever … overall it was an awareness of what we’re doing in the classroom, a
bit of a check and balance. (10.05)
some of the things that I read – ‘I’m already doing this’… but what it was
promoting is something that I’ve embraced. I think I am a better equipped teacher.
I have been exposed to concepts that I had informal awareness of and they’re now
in a more formal structured way. (8.03)
When we started … I thought “I have no idea what these people are talking about”.
But when it was broken down, I thought, “wow, we do this, as teachers we do this
all the time”. The way it was written was just naming it and putting it into blocks.
But when you actually analysed it, we do it, but we don’t know we do it. (10.07)
what it did was to reinforce a lot of where I had already sort of got to in my thinking
and I think that was probably the really useful experience. (IB.04)
Some saw it as providing a model and checklist for them to apply to their practices in future,
for example:
In terms of changing my teaching … I think that it gives you something … to hang
on to and refer to and certainly it has guided the direction that I've gone. (10.02)
Learning is far more valid, and this is a way of organising your subject matter and
the teaching of that subject matter. (8.08)
using the different Faces or frameworks and by modifying if you like, assessment
or what we’re aiming at … not just ticked off but incorporated … having those
different models to go back and look at. (8.08)
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what I would do is go back to the Faces and the Frames and look a little bit more
closely. Because I thought some of those were actually very good in terms of …
articulating things that I think many of us probably already do. (IB.01)
I have been trying to be more aware of the different types of information used, so
that when I’m designing classroom activities that we’re using a variety of them in
different sorts of ways (10.03)
before when we’d design our programs and curriculums, we always involved
aspects of this, but this one is more detailed, more systematically telling you which
way to go … That’s why I said it will be helpful for me to design my own courses
… and later on if I want to do some updates, I might add a bit more the ideas from
this Six Frames and those Seven Faces. … I found from the theories I think in this
way as well (IB.09)
These comments represent descriptions about the usefulness of Informed Learning as being
an affirmation of many approaches participants were already implementing; as a model
to follow for designing experiences of drawing student attention to particular Frames and
Faces; and a checklist to ensure they were covering all the required aspects of good
information practice in their teaching.
Comments in this section show that teachers saw Informed Learning as a workable
approach to use in changing their practices to integrate use of information for discipline
learning and could articulate the different ways its ideas and constructs were applied in
different learning contexts. References to it as being a model and a checklist demonstrated
that it offers a new approach to integration of information literacy learning theory into
practice – beyond previous models which limited ILE to sets of skills or processes to be
applied in research tasks. It demonstrates the way Informed Learning PAR transformed
teacher views such that they saw it as a problem for their own practices and that Informed
Learning provided a framework to help address this problem

Section 5.3.4 showed that teacher reflections arising from their experiences of trialling
Informed Learning in actions throughout the year referred to Informed Learning strategies they
were using or intended to use. This demonstrates that teachers saw that Informed Learning
can be incorporated into their practices for ILE. Their reflections show that Informed
Learning constructs can be used to help students develop discipline information mastery
and to meet changes in the learning environment.

References to new views about

information use show that teachers saw opportunities for using Informed Learning
strategies and ICT affordances to engage and extend students’ discipline learning. They
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also referred ways that Informed Learning ideas can help teachers meet the challenges of
how to best to manage access to unfiltered information sources. Teacher comments
referred to Informed Learning providing a model and checklist to guide integration of ILE
into discipline learning. Some expressed reservations about using Informed Learning in
its entirety, frequently referencing aspects of its constructs and how they impeded its
usefulness. This point is addressed further in 5.4.5.

5.4.4. Informed Learning Experiences for Student Information Literacy

At the completion of the ILARC Project, teachers took time to reflect on the student experience
of curriculum which incorporated Informed Learning ideas. They indicated that they felt
students in the 21st century operated in a very different environment to that experienced by
teachers themselves. They mainly referred to three factors: that 21st century students need new
information strategies; that Informed Learning provides approaches for better 21st information
strategies; and that teachers needed to adapt to their changed roles in the new information
environment.
Participants were clear that the 21st century required new strategies for using information
wisely, and that the students, having grown up in that context, would be operating differently
to ways teachers had when young, seen in this comment from a geography teacher:
the students that are going into this 21st century are going to be very different …
… you know we would go read a book or read a newspaper and really without
technology, there wasn’t a lot we could do, but they’re actually connected,
everything they do is connected, everything they do has an implication, whether
it’s good or bad, you know, Internet banking, financial, marketing, shares. You
know, they’re tagged, all of these kids are tagged, we’re tagged now. (10.07)
They saw Informed Learning as providing students with strategies to deal with this changed
information environment, for example:
Informed Learning is what we aspire to incorporate into our teaching and
education of students … because it opens doors to information … how you go about
accessing useful information whether it's for a geography task or whether it's
because you want to travel somewhere … you're actually looking at what is a useful
way and what's an appropriate way and what's going to be a really effective way
of getting the information that you want, or getting the ideas that you want to
further explore. (8.08)
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it’s not just a matter of what they learn, it’s how they learn and it’s how they reflect
and understand what they’ve learnt and it’s the same with breaking that
information down into those Faces … I think it is vital that the kids see that there
are different ways to be with information. And even if they don’t sit there every day
and go, oh this is in this slot, this is in this slot, they just know in their minds that
this has a social implication or this has whatever … they’d be more aware of what’s
happening with information. (10.07)
These experiences were described as being empowering for students, seen in these comments:
students come with that inbuilt feeling of reviewing everything with some
scepticism, and I guess the Frames give you a structure that you might do that
within … because we’re in the information age … not only teaching about content
[but] teaching about the skills to help access the correct content - we have to have
those skills in place. … as Erica McWilliams says, “knowing what to do when you
don’t know what to do”, knowing how to approach information. You can get it,
but how do you approach it, what’s the most efficient way and worthwhile way to
approach it? (8.01)
it empowers students to have … the skill of actually finding useful information. And
being clear about why they find it useful is probably the key thought transferred
across everything they do. (8.08)
There was discussion about the emergence of a new role for teachers, in which rather than
being the providers of the information used to learn discipline content, their responsibility was
to assist students develop the individual repertoires of information strategies required for an
unmediated access to information. For example, the two teacher librarians said:
I believe in using information to learn, because I think that it promotes
independence, it promotes a can-do type of attitude and it's more about … teachers
being in partnership with students rather than the guru … more guides or mentors.
(8.07)
I came into this very specifically trying to find ways of taking the learning away
from me and placing it on the shoulders of students in my classes. And baby steps:
I’ve made a start and hopefully can continue. (10.07)
And an English teacher commented that:
we’re no longer the arbiters of information, “Here we go I will now grant you some
more information as I see fit”. These kids have access to all this information, and
it’s about being able to come to this information with a critical eye. (8.04)
Overall, teachers were clear that students would be better learners if Informed Learning became
part of their education, because they would be equipped with the meta-language and
understanding about ways information could be used, for example:
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they would have a heightened awareness of how information is put together and
also to, responses to information … these things - the Six Frames and Seven Faces
- really are about the meta language that goes with understanding what it is you
are doing. And if your teacher understands that … then you understand more what
you're doing with your learning … your learning can only be enhanced. (8.06)
one of the good things about the skills … they’re transferable across all the
different areas … you might teach them specifically whatever your subject matter
is, but the analytical skills, they’re bringing it to an economic piece, like a reporting
on the budget by so and so, and by someone else, you know two different viewpoints
… and … in French to show them what the French president was saying and then
what his opponent was saying in a debate … like it’s the same sort of thing really.
(IB.06)
any student who understands that there is application beyond this room, this
moment, this time for what I'm doing, is going to be better off. I mean surely the
knowledge and the understanding of: “I can take this and do it, go here, here and
here, oh right” - well that just opens up a whole new world. (IB.01)
those Frames move well beyond just the content and I think what’s important with
that in terms of the competence, the learning to learn and so on is also the social
impact and that relational aspect … and the problem is … that information
knowledge is seen as just one little component but it’s far broader … and that’s I
think one of the big benefits of the information of learning approach with its
Frames (IB.04)
A teacher librarian said, “they would be because it shows the teacher has reflected on
what’s involved in the research process.” (10.04)
These comments represent teacher reflections across case groups that students would be
better equipped as 21st century information users as a result of being taught by teachers
who demonstrated the choice of Frames through which to view information use in a
subject (Six Frames), and as a result of experiencing the different aspects of information
use in learning with information (Seven Faces). They referred to student experiences of
Informed Learning strategies as being empowering ways to develop competencies for the
new environment, that they enabled greater responsibility to be taken on by students, and
of equipping students with a meta-language and understanding about using information.

In summary, Section 5.4.4 presented teacher reflections on action which referred to the
importance of ILE to enable students to be better 21st century learners and that students who
had experienced discipline learning which had incorporated Six Frames and Seven Faces
of Informed Learning would have better information strategies.
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5.4.5. Barriers to Use of Informed Learning

This section presents findings emerging from a common trend running through the previous
four sections: teacher perceptions about aspects of Informed Learning constructs which they
felt would put barriers in the way of its use in secondary schools. These mostly involved
difficulties in understanding some of the theories and terminology and were evident in initial
interviews and early meetings. Teachers had opportunity at the end of the Project to revisit
their earlier impressions and reflect about the whole Informed Learning approach and its future
use in secondary schools, giving rise to the themes of barriers to understanding, to broader use
for curriculum design, and to integration into discipline practice.

5.4.5.1. Barriers to understanding

There were trends in comments about the way the structure and terminology of Informed
Learning had presented barriers to understanding early in the Project. Teachers referred to
disliking the style of the readings and initial difficulties with the terminology, and they
questioned its relevance for secondary schools.
For some, the style of the readings meant that it seemed to take a long time for the ideas to
become apparent, seen in these comments:
the book really took five chapters to say what could have been said really in a
couple of pages. I don’t know why it took that long to build up the ideas. I felt that
it was a huge amount of unnecessary jargon so that the idea of the Faces of
millennium was just really confused with the Six Frames. Like they were just the
same thing, but you seemed to think they were different. (10.03)
At the start I thought, I don’t understand what this is getting at. I thought the term
‘information learning’ was more complicated than it was and I’m thinking perhaps
I’m missing something here? But it wasn’t, it was what it seemed to be. So, I think
in the beginning it took me quite a while to understand what it was about. So once
we started to get into the grids and Faces and – it started to click, but it just seemed
a long way to get there … but once I started to be able to say, okay, yes I do this
and I don’t do this, it started to make more sense to me. (10.07)
I sort of saw at the end of it what it was all about but didn’t understand through
the process … Obviously I picked up on aspects of discussion reading but couldn’t
see the big picture. So, it was interesting to go back over and see the five readings
and how it all fitted in together. And if I had known that before I started it, it might
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have made a lot more sense during the sessions. Because I couldn’t see where I
was going with it. (10.05)
But very often after identifying barriers to understanding, participants then said they found the
ideas new and relevant.

For example, a teacher said the language in the book made

understanding difficult:
there’s a barrier in it, and that has to do with the language in the text we were
reading … it was needlessly obscure and very hard to visualise … It was extremely
abstract, and I don’t think it was particularly effective writing. So, as an English
teacher, I felt deeply critical of that. (10.03)
But then he proceeded to explain that he found the Informed Learning’s ideas to be:
interesting and worthwhile … the different classifications of the things that we do
with information and the ways in which we use information to transform, to back
up, the whole idea of retrieval and storage and all of that, that was really, really
good. So yes, it can be used, but it did seem to me that it needs to be seriously
rephrased. When you rephrased things in documents, I found to be a lot more
accessible and easier to follow. (10.03)
Another described it as being unnecessarily complicated:
I just found the Frames and Faces to be complicated, hard to engage with and I
didn’t feel as though in our discussions that others were sort of able to guide me to
get a clearer appreciation of this value. That’s where I got a bit caught out and I
wonder whether it’s overly complicated … some of the distinctions that have been
drawn between Faces or Frames to me were artificial or unnecessary so that the
examples provided weren’t that different to other ones. (10.01)
However, despite those barriers, he said that “you ended up with a clear sense of this is
something which you could do”. (10.01)
And another who said that Informed Learning was a difficult concept to understand: “the
hardest thing was actually to define Informed Learning; what exactly is the concept?” (IB.04)
then found it made sense when rephrased: “I’ve taken that to be this idea of how a learner
interacts with his learning environment, essentially to do with accessing information and once
I had sort of got a handle on that it made a lot more sense.” (IB.04)
One teacher felt that the model had no real application or relevance for her discipline area:
For me being in the maths study area, I found myself with the readings and also
with the discussion trying to find where I fitted into it all and where my
methodology really would benefit from it. And I have to admit that I did struggle,
whether it was my limitation with the readings or … being stuck in my ways maybe
and not seeing ways about applying it to the maths classroom at the level that I was
teaching. (IB.08)
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An IB teacher commented on the criticisms from others about Informed Learning readings.
She said it seemed to her to be:
an unwillingness to actually nut it through … You know the only one that I could
really sympathise with were the Maths people, because I really struggled myself to
think, you know, how would that work? But … I'm thinking with history, like, “hello
it just doesn’t make sense that you would attempt to teach a topic in history without
it”, so yes, I found that really interesting as well. (IB.01)
Reflective comments showed that initial barriers to understanding Informed Learning
referred to the style of the readings, concerns about its relevance and its new and complex
terminology. These barriers to understanding were largely overcome once participants
had time to incorporate the new ideas into their own discipline and practice frameworks.
Informed Learning’s constructs provided a framework and terminology to articulate
concerns about barriers to understanding and to express greater awareness about the
relationships between information and learning that existed in their disciplines.

5.4.5.2. Barriers to broader use for curriculum design

Teacher reflections at the end of the ILARC Project indicated that some still felt that overall
the structure and language of the Informed Learning readings would make it difficult to use for
broader curriculum design in secondary schools. Additionally, some teachers at senior levels
referred to the time pressures of a results-driven curriculum as creating a barrier to its use, and
while this factor was external to Informed Learning it was still seen as causing a problem.
Reflections about terminology of Informed Learning being a barrier to its usefulness for
curriculum design were expressed in terms of the view that if the ILARC Project participants
“struggled with the reading” (IB.01) and found it “unnecessarily dry and convoluted” (10.05),
then others would too: “if people can’t actually access it easily and digest it I think you’ve got
a problem” (10.05).

One teacher librarian was of the opinion that it was unsuitable for

secondary school use:
I didn’t find the reading very engaging … it was overly complicated and wordy …
I didn’t find it inspiring … I don't think it's suitable for secondary teachers … the
language needs to be more user friendly … particularly for a middle school setting.
(8.07)
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Although some saw its value for partial integration, they still felt its language and the way it
was presented would present barriers to its broader use for curriculum design:
provided the teacher wasn’t setting out to demonstrate all of them … perhaps
taking the strengths of one and some of the components of another for a particular
exercise, activity or demonstration would make sense but I think to start using a
language of the Frames and the Faces is probably just going to confuse and I guess
unless you get a lot more clarity about it then it would produce unnecessary noise
… I’m not a great fan of the Six Frames and Seven Faces. (10.01)
I felt like we were going on a merry-go-round there for a fair while … Maybe the
first two handouts on the steps and the Faces, were a bit clearer, but I found that
last handout … was just very difficult to read, very abstract. So, in terms of running
another course with it, I’m not sure about the chapters and the reading material
you gave us … [perhaps] selecting the parts that are relevant that we could get our
teeth into. (10.05)
it’s over categorised, it’s over analysed, I wouldn’t want to use it as a model for
curriculum design. (10.03)
Others saw the demands of results-driven curriculum as providing the main barrier to
introduction of processes which, while valuable, took time away from purely content learning.
The pressure this created was explored in earlier sections above, and the continuing concerns
about this aspect were still present in reflections on action, seen in this comment:
We talk the talk about educating the whole student and all the rest of it, but when
it comes down to it we want x many percent of our students to get enter scores of
x, and that is absolutely in conflict with the notion of educating the whole student
and making them aware that there is a relevance beyond the classroom of what
you're doing. (IB.01)
Themes in teacher reflections about use of Informed Learning for more extensive
curriculum design included negative comments about the barriers created by its
terminology and structure. Other teachers saw that its usefulness was limited by learning
environments which placed pressure on teachers to produce high results in external
assessments rather than development of the holistic learning strategies present in
pedagogies such as Informed Learning.

5.4.5.3. Barriers to integration into discipline practice

As detailed in findings above, when teachers reflected on their use of Informed Learning in
actions, they nominated structure and terminology as providing the most significant barriers to
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being able to take it to discipline teams for implementation. Similar themes arose in reflections
about taking on Informed Learning strategies in their own current or future practices. Three
areas were common, involving the context and language of the readings from the Informed
Learning book, and the complexity of its constructs.
The readings presented Informed Learning’s ideas in the context of a tertiary institution, using
a narrative structure to provide an example of how they might be learned and applied by
university educators to enhance discipline learning. For a small number of ILARC Project
participants, this did not translate well to their secondary context, seen in these comments:
This is for older students … it doesn’t apply to me at all … and who and what I'm
teaching. (8.05)
It was written for older students and I think sometimes that was the struggle.
(10.05)
Sometimes the papers were aimed at University students, so it wasn't quite relevant.
(8.04)
More a … thing for students at university. (10.05)
Some participants felt the structure and style of the book created a barrier. Comments
from people who felt the book took too long to get its ideas across are presented above,
and the following comments represent barriers experienced by participants who felt the
book was too complicated:
I didn't like the book at all … but I did find the ideas interesting. (10.02
the readings were hard. (8.03)
A little bit challenging on occasion- sometimes I didn’t see the point for my subject.
(IB.02)
I would not choose to go and read the rest of the book. It may well be in a year or two
that in fact there are things in there that I didn’t get the first time … I just find it too
complicated. (10.01)
Concerns about the complexity of the book extended to references about complexity of
the language and terminology used and how that might be resolved, seen in these
comments:
I enjoy the readings. Sometimes I got bogged down in the terminology and perhaps
a glossary of terms might have been helpful because often I would do a reading,
the “busyness” of life would take over and … I would have to go back and re-look
at things just to clarify in my own mind. (8.03)
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The terminology, I have to be honest, confused me because it’s not everyday
language … I reckon you could reword them to make them more applicable to a
busy teacher who wants to engage with their students and doesn’t quite know how.
(10.03)
I have struggled with the reading … just trying to get my head around it when I've
been working in this field for 10 years … I've found the language really challenging
… So I guess I would be wanting to talk to staff, about the things that we have
discussed, but not necessarily the same idea of the Faces and the Frames … in
terms of getting them onside, I would use much more straight forward, easy to
understand language. (8.07)
Maybe if it was a primer with all different ways of looking at why it would be that
you in fact want to engage with the information and then the different ways that it
should happen. It might be a useful exercise to go through just to remind you of
different ways you can approach things but … it seemed to me that it was
categorising things in a way that was less than helpful. (10.01)
These comments represent reflections where there was reference to the barriers impacting
negatively on integration of Informed Learning into their own discipline practices currently or
in the future.
Some teachers found it difficult to relate to the tertiary context of the Informed Learning
readings; the language and terminology of the readings were found to be difficult to
understand; and Informed Learning constructs were seen as too complex.

Ways to

overcome barriers to use of Informed Learning included restating its constructs with a
context and language more relevant and accessible to a secondary school.
In summary, Section 5.4.5 shows that teacher reflections about use of Informed Learning
revealed that difficulties with its ideas and terminology encountered by some teachers
through the course of the Project were seen as likely to cause barriers to its use in
secondary schools.
Some of these difficulties can be explained as being a normal part of learning new concepts
and dealing with new terminology. However, the teachers in the Project were experienced
secondary school teachers used to taking on many new pedagogies into their practices and
constantly re-designing curriculum, so their concerns are relevant. Despite that, teacher
comments showed that use of Informed Learning had changed their views of using
information for discipline learning. Further, their comments illustrated the way Informed
Learning provides different approaches to gaining and expressing self-awareness about
discipline information practices. This demonstrates the transformation which had occurred
in which they took on ILE as being a problem of their own practice. It was the means by which
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that problem might be resolved which gave rise to their concerns about Informed Learning.
Overall, there was strong approval for Informed Learning’s ideas and the need for
teachers to incorporate ILE theory into their practices, and they suggested that Informed
Learning would be useful for secondary schools if rephrased with clearer terminology
and couched in a non-tertiary context.

5.4.6. Summary of 5.4 Reflection on Action

This set of findings is the fourth in the chapter related to findings about ways that teachers in
the ILARC Project ‘got’ Informed Learning. The first three presented themes to emerge when
teachers shared their reflections about changes in their views and practices as they applied the
ideas of Informed Learning in cycles of action research, revealing aspects of the ways they
‘got’ Informed Learning. Their reflections were made while they were in action, demonstrating
the practice of the reflective practitioner described by Schon (1983). This fourth section
presented reflections on action – where teachers were provided with time in the ILARC Project
to review the learning which arose while they were in action and to consider the larger question
of whether Informed Learning was suitable for use by secondary teachers to integrate ILE
theory into discipline learning.
These findings show that teachers developed new insights about using information for
discipline learning, demonstrating changed understandings about the relationship
between information use and learning.

They showed greater appreciation of the

affordances offered by ICTs for improved use of information to learn discipline content,
and a broader view of strategies to incorporate expert information strategies within and
across discipline learning. Participants in the ILARC Project saw Informed Learning as
being valid and useful for curriculum design, with some seeing it as offering possibilities
for a whole school approach to ILE. Others, however, suggested a partial and nonmandatory use of Informed Learning was more likely to be achievable, possibly as one of
a number of pedagogies suited to the purpose.
Comments about current and future use showed that teachers were enthusiastic about the
ways they were already incorporating Informed Learning strategies into their own
discipline practices and said they would use them in future. They referred to using them to
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introduce students to discipline information mastery and to equip them with expertise to be
better learners in the 21st century.
Barriers to use of Informed Learning mostly related to difficulties to understanding its
ideas caused by style and complexity of the terminology involved. However, it can be seen
that its use enabled teachers to articulate their concerns about barriers to its use and they
suggested changes to make it more relevant to secondary teachers. Overall, this shows
that there was a transformation of views in which the teachers saw both the problem of
ILE and its resolution as lying in their own practice areas. Teachers saw cohesive and
consistent integration of information literacy as their responsibility and that Informed
Learning offered a solution, albeit with changes to suit their practice context.
This set of reflective findings is consistent with theories of praxis involved in information
literacy (Section 2.2.2) and teacher professional development (Section 2.3) and with the
underlying praxis of the PAR methodology (Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.4) used for the study. They
show that teachers using Informed Learning can bring an ever reflexive and iterative process
of attentive use of information for discipline learning to provide student experiences of
variation and relatedness in developing information strategies for 21st century learning.

5.5.

Summary of Findings about ‘Getting’ Informed Learning

Findings presented in this chapter show how Informed Learning was used successfully in this
study to transform teachers’ practices, answering the main research question: How might
Informed Learning concepts provide a bridge between information literacy theory and practice
in a blended learning environment?
Together with the first group of findings presented in Chapter Four, these findings demonstrate
that teacher professional development which uses PAR for reflexive application of the ideas of
Informed Learning can bring about new views of ILE such that they are seen as a problem of
teacher practice. In so doing, these findings offer a long-sought solution to a problem which
has existed throughout the history of ILE: how might ILE be integrated into teacher practice?
Four main sections were used to show how use of Informed Learning enabled teachers in the
ILARC Project to transform their views of ILE. The first three presented findings arising from
teacher discussions while they were in action. The last presents reflections made on actions.
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•

Section 5.1 presented findings about ‘awareness’ of Informed Learning ideas: the ways
that teachers across the case groups gained an explicit awareness of information use in
their own particular disciplines and experiences, and considered how that might impact
on their views of information use and how those views in turn might influence their
curriculum design.

•

Section 5.2 presented findings about ‘application’ of Informed Learning ideas: the ways
that, as participants’ understanding grew, as they ‘got’ Informed Learning, they
undertook appreciative inquiry of where in their own discipline and teaching practice
the Informed Learning ideas might already exist, and also to query how students
experienced the discipline information use activities they designed.

•

Section 5.3 presented findings about ‘transfer’ into practice of Informed Learning ideas:
the ways in which teachers across the cases transferred their understandings to design
of new curriculum which deliberately incorporated Informed Learning understandings.
It provided examples of teachers themselves operating in a relational frame (Sixth
Frame), wherein they used their information use wisdom (Seventh Face) to explicitly
choose specific approaches to information use and bring attention to the way different
elements were combined in various experiences. In this they demonstrated their own
incorporation of its ideas as well as building discipline learning activities to enable
students to do the same.

•

Section 5.4 presented findings arising from teachers’ reflections about their Informed
Learning actions: the ways that teachers took the opportunity provided in the Project to
reflect about their experiences of integrating Informed Learning theory into discipline
practice, with a view to future actions using its approaches.

In summary Chapters Four and Five show the successful transformation brought to teacher
views by using the reflective cycles of PAR in a study which investigated whether the ideas of
Informed Learning might bridge the gap between information literacy theory and practice.
Across the case groups, teachers developed the view that ILE was a problem for teacher
practice, and they took on responsibility for discovering how they might resolve that problem
by integrating expert information practices into discipline learning.
In the ILARC Project, case groups of teachers undertook actions in which they examined
information use within the contexts of their own experiences and considered how that might
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influence the views brought to curriculum design. They looked for ways they already included
information use as part of discipline learning in their practices and considered the student
perspective and experience of using information for discipline learning. They then transferred
that knowledge to creation of new curriculum which incorporated learning about information
use as part of discipline learning. Finally, the teachers reflected on their actions to make
recommendations about ways to overcome the problem of teaching information strategies
within their own practices. They particularly referred to ways that Informed Learning might
resolve that problem and reflected about its advantages and disadvantages for adoption as a
cohesive approach across a secondary school.
Throughout the process they shared with fellow case group members their plans for actions to
investigate and apply Informed Learning’s ideas within their own practices and reported the
results to the group. The findings show the processes of PAR and Informed Learning enabled
co-construction of common understandings in each interdisciplinary group about the
relationship between information use and learning both within and across discipline contexts.
In all three case groups, these shared discussions produced views that common approaches
were required to ensure that students experienced consistency in use of information and ICTs
across the curriculum for development of their own individual repertoires of information
strategies for future learning. Furthermore, the participants indicated that for those common
approaches to exist, a cohesive whole school process would be required, including time and
resources for ongoing professional development. They referred to their own experiences of
using PAR and Informed Learning in the ILARC Project as a successful way to achieve that
outcome.
These two sets of findings demonstrate that Informed Learning PAR can be used for
professional development to transform teacher understandings about information use which
they can then apply to their practices. It shows how reflective application of the ideas of
Informed Learning in action research cycles brought about new views and practices of ILE by
members of interdisciplinary case group across three year levels in a secondary school, and in
so doing, brought information literacy theory into teacher practice.
To the main research question ‘How might Informed Learning concepts provide a bridge
between information literacy theory and practice in a blended learning environment?’, this
research answers: ‘by using Informed Learning PAR to transform views about ILE such that it
is seen and owned as a problem of teacher practice’.
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6.0. CHAPTER SIX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The study presented in this thesis had one main research question: ‘How might Informed
Learning concepts provide a bridge between information literacy theory and practice in a
blended learning environment?’
Three sub-questions guided exploration of that main question:
•

Question One: how might teachers examine their practice of information literacy education
using the conceptual model of Informed Learning?

•

Question Two: how might teacher practice provide students with discipline-based views
and experiences of information literacy education?

•

Question Three: what affordances do teachers see in ICTs to support teacher practice and
student experiences of information literacy education?

The findings of the study (as presented in Chapters Four and Five) are discussed in this chapter
within the context of research literature to answer each of the above research questions. The
overarching finding was that use of Informed Learning PAR was found to be powerful ILE
professional development by participants in three case studies in a secondary school and that
this showed a way to bridge the gap between ILE theory and practice. The discussion in this
chapter addresses the significance of the findings in relation to ways that teachers might change
their practices to integrate ILE into discipline learning for consistent student experiences of
using expert information strategies across the curriculum.
It explores how a problematised approach to ILE, found to be transformative in this study,
brought the view that ILE is a problem to be resolved by teachers using consistent approaches
to information use within and across all discipline areas in a school. As such, it offers
significance for current practice as well as for future research, particularly in relation to using
Informed Learning PAR for ILE professional development in secondary schools. A model
developed to describe the practices of teachers using this problematised approach, the Informed
Learning Praxis Model, is also discussed. Further, this chapter examines how Informed
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Learning might be adapted to provide an Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools for
easier application in the secondary school context.
Finally, this chapter presents a framework for whole school information practice by which
students might develop their own independent repertoires of information strategies, using a
new set of criteria to guide that process, referred to as: Benchmarks for Repertoires of
Information Strategies.
Chapter Six consists of three discussion sections, each specifically addressing one or more of
the research sub-questions:
6.1 Informed Learning PAR for teacher professional development about ILE
(Question One).
6.2 Towards an Informed Learning Model for Holistic Secondary School ILE
(Questions Two and Three)
6.3 A Framework for Whole School Information Practice (Questions One, Two and
Three)
At the end of each section, recommendations are made for professional practice and further
research.
Following these are Section 6.4 which provides a chapter summary, Section 6.5 which
discusses the limitations of the study, and finally Section 6.5 which presents the conclusion of
the thesis.

6.1. Informed Learning PAR for Teacher Professional Development about
ILE

This section discusses the first research sub-question, which asked, “How might teachers
examine their practice of information literacy education using the conceptual model
of Informed Learning?” To explore this question, three case groups of teachers used PAR to
conduct cycles of reflexive action in which they applied Informed Learning ideas to their
practices. Analysis of teacher comments in interviews and meetings indicated that they found
Informed Learning PAR to be powerful professional development which transformed their
understandings and practices of ILE. The following sections discuss key themes in their
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comments which have relevance for practice and implications for future research. Section 6.1.1
below presents the strengths identified by teachers about using Informed Learning PAR for
ILE professional development. In Section 6.1.2, the results of this transformative process are
discussed, with the proposition that a problematised approach to ILE builds teacher capacity to
integrate information use expertise into their discipline teaching practices. Finally, 6.1.3
proposes a practice model which accompanies this approach: the Informed Learning Praxis
Model.

6.1.1. Strengths of Informed Learning PAR for ILE professional development

Chapters Four and Five presented analysis of teacher comments related to use of PAR for
professional development about Informed Learning, with Chapter Four focusing on Informed
Learning PAR as a process and Chapter Five on the results. These findings have significance
for two areas of practice. The first, of providing time for teacher reflection about ILE practice
relates to the problem of how teacher professional development can achieve long term reflexive
transfer into practice The second is allied to the first in that it involves the problem of
developing the collegial social ‘spaces’ in which that reflection and transfer into practice might
happen.
Factors of time and structure were identified in the findings as important for the success of the
ILARC project because they were instrumental in creating a long-term professional
development process with reflective, collegial spaces in which teachers could build capacity to
explore and transfer Informed Learning ideas about ILE into their practices.
Participants referred to having time to engage in the continuous process of reflexive action
about their practices as an important element in experiencing Informed Learning PAR as
powerful professional learning (Section 4.3.1). They found the shared group enactment of
reflective PAR cycles to be unexpectedly empowering experiences, with satisfaction expressed
about achieving their goals and completing the project (Section 4.2.2), using PAR action cycles
to explore use of Informed Learning ideas in their discipline practices (Sections 4.2.2, 5.4.1),
and taking on exploration of the affordances of ICT’s for teaching about information use in
disciplines (Sections 4.2.3, 5.4.1).
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Time and structure were identified as essential for development of supportive and safe social
spaces for exploration of new ILE ideas and the affordances of ICTs for discipline learning.
Participants described their case group PAR experiences as providing positive collegiality and
learning from other disciplines (Section 4.2.1). Teacher reflections showed this collegiality had
contributed to their learning, with descriptions of feeling comfortable to report their successes
and failures about their ILE actions and to respond freely in discussions. They said it had
enabled them to engage in cooperative learning within their case groups about their
explorations of using the Six Frames and Seven Faces and discovering the affordances of ICTs
for discipline information use (Section 4.3.2) and that being in cross-discipline case groups had
helped develop common understandings about use of information to learn and how to apply
ideas in cycles of action (Section 5.4.1.3). They had very positive views about future use of
PAR for professional development (Section 4.3.4).
The significance of these findings sits within the context of research to discover those aspects
of professional development for teachers which builds capacity for long term reflective transfer
of new ideas into practice, particularly methodologies which enable collaborative integration
of ILE into practice. Time for teachers to have deep reflective discussions about practice has
long been identified as an important factor in developing common understandings for
collaborative changes to ILE practice. Haycock’s (1995) review of research found that such
change is both gradual and difficult, requiring longer professional development programs in
which collegial relationships can be developed and which give time for new theories to be
interpreted, trialled and reviewed. Gibson-Langford (2009) and Avalos (2011) identified time
as a crucial element for collaborative and reflective action by teachers and teacher librarians in
the ‘busy-ness’ of crowded curricula and the isolation of classrooms.
The involvement of a facilitator was identified as being an important structural element in the
PAR project’s success in the way time and participants were managed to enable the project’s
goals to be achieved. The facilitator ensured regularity of meetings, established expectations
about participants’ accountability to attend and complete actions, and brought clarity to
processes and procedures (Section 4.3.2). A review of tertiary curriculum design projects by
Bajader, Kandlebinder and Trayler (2019) identified similar characteristics in successful
curriculum change teams and the types of interactions undertaken by project teams. Positive
outcomes were reported in projects which encouraged collegial and participatory engagement
at all levels, with interaction, communication and leadership identified as important. To achieve
this, project teams needed to successfully manage participant expectations, inspire commitment
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to project goals, encourage team members, remove barriers to participation and communicate
the project status as the project progressed.
Participants in the ILARC project said these elements were important to their participation
longevity, personal and professional goal attainment, and to the changes of practice they
achieved. Participants were appreciative of having a teacher librarian facilitator who did the
work of making it all happen, undertaking the research to inform their learning and organising
the venue with a welcoming atmosphere (Section 4.3.3). They said this had established an
atmosphere of informed collegiality and had helped them maintain commitment to completing
the action cycles involved in the project (Sections 4.3.3, 4.3.4, 5.2.1.3, 5.2.2.2, 5.4.3.2). The
findings showed that had translated into high levels of explicit use of the Frames and Faces of
Informed Learning (Sections 5.3.1-5.3.3) and had brought awareness that students need to
experience both a broad range of Frames and Faces approaches as well as consistency across
the disciplines for relational understandings about information use (Sections 5.3.3.5 and 5.3.4).
This is required for development by students of their own individual repertoires of information
strategies.
In addition to being important factors for the success of the ILARC project, time and processes
for group reflective learning and clear project management were valued by the school’s
leadership.

This helped gain approval and support for the study, and in apportioning

professional development points which led to pay bonuses for teachers at the end of the year.
This has significance for practice because engaging the support of key stakeholders has long
been identified as a key determinant for successful ILE programs in schools and the value given
to involvement of teacher librarians in curriculum development (Hartzell, 2002; Henri et al.,
2002a, 2002b).
These factors have implications for future research which seeks to implement the type of
transformative ILE professional development shown in this study in order to achieve whole
scale change in practice by secondary teachers, and they are discussed further in Section 6.3.3
as part of using the Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies as a framework for
whole school information practice.
The shared and collegial continuous learning and problem-solving evident in the PAR case
groups were identified by Schon (1983) as characteristics of the reflective practitioner and by
Haycock (1995) as important for the collegial and collaborative relationships involved in
successful integration of ILE into teacher practice. It enabled the ‘far transfer’ by teachers in
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the ILARC project sought in learning where there is reflexive and mindful application of ideas
to new contexts, (Goldstone and Day, 2012; Perkins & Salomon, 1992). Firstly, the structure
of PAR and the constructs of Informed Learning validated individual views and experiences of
participants. Secondly, it gave participants ownership of the learning taking place by providing
opportunity to establish goals for their participation and for regular reflection on their own
progress and for feedback to the case group and researcher, which enabled changes to the
project to better meet their needs. Lastly, it facilitated far transfer of learning by encouraging
participants to relate new ideas to their own experiences of information use, to apply their new
understandings to appreciative inquiry of their own practices, and then to transfer their learning
to new contexts by developing and trialling new curriculum.
Freire (1998) claimed that this transfer of new learning to curriculum (so students in turn can
create their own new knowledge for transfer to new contexts), was a distinguishing element of
teacher professional development.

He advised that such learning should be done within a

community, where ideally there is joint construction of knowledge, implemented recursively
in curriculum by reflexive action. Teachers in the study appreciated the opportunity to engage
in collaborative co-construction of knowledge (Avalos, 2011; Morales, 2016), and found that
PAR was an effective way to achieve it (Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Grundy & Kemmis, 1981;
Kemmis, 2009; McTaggart & Kemmis, 1988; Tynan et al., 2008). They demonstrated the
ongoing reflexive action seen as especially important to achieve a praxis approach wherein the
result is not static but an ever-evolving resolution to improve practice over time (EdwardsGroves & Kemmis, 2016; Kemmis, 2010; McAteer, 2013).
The positive results in this study arising from collegial and collaborative ILE professional
development using action research were consistent with factors identified by Todd (Todd,
2000; Todd et al., 1992), Visser (2007) and Gibson-Langford (2009). Todd reported that action
research enabled successful use of CPT for integration of the information process into
curriculum. Visser’s research used a modified action research model over a two-year period,
resulting in teachers demonstrating improved information literacy practices and greater fluency
with use of ICTs for ILE. Gibson-Langford found that action research gave both time and
structure for reflective and collegial collaboration between teachers and teacher librarians. Her
study also emphasised the importance of relationships in professional development for teachers
and of valuing the perspectives brought by those involved. Furthermore, Herring (2011a,
2011b) also identified the need for professional development which encourages explicit
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collegial valuing of information strategies and their application as a way to achieve ownership
by students for transfer of those strategies into new learning contexts.
This emphasis in ILE research about understanding and valuing the perspective of colleagues
can be seen in Bruce’s (1997) application of phenomenology to investigate educators’ views
about information experiences and approaches to curriculum design (Bruce et al., 2006, 2007),
used as a basis for Informed Learning’s approach to collaborative integration of information
strategies into discipline practices (Bruce, 2008). Feekery (2013) and others (Hughes, 2015;
Hughes, Wolf, & Foth, 2017) have combined the relational and variation learning theories
brought to ILE by Informed Learning with the collegiality of PAR for professional
development of groups. Their studies have shown how this combination can empower its
participants to collaboratively build common understandings to transform their own practices.
The results of the present study show that it is a combination which can be used for similar
transformations of practice in secondary schools, with a focus on the discipline practice of
teachers and ways they might take on responsibility for ILE. Further, this study has identified
additional factors important to the successful creation of collegial spaces for group reflection
and action, and for building teacher capacity. These were: to include a teacher librarian as both
participant researcher and facilitator; to have teacher librarians as participant researchers in
each case group; and gaining funding support from the school.
As outlined above, by undertaking responsibility for setting up the project, resourcing its
stimulus reading, enabling its meetings and actions, and ensuring a positive ambience, the
teacher librarian as facilitator enabled busy teachers to focus on the readings and their actions.
Release from the mechanics of the process and provision of a relaxed environment produced a
collegial relationship in case groups. This supports research pointing to the importance of
providing support to full-time teachers to enable the self-reflexive professional development
over time by which real transfer into practice is achieved (Avalos, 2011; McAteer, 2013;
Morales, 2016; Tynan et al., 2008).
The presence of a teacher librarian in each case group enabled them to contribute to and share
their teacher colleagues’ professional ILE learning journeys. Findings in Sections 4.3.3,
5.2.1.3, 5.4.3.2 showed that teachers valued having teacher librarians in their PAR case groups.
These collegial relationships brought value to the role of teacher librarians and enabled the
collaboration clearly outlined in standards and identified by researchers as important for
effective ILE implementation (AASL, 2018; ALIA & ASLA, 2016a-2016d; ASLA, 2013;
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Church, 2017, Coish, 2005; Gibson-Langford, 2009; Hay & Foley, 2009; IFLA, 2015;
Loertscher, 2006, 2008; McKever et al., 2017; Shannon, 2009; Taylor, 2004).
Finally, participants valued the school’s approval of funding to support catering and wage
incentives for the extra work involved in the ILARC project. This is important for practice
because it affirms research indicating that a supportive school structure is required for ongoing
reflexive professional development by which teachers might change practice, and that the
Principal’s support is key (Hay, 2010; Henri, 2004; Lance et al., 2007; Shannon, 2009; Todd
et al., 2011).
This study shows how Informed Learning PAR conducted by secondary school case groups
over a long period of time can create communities of practice whose members collegially coconstruct new understandings and transfer them into new contexts in cycles of reflexive action.
In so doing, it achieved the goal identified by those researchers who have called for time and
support to be given to teacher professional development in schools to enable development of
individual ownership and the sense of collegiality where new ideas about teaching and learning
can be collaboratively explored (Avalos, 2011; Gibson-Langford, 2009; Herring 2011a, 2011b;
McAteer, 2013; Morales, 2016; Tynan et al., 2008; Visser, 2007).
This has significance for future research to build teacher self-efficacy for integration into
discipline learning of information strategies alongside general capabilities and crosscurriculum priorities seen as essential for global learning and work competency, including ICT
use and digital literacy, as discussed further in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. In Australia this is
particularly seen in frameworks produced by the Australian Curriculum Assessment and
Reporting Authority (ACARA, 2017), Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority
(VCAA, 2017) and Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA, 2019).
Internationally, this is notable in the US in the Common Core Standards (2011), the Digital
Information Fluency Model (2019), and in the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development’s (OECD) statements and frameworks (2018a, 2018b, 2019). As these are
integrated into discipline curricula it has become apparent that many teachers lack the
capacities to teach them (Akshir Ab Kadir, 2018; McIlvenny, 2019; Scoular, 2018). A recent
report about teaching the general capabilities highlighted these concerns (Urban, 2019),
quoting Willingham who is reviewing the NSW curriculum:
“We are not even sure the general skills exist, but we are quite sure there is no
proven way to teach them directly … Such programs are usually curricular addons during which students engage in critical thinking activities for perhaps five
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hours each week … Wanting students to be able to ‘analyse, synthesise and
evaluate’ information sounds like a reasonable goal. But analysis, synthesis and
evaluation mean different things in different [subject] disciplines”.
The Informed Learning PAR study reported in this thesis shows a process for teacher
professional development to build capacity to address these concerns whilst also ensuring that
a whole school information practice is developed to ensure that students experience consistent
approaches to development of information strategies.
To conclude, it was the combination of PAR and Informed Learning which provided the
framework for success in this study. The scaffolded process of PAR provided time, clear goals
and structure for creation of collegial groups to undertake reflexive action to build common
understandings and teacher capacity.

Informed Learning provided the research-based

problematised approach for transformation of teachers’ ILE practices within and across
discipline areas. Its problematised approach brings focus to the practice of educators rather
than to library programs, research tasks or even the skills of students.

While student

development of information strategies is its goal, explicit and reflective teacher practice is seen
as the locale of change for that goal to be achieved. Additionally, unlike most previous uses
of Informed Learning PAR, this study’s area of difference lies is in the way it demonstrated
the success of using these combined processes in secondary education to change teacher
practice.
The implications from these finding for future research are that there are key factors involved
in the success of bringing together these two teacher professional development processes to
deliver changed secondary teacher ILE practice. Participants in the ILARC project stressed the
importance of careful project management, preferably by a facilitator who can ensure there are
clear goals and expectations, ownership by participants and time for reflexive actions to
achieve long term transfer of new ideas. They also greatly valued the sense of collegiality
created in the small case groups where they felt safe to collaboratively co-construct new
understandings and reflect about their learning. In addition, the findings showed that teacher
librarian inclusion in the case groups with teachers brought better appreciation of their
respective roles. Other critical enablers seen as important for successful ILE professional
development in secondary schools were the active support of school leadership and incentives
to recognise the additional work involved. This is discussed further in Section 6.3 regarding
use of an Informed Learning PAR approach and the Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information
Strategies to create a whole school information practice.
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6.1.2. A problematised approach to ILE

Chapter Five presented analysis of teacher comments related to the way that Informed Learning
PAR transformed teachers’ views of ILE as they gained understanding of Informed Learning
and reflectively applied its ideas to their practices. In the changed paradigm they saw ILE as
a problem for their own practices, and as such, actively took on responsibility for its teaching.
Such an approach enabled it to be seen from the perspectives of those designing curriculum for
learning about information use within discipline learning, as well as those experiencing it.
They identified the need for students to have their own sets of information strategies to apply
in the ever-evolving information environment, and that they needed to find ways to teach those
strategies consistently within and across discipline practices. They found that the Faces and
Frames constructs of Informed Learning enabled exploration of ways to teach information
strategies as part of discipline learning in such a way that it also enhanced discipline
information mastery. The significance for practice and implications for future research of this
finding is that a problematised approach can build teacher capacity for continuous reflexive
questioning of practices and how new pedagogies might help deliver the outcomes intended.
When teachers in the ILARC project developed the common view that ILE was a problem for
their own practices, they affirmed and extended Bruce’s (2008) “problematisation” of ILE
which directed their attention to querying how they might use information to enhance discipline
learning. As they applied the constructs of Bruce’s Informed Learning to their own practices,
they demonstrated the essential questioning of its intention. A problematised approach to ILE
is unbounded by the restrictions of systems and curricula, as it ever-asks the question of what
discipline, information and ICT learning outcomes are desired, what pedagogies will deliver
that outcome and how will we know that students experience the process and outcome as
satisfactory.
This is an advance from earlier approaches to ILE which, as described by Kirk (1987),
Kuhlthau (1995), Moore (2006), Bruce (2008) and Herring, (2011a, 2011b), had treated
information literacy as a set of skills to be learned by students for application in certain
situations. They were mostly used where specific research tasks were involved and gave rise
to many sets of standards. It also advances more recent inquiry learning process approaches
(Kuhlthau et al., 2007; Lupton, 2014). While they integrated expert information strategies into
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disciplinary and inter-disciplinary research tasks, the focus was on what students should learn
and demonstrate, rather than on the practices of individual teachers across the whole school
and how they might be changed to produce the desired learning outcomes.
Problematisation in education is a concept explored by Swanson (2013) who sought analysis
of the education system in the US via a problematised approach which questioned the
assumptions brought to its formation and structure. For Hunter (2018), a problematising
approach enabled a critical analysis of a history curriculum, where “problematising is
conceived as uncertain and reflexive critique of our own practices whereby questions are asked
of the things we do and why” (p.4).
Informed Learning’s problematised approach has been applied in professional development in
school, public and tertiary library programs and in library change management (Bruce, Davis,
et al., 2014; Bruce, Demasson, et al., 2017). For example, Somerville (2009, 2015) brought
the approach to informed systems thinking for organisational change so that critical and
creative information use might stimulate new knowledge for purposeful action (Somerville &
Howard, 2008; Somerville & Mirjamdotter, 2014). More recently this has evolved into an
Informed Systems Capacity Bridge Model to connect individual information use and collective
workplace learning (Somerville, Chaudhary, Mirijamdotter, & Sayyad-Abdi, 2019).
Bruce’s (2008) Informed Learning provides scaffolds to assist teachers develop a
problematised approach to ILE and PAR provides the structure and process for the professional
development by which teachers might do so. It is a combination which has been used in several
educational contexts, including Feekery’s (2013) study, by Hughes in her participatory design
work (2015; Hughes, Wolf & Froth, 2017), and by the researcher of this present study in her
team’s approach to school library space and program design (Whisken, 2015, 2016a, 2016b,
2017a). Both Whisken and Hughes used participatory design to involve participants in a
process of constantly enquiry for a future-focused view to improvement.
Bruce (2008) also posed challenges for future research, including the application of the
approach in broader situations, such as secondary education. This study took up that challenge
for secondary schools, and the findings in Chapters Four and Five showed that Informed
Learning PAR was successful in moving teacher views of information literacy to seeing ILE
as a problem for their own practices. They also illustrated that when such a shift was made,
teachers began to investigate and create learning activities in which students might learn about
expert information use as they learned discipline content. Teachers found they could enhance
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discipline learning experiences by explicitly selecting Informed Learning’s Faces and Frames
constructs to design curriculum to bring attention to different aspects of using information to
learn, including those utilising affordances of ICTs. They also used them to investigate
students’ perspectives of information use, in terms of querying what information strategies
students might bring to learning and how students viewed the discipline activities designed for
learning with information. By understanding students’ perceptions teachers found they could
better respond to their learning needs.
The findings of the multiple case study reported in this thesis showed that PAR can be used
successfully for professional development to investigate how Informed Learning can bridge
the gap between ILE theory and practice in a secondary school blended learning environment.
Within the context of this study, its main achievement was in the transformation of teacher
views such that they saw ILE as a problem for their own practices, and that Informed
Learning’s Faces and Frames constructs could help change their practices to provide discipline
learning experiences in which students developed relational understandings about information
use. These findings are significant for practitioners in that they show how Informed Learning
PAR for professional development can provide a transformative approach to building teacher
capacity for ILE in secondary schools. With such an approach, schools and their teachers and
teacher librarians can engage in dynamic and transformative ways to change school structures,
programs and pedagogies to resolve the problem of ILE.
Implications for future research are that the problematised approach can be used to address
concerns about how teachers might bring explicit attention to expert information practices and
strategies as they integrate ILE into discipline learning along with the general capabilities and
cross-curriculum priorities identified as essential learning for global futures. School teacher
practice which involves explicit attention to information use in evolving educational
environments has been formalised in a number of frameworks (Klebansky & Fraser, 2013;
National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE), 2013; NSW. Department of Education, 2015,
2017). These seldom address the in-school professional development processes by which they
might be achieved, although the need for it in teacher training is well recognised (Wilson et al.,
2011). As discussed further in section 6.3, it is a growing concern in the context of teaching
general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities in the Australian Curriculum (Akshir Ab
Kadir, 2018; McIlvenny, 2019; Scoular, 2018; Urban, 2019).

Informed Learning’s

problematised approach can be used with PAR to bring a transformative element to such
frameworks by enabling them to be owned and actioned by teachers in their classrooms.
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To conclude, both the methodology and the subject of the research presented in this thesis were
intentionally transformative, and it is claimed that this combination brought about changes in
the way participants viewed ILE such that they saw it as a problem of their own practices. This
problematised approach has significance for the use of Informed Learning PAR for ILE
professional development in secondary schools as it demonstrates a way to build teacher
capacity to take on ownership of integrating and modelling expert information strategies within
the discipline learning of new curriculum frameworks.
This study presented the lived experiences of a group of teachers. The findings present the
voices of these participants in such a way that other teachers can readily engage with and
understand what such a transformative process is like, and how both PAR and Informed
Learning can change awareness about ILE and apply it to their own practice. Furthermore, the
findings show that such a process of transformation can enable teachers to bring a new and
constantly reflexive awareness to their own information experiences and those of their students.
The implications of this in the form of an Informed Learning Praxis Model are explored below
in Section 6.1.3.

6.1.3. Informed Learning Praxis Model

A new model of ILE praxis has emerged from the findings of this study: the Informed Learning
Praxis Model. It represents an epistemic ontology of information use which can exist when
teachers use Informed Learning PAR to engage in ongoing, shared, reflexive applications of
co-constructed understandings about ILE in communities of practice.
As identified in Section 6.1.2 above, this study shows how teachers’ use of Informed Learning
PAR for professional development about ILE has enabled them to close the historical gap
between its theory and practice. Their views were transformed such that they came to see it as
a problem of teacher practice, and they took responsibility for reflectively transferring the ideas
of Informed Learning into new curriculum design and learning experiences. A key goal of
Informed Learning is for education in which students develop their own individual repertoires
of information strategies as they undertake discipline learning. A problematised approach to
teacher practice for such education brings teachers to ever-ask, “How does this use of this
information in this format in this discipline learning activity both enhance discipline learning
as well as provide for learning particular information strategies?”
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It also brings them to

constantly query the reasons for people’s choices about information and the ways and impacts
of its use.
Teachers in this study saw that common understandings and a whole school approach were
required for cohesive practices of discipline integration and explicit modelling of the
information strategies they wanted students to develop. They looked at ways they might work
collegially with fellow teachers and students as reflective practitioners to develop discipline
information use mastery. The findings in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 showed ways they used the
Faces and Frames of Informed Learning to focus on specific aspects of using information to
enhance discipline learning as well as to provide broad experiences of different information
strategies. As they explored use of the Faces and Frames, they reflectively shared the results
of their actions with fellow case group members.
It is significant for secondary school practice that teachers in three different year level case
groups found that Informed Learning PAR provided a powerful process by which they might
co-construct understandings about information use and reflectively transfer those ideas in their
practices.

That recursive process is given formal recognition and representation in the

Informed Learning Praxis Model.
This notion of praxis accords with the ideas of Carr and Kemmis (1986) who see such action
as being more than reflective of theory. As Kemmis (1985) states:
We are inclined to think of reflection as something quiet and personal. My
argument here is that it is action oriented, social and political. Its product is ‘praxis’
(informed, committed action), the most eloquent and socially significant form of
human action. (p. 141)
This view see praxis as reflexive action which incorporates qualities such as commitment to
social good (McAteer, 2013), truth and respect for others and requires that a person “’makes a
wise and prudent practical judgement about how to act in this situation’” (Carr & Kemmis,
1986, p.190).
It can be seen that ideas about praxis are especially applicable to educational contexts where
professional development seeks to engage groups of teachers in taking reflexive action together
to achieve ongoing transfer into practice of new theories (Dewey, 1916; Perkins & Salomon,
1992).

Schon (1983) saw such reflection-in-action as a key requirement for reflective

practitioners, and for Freire (1998) “in the process of the ongoing education of teachers, the
essential moment is that of critical reflection on one’s practice” (p.43).
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Vygotsky’s work (Hedegaard, 2005) contributed to understandings about reflexive communal
construction of knowledge in professional development of teachers. The reflexive actionoriented group learning typical of action research, and particularly PAR, has been found to be
especially suited to professional development for ongoing reflexive transfer into practice of
new pedagogical theory (Avalos, 2011; Edwards-Grove & Kemmis, 2016; Kemmis &
McTaggart, 1988; Kemmis et al., 2010; Morales, 2016; Tynan et al., 2008).
Bruce (2014) felt the gap between ILE theory and its application might be overcome by
contextualizing and building praxis. She explained that:
It is within a deep research-practice connection and in adopting experiential,
transformative, participatory and emancipatory approaches to our work, that we
may begin to understand how different discourses meet, and the practical relevance
of different theories, approaches and the kinds of results they offer. (p. 26)
This thesis claims that Informed Learning Praxis exists when questions are asked in each new
‘learning with information experience’ about such things as the truth of the information being
used, the social and ethical origins and impacts of its use, and particularly, what is it about this
information and the way it is used that enhances both the discipline learning and the learning
about information practices.

It incorporates a deliberate intention to model discipline

information mastery.
The Informed Learning Praxis Model describes the process in which Informed Learning PAR
is used by teachers as ongoing, collegial, reflexive professional development for education
about expert use of information strategies. It guides and develops practice for a problematised
approach to explicit use of information for discipline learning and for development by students
of individual repertoires of information strategies. Ideally, it takes place within a particular
educational locale in which a whole school approach ensures development of co-constructed
common understandings about information use (the epistemic object) (Brockmeier & Olson,
2009), and the associated practices and behaviours to take place (site ontology) (Lloyd, 2010a,
2014).
There is an important distinction to be made in this context between the ‘process’ of the model
described above, and the ‘practice’ and ‘strategies’ involved. The ‘practice’ is a problematised
approach in which teachers and students bring constant, explicit and reflective attention to each
use of information for teaching and learning and for which an approach such as Informed
Learning is employed to apply standard questions about the purposes, reasons, ways and
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impacts of its use. This problematised approach is also applied to ICTs used and the second
order perspective of the students’ views and experiences. The goal of such practice is
knowledgeable and explicit selection of expert information strategies suited to each learning
context.
‘Strategies’ refers to the expert information strategies which are chosen and employed in
different teaching and learning contexts in an explicit and cohesive fashion. With variation of
such consistent experiences across different disciplines, students develop a relational
understanding of learning with information.

They can develop their own independent

repertoires of information strategies from which to knowledgeably select and transfer to future
learning situations. The PAR ‘process’ in which teachers collaboratively plan, enact, gather
data, and reflexively share the results of their Informed Learning practices for further cycles of
action is represented by the Informed Learning Praxis Model.
While Figure 3.2 (in Chapter Three, Section 3.4.1) represents the ILARC Project’s PAR cycles
as part of the process employed during this study, it has been modified in Figures 6.1 and 6.2
to represent the cycles of the Informed Learning PAR process as it might work in any school
for professional development, to build understanding and capacity for ILE practice so that
students can develop their own repertoires of information strategies. Figure 6.1 shows all five
phases in brief, while Figure 6.2 shows the steps in each action cycle in more detail.
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Figure 6.1. Informed Learning Praxis Model. Overview
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The phases demonstrated in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate how the Informed Learning processes
can move teachers through progressive reflexive stages in which they develop awareness about
Informed Learning ideas, apply them in action cycles to explore the ideas, share the results
with others in their group, and finally bring the common understandings together in transfer to
new curriculum design. It reflects the process suggested by Budd and Lloyd (2014) by which
information literacy praxis might be achieved.
Figure 6.2 also shows that at the start and end of the process, attention is given to the structure
of PAR itself, enabling participants to set individual goals and review and reflect about their
learning. It is envisaged that this would be an ongoing activity. Not shown in these phases, but
regarded as important by participants in this study, is the involvement of a facilitator who
manages the ‘busy-ness’ of the professional development activity so that participants can focus
on their group and individual learning. Ideally, the facilitator would be a teacher librarian who
brings expertise in information literacy and learning and ICT use to the group. Having gone
through the formative learning of this model, teachers would then proceed to transfer it into
longer term curriculum design, using an Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools,
gathering data about the impact of this teaching on student learning outcomes.
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Figure 6.2. Informed Learning Praxis Model
Integral to the model are the theory and ideas of the holistic information literacy approach
provided by Informed Learning. The five phases of professional development presented in this
model are based on the first five chapters of the Informed Learning (2008) book by Bruce
(2008). It was used by the present study and would still be suited for professional development,
however, as highlighted in the findings, barriers do exist when trying to use the original (by
Bruce) for secondary teachers. These barriers are discussed in Section 6.2 which recommends
that it needs rephrasing for easier application in secondary schools. A proposed new Informed
Learning Model for Secondary Schools would accordingly adapt the reading material provided
in the book.
The ongoing, repeating reflexive cycles of the Informed Learning Praxis model arise from its
basis in Informed Learning and PAR: both are intentionally reflexive, seeking feedback on the
results of planned interventions to achieve specific outcomes and making appropriate changes
where needed. Both use constructivist learning processes and the Informed Learning Praxis
Model would see its practitioners design for learning by continually referencing their
developing knowledge, and ever asking ‘what now’? (Hughes, 2015)
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Both Informed Learning and PAR see the information experience as being situated social
learning (Bruce, Davis, et al., 2014; Lloyd, 2010a, 2010b) involving pre-existing discipline and
information architectures into which teachers and students bring their own experiences and
views (Edwards-Groves & Kemmis, 2016). But researchers also say that the result is not
predetermined, rather the result is a new state of knowledge about a specified area or discipline
in which varying types of information expertise have been developed.
The Informed Learning Praxis Model does not mandate what should be present in any
information-use learning experience, and in fact opens the way for many more ways of
experiencing and using information to learn. This enables recognition of information practices
and sources beyond traditional documentary formats (Cordier & Lehmans, 2014; Lantz &
Bruce, 2014) so that it can be applied by teachers in all disciplines as they design learning
experiences (Bruce, 2014; Bruce, 2017; Bruce, Demasson, et al., 2017). Increasing awareness
of corporeal literacy, such as seen in the work by Lloyd (2014) can be accommodated as well
as other post-linear digital literacies emerging in blended learning environments (Bruce et al.,
2012).
It is a model well suited to professional development for incorporating ideas about using
information to learn in instructional design for blended or fully online learning environments
(Bruce et al., 2012). This combination of Informed Learning and PAR has already been shown
to translate well to participatory design about a variety of educational and library situations:
from design of school library spaces (Hughes, 2015; Whisken 2017b) to more general
organisational design (Somerville, 2015).
In conclusion, this study gave time and structure to case groups of teachers for reflexive
participatory action research cycles about how to address the problem of teaching information
use in discipline practices. That enabled the building of collaborative and trusting relationships
in which to explore, test, transfer and share knowledge and experiences about using information
to enhance learning, demonstrating a praxis of ILE which bridged the gap between research
and practice.
The Informed Learning Praxis Model is an exciting next step for practice and research about
an information-use ontology which can emerge when Informed Learning PAR is used. This
study explored the way that the combination of two transformative processes, PAR and
Informed Learning, can bridge the gap between information literacy theory and practice, as
well as providing for ongoing reflexive practice of using information for learning. It is a praxis
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that can prepare teachers and information users for an ever-changing information environment.
It has implications for further research about information practice ontologies to bring to
professional development for teachers who require capacity building to face the challenge of
implementing the general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities for global competencies
as part of discipline learning, which is explored in greater detail in Section 6.3.

6.1.4. Summary

Section 6.1 has discussed the significance of findings for future use of PAR for ILE teacher
professional development.
Firstly, strengths in the way that PAR was used to explore Informed Learning ideas were found
to be important factors for its success. The PAR study was structured to provide sufficient time
and support for case study groups to develop collegial spaces in which to explore Informed
Learning ideas about ILE, including ways that ICT affordances might be used for discipline
learning. This collegiality enabled collaborative and reflexive transfer of those ideas into
discipline learning activities to enhance discipline learning and bring attention to information
strategies. The long-term nature of the professional development study, and its research-based
theory and methodology were important factors in engaging the support of key stakeholders.
Additionally, having a teacher librarian as facilitator was seen by participants as important to
the project’s success.
Secondly, the problematised approach brought by combining Informed Learning and PAR
transformed teacher views so that they came to see student development of information
strategies for the evolving information environment as their responsibility, and that they needed
to build new capacities to provide that education in their discipline teaching. They used the
Faces and Frames constructs of Informed Learning to explore how explicit selection and use
of information and ICTs might enhance discipline learning.
Thirdly, teachers in the study found that Informed Learning PAR provided unusual and
powerful personal professional learning and they recommended it for future use.
The implications for practice and future research of these findings lie in ways that Informed
Learning PAR can be used for professional development which delivers far transfer of new
ILE ideas in secondary teacher practice. Its structures provide project management which can
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give professional development teams agency in collaboratively building capacity to cohesively
integrate new ILE pedagogies into discipline practice.

The problematised approach of

Informed Learning PAR can bring a transformation of views in which teachers see that new
and consistent practices are required to integrate information strategies into discipline learning,
and that the Faces and Frames of Informed Learning can provide constructs for that purpose.
Lastly, this study provides an example of a new ILE praxis model which accompanies such an
approach - the Informed Learning Praxis Model - which has significance in the field as a new
information-use ontology for educators and students. The broader implications for practice
and research are explored in Section 6.3, including ways that Informed Learning PAR provides
a model for building capacity in teachers to integrate and explicitly teach information strategies
alongside the general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities required by curriculum
frameworks such as the Australian Curriculum.

6.2. Towards an Informed Learning Model for Holistic Secondary School
ILE

This section discusses the second and third research sub-questions, which asked how teacher
practice might provide students with discipline-based views and experiences of ILE, and what
affordances teachers saw in ICTs to support them. Chapter Five presented analysis of teacher
discussion and comments about use of Informed Learning for this purpose. The following
sections discuss key themes arising from the findings which have relevance for practice and
implications for future research. They discuss ways Informed Learning can be used in
professional development to:
•

collaboratively co-construct common understandings about information and learning
(Section 6.2.1);

•

develop cohesive whole school approaches to integrate ILE teaching within disciplines
so that explicit attention might be brought to information use across the curriculum
(Section 6.2.2);

•

address the changes in roles brought by undertaking ILE as a problem for their own
practices (Section 6.2.3); and
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•

critically identify and evaluate the affordances of ICTs for discipline learning (Section
6.2.4).

The final section (6.2.5) provides recommendations for ways that a new Informed Learning
Model for Secondary Schools might be developed to enable its more effective use.

6.2.1. Development of common understandings about information use

This section discusses the significance of findings which showed that Informed Learning PAR
enabled teachers in interdisciplinary case groups at three different levels in a secondary school
to co-construct common understandings about information and learning. Teachers identified
that the main goal of ILE is development by students of their own sets of information strategies
to apply in new learning contexts as they progress through school and later life in rapidly
changing information environments. They agreed that the teaching of those strategies was a
problem for their own discipline practices, and that they had a shared responsibility to ensure
that students experienced consistent approaches to information use within and across discipline
areas. Informed Learning’s Faces and Frames constructs were used by participants in the
ILARC project to explore ways to provide variation of experiences for students in which
consistent approaches were used to bring attention to different ways of using information to
learn discipline content. In so doing, they demonstrated ways to enable students to develop
their own relational understandings of information use as a basis for repertoires of information
strategies. Informed Learning was seen by teachers as a valid approach to use in schools to
develop shared information use understandings and practices in order to provide students with
consistent approaches to information strategies across the curriculum.
Chapter Five presented analysis of teacher comments related to the way that Informed Learning
PAR transformed teachers’ views of ILE as they gained understanding of Informed Learning
and reflectively applied its ideas to their practices. It showed that participants ‘got’ Informed
Learning by:
•

developing new awareness about the relationship between information use and learning and
how that might change according to perspectives brought to the experience and the variable
contexts of its use (Sections 5.1.1, 5.2.1.2, 5.2.1.3, 5.3.3.2, 5.4.1.1) and that those
perspectives were influenced by other factors which in turn influenced the curriculum they
designed (Section 5.2.1.2);
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•

having their views transformed such that they saw ILE as their own discipline practice
problem and that Informed Learning pedagogies related to their current teaching (Sections
5.1.2, 5.2.1.1) for development of students’ own repertoires of information strategies
(Sections 5.2.1.2, 5.2.1.3, 5.2.2.1, 5.2.2.3, 5.2.2.4), and seeing the importance of
discovering the second order perspective of how students approach and view informationuse experiences (Sections 5.2.2.1, 5.2.2.2);

•

transferring their new knowledge to creation of new curricula for learning about
information use as part of discipline mastery, in which teachers had roles as models and
mentors for student development of their own individual repertoires of information
strategies (Sections 5.3 - 5.4.1, 5.4.3, 5.4.4), including discovery of the student experience
of the process (Sections 5.3.3.2. 5.3.4, 5.4.1.3, 5.4.4);

•

seeing the importance of cohesive approaches and collaborative teamwork across the
school to enable curriculum design and practices to achieve the goal of students becoming
wise and independent information users (Sections 5.3.4, 5.4.2, 5.4.3) and identifying ways
that Informed Learning constructs might be developed further for its easier application in
secondary schools (Section 5.4.5); and

•

recognising the ubiquitous presence of information and ICTs in learning experiences, and
critically exploring ways ICT affordances might enhance discipline information use
(Sections 4.2.3, 5.1.1, 5.1.2.2, 5.2.1.3, 5.2.2, 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3, 5.4.1, 5.4.3)

As identified in Section 2.1.1 of the literature review, one of the obstacles to broader integration
of ILE in schools in the past has been lack of a common understanding about how that might
be achieved (Callison, 2009a-2009c; Carey, 1998; IFLA & UNESCO, 1999; Shinew & Walter,
2003; Willison & O’Regan, 2005). The prevalent view saw it as a set of extant skills to be
learned as part of discipline research tasks, on which occasions the information expertise of the
teacher librarian was engaged. While this respected the library staff’s specialisation, it tended
to mitigate against information literacy being seen as the broader responsibility of all teachers.
For participants in this study that view was changed by giving them the opportunity to develop
their own shared understandings about information being part of their daily discipline practices
and most students’ learning experiences and to transfer those understandings into changed
practices.
These findings have implications for future research to achieve the common understandings
involved in whole-school teacher practice which delivers the information strategies for 21st
century global competencies identified in international and national statements and frameworks
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(AASL, 2018; ACARA, 2017; ASLA, 2013; IFLA 2015; NSW. Department of Education,
2015, 2017; QCAA, 2019; VCAA, 2017; Wilson, 2012; Wilson et al., 2011). Teachers in the
study developed the broader views about information literacy and higher-level strategies sought
by those whose research has identified the importance of both teachers and students reflectively
developing information practices and strategies. These have variously used the holistic process
approaches of inquiry learning (IFLA, 2015; Lupton, 2016; Maniotes & Kuhlthau, 2014) or
those bringing attention to the experience of users (Budd & Lloyd, 2014; Lupton, 2008, 2014;
Partridge et al., 2008), seen also in Informed Learning (Bruce 2017; Bruce, Davis, et al., 2014;
Maybee, Bruce, Lupton, & Fai Pang, 2018; Maybee, Bruce, Lupton, & Rebmann, 2016).
These findings also demonstrate what is possible when schools and their leadership teams
provide the recommended resources of time and structure for development of these common
understandings.

This has been a repeated theme in researchers’ explorations of ILE

professional development to deliver effective collaboration and transfer into practice, including
Avalos (2011), Catts (2008), Gibson-Langford (2009), Henri (2004), Henri et al. (2002a,
2002b), Herring (2011b), Lance et al. (2007), Shannon (2009), and Todd, Gordon and Lu
(2010, 2011).
To conclude, these findings have significance for future research about whole school
approaches to implementation of new information use pedagogies for the evolving information
environment and use of ICTs in teaching and learning. Professional development which uses a
holistic ILE approach and collegial action research over time to establish these common
understandings is an important element in the Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information
Strategies, discussed further in Section 6.3.

6.2.2. Cohesive approaches to discipline integration of information literacy education

Teachers in this study showed they could transfer their shared common understandings about
Informed Learning ideas into cohesive approaches to discipline integration of ILE so their
students might develop relational understandings about information and learning. This has
significance for the practices involved in a whole school approach to ILE.
Cohesive and explicit approaches to information use and the expert strategies involved within
the contexts of discipline learning across the curriculum has long been sought in ILE practice
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and research. Bruce and colleagues (Bruce, Demasson, et al., 2017) see such consistency as
the key to students gaining relational understandings about information use in variation of
experiences across the curriculum so they can develop their own individual repertoires of
information strategies to use as a meta-practice for study and future learning. As a process and
expectation, it is referred to in information literacy standards and statements nationally and
internationally (AASL, 2013; ASLA, 2013; IFLA, 2015; IFLA/UNESCO, 1999).
Teachers used Informed Learning Faces and Frames constructs and the collaborative processes
of PAR to discover and discuss possible lack of consistency in approaches to information use
across the curriculum which might impact on students’ development of their own individual
repertoires of information strategies. That included:
•

discovering differences in information use approaches and strategies in existing
curriculum, where there were conflicts which might cause confusion (Sections 5.2.2.3,
5.3.4, 5.4.1.3, ) and where there were opportunities to provide a broad range of Faces
and Frames experiences for better relational understandings (Sections 5.1.2, 5.2.1.3,
5.3.3, 5.4.1, 5.4.2);

•

building capacity to meet challenges involved in approaches to information use brought
by students to curriculum learning, including their increasing daily use of ICTs and
access to unmediated online information (Sections 5.1.1, 5.3.2 5.3.4, 5.4.2, 5.4.3);

•

building capacity to critically investigate the affordances of ICTs to enhance discipline
information use (Sections 5.3.2, 5.4.3.2);

•

discovering the students’ second order perspective of the information-use learning
experiences integrated into discipline learning (Sections 5.2.2, 5.3.1); and

•

exploration of consistent ways to enable students to take on greater ownership of their
own learning including development of repertoires of information strategies (Sections
5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.4.3)

The implications of these findings for practice is that they show a way to bring teachers’
attention to the importance of consistent practices across the school to achieve the goal of
student development of their own repertoires of information strategies across the curriculum.
They also show that the collegial and collaborative processes of the professional development
which produced that common understanding about the need for cohesive approaches, can also
enable its transfer into practice in such a way that it provides contextual experiences of
consistent discipline information practices across the curriculum in which students might also
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develop new knowledge for application in new contexts. As discussed in Section 6.2.1, such
transfer of new ideas and pedagogies into long-term teacher practice for student learning is a
key goal for professional development in education.
Overviews of ILE by Church (2017) and McKever et al. (2017) identified a variety of
collaborative models likely to provide this consistency. Most described several levels, with
the highest generally involving common agreed goals, shared ownership and reflective practice
over time, and with the teacher librarian being integrally involved with teachers in communities
of practice for curriculum planning, development and delivery. These elements are consistent
with the structures of this present study, which deliberately sought to establish collaborative
relationships in case groups to bring about transformation of practice. PAR provided structures
for shared ownership and reflexive action over time, seen as important for the collegiality and
trust required for teaching teams to work collaboratively (as per Sections 4.2, 4.3.1, 4.3.2).
Each case group had a teacher librarian as a member and this brought collaborative insights for
both (as detailed in Sections 3.3.2.1, 4.2.1, 4.3.3, 4.3.4, 5.2.1.3, 5.3.2.2). The teacher librarian
facilitator used Informed Learning’s holistic approach for transformation of understandings by
teachers, which in turn led to integration of information use expertise into discipline practices,
outlined in Section 4.3.3.
The significance for future research of these findings sits in a little-identified aspect of the gap
between ILE theory and practice long-discussed in ILE research. The major part of the goal of
ILE has been integration of ILE into discipline learning curricula (as discussed in Section 2.2
of the literature review). To a large extent, this goal has been achieved by international and
national educational frameworks which have absorbed information strategies into strands of
cross-curriculum priorities and general capabilities, such as the Australian Curriculum
(ACARA, 2017), which are then incorporated into the appropriate levels of discipline learning.
What has not been addressed are the associated explicit common understandings and
pedagogies to be applied by teachers in the localised context of each school. Without such
consistent and explicitly articulated approaches within each discipline across the curriculum,
students will not experience the cohesiveness required to develop their own individual
repertoires of information strategies.
In conclusion, these findings demonstrated a way that Informed Learning constructs can bring
ILE theory into teacher practice so students can experience consistent experiences of using
information to learn in discipline contexts across the curriculum by which they can develop
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their own relational understandings and repertoires of information strategies. They showed that
teachers can develop awareness about considering this student perspective when designing
curriculum for learning about information use. This brought understanding of the need to work
collaboratively with colleagues so that students experience consistent approaches to using
information for discipline learning. It also brought awareness of using consistent processes to
discover how students might perceive those curriculum learning experiences, and how teachers
might respond to further assist them. The significance for future practice and research of these
findings sits its demonstration of the consistency which can arise with a whole school approach
to information practice, such as that which might be achieved in use of Benchmarks for
Repertoires of Information Strategies, which is explored further in Section 6.3.

6.2.3. Changing roles for teachers

Use of Informed Learning constructs enabled teachers in the study to bring attention to the role
they themselves play in ILE. This took the discussion about problematising beyond the thirdparty consideration of theory and practice. It became one of first-person focus about ways they
might each explicitly model and reflectively share with their students the information practices
and strategies they want them to develop. It is a notion increasingly suggested in ILE research
(IFLA, 2015; Lipu, 2008; Shinew & Walter, 2003) and is intrinsic to Informed Learning
pedagogy (Bruce, 2008).
The findings showed that as teachers brought attention to their own roles in resolving the
problem of ILE, they focused on ways those roles were changing (as described in Sections
5.1.1.1, 5.2.1.2, 5.3.3.1). They discussed the presence of elements of information in all learning
experiences, along with discipline content, and increasingly, ICTs, and they commented that
they were no longer the main intermediaries to information used for learning. To accommodate
the reality of students accessing and using information without their guidance, they felt their
roles needed to change in two ways. The first was for them to become models of expert
information practice and the second was for them to work as reflective practitioners with
colleagues and students, to help students develop their own individual repertoires of
information strategies to apply in their studies and future careers.
In this study, teachers used Informed Learning PAR to work through a process in which they:
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•

looked at their own information use experiences to identify what views they brought
about information to their own practices, and how those views influenced their teaching
(Sections 5.1.2, 5.2.1);

•

described and shared examples from their own current practices which modelled and
brought attention to expert discipline information strategies (Section 5.2.2);

•

transferred this greater awareness about the importance of their roles in learning about
information use, to creation of new curriculum (Section 5.3.3); and

•

identified approaches which enabled them to have explicit roles as models and mentors
for student development of their own individual repertoires of information strategies
(Section 5.3.3).

This exploration of their use of information as part of discipline expertise gave them confidence
to use explicit modelling of discipline information mastery as an effective way to take on the
problem of empowering students with ways to critically approach information use (Sections
5.4.3, 5.4.4).
Another way that teachers saw to deal with their changed roles was to work with colleagues
and students as reflective practitioners so they might together explore and develop expert
information strategies for use in different learning situations within and across disciplines
(Section 5.3.2). They said that in the new information environment they needed new skills and
pedagogies to help students develop their own strategies for critical and evaluative approaches
to information use. This was especially so regarding online information sources and social
networking. They felt this might be achieved by working in a more collegial way and they
used Informed Learning ideas to explore how that might be done, designing learning activities
to help students take ownership of their discipline learning and to reflect about their use of
information to learn (Section 5.3.2, 5.4.3). This including trialling the affordances of ICTs,
most usually using the online discussion board and blogging tools of ClassE. Teachers said
they felt that these new relationships had significant advantages for both teachers and students.
They reported that working in a more collegial way had enabled development by students of
greater ownership of their learning and more reflection about information use. Their comments
indicated this had given them better feedback about student progress in developing expert
information strategies for discipline learning (Section 5.4.1, 5.4.3, 5.4.4).
This study put into practice the call from Herring (2011a, 2011b) for more research about ways
that transfer of information literacy learning by students might be better achieved and that
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successful ILE could be judged by whether its outcome was students who were reflective
practitioners. He recommended that a culture which explicitly valued and brought attention to
information strategies and their transfer was required for this to be achieved. Bruce’s Informed
Learning approach (2008) seeks to develop understanding of information use as a reflective
practice by teachers and students and provides the constructs by which teachers and students
together explicitly explore strategies for expert information use. This has been applied in
tertiary and secondary learning (Hughes & Bruce, 2012a, 2012b; Feekery, 2013; Maybee et al.,
2018; Smeaton, Maybee, Bruce, & Hughes, 2016).
The findings show that teachers in this study built capacities to adapt their teaching practices
to accommodate changes in their roles. They found that explicit modelling of discipline
information mastery and engaging in collegial reflection about information strategies with
students gave them agency in the rapidly changing information environment. These are areas
identified by national and international researchers as presenting challenges for educational
authorities who find that teachers are ill-equipped to teach new global competencies and
capabilities, including information and ICT strategies (Bahr & Mellor, 2016; Bruce, 2014;
Klebansky & Fraser, 2013; Urban, 2019; Wall & Bonanno, 2014a, 2014b;). It supports research
reporting that professional development which gives time, ownership, personal relatedness and
links to practice can produce transformation of teacher practice (Goldstone & Day, 2012; Gore,
Lloyd, Smith, Bowe, Ellis, Lubans, 2017; Guskey & Yoon, 2009; Jones, Hadgraft, Harvey,
Lefoe & Ryland, 2014; Montiel-Overall & Grimes, 2013; Osborn, 2017).
To conclude, two key themes can be seen in the way teachers in this study developed new
practices to address their concerns about changes to their roles brought by the evolving
information environment: discipline mastery and collegial practice.

That in turn was

accompanied by a new understanding that expert information use could enhance discipline
learning and that explicit reference to information strategies needed to be part of modelling
discipline information mastery and undertaking collegial discussion about information
strategies with colleagues and students. The process shown in this present study about ways
to build teacher capacity to undertake those explicit information practices has implications for
future research using the Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies to build whole
school information practice and for teaching the general capabilities and cross-curriculum
priorities mandated by education frameworks, discussed further in Section 6.3.
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6.2.4. ICT affordances for information literacy education

One of the main reasons given by teachers for participation in the study reported in this thesis
was the opportunity to explore ways they might successfully engage with the ever-greater array
of ICT applications in learning environments. The findings show that the ideas and processes
of Informed Learning PAR enabled them to identify and investigate both opportunities and
challenges in use of ICTs to enhance use of information in discipline learning. Teachers’ work
in this study provides practical examples of an affordances view (Mifsud, 2006) in action, in
this case applied to ICT tools which support Informed Learning approaches and experiences.
The study offers a process by which teachers might feel empowered to undertake reflective
investigation of ICT affordances for improved practice. This is of significance for practice, as
reflective and evaluative use of ICTs is a core part of critical and explicit use of information
for teaching and learning (Bruce, 2008), and is one of the challenges faced by teachers called
on to incorporate ICTs into their practices.
Informed Learning PAR enabled teachers to take on ownership of ICT use as part of the
problem of ILE (Sections 4.2.3). They used the school’s learning management system ClassE
to investigate ways that ICTs might enable them to more effectively operate in the new
information environment, with exploration of new skills to help students develop the
information strategies required to operate without teacher mediation (Sections 5.1.1). They
felt ClassE’s controlled environment had given them a safe space to experiment and to address
their concerns about ICT use in education, and they used the Frames and Faces to design
curriculum activities which used ICTs to enhance discipline learning (Sections 5.3.1, 5.4.1.2).
As a result of their Informed Learning PAR, teachers reported
•

improved capacity to meet the challenges of a changing learning environment and the
new ways of working required to equip students with information strategies for
unmediated access to information (Section 5.3.3, 5.4.3);

•

transformation of their views, with satisfaction from having overcome their fears of
new ways of working, and willingness to try a broader range of ICTs in future (Section
5.4.3.2);

•

positive learning from each other in case groups as they reflectively shared their ICT
actions (Section 5.4.1.2); and
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•

seeing affordances in new ICT applications to improve teaching and learning and being
eager to take them to their colleagues in discipline faculties (Sections 5.4.1.2, 5.4.3.2).

The significance for practice of these findings lies in their demonstration of ways that schools
might empower their teachers to take on new pedagogies for rapid changes in information
access and expectations about incorporation of an increasing range of ICTs in education
(discussed in Section 2.1.5 of the literature review). Gibson and Oberg (2004) reported low
take up of ICT affordances for collaboration, creation and dissemination in education. Since
that time, there has been considerable investigation of ways to engage students with ICT
affordances for learning as part of development of expert information strategies, with inquiry
learning proving a popular process (Hay, 2017; Lupton, 2014; Wall & Bonanno, 2014a,
2014b;).
However, there is less research about ways educators might be brought to evaluative
appreciation of ways to incorporate various ICT affordances as part of expert information use
for improved discipline learning, and findings from the present study do highlight the potential
of Informed Learning PAR in achieving this. For example, Bower (2008) identified lack of
engagement by teachers with the affordances of ICTs for contextual development of
information skills, whereas the present study identified that use of the Faces and Frames
constructs enabled teachers to see the ways that use of the School’s learning management
system affordances could better engage students, provide opportunities for cooperative
knowledge building and reflection as well as providing 24/7 access to contextual discipline
learning resources for extension of class learning.
While Bell and Shank (2007) found little evidence of effective collaboration between library
information specialists and educators for greater use of ICT affordances for improved learning,
findings presented in Chapter Five of this thesis demonstrate how Informed Learning PAR
might facilitate effective collaboration between teacher librarians and librarians to explore
ICTs for improved use of information in discipline learning. Furthermore, Rotherham and
Willingham (2009) called for structures and processes within schools to enable ICT skills
which had previously been the province of the few to become universal and recommended
significant investment in teacher professional development and classroom support for that to
happen. In addition, Jimoyiannis and Atsoglou, (2012) found the support structures of schools
and self-efficacy of teachers were more important factors in ICT use than factors involving
their perceived usefulness. Informed Learning PAR meets this call, in that it provides a
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structure and clearly defined processes to build teacher capacity to meet the challenges of
enabling students to develop the expert information strategies required for astute use of ICTs.
For example, this process can enable schools to employ the findings of Hay’s research (2017)
which provided frameworks to assist students and teachers determine the affordances of Web
2.0 applications best suited to their information use purpose.
Research by Bruce and colleagues (Bruce et al., 2006, 2007; Partridge et al., 2008) on the
perspectives of educators and students was used to build educator understandings about
incorporating ICTs to assist student learning, leading to Informed Learning (Bruce, 2008)
which provided constructs to bring explicit attention to the purposes of ICT use for discipline
learning. This is confirmed by the findings from the ILARC project presented in Chapter Five
which clearly demonstrate how Informed Learning could be used to provide a framework for
professional development to enable critical assessment of ICT affordances by teachers for
collegial exploration and evaluation of their suitability for discipline learning. This also
reflects Bruce’s (2014) advice that educators start with a focus on the intended learning and
people’s existing information use experiences and expertise then move to evaluation of the
affordances of ICTs and how they might assist the learning intention.
More recently, new educational directions have called for more explicit teaching of the general
capabilities, including ICT use and digital literacy, seen as essential for global learning and
work competency (ACARA, 2017; Common Core State Standards, 2019; OECD, 2018a,
2018b, 2019; QCAA, 2019; VCAA, 2017). As these are integrated into discipline curricular it
has become apparent that many teachers lack the capacities to teach them (Akshir Ab Kadir,
2018; McIlvenny, 2019; Scoular, 2018). Such pressures, including those of the crowded
curriculum, are noted by the OECD which identifies the need for the global competencies to
be somehow integrated within existing general capability teaching (OECD, 2019). Informed
Learning PAR, as outlined in this study, is a methodology that can assist teachers in building
capacity to use ICTs and associated pedagogies when designing and implementing curriculum.
In conclusion, this study showed that Informed Learning PAR provides structure and support
for teacher professional development about the affordances of ICTs for improved learning in
their discipline areas. It is significant for practice at all levels of education, as the ideas,
constructs and processes of Informed Learning PAR provide for ownership of change by those
responsible for designing cohesive curriculum which provides consistent approaches to use of
information and ICTs for learning. The professional development shown in the findings
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resulted in a real transformation of views and practices and demonstrates the transfer of theory
into practice long sought in ILE and in education more broadly. The findings answer Research
Question Three as well as the main research question and demonstrate a way that schools might
provide professional development to achieve a whole school approach to reflective use of ICTs
as part of ILE. These findings also have implications for future research in secondary schools,
particularly in relation to investigating ways that teachers might take on the challenges of rapid
changes in educational technologies, which is discussed further in relation to Benchmarks for
Repertoires of Information Strategies in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3.

6.2.5. Developing an Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools

This study showed that Informed Learning was instrumental in transforming the views and
practices of ILE by teachers in three different year level case groups in a secondary school.
This has significance because it demonstrates how to successfully integrate expert information
strategies into discipline learning. It shows how to bridge the gap between ILE theory and
practice. Informed Learning has great potential for future use in secondary schools, especially
when combined with PAR for professional development, but it is suggested that some changes
need to be made for easier application. Analysis of participants’ reflections gives rise to
recommendations about how it might be adapted to provide an Informed Learning Model for
Secondary Schools. The recommendations are presented in Sections 6.2.5.3 below following
a brief overview of the model and key themes in commentary from participants about its future
use.

6.2.5.1. Essential understandings about Informed Learning

As explained in Section 2.2.3 of the literature review, Informed Learning (Bruce, 2008) fits
into the field of ILE where a holistic approach is required to encompass and provide for a whole
school approach to consistent information literacy practices, involving development by
administration, teachers and students of common understandings about use of information to
learn. For this researcher, several key aspects of Informed Learning led to its selection for use
in this study. These mostly arise from its origins in phenomenography where the perceptions
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of those experiencing a phenomenon are studied and valued: in this case, those who are using
information to teach and learn (Andretta, 2007; Bruce, 2008; Bruce et al., 2006, 2007), and
from its use of the variation theory of learning (Marton & Booth, 1997) where different aspects
of learning are focused on according to the context of their use in learning activities.
It addresses the first-person perspective of the teachers who design and deliver discipline
learning as well as the second person perspective of the students for whom curriculum is
designed. Those involved are asked to consider the views and attitudes they bring to
information use, how that impacts on both teachers’ design and students’ use of discipline
information use activities, and further, how students have experienced those activities. It aims
to progressively develop individual understandings by teachers and students that information
use expertise brings a meta-level knowledge that each information use experience is context
dependent. With such knowledge and the associated capabilities, a person can assess which of
a range of information strategies is best suited to the situation. Informed Learning provides
constructs and terminology which can be used as the common literacy for these understandings
and strategies. Teachers and students can together reflectively and creatively use such literacy
to explore how information can be used for learning and for development of individual student
repertoires of information strategies for lifelong learning in an ever-evolving information
environment.

6.2.5.2. Future use of Informed Learning in secondary schools

Regarding its future application in secondary schools, teachers in this study said that Informed
Learning PAR had produced real transformation in their views and practices of ILE and they
saw it as valid and useful for future use in schools (Sections 5.41, 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 5.4.4). However,
certain aspects of Informed Learning proved problematic for some of the participants. These
chiefly involved its terminology and chapter presentation, whether it was suitable for secondary
schools, and beyond that, whether it was appropriate for whole school use or as an optional
pedagogy.
The terminology and constructs designed for common understanding about information
literacy and Informed Learning were seen by some participants as being difficult to understand
(Section 5.4.1). Most teachers had no background in information literacy and establishing that
basic understanding in addition to the new ideas of Informed Learning proved to be quite a
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step. Some teachers referred to the style of the readings from the book as being too complex
and had concerns about its relevance and its new and complex terminology (Section 5.4.5.1).
Regarding style: the book was designed to be a set of readings and prompts for reflection and
action, with each chapter building on the learning of the previous one, rather than a
straightforward non-fiction text on the topic.

This constructivist way of learning was

problematic for some teachers who thought it took too long to present its key ideas. The tertiary
context of examples led some participants to feel Informed Learning was not relevant to a
secondary school (Section 5.4.5.2). And for many, the unfamiliar ideas of information literacy
were compounded by the new terminology of Informed Learning, with confusion about use of
the similar sounding Six Frames and Seven Faces for the separate sets of core constructs
(Section 5.4.5.3).
Other researchers have found teachers’ lack of familiarity with the terminology and
understandings of information literacy to be barriers to ILE research and practice (Garrison,
FitzGerald and Sheerman, 2018). Research using Informed Learning has pointed to the
difficulty some educators might experience with its use, but in reference to the concepts rather
than their names. Maybee, Bruce, Lupton & Rebmann (2013) used Informed Learning for
undergraduate learning and commented that:
While encouraging students to use information to make meaning, designing
learning in this way is likely to prove challenging. While many teachers may
already have a sense of how the students in their courses understand content, they
probably have not considered how the focus on subject content can shift to the
foreground or the background when simultaneously focusing on how information
is used (p. 205).
These barriers were overcome in the ILARC project once the facilitator gave additional time
to learning about information literacy (Section 3.5.2.3). The examples were reframed with
reference to secondary schools (Appendices U and V) and the Six Frames and Seven Faces
were summarised and presented in a more accessible table format for easier viewing and
understanding (Appendices A and B). Additionally, application of the concepts to teachers’
own areas of practice via the PAR action cycles provided context for development of relational
understandings, which was further enhanced by shared and collegial discussion across
disciplines in case groups.
When teachers reflected about future use of the Informed Learning, some expressed concern
about whether it could be used more broadly for curriculum design (Section 5.4.5.2). This
came both from those who easily understood its ideas and constructs as well as those who found
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some initial difficulty. Two elements were identified as being problematic. The first was that
if ILARC project participants found aspects of Informed Learning difficult to understand, then
others across the school were likely to find the same problem, impeding its broader use. The
second was the pressure of results-driven assessment at upper levels in secondary schools
which mitigated against spending time on holistic learning skills such as development of
independent repertoires of information strategies. That was by no means a majority view, as
others felt the inclusion of such strategies would enable students to perform better at higher
levels and in tertiary studies. Those who taught IB said the course provided more time than
VCE for development of higher order thinking strategies and indeed expected students to
exhibit such reflective use of information.
These pressures of time in crowded and results-driven curricula were also found by Feekery
(2013) in her Informed Learning PAR research to be inhibitors to academics’ initial willingness
to incorporate its constructs into discipline learning. However, like teachers in this project,
once they changed their views to seeing that information literacy was central to more
sophisticated use of information for successful discipline outcomes, they were willing to
change their practices.
Many of these same factors arose again when teachers considered whether Informed Learning’s
ideas might be integrated into curriculum design in their own disciplines (Section 5.4.5.3).
They referred to its tertiary context and its complex structure and terminology as making it
difficult to take to discipline teams for implementation and for application in their own personal
discipline practices. However, they also suggested that it could be useful if it was changed to
make it more relevant and accessible to secondary school teachers. Some remarked that its
future might lie in being an optional new pedagogy rather than one used for whole school
application.
Informed Learning provides the holistic approach sought for so long in the history of ILE in
schools (Whitworth, 2011) and this research demonstrates its success when used with PAR for
transformative professional development to bridge the gap between the theory and practice of
ILE. Far from being barriers to its future use, the difficulties with Informed Learning canvased
above provide a clear path to ways it might be adapted for improved secondary school
application. While there were criticisms of the constructivist learning journey provided by
consecutive chapters of the book, they did prove to bring about transformation of
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understandings. This was particularly so in their consistent direction for participants to apply
the new ideas to their own practice contexts and reflect and report their observations.
Recommendations for a new Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools to address these
concerns are addressed in Section 6.2.5.3.

6.2.5.3. Proposed Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools

This thesis proposes an adaptation of Informed Learning: an Informed Learning Model for
Secondary Schools. This could entail a new version of the book Informed Learning (2008)
rephrased for secondary schools because, despite the barriers to its use discussed above in
Section 6.2.5.2, the chapter readings did work well for professional development in this study.
An alternative might be an ancillary model developed to enable easier use of the book in
secondary schools. In either case several key changes are recommended, as follows.
Firstly, the names of the two constructs of Informed Learning need to be changed, as there was
continuing confusion caused by Six Frames and Seven Faces sounding so much alike.
A beginning was made during the project, with a small rephrasing seen in Figures 2.1 and 2.2
above. However, it is likely that the two still sound and look too much alike, as teachers
frequently had to check that they were using the correct terminology. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 above
presented an evolution of possible rephrasing, where Six Frames becomes Discipline
Information Mastery, and Seven Faces becomes Reflective Information Use. The matter of
whether and how the names and terminology of the respective individual Frames and Faces
could be changed is also an implication for future research, discussed below in reference to
Maybee, et al. (2018).
Secondly, while there is clear value in the two perspectives brought by Frames and Faces to
enable curriculum design for discipline information mastery and reflective information use
experiences, the way the two constructs are presented to teachers needs to be changed to assist
gaining an overall initial understanding. In the same way that 6.1 above presents an overview
of the Informed Learning Praxis Model before introducing the detail of each its action phases,
teachers in the ILARC project found it useful to have the constructs presented near each other
to provide that overview. Additionally, the ‘lens’ diagrams of each of the Seven Faces need to
be provided on a single page near the overview for ready reference – as seen in Appendix A.
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Thirdly, a new book or a model to accompany the existing book, needs to be framed in a
secondary context. Appendices U and V show how the researcher rephrased Informed
Learning examples for more ready understanding by secondary teachers. Teachers in the
ILARC Project used these to establish group understandings about how the Six Frames and
Seven Faces would manifest in each of their different subject areas as an additional construct
to those provided in the Informed Learning chapters, and they said it helped with their relational
understanding of the approach.

These could be used in future research as a basis for

discovering terminology better suited to use of Informed Learning in secondary schools.
Bruce (2008) encourages broad application of the Informed Learning approach and she and
colleagues are pursuing its use across many different fields (Bruce, Davis, et al., 2014; Bruce,
Demasson, et al., 2017). Exploration of ways it can be applied to particular curricular and
school contexts can be seen in the research of Hughes (2014a), Maybee (2014), Maybee, et al.
(2016, 2018) and Smeaton, et al. (2016) and investigation of its adaptation for secondary school
use would be a rich vein for future research. This is especially so given the challenges to ILE
resulting from its successful integration into the mandated general capabilities of the Australian
Curriculum. While this has achieved one of the goals of ILE, it has resulted in a lack of
visibility and no set of explicitly stated understandings about the information practices in
schools by which students will develop their own repertoires of information strategies,
discussed further in Section 6.3.2.
Development of an Informed Learning Design model for curriculum design in the tertiary
environment by Maybee et al (2018) has parallels with suggestions in this thesis about adapting
Informed Learning to build teacher capacity in the secondary school environment to
incorporate information use expertise within discipline learning. Informed Learning Design
combines elements from Informed Learning (Bruce, 2008) and variation learning theory
(Marton & Booth, 1997), making the distinction that whereas phenomenographic research in
education has looked at the ways learners may be aware of different aspects of the same
phenomenon, variation theory looks at ways pedagogic strategies might enable that awareness.
To use such strategies in curriculum design, educators would focus on the object of learning,
which might be what is to be learned in a single lesson or across a whole semester unit, and
then on the activities by which that is to be learned. Bringing attention to the way information
is used to learn discipline content is an example of such an activity (Bruce, 2008). Such
curriculum design has a broader view than the more traditional process of defining learning
objectives and intentions and the associated outcomes and how they will be taught,
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demonstrated and assessed. As seen in Bruce’s (2008) Six Frames for Informed Learning, it
enables course designers to specify what discipline learning purpose is to be achieved by the
activity. But crucially, allied to that is consideration of the different elements involved in the
experience of the activity, and depending on the learning context, what emphasis will be given
to specific elements– as is provided in Bruce’s (2008) Seven Faces of Informed Learning.
Variation theory was used by Maybee et al. (2016) and Smeaton et al. (2016) to examine how
Informed Learning might improve student learning, with Maybee and colleagues studying
teacher and student experiences of using information to learn in an undergraduate course and
Smeaton and colleagues exploring how literacy learning by students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds in a secondary school might be improved by using Informed Learning
approaches and the familiar genre of Manga.
Maybee et al. (2018) investigated how they might use the results of these earlier studies in
curriculum design for another, hypothetical, environmental engineering course.

They

examined several curriculum design models and found they had three common components of
specifying learning goals, developing learning activities, and evaluating learning gains. A
model was developed in which the Informed Learning approach was brought to curriculum
design and the variation theory of learning was used to guide choice of learning strategies to
be applied in each of the three components of design.
This is like the problematised approach used by teachers in the ILARC project as they
transferred their understandings of Informed Learning into curriculum design. They used the
Six Frames to define the discipline learning to take place and the information strategies to be
used in the learning activities to achieve the defined learning intentions. The Seven Faces were
used to bring attention to the aspects of information, discipline content and ICT use which were
present in the activity and how they were being used in particular ways for discipline learning
in that context.
Despite some difficulties with understanding the concepts and with the terminology of the Six
Frames and Seven Faces, teachers demonstrated high levels of application of the constructs to
their own practices. The findings showed that they saw how information use could enhance
discipline learning and explored ways to design curriculum which integrated expert
information strategies to achieve discipline learning intentions and ways to explicitly model
discipline information mastery so students could see how discipline experts used information
– a Six Frames approach. They also undertook consideration of the second person perspective
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of information use in curriculum learning activities, wherein they brought reflective attention
to the different aspects of learning involved in such activities, such as information, discipline
content and ICTs, and which aspects were the focus of the activity and which were on the
margins or periphery of the experience – a Seven Faces approach.
Given this demonstrated success of using the Six Frames and Seven Faces with secondary
school teachers, it is suggested that an Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools would
still need to have those approaches, albeit that:
•

Six Frames could be called Discipline Information Mastery – in so far as teachers
would use the Frames to design curriculum which, along with specifying the
discipline learning to take place, also explicitly brings attention to the ways discipline
experts use information to learn; and

•

Seven Faces could be called Reflective Information Use – in so far as teachers would
use the Faces to work with students as reflective practitioners to bring attention to the
elements of information, discipline content and ICTs (and the associated skills) being
used for particular purposes in any given discipline learning activity, with the
intention that by variation of these experiences in many different discipline learning
contexts across the curriculum students might develop their own repertoires of
information strategies.

Another example of using Informed Learning for curriculum design in the tertiary
environment is Feekery’s (2013) research which, like this study, used Informed Learning
PAR. University library and faculty staff explored how information literacy strategies
might be incorporated into discipline teaching in order to develop more sophisticated
research approaches by students for improved curriculum outcomes. Informed Learning
ideas enabled educators and students to bring attention to ways that information strategies
can be learned as part of discipline learning, and the action cycles of PAR brought structure
to support staff as they developed new understandings and pedagogies. By addressing the
perspectives of educators in the context of their practices, Feekery’s study successfully
overcame reservations about whether there was time and room in crowded curricula for
development of information strategies.

Her findings demonstrated the power of co-

construction of common understandings, with recommendations made for future research
to pursue collegial conversations between library and academic staff and students to
develop Informed Learning strategies for improved learning. The outcomes of her study
have strong parallels with those of this study and is similarly a rare example of professional
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development which successfully changed educators’ views to see ILE as part of their discipline
practices.

These successful outcomes demonstrate the importance of future research to

investigate ways that Informed Learning might be adapted for easier application in secondary
schools. There is a need to ensure increased visibility and understanding about the information
strategies integrated into national and state education frameworks. Informed Learning PAR
has been shown to develop understandings about teacher information practices that enable
student development of information strategies, and Informed Learning has been used for
curriculum design in both secondary and tertiary environments. These studies provide a
direction for future research to explore ways that Informed Learning can be used for
professional development and curriculum design in secondary schools, with possible
development of an Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools.
Other areas where a new Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools might be used in
combination with PAR for professional development are in existing ILE process models such
as inquiry learning. These models provide the structure and processes for curriculum design
which incorporates scaffolded iterative development of information strategies at appropriate
points of learning. They also implicitly rely on collaborative teamwork by teachers and teacher
librarians. However, they do not address the professional development needed to change
teacher views about whose responsibility it is to teach ILE and to build their capacity to do so.
The lack of visibility and understandings in national and state education frameworks about
information practices and strategies further compounds that problem. This study shows how
such visibility and teacher capacity could be provided by using an Informed Learning Model
for Secondary Schools with PAR.
Within the area of inquiry learning research sits another direction which promises useful
application of Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools with PAR. Hay’s (2017)
research identified functions that Web 2.0 technologies can provide for inquiry projects in
secondary schools. She developed a Technology Functionality Matrix to identify the features
and functionality of Web 2.0 tools which would be most useful for teachers who undertake the
responsibility of developing student repertoires of information strategies. The Technology
Functionality Matrix could be used for selection by teachers of those Web 2.0 tools best suited
to specific uses of information in discipline learning. Additionally, Hay’s study identified
criteria for teachers to use with students for critical evaluation of technologies best suited to
their learning which would assist the process of development by students of their own
repertoires of information strategies.
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This thesis does not suggest a return to a situation where ILE statements and processes sat
mostly as part of library programs for use when subjects undertook research tasks, hopefully
taught by collaborative teams comprised of teachers and teacher librarians. Rather, it is
suggested that there be an Information Practice Statement developed to suit the curriculum
context of each school. It would sit alongside other key curriculum statements to guide explicit
use of clear information practices by all staff in the school for curriculum design and teaching.
Where schools are implementing curriculum frameworks such as those specified in the
Australian Curriculum, the Information Practice Statement would provide the understandings
for clearly mapping and explicitly referring to the information strategies already integrated into
the general capabilities and for selection of appropriate pedagogies to use in learning activities.
It is envisaged that the proposed Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools would be
used as part of Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies to:
1. guide development of an Information Practice Statement;
2. be part of Informed Learning PAR professional development (Informed Learning
Praxis Model Figures 6.1 and 6.2) by which teachers could build capacity to integrate
and teach information strategies as part of discipline learning, including ways that
teachers might explicitly model Discipline Information Mastery (Six Frames) and work
collegially with their students in Reflective Information Use experiences (Seven Faces);
and
3. guide the process of integrating information strategies into discipline learning,
including choices about use of information and ICT’s to achieve discipline learning
intentions and the pedagogies to help students develop their own repertoires of
information strategies.
This third element of using an Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools to integrate
information strategies into discipline learning activities would ideally follow a curriculum
design process similar to that used by Maybee, et al. (2018). This thesis suggests that the
Informed Learning PAR used in this study indicates the success of using a PAR cycle process
and accordingly recommends use of five steps in a cycle for curriculum design using the
Informed Learning Model. It is a structure common to most curriculum design models
(Maybee et al., 2018) and Hughes’ (2015; Hughes, Wolf & Froth, 2017) participatory design,
and is a process well suited to ongoing curriculum design in secondary schools wherein after
one round of curriculum implementation is completed, review and planning for the next round
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takes place. The cyclic process of action research has also shown to be effective in evidencebased practice models used by teacher librarians (Garrison et al., 2018, p. 6).
In such a process, the teachers would:
1. Diagnose: learning intentions are specified for discipline content, information
strategies and ICT use, using appropriate levelled statements from national or state
education frameworks for subjects, general capabilities and cross-curriculum
priorities and the information strategies specified for that school in its Information
Practice Statement;
2. Plan: activities are devised to achieve those learning intentions, again using
specified levelled statements and strategies and advised information practices and
pedagogies;
3. Act: activities are undertaken, and data are gathered about their outcomes and
student perspectives of the experience;
4. Reflect and review: student data and the teacher experience of implementing the
plan is reviewed with a view to future curriculum design; and
5. Report: results are shared within the school and beyond to build up evidencebased practice data.
At each of those steps, Informed Learning’s problematised approach would be used.
Additionally, as demonstrated in the Informed Learning Praxis Model by which teachers
develop those understandings, and as already demonstrated by the researcher in Appendices U
and V, the language and contexts need to be altered to suit the secondary school context.
This thesis recommends that these three constructs: (a) the Informed Learning Praxis Model
(Figures 6.1 and 6.2), (b) a proposed Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools and (c)
a recommended school-specific Information Practice Statement, would be used as part of
Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies (Figure 6.4) which provides a
framework for whole school information practice.

6.2.6. Summary
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This section discussed the implications for practice and future research of the outcomes of
exploring the Informed Learning approach for ILE. The findings showed that the process built
common understandings and capacity for cohesive approaches to ILE integration across the
curriculum. It enabled teachers to identify and share challenges to their traditional roles
brought by the changing information environment and ICT use in education, and they
developed ways to adapt their practices so they could model discipline information mastery
and explore information strategies with their students as reflective practitioners.

They also

showed how Informed Learning’s inclusion of ICTs as part of the information environment
being studied provided structure for teachers to critically explore the affordances of ICTs for
use of information in discipline learning.
From these findings has emerged a recommendation that Informed Learning constructs be
modified to enable their easier application in secondary schools, with a proposal that there be
research to develop an Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools. This evolving
application of Informed Learning is on a path sought by Bruce (2008) when she challenged
information professionals to find ways that Informed Learning might be applied in many fields
where information is used for learning. Its future use in secondary schools offers another step
on that journey, in a direction where Bruce’s challenge has been little explored. There is an
increasingly urgent need for secondary teachers to help students develop expert strategies to
critically analyse information, its formats and means of access, the veracity and purposes of its
production, as well as the impacts of its dissemination. As discussed in Section 6.3.2,
curriculum frameworks such as the Australian Curriculum have incorporated information
strategies into their general capabilities which must in turn be integrated into discipline learning
to ensure global competencies are developed. However, teacher capacity to explicitly teach
both the information strategies and general capabilities as part of their discipline practices has
not been broadly addressed. This thesis proposes that a new Informed Learning Model for
Secondary Schools, with terminology and illustrative examples more suited to secondary
teachers, could enable easier use of Informed Learning’s holistic approach to build teacher
capacity for this change of practice in secondary schools and could form part of Benchmarks
for Repertoires of Information Strategies as a framework for a whole school approach to
information practice.
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6.3. A Framework for Whole School Information Practice

The main research question for this study asked, “How might Informed Learning concepts
provide a bridge between information literacy theory and practice in a blended learning
environment?” This section discusses both that main research question and the three research
sub-questions.
As discussed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 above, findings presented in Chapters Four and Five show
that use of Informed Learning PAR in this study transformed understandings about ILE such
that teachers came to see it as a problem for their own practices, bridging the gap between ILE
theory and practice. They developed a common view that students needed new information
strategies for the evolving information environment and that they as teachers needed to
incorporate the teaching and modelling of those strategies into their own discipline practices.
They also felt that the nature of their roles should change to provide for different learning
relationships with students and that they needed new skillsets to deal with the increased use of
ICTs in teaching and learning. It was recommended by participants that a whole school
approach was required to ensure a common model of information strategies was being used in
all disciplines. They suggested that support be given for long term professional development
such as Informed Learning PAR so that teachers could develop the required pedagogies.
These findings highlight the need to develop a framework to inform whole school information
practice in which teachers and students reflectively develop their own independent repertoires
of information strategies. Therefore, the author of this thesis proposes a framework to help
schools achieve this: a set of ‘Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies’. It
presents a set of ten descriptive criteria to ‘benchmark’ a whole school approach to resolution
of the problem of ILE. Important elements in the Benchmarks include: development of a
school-specific Information Practice Statement, the use of Informed Learning PAR for
professional development about whole school information practices (as shown in Figures 6.1
and 6.2 Informed Learning Praxis Model); and development of an Informed Learning Model
for Secondary Schools to enable easier use of Informed Learning ideas for secondary school
curriculum design and professional development. It is proposed that such a framework can
also assist building teacher capacities for consistent and explicit teaching of information
strategies alongside the general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities of curriculum
frameworks such as the Australian Curriculum.
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The following sections provide context and explanation about the Benchmarks and their
implications for practice and future research. Section 6.3.1 describes the historical search for
a whole school approach to ILE, which is provided by the Benchmarks. Section 6.3.2 discusses
the progression in ILE from a view which saw its purpose as involving development of student
information skills to one where a repertoire of information strategies is seen as the desired
outcome for students. It also addresses the impact of changes in educational curriculum
directions which has seen information literacy learning integrated into general capabilities.
Lastly, Section 6.3.3 details the criteria of the Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information
Strategies and discusses its implications for practice and future research.

6.3.1. The Need for a Whole School Approach to ILE

Implications for practice of the Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies sits
within the field of ILE where there has long been a search for a successful model to guide
consistent curriculum integration of expert information practices and strategies across a whole
school. The researcher’s analysis of literature revealed that research-based theory and practice
pointed to three key themes of significance in finding such a model.
One theme indicated that development of common understandings and collaboration by
leaders, teachers and information professionals was required to ensure cohesive integration of
theory into practice. International and national models and standards were developed to guide
and enable this collaboration (Section 2.21). The second was the trend to incorporate a broader
range of holistic theories, with constructivist learning theory explored to present a familiar
approach for teachers who often had little background knowledge of ILE (Section 2.2.2). A
third strong theme was to find ways to accommodate within ILE the demands from government
and educational bodies for student development of ICT skills required in the evolving online
environment (Section 2.1.5).
The process approach to ILE was one of the most popular models developed to address these
themes. In Australia and New Zealand, government education departments produced models
to guide school library programs and teacher librarians developed a strong body of practice as
they implemented them in library programs using CPPT to support discipline research tasks
(Curriculum Corporation (Australia), ALIA & ASLA, 1993; Dawson & Kallenberger, 1989;
Gawith, 1987; Hawkins, 1987; Kirk, 1987). Kuhlthau (1989) and Todd et al., (1992) developed
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research-based process approaches for collaborative integration of inquiry-based learning and
information strategies into discipline research tasks. Building on Vygotsky’s (Hedegaard,
2005) research about pedagogies involving zones of intervention, and catering for use of ICTs
in education, Kuhlthau’s process approach became Guided Inquiry, (Kuhlthau et al., 2007).
Along with the similarly structured inquiry learning approach (Ireland et al., 2012; Lupton,
2014) it is used in schools across the world. The study reported in this thesis builds on learning
theory approaches in ILE which use strategic and reflective processes about information use
for progressive, constructivist creation of new knowledge by students.
Another holistic approach designed to address the themes was Bruce’s Informed Learning
(2008). It combined phenomenography, the relational and variation learning theories of
Marton and Booth (1997) and constructivist learning theory to focus on the perspectives and
experiences of educators themselves as a basis for transforming practice. It proposed a
problematised approach to ILE in which reflective attention is given to information and its use
for learning across the curriculum, varying according to context and the purpose of its use. It
brought explicit consideration of the ubiquitous presence of ICTs in education. Crucially,
Informed Learning addressed both teacher and student practices, providing constructs to
consider the perspective brought by each to teaching and learning, how that impacts on the way
information is used in the learning process, and in turn how to gain feedback about the student
experience of that process. Used with PAR for transformative professional development in the
study presented in this thesis, and referred to as Informed Learning PAR, it produced outcomes
which have implications for practice, in terms of a whole school approach to ILE: Benchmarks
for Repertoires of Information Strategies.
It is an approach which has additional significance given international and national educational
directions which have over the past decade subsumed information strategies into general
capabilities which are to be learned as part of discipline content (ACARA, 2017; OECD, 2018a,
2018b, 2019; VCAA. 2017). While integration of ILE into discipline learning has long been
the goal of practitioners, and was the impetus for this study, it has produced a situation in which
there is less explicit reference to the understandings and strategies associated with information
literacy as a distinct set of strategies (Lupton, 2014).
Accordingly, the author of this thesis proposes that schools use a set of Benchmarks for
Repertoires of Information Strategies to scaffold the development of a whole school approach
for more explicit information practices (by which students can develop their own repertoires
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of information strategies), and to help build capacity in teachers to integrate information
strategies, general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities into discipline learning for
global competency.

6.3.2. Repertoires of Information Strategies

Based on findings in Chapter Five, teachers involved in the ILARC project identified the main
purpose of ILE as being student development of their own repertoires of information strategies
to enable them to operate effectively in the changing information environment. This section
discusses the significance for practice of these findings.
Firstly, the idea of information literacy as being student repertoires of information strategies is
discussed in the context of its evolution within ILE practices. It is an understanding that has
moved from seeing information literacy as a set of lower-order skills to find and use
information for research tasks to a practice involving higher-order information strategies for
critical and creative construction of knowledge for its transfer to new contexts.
Secondly, the discussion explores the impact on ILE practice of new educational frameworks.
These have subsumed its information strategies into knowledge and skill-based outcome
statements within the elements of the Australian Curriculum’s general capabilities. The general
capabilities have been designed to “play a significant role in … equipping young Australians
to … develop capability when they apply knowledge and skills confidently, effectively and
appropriately in complex and changing circumstances, in their learning at school and in their
lives outside school” (ACARA, 2017). However, there are no accompanying statements
describing it as a distinct literacy practice with distinct strategies requiring explicit teaching.
Without such statements which establish common understandings about information strategies
and the practices and pedagogies by which students might develop them, it is unlikely that
teachers will use consistent terminology and cohesive approaches. Additionally, without
common terminology it is difficult to map their presence (Lupton, 2014; Petrov, 2017). It is
precisely this complex and changing environment which makes it imperative that information
strategies are explicitly taught so that students might develop their own repertoires to function
independently as expert information users while they are learning discipline content and
general capabilities for global competency (ASLA, 2010, 2011).
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The term ‘strategies’ is used in this thesis instead of the more common term ‘skills’ (often
associated with information literacy), because it has a more active and tactical connotation. It
is used in the sense of: “a plan which is devised to achieve a particular outcome” (Macquarie
Dictionary Online, 2003-). It brings the idea of students developing a collection of expert ways
to use information reflectively both within discipline learning and in new learning contexts at
school and throughout their lives. The term ‘repertoire’, arising from research by Bruce et al.
(2006, 2007) and Partridge et al. (2008), and used in reference to a relational awareness of ways
to search and use information, is used in this thesis to describe a person’s individual collection
of expert information strategies. It is also referred to in this sense in the New South Wales
Education Department’s Information skills in the school: engaging in construction knowledge
(2015), which states that amongst the skills and attitudes students should develop in order to
use information effectively are “strategies for the selection and use of information sources”
along with “key concepts related to the information process, of which information skills are a
part” and “valuing personal performance as an information user with a repertoire of skills and
developing independence” (p. 3). As data was analysed in this thesis, the researcher found that
the term repertoire was that most suited to describe an individual’s own unique collection of
expert information strategies which would be adapted and changed advisedly and with a
relational awareness to suit evolving information environments and the contexts of information
use.
The move towards using the term strategies instead of skills evolved with the change in
statements and standards defining information literacy which began in earnest in the 1980’s
(Breivik, 1985). Carey’s (1998) analysis of the progression of ILE made distinctions about
skills and strategies relevant to this study’s outcome and to learning which increasingly
involves ICT application.

He saw a difference between teaching the specific ‘finding

information’ of traditional library skills and the more tactical approach involved in ILE which
involved teaching how to select and apply appropriate skills and strategies for different
information-use contexts. In such education “Students apply a generic solution strategy to a
variety of information problems and construct new meaning through the interaction between
what they already know and the new information they encounter” (p. 6). It involved constructs
of both cognitive objectivism and cognitive constructivism. The move to information literacy
was seen as involving sets of cognitive strategies (metacognition), with the teacher’s role being
that of “creating learning environments (problem scenarios) and cooperative group structures
in which the natural outgrowth of curiosity is the collaborative construction among students of
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effective information problem solving strategies” (p. 6). The intended outcome was for students
to construct “personal solution strategies for information problems, and generalize, test, and
adapt those strategies in new problem situations” (p. 6), a cognitive constructivist approach.
This view of information literacy as consisting of both traditional sourcing, selecting and skills
and higher-level strategies was seen in development of more holistic information process
approaches for discipline learning (Breivik, 1998). The inquiry emphasis in process approaches
such as Kuhlthau’s Guided Inquiry (Kuhlthau et al., 2007) and inquiry learning (Dhiem &
Lupton, 2014; Ireland et al., 2012; Lupton, 2014, 2015) encouraged development of
questioning and information-use strategies to pose and resolve problems in discipline research
projects. Use of a broader range of learning theories resulted in a view of ILE as development
of greater understanding by application of information strategies in which students learned
through engagement with information and ICTs (Bruce, 2008). Terminology describing the
results of such education variously used skills and strategies, although there has been a trend
towards the active intent of strategies involving reflective practices by which students can
select and apply them in a rapidly changing information environment (Herring, 2011a; Lloyd
2007, 2010a, 2010b; Lupton, 2014).
While a listing of the information strategies which might be included in an individual’s
repertoire will change over time and in different contexts, Hughes, Bruce and Edwards (2007)
presented a holistic model which provides for adaptation to changing circumstances. “This
model, in accordance with the action research cycle on which it is based, represents the
dynamic and simultaneous nature of informed learning and proposes a holistic engagement
with the ever-changing online information universe” (Bruce, 2008, p.81).

Figure 6.3. Reflective online information use model (Hughes, Bruce & Edwards 2007)
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Use of ICTs and online information and communication have increasingly dominated the focus
of governments nationally and internationally which in turn has impacted on education
environments. There has been a change in use of the broader understandings about higher level
information use practices and strategies involved in information literacy and inquiry learning.
While still used, rather than being referred to as an explicit literacy they are more likely to be
subsumed into standards associated with other general capabilities or competencies seen as
essential for globalised futures and which are to be developed in the context of discipline
learning (QCAA, 2015). Digital literacy and digital citizenship concepts are likely to be given
more prominence, either sitting within a strand nominated as ICT learning, or in standards
describing the learning required for operation in the fast-evolving information environment.
(ACARA, 2017; Common Core State Standards, 2019; Digital Information Fluency Model,
2019; NEA, 2012; OECD, 2019; VCAA, 2017; QCAA, 2019).
In Australia, a major influence on the development of capabilities statements were the goals
set out in The Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young Australians (2008),
that all young people in Australia should be supported to become successful learners, confident
and creative individuals, and active and informed citizens. The Australian Curriculum’s seven
general capabilities are literacy, numeracy, information and communication technology (ICT)
capability, critical and creative thinking, personal and social capability, ethical understanding,
and intercultural understanding (ACARA, 2017). Each Australian State and Territory is either
using the ACARA general capabilities or developing its own, such as Victoria which has four:
critical and creative thinking, ethical, intercultural, personal and social (VCAA, 2017).
Curriculum mapping software or templates are sometimes provided to assist tracking
curriculum design, assessment and reporting (ACARA, 2017; VCAA, 2017).
One of the reasons given for the development of these global competencies is to enable young
people to use media platforms effectively and responsibly. It refers to radical transformations
in digital technologies impacting on the way young people learn, their connections to the world
and their ability to effectively engage with and capitalise on the information available.
To accommodate these changes, many school library associations and professionals have
developed their own sets of standards or processes for the information literacy or inquiry
learning strategies to be used with curriculum designers within the discipline and capability
frameworks of relevant educational authorities (AASL, 2018; ALIA & ASLA, 2016a-2016b;
Lupton, 2015, 2016; Kuhlthau, Maniotes, & Caspari, 2007; McIlvenny, 2013a, 2013b, 2019;
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Maniotes & Kuhlthau, 2014). Others have published statements to guide the policies and
processes by which schools will develop structures, resources, curriculum and teacher practices
to ensure students are learning expert information strategies as part of learning discipline
content and general capabilities or competency dimensions (AASL, 2018; ALIA & ASLA,
2016a-2016d). The IFLA School Library Guidelines (2015) provided a comprehensive
exploration of how information use strategies might be developed alongside the general
capabilities or competencies within discipline learning.
It is noticeable, however, that despite decades of international statements stressing the
importance of information literacy, defining its skills and performance criteria, and how it can
be taught and learned, information literacy as an understanding and practice with its own set
of strategies has been increasingly submerged into these global competence dimensions or
general capabilities (QCAA, 2015). From there it has been integrated into discipline level
learning statements (ACARA, 2017; NSW. Department of Education, 2015, 2017; VCAA,
2017; QCAA, 2019). For example, information use strategies in curriculum design using the
Australian Curriculum would specify the subject knowledge and skills to be learned in a
project, the inquiry elements of the critical and creative thinking, and digital literacies from the
ICT capability. There is no reference to information literacy as an independent understanding
with a range of strategies, including the digital strategies involved in ICT use.
Digital literacy is inclined to be described as an ICT capability (ACARA, 2017), or within an
even more generic dimension of global competence “the capacity to examine issues and
situations of local, global and cultural significance (e.g. poverty, economic interdependence,
migration, inequality, environmental risks, conflicts, cultural differences and stereotypes)”
(OECD, 2018a, p. 8). Sometimes it too is absorbed within a standard focused on ICT software
and the skills to use it (Petrov, 2017; QCAA, 2015; VCAA, 2017), although it is increasingly
referred to as a distinct strand referred to as digital or data skills or competencies (Digital
Information Fluency Model, 2019; OECD, 2019).
Researchers in the field continue to express concern about an overemphasis on digital literacy
strategies (Bruce, 2014; Klebansky & Fraser, 2013) and lack of inclusion in standards of an
explicit developmental continuum of the broader strategies associated with information literacy
within and across discipline learning (Lupton, 2014; McIlvenny, 2019). The impacts of the
decline in explicit development of student information literacy strategies are not yet well
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understood, but some research indicates low student proficiency in critical and evaluative use
of online resources (Fraillon, Ainley, Schulz, Friedman, Gebhardt, 2014).
The lack of visibility of information literacy in educational authority standards, and the
diminution of teacher understandings about it as a key literacy, presents a challenge for which
the findings of this study provide a possible solution. Integration of ILE into discipline
curriculum has long been a goal, and the general capabilities developed by educational
authorities have incorporated many of the recommended information strategies. However, that
needs to be accompanied by clear teacher understandings about the practices and pedagogies
by which information use can enable students to develop their own independent repertoires of
information strategies for independent transfer to new learning situations (IFLA, 2015). The
current educational environment is problematic in that unless there is explicit modelling of
expert discipline information mastery by teachers, and clear reference to the commonality of
information approaches being used in a variation of discipline contexts, students will not gain
the relational understandings about information use which are the basis of developing their own
repertoires (Bruce, 2008). Teachers need professional development about those understandings
and practices and there need to be structures in place to ensure it occurs. The study reported in
this thesis provided such professional development.
This thesis proposes that by using the Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies
(Section 6.3.3) as a guiding framework, schools can overcome the lack of a distinct information
literacy statement within national and international curriculum frameworks. Its ten criteria
show how schools can develop students’ expert information strategies while also implementing
the required standards of discipline learning, general capabilities and cross-curriculum
priorities. It specifies the need for a distinct school-based Information Practice Statement
detailing the information strategies to be developed within discipline learning alongside the
general capability and global competence statements in school curricula. It also recommends
the use of Informed Learning PAR to build teacher capacity for teaching both information
strategies and general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities as part of discipline learning.

6.3.3. Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies

The Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies consists of ten descriptive criteria
to use as reference points when developing structures, programs and practices to support ILE
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in secondary schools. The goal of these Benchmarks is to establish a school-based culture that
supports students’ development of their own repertoires of information strategies to enhance
their learning in the future, both as students and lifelong learners.
It outlines ten ‘benchmarks’ or criteria which must be present for a school to achieve this goal.
The term ‘benchmarks’ is defined as: “a point of reference from which quality or excellence is
judged” (Macquarie Dictionary Online, 2003-). The stance taken by the author of this thesis is
that these ten Benchmarks are required for a school community to provide the conditions by
which teachers bring reflective attention to their own practices as discipline experts and design
learning opportunities where discipline information strategies are explicitly taught as part of
the curriculum. This will, in turn, provide conditions where students can develop their own
repertoires of information strategies. The Benchmarks should be viewed as an integrated and
mutually supporting set, requiring all to be implemented if the goal is to be achieved. Each is
presented below with reference to findings in this study, related literature, significance for
practice and implications for future research.
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Figure 6.4. Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies

6.3.3.1. Criterion One: Repertoires of Information Strategies.

Section 6.3.2 discussed the findings of this study in relation to ILE research about evolving
understandings of the skills and strategies required by students for expert information use and
the processes by which they might be taught and measured. Teachers in this study felt that the
main goal for ILE was to develop students’ meta-understandings about the information
strategies required for the evolving educational environment and their future lives. They agreed
that students need cohesive experiences of information use across discipline areas for
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development of their own individual sets of information strategies for future learning, and that
a whole school approach was required to achieve such cohesion.
Accordingly, Criterion One specifies that the goal of development by students of individual
repertoires of information strategies for future learning is seen as a whole school responsibility
by school leadership, teachers, parents and students and is specifically included in whole school
mission and goal statements. The following Criteria Two to Ten describe how the goal will be
implemented and its achievement monitored and reported.
Applied in practice, this criterion would mean that a school-specific Information Practice
Statement would be required to guide the practices and structures by which students might
develop their own individual repertoires. It would sit as part of the school’s curriculum
framework priorities and provide for development of levelled descriptions of the strategies for
inclusion in discipline learning curricula as part of or alongside relevant discipline, general
capability and cross-curriculum priorities. A holistic information literacy model would be used
to guide explicit teaching of the information strategies, such as a proposed Informed Learning
Model for Secondary Schools.
Statements within existing literature have extensively explored practices and strategies relevant
to such a statement, usually expressed in terms of information literacy or information skills
(ALIA & ASLA, 2016a – 2016d; IFLA, 2015). Elements from those statements which enable
development by students of their own repertoires of information strategies could be selected
and reframed for the purpose, including statements about the strategies required for expert use
of ICTs and digital technologies. Informed Learning (2008) and the material referenced for
development of an Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools (Section 6.2.5) contain
constructs to guide this process. In Australia, some of the terminology used to refer to
information use in the Australian Curriculum general capabilities could be used to assist easier
incorporation of the information strategies into curriculum design (ACARA, 2017; OECD,
2018a; McIlvenny, 2019). As explained in Criterion Eight, teacher librarians in the school
would play an important role in developing and implementing these strategies given their
demonstrated experience internationally and nationally (FitzGerald, 2015; Lupton, 2014;
McIlvenny, 2019; Wall & Bonanno, 2014a, 2014b).
Responsibility for ensuring this statement is developed, and its practices and strategies
implemented and evaluated would lie with the school executive, including the principal and
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heads of department, in collaboration with teacher librarians (ASLA, 2013; Hartzell, 2002; Hay
& Foley, 2009; Henri, Hay & Oberg, 2002a; IFLA, 2015).
The information practices and strategies would need to be explicitly articulated in discipline
learning throughout the school. That would involve mapping the existing curriculum to
ascertain where the identified practices and strategies already exist or need to be incorporated,
and how they are to be assessed and reported along with discipline knowledge, other general
capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities (FitzGerald, 2015; Lupton, 2014; McIlvenny,
2013a, 2019).
There are clear implications for future research to investigate how such a statement might be
phrased to include and support evolving curriculum directions as well as providing a distinct
element within secondary education which addresses development of explicit expert
information strategies. Such research could utilise the understandings presented by Informed
Learning wherein students learn discipline information mastery in a variation of cohesive
information-use experiences across the curriculum which in turn provide the relational
understandings to build their own individual repertoires of information strategies.
Given current concerns about school readiness to teach general capabilities (Akshir Ab Kadir,
2018; McIlvenny, 2019; Scoular, 2018; Urban, 2019) there is a window of opportunity to
present ways of developing clarity and process for building teacher capacity in the area, and a
fully articulated statement about information strategies would demonstrate a way that others
might similarly be achieved. As suggested by McIlvenny, (2019), teacher librarians have the
knowledge and expertise to assist schools to develop policies and build capacity for general
capabilities, and this is an opportunity to bring more focus to information strategies and the
teacher capacities required for their teaching.

6.3.3.2. Criterion Two: Holistic ILE model

Section 6.2 discussed the findings of this study related to ILE research which emphasises the
importance of a holistic approach for successful integration of expert information strategies
into curriculum learning. Teachers in this study found that holistic understandings brought by
Informed Learning enabled them to consider ILE from many different perspectives, and its
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inclusion of learning theory provided a familiar frame of reference for its application to their
practices.
Accordingly, Criterion Two specifies that a holistic model of ILE, such as the Informed
Learning Model for Secondary Schools, is selected for use across the school to direct teacher
integration of cohesive approaches for students’ development of independent repertoires of
information strategies.
In practice, there might already be inquiry learning models in use in the school involving more
holistic approaches to ILE, but which do not address the need for explicit whole school practice
by teachers. For example, there are schools in Australia and internationally which use the
inquiry process and associated ILE pedagogies (Buchanan, Harlan, Bruce, & Edwards, 2016;
FitzGerald, 2015, 2018; Lupton, 2014; Montiel-Overall & Grimes, 2013) and Guided Inquiry
(Gregory, 2018; Maniotes & Kuhlthau, 2014; Scheffers & Joukhdar, 2016).
Additionally, a number of teacher librarians in Australian schools have explored how to map
the strategies in these models to the Australian Curriculum in such a way that information
literacy skills are taught, monitored and reported as part of discipline learning (FitzGerald,
2015; McIlvenny, 2013a, 2013b). It is a process not without its challenges because these skills
are not consistently or explicitly articulated in the Australian Curriculum (Lupton, 2014),
which is why the Benchmarks are so important in bringing clarity to where and how schools
are developing students’ information strategies. A similar situation has been found regarding
the lack of clarity in the Australian Curriculum about teaching of literacy (Merga & Gardiner,
2018) and the need for a policy to direct integration and professional development as well as
clear mapping of where and how it is being taught.
To achieve this criterion, any existing information literacy processes used in a school, such as
the information skills process, inquiry learning, etc., would need to be checked and possibly
adapted to meet the purpose defined in a school’s goal for development of students’ repertoires
of information strategies. A holistic model such as the Informed Learning Model for Secondary
Schools could be used to direct integration of existing information literacy processes with those
developed as advised by an Information Practice Statement.
An implication for future research regarding this criterion would be for exploration of the way
an Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools could be used to guide practices which
enable students to develop their own repertoires of information strategies, and data gathered
about the impact on student learning outcomes.
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6.3.3.3. Criterion Three: School Leadership for Whole School Information Practice

Section 6.1 discussed the findings of this study in relation to research about the crucial role
played by principals in determining the success of ILE in a school. Teacher participants
indicated that such leadership would be required for use of a holistic ILE model across a whole
school.
Accordingly, Criterion Three specifies that school leaders mandate the development,
implementation and evaluation of the policies, statements, models, processes and resources
required to establish a whole school information practice by which students might develop their
own repertoires of information strategies.
The significance for practice of this criterion is that principals need to take action to ensure
students in their schools are developing the information strategies identified as key to effective
operation in the evolving globalised information environment.

This would require that

mapping is done to reconcile the information strategies, digital literacy and digital citizenship
knowledge and skills outcomes in the Australian Curriculum with the practices and strategies
developed by using Informed Learning as part of the Information Practice Statement in a
school. Lack of teacher training for the general capabilities in which most information
strategies now reside in the Australian Curriculum (Akshir Ab Kadir, 2018; McIlvenny, 2019;
Lucas & Smith, 2018; Wall & Bonanno, 2014a, 2014b), means there is little clarity about what
information literacy education students are receiving (FitzGerald, 2015; QCAA, 2015).
Principals could provide leadership within their school communities by mandating,
championing and modelling the information practices and strategies detailed in a schoolspecific Information Practice Statement. Further, they could take a more active role in
professional development to develop capacity for integration and modelling expert information
use (IFLA, 2015). Research shows that their influence is key to effective information literacy
programs in schools (Filipi, 2008; Hartzell, 2002; Henri et al., 2002a, 2002b; Hughes et al.,
2013) with Merga and Gardener (2018) identifying a similar position for literacy teaching.
Additionally, research shows that teachers find principals’ closer engagement and more
distributive leadership styles as factors which promote reflection and professional growth
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(Blase, 2000; Jones et al., 2014; Lucas & Smith, 2018; Robinson, Hohepa, Lloyd, & The
University of Auckland, 2009). Some education authorities suggest this as a leadership style
to be adopted (State of Victoria. Department of Education and Training, 2018b).
While there is considerable research about the importance of the principal’s role to bring about
teacher and teacher librarian collaboration to develop information literacy programs in schools,
(Church, 2010, 2017; Commonwealth of Australia. House of Representatives Standing
Committee on Education and Employment, 2011; Henri et al., 2002a, 2002b) there is little
about principals’ active engagement in developing teacher practices which help students
develop their own repertoires of information strategies. Opportunities for future research
include the idea of principals and other members of school leadership joining their teacher
colleagues in action research such as Informed Learning PAR. This would provide findings
about the active role leaders can play as reflective practitioners in development of productive
information pedagogies. Additionally, it would be a powerful way to gain commitment from
school leadership and add value to the role of libraries and teacher librarians.

6.3.3.4. Criterion Four: Ongoing PAR for ILE Professional Development

Section 6.1 discussed the findings of this study in relation to research about ILE professional
development for teachers. Participants in the study said that Informed Learning PAR’s
provision of time and resources for collaborative and co-constructed understandings about
information use were important for transfer of theory into discipline practice (Section 6.2.4).
Teachers in the three case groups nominated collegiality and cross-discipline learning as
features of PAR which were key to their successful investigation of Informed Learning for ILE
and for exploration of ICT affordances. They recommended provision of time and resources
for such professional development.
Accordingly, Criterion Four specifies that a transformative professional development process,
such as that provided by Informed Learning PAR, and developed into the Informed Learning
Praxis Model, is used to build teacher capacity for integration of information strategies into
their teaching practices.
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In practice this would involve collaborative school teams, comprised of either single or multisubject groups depending on circumstances, to engage in ongoing professional development
involving reflexive co-construction of common understandings about information practices
and strategies and how they are to be interpreted and explicitly transferred into design of
curriculum and learning activities, including choices of ICTs for ILE.
The ILARC project design and research findings of this study would suggest that the capacitybuilding for teachers involved in implementing the Benchmarks is best done in communities
of practice. It is a process recommended by research about ways to build capacity in teachers
and library professionals (Jones et al., 2014; Osborn, 2017). This is especially relevant for
Criterion Four, particularly in relation to development of teacher and teacher librarian selfefficacy for implementation of the Australian Curriculum alongside information literacy
processes and strategies, including ICTs and the associated digital literacies (FitzGerald, 2015;
Wall & Bonanno, 2014a, 2014b). There is also a need for teachers to develop skills for
effective collaboration in teams to ensure common approaches to teaching information
strategies are used across the curriculum (McKeever et al., 2017; Montiel-Overall & Grimes,
2013). An aspect of that is development of common understandings amongst stakeholder
groups about the role each plays in development of key information strategies by students
(O’Neal, 2004; Wetzel Wilkinson & Bruch, 2012). Implications for future research arising
from Criterion Four include further investigation of the understandings held by teachers,
teacher librarians and administrators about each other’s roles in development of repertoires of
information strategies
For teachers to develop and maintain their capacities for adapting to the rapidly changing work
environment of education, they need professional development which provides for continual
reflective renewal and transformation (Bahr & Mellor, 2016) and increasingly it is stated as a
key direction for continual school improvement at the education system level (State of Victoria.
Department of Education and Training, 2018b). Research by Gore and colleagues (2017)
points to the most successful teacher professional development being that which enables them
to be both learners and teachers, supports their needs, occurs within the school day, clearly
links to practice, coheres with school and system policies and promotes transformative practice
rather than accountability. Findings from their research builds the case for processes which
develop inquiry habits and productive ways of collaborating with colleagues in the assessment
and refinement of teaching so that it strengthens both intellectual and professional aspects.
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The findings reported in this thesis reflect many of the above elements of successful teacher
professional development, demonstrating that Informed Learning PAR has such processes and
did deliver capacity-building for participants. It provides a model for case groups of teachers
within subject departments and across levels to collaboratively co-construct common
understandings about information strategies. With such capacities, teachers can then explicitly
integrate and refer to information strategies within discipline learning alongside integration of
general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities. The regenerative and recursive nature of
such an approach to whole school information practice offers a way forward for teachers and
teacher librarians facing the challenges of a constantly changing educational environment
(ASLA, 2013; Bruce, 2014; Budd and Lloyd, 2014).

An implication for future research is to use Informed Learning PAR for teacher and teacher
librarian case studies about how their capacities can be developed for confident integration of
information strategies within discipline learning, alongside integration of other general
capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities. There is clear identification that capacity building
is required for both areas, with interest in finding effective ways to do so (Akshir Ab Kadir,
2018; FitzGerald, 2015, 2018; Lucas & Smith, 2018; Lupton, 2014; McIlvenny, 2019; Scoular,
2018; Wall & Bonanno, 2014a, 2014b). Development of capacities for effective collaboration
in teams has also been identified as a professional learning need (McKeever et al., 2017;
Montiel-Overall & Grimes, 2013) and one which can be facilitated by Informed Learning PAR.
An associated implication concerns the role of teacher librarian as facilitator for Informed
Learning PAR. The findings of this study reported significant positive impacts for both teacher
participants and the teacher librarian who took on the role of researcher and facilitator. Other
teacher librarians could use this model as a basis for professional development in their own
schools.

6.3.3.5. Criterion Five: Explicit Integration of Information Strategies

Section 6.2.2 discussed the findings of this study in relation to ILE models which enable
integration of common approaches to information use in curriculum design so students can
learn to use and apply information strategies. Teachers in this study identified explicit and
common approaches to information use as an important aspect of integrating ILE teaching and
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learning into curriculum design. They also identified the need for informed and explicit choices
to be made about use of ICTs for teaching and learning. The study showed how they used
Informed Learning’s Frames and Faces constructs to guide, report and discuss ways they
integrated information strategies and ICTs into discipline learning.
Accordingly, Criterion Five specifies that there should be explicit integration of information
strategies and ICTs into discipline learning intentions, activities, outcomes, feedback and
reporting processes.
In practice this would mean that a school’s Information Practice Statement would provide a
plan for its integration into the curriculum; a model by which it will be integrated, (such as an
Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools); and a professional development process,
such as Informed Learning PAR (Informed Learning Praxis Model), to build teacher capacity
for integration of the information strategies.
A plan for contextual integration of information strategies into discipline learning and how it
will be clearly mapped across the school would provide for:
•

development of levelled generic statements about information strategies for their easy
integration into appropriate discipline learning, either alongside or as part of general
capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities;

•

mapping where they are taught, assessed and reported as part of discipline learning;

•

the pedagogies used to enable engagement, application and transfer to new learning
contexts;

•

ways that teachers might engage with students as collegial practitioners to reflect about
the way information is being used to develop discipline mastery; and

•

how students are building up their own repertoires of information strategies.

As discussed above in 6.3.2, research reports indicate that while the steps of the information
process have been integrated into the Australian Curriculum’s general capabilities and from
there into many of the discipline learning standards, there is lack of clarity about where they
are and how they are being taught (McIlvenny, 2019). A search across the mapping software
of the Australian Curriculum website (ACARA, 2017) enables discovery of where they are,
but their subsumption into the general capabilities has meant that their existence as an
independent set of strategies for use in future information-use contexts is not explicitly
presented. A similar situation exists for literacy learning (Merga & Gardiner, 2018).
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Attempts are being made to map where they exist at present, and how they might be
consistently taught, monitored, assessed and reported (FitzGerald, 2015; Lupton, 2014;
McIlvenny, 2019; Scoular & Heard, 2018; Wall & Bonanno, 2014a, 2014b), but further work
is needed in each school to guide their integration, mapping and teaching, and determining how
student development of the strategies is being monitored. Additionally, as discussed in
Criterion Four, teachers need professional development to enable them to explicitly integrate
the strategies in such a way that they enhance discipline learning whilst also enabling students
to develop their own relational understandings of information use by which to build their
individual repertoires of information strategies.
Implications for future research sit in the field where work has started on developing such a
plan (FitzGerald, 2015; Lupton, 2014; McIlvenny, 2019; Scoular & Heard, 2018). There is yet
to be articulation of what the plan might look like in terms of the information strategies to be
taught and the level descriptors for each; the common approaches by which they will be taught
explicitly, reflectively and collaboratively; and how they will be monitored, assessed and
reported.

6.3.3.6. Criterion Six: Explicit Modelling of Discipline Information Mastery

Section 6.2.3 discussed the findings of this study in relation to research by Bruce and others
(Hughes & Bruce, 2012a, 2012b; Feekery, 2013; Maybee et al., 2018; Smeaton et al., 2016)
regarding explicit and reflective modelling of expert information strategies by educators.
Participants in the ILARC project explored ways to incorporate such modelling into a variation
of learning activities across disciplines so that students might develop relational understandings
about the different ways that information and ICTs are used by discipline experts. They also
explored ways to incorporate explicit information use guidance at appropriate learning stages,
referencing the process approaches common to inquiry learning ILE. Teachers in this study
recommended more explicit reference to information strategies in discipline learning. They
found that by changing their roles to engage in more explicit and reflective modelling of
information strategies and ICT use with students that discipline information mastery could be
a shared learning experience.
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Accordingly, Criterion Six specifies that teachers be explicit in articulating to colleagues and
students about their own information strategies and the reasons why and how particular
information and ICTs are being used.
The significance for practice of this criterion lies in the way teachers in this study found
improved positivity and self-efficacy when they changed their roles and developed new
skillsets to meet the challenges posed by the rapidly evolving information environment. They
said that as they were no longer the intermediaries for the sources their students used to learn,
they needed to constantly change their pedagogies to help students independently evaluate their
use of information (Bahr & Mellor, 2016). The findings of this study showed significant
empowerment when teachers used the action cycles of Informed Learning PAR to trial different
ICTs within the collegial environment of case group action cycles and investigated ways they
could explicitly explore different information strategies with their students to enhance learning
and develop discipline information mastery. Such methods were encouraged by Wall and
Bonanno (2014a, 2014b) in their analysis of professional development models to enhance
teacher and teacher librarian capacity to meet the demands of the changing information
environment and the Australian Curriculum.
In practice this criterion would require that schools use Informed Learning PAR to build
capacity for development and use of pedagogies which explicitly model discipline information
mastery (Bruce, 2008). Given the identified challenges faced by teachers poorly prepared for
the demands of teaching the general capabilities in which information literacy strategies now
sit (Urban, 2019), schools might well use Informed Learning PAR for that purpose also. As a
process which enables teachers to be both learners and teachers, addressing the elements of
what constitutes successful professional learning for teachers as identified by Bahr and Mellor
(2016) and Gore, et al. (2017) it does meet the challenges faced by teachers undertaking
professional development to incorporate more pedagogies into a crowded curriculum.
Implications for future research lie in the already-identified area of Informed Learning PAR by
which case groups of teachers would use action cycles to investigate, trial and report
information strategy teaching and the affordances of ICTs for using information to learn. It
would focus on how to explicitly model discipline information mastery for and with students
as they develop their own mastery. An additional aspect of that might be the gathering of data
about the impact of such interventions on student development of their own repertoires of
information strategies. This fits with research directions identified by Bruce and colleagues
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(Bruce, Demasson, et al., 2017) which “takes into account learners’ existing experiences of
information use, using reflection to enhance awareness; promotes simultaneous learning about
discipline content and the information using process; and brings about changes in learners’
experience of information use and of the subject being learned” (p. 6). There has been little
use of Informed Learning PAR in secondary schools to develop teacher efficacy in the teaching
of information strategies, and this would contribute to a greater understanding of what this
would look like, how it would work and resultant outcomes.

6.3.3.7. Criterion Seven: Reflective Information Use

Two areas of findings arising from this study have relevance for Criterion Seven. Section 6.2
discussed use of the Informed Learning (2008) approach in this study to develop
understandings about information use as being a reflective practice by teachers and students
where together they explicitly explore strategies for expert information use (Feekery, 2013;
Herring, 2011a, 2011b; Hughes & Bruce, 2012a, 2012b; Maybee et al., 2018; Smeaton, et al.,
2016). Possible future changes to the Informed Learning constructs referred to in Section
6.2.5.3 explicitly reference such collegial reflective practices in relation to Seven Faces.
Section 6.2 also discussed the findings of this study in relation to ways that the student
perspective of learning to use information strategies might be discovered to inform such
reflective practices.

Bruce’s research (1997) brought attention to considering people’s

individual perspectives of information use experiences in development of practices and
strategies for using information to learn, and her Informed Learning approach provided
constructs to bring teacher attention to this aspect of ILE. Teachers in this study used Informed
Learning’s Six Frames and Seven Faces constructs to bring attention to their own and their
students’ experiences of information and ICT use, how that might enable more effective
teaching and learning about discipline information strategies and how they might gather data
about the student perspective.
Accordingly, Criterion Seven specifies firstly that teachers engage with colleagues and students
to bring reflective attention to the variation of aspects of information use, discipline content
and ICTs used in learning activities across the curriculum. Secondly, it specifies that a school’s
Information Practice Statement incorporates reference to processes by which teachers might
discover and respond to students’ perspectives of their information use experiences.
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In practice, implementation of this criterion would require that a school builds capacity in its
teachers to use the constructs of a holistic ILE approach such as Informed Learning to engage
as reflective practitioners (Schon, 1983). This would contribute to the self-efficacy required
for discussion with colleagues and students about ways information is being used in subject
learning across the curriculum and whether cohesive approaches are being used by which
students might develop their own repertoires of information strategies. This study showed that
use of a common set of constructs was important to ensure that similar ILE understandings
were being used in discussions and information use approaches across the disciplines, affirming
distinctions about information literacy as a site ontology (Budd & Lloyd, 2014; Kemmis et al.,
2010; Lloyd, 2010a, 2014; Schatzki, 2005).

Future research about ways that reflective

practitioner relationships might be developed using Informed Learning terminology and
constructs, especially as adapted in a proposed Informed Learning Model for Secondary
Schools, would be a valuable contribution to growing understandings about a need to build
teacher capacity for explicit use of information practices and strategies as part of a whole school
information practice to enable repertoires of information strategies to be developed by students.
Additionally, this criterion would require processes in discipline curriculum and pedagogies by
which students’ perspectives of learning activities involving information strategies might be
discovered, mostly referred to in education as ‘student voice’. That also would require use of
common sets of terminology to ensure all involved brought similar understandings. Data about
student perspectives of such learning activities achieves three purposes. The first is for use in
formative assessment so that teachers can respond to students’ learning development by
adjusting instruction and the style of the learning activity while learning is progressing. The
second is to empower students in their own learning by enabling agency and contribution to
improvement in the learning program. This has been shown to contribute positively to student
learning outcomes (Hattie, 2010; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Lastly, ‘student voice’ can be
used as a reflective tool to aid collegial discussions about students’ use of information and
development of their own sets of information strategies.
Teachers in the ILARC project were better at gathering data about student information-use
learning outcomes than student perspectives about the experience, however, those who did so
used a variety of tools and said that it enabled reflective learning by students, provided a guide
about the effectiveness of the activity and also gave the ‘quiet’ students in classes an
opportunity to give voice to their questions and learning.
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Processes for gathering student voice are already in place throughout Australian schools (An
audit of school practices around: Student voice, agency and participation, 2019; Government
of South Australia. Department for Education and Child Development, (n.d.); State of Victoria,
2018a; NSW. Centre for Education Statistics and Evaluation, 2018). The gathering of students’
perspectives about their information strategy development within discipline learning can use
existing processes already familiar to administrators and teachers.
Herring (2011a) identified the need for more research about the student experience of ILE to
inform development of models which enabled student reflection about their learning, important
for transfer to new learning contexts. Researchers in the Informed Learning domain have used
this process to enable more powerful ownership by users of information for learning (Bruce,
Davis, et al., 2014; Budd & Lloyd, 2014; Feekery, 2013; Gunton et al., 2012; Hughes, 2014a;
Hughes & Bruce, 2012a, 2012b; Maybee et al. 2016, 2018; Smeaton et al., 2016). Some inquiry
learning and Guided Inquiry practitioners and researchers have included student voice as part
of their processes (FitzGerald, 2015; Garrison et. al., 2018; Gregory, 2018; Hay, 2017). Future
research about gaining student voice as part of a deliberate plan in which secondary students
develop their own meta-structures of information literacy strategies would be an important part
of incorporating the Benchmarks as well as providing data for evidence-based practice for its
future development and application.

6.3.3.8. Criterion Eight: Teacher Librarians in Curriculum Design for ILE

Section 6.2 discussed the findings of this study in the context of ILE research related to the
importance of collaboration between educators and library staff to enable effective integration
of information use expertise into teaching practice. National and international standards have
specified that school leaders have a crucial role to play to achieve this collaboration. They
need to ensure that teacher librarians are well-positioned and effectively supported to enable
their involvement in curriculum design and delivery which integrates ILE into teaching and
learning. This study demonstrated that the involvement of teacher librarians as facilitators and
fellow participants in Informed Learning PAR case groups brought appreciation of the teacher
librarians’ information and ICT expertise and enabled co-construction of common
understandings about ways to incorporate information strategies and ICTs into discipline
practice.
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Accordingly, Criterion Eight specifies that the school’s ILE program includes teacher librarians
who bring their information and ICT expertise to collaborative curriculum design and teaching.
The practice significance of this criterion is that teacher librarians in a school would provide
the expertise to guide overall development of the Information Practice Statement (ALIA &
ASLA, 2016a-2016d; ALIA & Victorian Catholic Teacher Librarians (VCTL), 2017; ASLA,
2011; Hughes, 2014b; IFLA, 2015) as well as ensuring that it is reflected in library policies,
programs and resources (ACT Government, 2016; NSW. Department of Education, 2015,
2017). Teacher librarians would also play a major role in its implementation, including:
•

designing and implementing the professional development by which individual
teachers and teaching teams become familiar with its concepts, such as Informed
Learning PAR;

•

facilitating the process of extracting and documenting the levelled descriptions of
information strategies which comprise an agreed repertoire of information strategies to
be developed by students, in collaboration with key learning areas (KLAs) and year
level teams; and

•

working with KLAs and year level teams to determine how the information strategies
are implemented in curriculum design, teaching practice and student learning of
discipline content, general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities using a model
such as the Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools.

Researchers and leading practitioners recommend that teacher librarians can bring important
expertise to the work of integrating information strategies into the Australian Curriculum
(FitzGerald, 2015; Lupton, 2014; McIlvenny, 2019; Scoular & Heard, 2018; Wall & Bonanno,
2014a, 2014b). As identified in Criterion Three, the principal’s role is vital to ensure the
teacher librarians are given delegated responsibility to ensure they are involved in development
of policies, procedures, curriculum development and for leadership in professional
development for teacher capacity building (Filipi, 2008; Hartzell, 2002; Henri et al., 2002a,
2002b; Merga, 2018). It is important that the implementation of the Information Practice
Statement is addressed as a whole school responsibility rather than residing solely in the
domain of the school library.
There are implications for future research in secondary schools which builds on the research in
this study and that by researchers who are using Informed Learning PAR to develop capacity
in tertiary teaching teams to enable students to develop their own information strategies
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(Feekery, 2013; Hughes, 2014a; Maybee et al., 2016, 2018). Teachers in this study made
positive comments about the benefits of having a teacher librarian lead their Informed Learning
PAR case groups, and teachers and teacher librarians said they gained new understandings
about each other’s expertise when they worked together in case groups.

Improved

collaboration for the teaching of ILE has been examined at length in school library research
(Gibson-Langford, 2009; IFLA, 2015). An important opportunity for future research is the
investigation of ways that Informed Learning PAR can develop improved collaboration
between teachers and teacher librarians for cohesive integration of common approaches to
teaching information strategies, general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities. This
would significantly build on the findings and recommendations presented in this thesis.

6.3.3.9. Criterion Nine: Library Information Architectures, Resources and Spaces for ILE

Section 6.1.3 discussed the findings of this study in relation to research which recognises that
information use is an experience which takes place in situated social circumstances and which
has given rise to understandings that design of the physical and digital spaces for information
use needs to recognise the perspectives of those who will undertake its teaching and learning.
Teachers in this study showed that Informed Learning constructs can enable critical attention
to be brought to ways that the library’s print and digital resources and ICT tools of the school’s
learning management system might enhance information use in teaching and learning.
Accordingly, Criterion Nine specifies that the ILE program is resourced by sophisticated
library and information architectures, resources and learning spaces to provide for both the
physical and digital experiences of using information.
The significance for practice of Criterion Nine is that for students to develop their own
individual repertoires of information strategies they need guided experience, reflection and
application of the strategies involved in using high quality and authoritative information
resources in physical and digital spaces designed for that purpose (Bruce & Hughes, 2010;
IFLA, 2015). There have been many guidelines established to determine what is required for
21st century learners in terms of the physical library spaces, ICT infrastructures, resources,
staffing, digital and print resources. Unfortunately, as identified in section 6.3.2 there is a trend
across Australia to view ICT infrastructure and the associated digital literacies as replacements
for school libraries and their digital and hard copy resources and the development of
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information strategies to use them effectively for learning (ASLA, 2010, 2011).

This

researcher contends that unless students experience guided reflective use of authoritative
resources for their discipline learning they will not have the strategies to apply in their futures
as students and lifelong learners, as documented by Kuhlthau’s (2018) longitudinal study.
There are already statistics and guidelines in place which specify why school libraries are
required and what their spaces, staff and resources should comprise. The significance for
practice of this criterion is to use those guidelines to invest in school libraries and their spaces,
information infrastructure, resource collections and the trained staff to work collaboratively
with teachers to implement a holistic ILE model which enables students to experience expert
use of authoritative resources for discipline learning.
The implications of this criterion for future research involve further investigation of ways that
use of these spaces, architectures and resources is linked to student development of their own
repertoires of information strategies. With regard to library space design, it is a research trend
which has brought a focus on the learning which is intended, transforming views of libraries
from being seen as static resource repositories to being spaces to learn with information (Hay,
2010; Hughes, 2015; Sullivan, 2014; Whisken, 2017a) with more focus on stakeholder
perspectives and agency (Hughes, 2015). Informed Learning ideas have been applied to design
of information architecture to support students in blended learning environments so that ICT
tools enable better use of information to learn (Bruce et al., 2012; Whisken, 2016a). Research
involving this criterion would link Benchmarks goals to the library and information
infrastructures required to achieve them and undertake research to investigate the role they play
in building teacher capacity to integrate and teach information strategies as part of discipline
learning alongside the general capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities.
Data resulting from such research could contribute to evidence that the school is targeting its
resources for improved learning by students, a key direction in continuous school improvement
plans by educational authorities, such as that of the Victorian Education Department (State of
Victoria, 2018b).
This would continue school library research that provides evidence about the positive impact
of school library programs on student learning (ALIA & ASLA, 2013; Godfrey & Neilson,
2018; Hartzell, 2002; Hay 2010; Hughes, 2014b; Kuhlthau & Todd, 2005a, 2005b; Todd,
2005, 2009, 2014; Todd & Kuhlthau, 2004), but could be targeted to a particular school’s and
education system’s goals, giving the results greater weight in terms of more localised evidence.
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6.3.3.10. Criterion Ten: Documenting and Reporting ILE Research

Section 6.1 discussed findings of this study related to research about professional development
which transforms teacher practice of ILE. This study used Informed Learning PAR for that
purpose for two reasons. Firstly, it combined two professional development processes which
have demonstrated success in enabling transformative change in education (as detailed in
Chapter Two, Section 2.3.3). Informed Learning is designed to build capacity in educators to
integrate ILE into discipline learning. PAR is designed to build group capacity for ownership
of the resolution of defined problems. In this study, the combination of Informed Learning
PAR transformed understandings about ILE which was transferred into new practices in
discipline learning across the curriculum. Secondly, the combination of Informed Learning
PAR provided structure and rigor for evidence-based practice to be reported in the field.
Accordingly, Criterion Ten specifies that the ILE program’s progress is documented as part of
ongoing action research at the school and its results are reported into relevant fields of
education - including curriculum development, administration and professional development
sectors, school and academic librarianship, information science, informed learning and PAR.
This will provide much-needed reflective, peer reviewed data for the continued evolution of
teacher practice approaches to the problem of developing individual student repertoires of
information strategies.
The significance for practice is that use of PAR by a school to achieve the goal of greater
teacher capacity to make changes to their information use practices can also deliver capacity
to adapt to directives in an ever-changing educational environment, such as teaching general
capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities as part of discipline learning (ACARA, 2017;
ASLA, 2013; Hughes, 2014b). By gathering evidence about improvements to student learning
in these three target areas, the school can report its achievement of other directives such as
continuous school improvement (State of Victoria. Department of Education, 2018a).
The opportunities presented by this criterion for future research lie in two areas. The first
direction is for further use of Informed Learning PAR in secondary schools for professional
development to build teacher and teacher librarian capacity for collaborative practices to enable
student development of repertoires of information strategies. The second direction is for
research to explore application of the Benchmarks within individual school settings to see how
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each criterion contributes to the development of a whole school approach to support teachers
and students as informed learners who develop their own individual repertoires of information
strategies. The results of this study suggest that Informed Learning should be used to provide
the holistic ILE approach required in the Benchmarks, and that other ILE models such as
inquiry learning or Guided Inquiry might also be used as part of the choices being made within
an Informed Learning understanding. This study has also demonstrated the success of using
PAR and multiple case groups as approaches to deliver teacher professional development, as
detailed in Criterion Four.

6.3.4. Summary

This section discussed findings of the study reported in this thesis that a whole school approach
is required for resolution of the problem of ILE, in which teachers provide consistent
approaches to information use in their practices across disciplines so that students can develop
their own repertoires of information strategies. Findings leading to this proposal were firstly,
identification by teachers in the study that the main goal of ILE is development by students of
their own sets of information strategies to use for study and lifelong learning in an increasingly
complex information environment. Secondly, they identified that it was the responsibility of
teachers to change their practices so they could enable such development within discipline
learning, and that they as teachers needed to develop information use understandings and ICT
capacities to do so. Lastly, teachers said that a whole school approach is required to ensure
their practices incorporate consistent and explicit use of information strategies within and
across disciplines.
The Benchmarks describe the characteristics of a whole school approach required for students’
development of their own repertoires of information strategies. It incorporates use of a holistic
approach to ILE, such as Informed Learning (Section 6.2) and a transformative process of
professional development, such as Informed Learning PAR (Section 6.1). The findings of this
study provided an example of key elements of the Benchmarks in operation, showing teachers
that they can change their practices to consistently integrate and model expert information
strategies, another of the essential points of the Benchmarks. They also demonstrated how
such practice can evolve to epitomise an Informed Learning Praxis Model, (Section 6.1.3)
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which would be an optimal outcome of a fully operational set of Benchmarks for Repertoires
of Information Strategies.
Four constructs are proposed by which to achieve whole school information practice:
•

the Informed Learning Praxis Model (Figures 6.2 and 6.3), which uses Informed
Learning PAR for professional development to develop understanding about Informed
Learning and to build capacity to teach information strategies;

•

a proposed Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools to be used for explicitly
modelling and integrating the information strategies involved in Repertoires of
Information Strategies;

•

a proposed school-specific Information Practice Statement which would provide
guidance for the practices by which students might develop their own repertoires of
information strategies; and

•

Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies, which provides ten criteria as a
framework for whole school information practice and within which the Informed
Learning Praxis Model and a proposed Informed Learning Model for Secondary
Schools and a school-specific Information Practice Statement would operate.

The significance for practice of the Benchmarks lies in the way it brings together key elements
arising from the findings of the study reported in this thesis. It provides a framework for whole
school information practice by which students might develop their own repertoires of
information strategies, identified by teachers in the study as required by students to operate
successfully at school and in their future lives.

6.4. Summary of Discussion

This study sought to address a problem within the history of ILE in which there was a gap
between its theory and practice by teachers. Sections 6.1 – 6.3 in this chapter discussed the
findings of that research within the context of their significance for practice, and their
implications for future research, along with relevant literature.
The chapter commenced with exploration of the way Informed Learning PAR provided a
powerful, holistic approach for professional development that transformed teachers’ views
about ILE and transferred into practice new understandings about the teaching of expert
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information strategies (Section 6.1). It looked at the significance of teachers identifying the
goal of ILE as being student development of independent repertoires of information strategies
and that it was their responsibility to change their practices to enable students to develop those
strategies. Of further significance are the practices developed by teachers as they incorporated
and modelled information strategies suggested by the constructs of Informed Learning,
described in this study as an Informed Learning Praxis Model.
It then proceeded to discuss the way that Informed Learning was found to provide a holistic
approach to ILE. Its constructs led collaborative co-construction by interdisciplinary groups
of teachers and teacher librarians of common understandings about information strategies for
cohesive integration into discipline learning across the curriculum (Section 6.2). Informed
Learning’s provision for the multiple perspectives involved in teaching and learning and for
exploration of the affordances of ICTs for enhanced discipline learning demonstrated its
suitability for whole school application. Suggestions were made for ways it might be adapted
to provide an Informed Learning Model for Secondary School to enable its easier application.
The last section (6.3) explored the implications of the research for a new framework for whole
school information practice: Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies. This
brought together the suggested models developed in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 within the ten criteria
outlined as essential if students are to develop their own repertoires of information strategies.
It suggested that the Benchmarks, and within that, a school-specific Information Practice
Statement, might address the lack of visibility of information literacy in international and
national curriculum frameworks. Such a statement would sit within a school’s curriculum
framework to provide guidance for practices by which students might develop their own
repertoires of information strategies.
Together, these three sections indicate the significance of the findings for practice and
implications for future research.

Chief amongst these is the finding that professional

development to enable transfer of information literacy theories into teacher practice can be
achieved by combining the holistic approaches of Informed Learning with the transformative
processes of PAR, thus answering the main research question of the study reported in this
thesis. The teacher information use self-efficacy achieved in that professional development
transformed their views. They saw ILE as being their own individual responsibilities and they
found that Informed Learning’s Frames and Faces constructs provided ways to integrate
information strategies into discipline learning in such a way that it both enhanced discipline
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learning and enabled students to develop their own information-use agency. These findings
and the proposed models to emerge from the study can be used in secondary school practice to
build capacity in teachers to ensure students develop 21st century information-use strategies,
and for future research which further develops and applies them to gain better understandings
about practices which enhance use of information for learning.

6.5. Limitations of the Study

The limitations of this study lie in three main areas. The first relates to the fact that the study
was conducted in a single secondary school, the second relates to the fact that it took place over
one year; and the third relates to the demographic and pedagogical profile of that school.
The limitation of the study being conducted at only one school means that its findings arise
from a single context rather than from different schools with a variety of teacher and student
cohorts and curricula structures. While seeming to limit the study’s applicability to other
schools, there are two reasons why that is not the case, arising from its design as a PAR multiple
case study.
In its provision of an example of a multiple case study in a single school using PAR for ILE
professional development, this study provides a successful model for other schools to follow.
It had three different case groups each representing a different year level and consisting of
participants drawn from many different disciplines at that level as well as a teacher librarian.
Teachers in each group were able to concentrate on information-use issues related to a single
year level, one of which sat in a Middle School and the other two in a Senior School. The large
number of teachers involved in this qualitative study, twenty-five participants, meant that a
broad range of views, experiences and disciplines were represented in each group. All
participants had more than ten years teaching experience each, which brought knowledge of
teaching practices and information use in place at other schools and from primary and tertiary
level education. In this way, there were three ‘sub-contexts’ involved in the single location of
study. This demonstrates a way for schools to use multiple groups of teachers to investigate a
single problem: integration of ILE into their discipline practices. It is a process recommended
by Stake (2006) in which cross-case analysis and comparison of investigation of a phenomenon
provides for explanation rather than generalizability (Darke & Shanks, 2002; Flyvberg, 2007;
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Punch, 1998) and is one which can provide stronger grounds for theory building (Bryman,
2008). This study showed how a focus on year levels can ensure that students in each year
experience the common approaches decided on by use of a whole-school holistic ILE model.
An additional aspect that helps address the issue of the study being a single location is its use
of PAR. PAR is by its nature inclined to be conducted in a single context, as its actions are
‘owned’ by its participants who set out to resolve a problem in that particular situation with
practical solutions (Herr & Anderson, 2005; Kemmis & McTaggart, 2005; Reason & Bradbury,
2006), where new knowledge is integrated with organisational knowledge to solve
organisational problems (Shani & Pasmore, 1985). In this study, each case group was using
PAR to explore ways that Informed Learning might be used to resolve a common problem –
the gap between ILE theory and practice. Having three different groups following the same
process independently in the same school context at different year levels enabled comparisons
and contrasts to be made of the findings across the groups. Part of the strength of the findings
lies in the commonality of their reflections about ways to resolve the problem and it is from
these that the Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies largely arises.
Additionally, their recommendations about future use of Informed Learning gave rise to the
proposed Informed Learning Model for Secondary Schools. Participants in all three groups
identified similar strengths in using PAR for professional development and made similar
recommendations about ways to achieve cohesive approaches to ILE within and across
disciplines. This study provides an example for other schools about a way that PAR can be
used effectively across a school to effect large scale change in ILE practice. When the groups
operate at different year levels, the factors impacting on those in the lower levels of the school
can be shared with other year levels in that area, and similarly for those operating under the
senior level pressures. The success of PAR for this study was a contributing factor to the school
mandating action learning (PAR) to be part of every teacher’s yearly professional development,
albeit applied to different pedagogical and curricula purposes.
Further, the detailed nature of this qualitative study meant that data was drawn from 50 indepth recorded interviews and 15 meetings across a year in which teachers shared reflections
about their learning, planned and executed pedagogical actions with their classes and reported
the results. The richness of the data and findings provides many access points for teachers and
teacher librarians from other secondary schools to find examples to which they can relate, as
well as a successful structure on which to model their own small or large ILE professional
development processes. It is this thickness of description (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and its
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referencing to participants for reflection in-action as well as on-action (Schon, 1983) which
enables others to assess the transferability of this study to their own contexts (Guba, 1981).
The duration of the study, over a single year, limits the scope of the findings. It means that
long-term transfer of theory into ongoing practice by teachers has not been explored. Nor has
there been exploration of the impact of that teacher practice on development by students of
repertoires of information strategies and their transfer to new learning contexts. Despite that,
this study did not set out to determine whether the new practices developed by teachers
produced those student outcomes. Rather, its aim was to find a way to achieve the integration
of theory into practice called for in the history of ILE. The transformative professional
development process of Informed Learning PAR produced a changed perspective by teachers
in that they saw ILE as being a problem to be addressed in their own teaching practices and
that Informed Learning might provide a solution. All teachers in the study took actions to
integrate Informed Learning constructs into some parts of their practices and tested and
explored the impacts on student learning. Additionally, some teachers included the constructs
into formative and summative assessments and gained student feedback on the outcomes. The
larger consensus amongst participants was that the inclusion of such constructs in discipline
learning would equip students with the strategies to deal with the changing learning
environment and would help them achieve higher levels of discipline mastery.
The success of the proposed Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies for the
student outcomes sought remains to be tested by other researchers in other school systems or
individual schools. Certainly, in this study, most of the ten criteria were in place but it was not
operated as a whole school model and its impact on student outcomes was not tested across the
school.
Investigation of whether Informed Learning PAR does deliver the goal of student repertoires
of information strategies is a research direction which can arise from this study. The findings
of this study have taken a further step along the path recommended by Bruce and Hughes
(2010), Herring (2011b), Feekery (2013) and Smeaton et al. (2016) to explore the longer-term
impact of ILE interventions on student development and transfer of higher order information
strategies. Data informing the longer-term impact of changes to teacher practice in terms of
transfer by students of information strategies to new contexts was not collected as part of this
study. Now that the use of Informed Learning PAR has been demonstrated as successful ILE
professional development for teachers in secondary schools over one year, the next step for
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future researchers is to apply the process over a longer period, preferably within the context of
the Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies.
The third possible limitation to the transferability of this study is that it took place in a feepaying private school in an affluent area of Melbourne, which means students at the school are
an advantaged socio-economic demographic. Additionally, the school explicitly places a high
value on its teaching staff and invests significantly in continuous professional development to
ensure emerging pedagogies and technologies are considered to enhance student learning. That
is further supported by high level investment in learning spaces, digital and information
architectures and support, and library spaces, resources and staff. Additionally, considerable
staff time is set aside for cooperative planning to ensure curriculum initiatives are well
integrated and delivered. That is by no means the situation in schools across Australia and
internationally. In fact, as canvased in Section 2.1.5.2 of the literature review, fewer resources
are being devoted to school libraries despite research demonstrating the key role they play in
development of the very strategies sought for the increasingly complex information
environment (Lupton, 2015). Consequently, there is a question about whether the findings of
this study which took place in optimal circumstances would be applicable to schools with very
different demographics and resources.

This researcher, however, contends that optimal

conditions provide the opportunity to demonstrate what is possible. The findings of this study
present a lighthouse of best practice towards which other schools can set their paths to creating
the whole school information practice by which students might develop their own repertoires
of information strategies. Establishing some of the criteria in the Benchmarks is possible in
every school, particularly the transformative ILE professional development process provided
by Informed Learning PAR.

6.6. Conclusions

This study set out to explore ways to bridge the gap between ILE theory and practice, posing a
main research question which asked: “How might Informed Learning concepts provide a bridge
between information literacy theory and practice in a blended learning environment?”
In the study, teachers in interdisciplinary case groups at three different levels of the secondary
school successfully used PAR action cycles to investigate how teacher practice might provide
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students with discipline-based views and experiences of ILE, and to explore affordances of
ICTs to support teacher practice and student experiences of ILE. The findings demonstrated
that the research questions were answered and in so doing, a new paradigm of ILE pedagogy
for secondary schools was developed, in which teachers saw that ILE was a problem for their
own practices and they used Informed Learning constructs to change their discipline practices
to provide for student development of their own repertoires of information strategies.
Teachers in this study created new curriculum so that students might learn expert information
strategies at the same time as they learned discipline content, bridging the gap between ILE
theory and practice identified for decades by researchers in the field. They became familiar
with the ICTs used by their students and the school and learned to identify and use the
affordances of ICTs for improved teaching and learning. As they did so, they looked at ways
to provide consistent experiences about ways to approach information use as well as to
constantly draw attention to the elements of information, ICTs and discipline content in each
experience. They referred to the need for coherence in structures and programs across the
school so that students might develop their own individual information strategies in a variety
of discipline information contexts. Their reflections indicated that they felt such learning
would equip students for wise and independent information use in their futures.
This study provides an exemplar for school structures and teacher practice by which students
might develop their own repertoires of information strategies, particularly by investigating
application of the new Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies. The findings
are significant in their affirmation of the validity of Informed Learning as well as in providing
suggestions for ways it might be rephrased for easier application in secondary schools, with
implications for further research to develop an Informed Learning Model for Secondary
Schools. They have significance for practice in that they contain further confirmation of the
success of using Informed Learning PAR for transformative ILE professional development,
described in this study as an Informed Learning Praxis Model.
There are four implications for future research arising from the study reported in this thesis.
Firstly, the proposed Benchmarks for Repertoires of Information Strategies can be used to
investigate ways to develop structures and practices so that secondary schools can equip
students with crucial expert information strategies for learning in school and in their future
lives.
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Secondly, it is proposed that schools conduct research to develop their own Information
Practice Statements to sit alongside other statements in their curriculum frameworks to ensure
that cohesive and explicit information practices are being integrated into discipline learning
across the school.
Thirdly, this thesis suggests future research to develop an Informed Learning Model for
Secondary Schools to enable easier understanding and use of Informed Learning’s approach in
secondary schools.
Lastly, the findings of this study have implications for future research which explores how
Informed Learning PAR can be used for professional development to build teacher capacity to
incorporate explicit information literacy strategies into subject learning alongside the general
capabilities and cross-curriculum priorities of national curriculum frameworks.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A. Seven Faces of Informed Learning

Figure 2.5. The Seven Faces of Informed Learning

This construct describes seven different information use experiences as above: Information
Awareness experience, Sources of Information experience, Information Process experience,
Control of Information experience, Knowledge Construction experience, Wisdom experience.
These experiences are described as ‘Faces’ of Informed Learning. The ‘Faces’ consist of three
concentric circles: a main or central area, a surrounding marginal area, and an outside
peripheral area.
They could be described as the focal lens, the marginal lens and the peripheral lens, because
when we look at something, even as we focus our attention on one thing, others are there at the
margin or periphery.
Each of the Faces of Informed Learning has a set of three different lenses to provide a specific
experience.
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The Seven Faces model
•
•
•

Answers the question: what elements of information use do I want students to be aware
of in this experience? What will they focus on, and what will be on the margin and
periphery?
Refers to the experience you provide for students as they are using information to learn
– in which they focus on different elements of information use (what will be the main,
marginal and peripheral lens on this face).
The question for us to explore is how can we provide learning experiences for students
which enable them to look at these different Faces of information use?

First Face: Information Awareness Experience
•
•

focus: how we can use information technology collaboratively with others to gain
awareness of relevant information,
marginal and peripheral: how we successfully share and scan and select information in
that ‘social’ form

Second Face: Sourcing Information Experience
•
•

focus: the nature and location of the information sources themselves,
marginal and peripheral: using information technology to find them.

Third Face: Information Process Experience
•
•

focus: the processes we use to apply and interpret the information we find in different
disciplines,
marginal and peripheral: how we use information technology in that process

Fourth Face: Information Control Experience
•
•

focus: how we manage the information we find,
marginal and peripheral: how we use information technology to assist management.
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Fifth Face: Knowledge Construction Experience (Information Use -Critical Analysis)
•
•

focus: the critical analysis strategies used to engage and come to know the information
in the context of the discipline,
marginal and peripheral: how we incorporate that into our discipline knowledge base,
and how information technology can be used to do so.

Sixth Face: Knowledge Extension Experience (Information Use -Intuition)
•
•

focus: explicit awareness of the ‘intuitive’ capacity we have to make links between
new information, a knowledge base and creation of new knowledge,
marginal and peripheral: the developing knowledge base and use of information
technology in these processes

Seventh Face: The Wisdom Experience (Information Use – Values)
•
•

focus: explicit awareness of the values we bring to the use of information and creation
of new knowledge,
marginal and peripheral: the developing knowledge base and use of information
technology

Appendix B. Six Frames for Informed Learning.

Figure 2.6. Six Frames for Informed Learning

•

Answers the question: what information use capacities do I want students to learn?

•

Refers to the view taken by educators (which frame do you look through) when
designing curriculum to ensure that students learn the skills for information literacy
mastery as they use information to learn?
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•

The question for educators to explore is how can we design curriculum in our discipline
areas so that we incorporate these information use practices?

First Frame: Content frame – what should students know about their subject and about the
world of information?
Second Frame: Competency – what do we want them to be able to do and at what level of
competence?
Third Frame: Learning to Learn – what should they know about how experts in their subject
area construct knowledge and about how they construct knowledge?
Fourth Frame: Personal Relevance – how do we enable them to find the relevance of this
information use for them?
Fifth Frame: Social Impact – how will they explore the social impact of information use
practices?
Sixth Frame: Relational – how do they gain an overall view of use of information; how do
they bring critical awareness and reflection to different ways of seeing and experiencing?
The Six Frames for information literacy education, reproduced from Bruce et al. (2007, pp. 40
- 42).
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2.
Competenc
y

1. Content

Frame

Information literacy
is a set of
competencies or
skills.

Info literacy is
knowledge about
the world of
information

of
View
Literacy

Information
contributes to the
performance of the
relevant capability.

Information exists
apart from the user; it
can be transmitted

View of Information

Teachers facilitate collaborative
learning; learners develop
conceptual structure and ways of
thinking and reasoning.

Teachers analyse tasks into
knowledge and skills; learners
become competent by following
predetermined pathways.

Teacher is an expert who
transmits knowledge. Learning is
a change in how much is known.

View of learning and teaching

What good is
information literacy
to me?

What does it mean to
think like an informed
learner in the
professional
environment?

What should learners
be able to do?

What should learners
know about the
subject and about
information literacy?

Curriculum focus

Problems, cases, and
scenarios are selected to
reveal relevance and
meaning.

Content is chosen for
helping students to master
important concepts and for
fostering reflective practice.

Content is derived from
observation of skilful
practitioners.

What needs to be known
has primacy. All relevant
content must be covered.

View of Content

Assessment is typically
portfolio-based; learners
self-assess.

Complex, contextual
problems are proposed.
Self or peer assessment is
encouraged.

Assessment determines
what level of skill has been
achieved.

Assessment is objective. It
measures how much has
been learned. Students are
ranked via exams.

View of Assessment

Info

3. Learning
to Learn

Information literacy
is a way of
learning.

Information is
subjective; it is
internalized and
constructed by
learners.

The teacher focuses on helping
learners find motivation.
Learning is about finding
personal relevance and meaning.

5. Social
Impact

4. Personal
Relevance

Valuable information
is information that is
useful to the learner.

How does
information literacy
impact society?

Assessment is designed to
encourage experience of the
impact of information
literacy.
Information is viewed
within social
contexts.

Information literacy
is learned in
context and is
different for
different people or
groups.
Information literacy
issues are important
to society.

Content reveals how
information literacy can
inform widespread or
important social issues or
problems.

Assessment is designed to
reveal ways of seeing or
experiencing phenomenon.

The teacher’ s role is to
challenge the status quo.
Learning is about adopting
perspectives that will encourage
social change.

6.
Relational

Examples or strategies are
selected to help students to
discover new ways of
seeing. Critical phenomena
for learning must be
identified.
Teachers bring about specific
ways of seeing a phenomenon.
Learning is coming to see the
world differently.

The focus is on
bringing about
awareness of the
critical ways of
seeing or
experiencing.

Information may be
experienced as
objective, subjective,
or transformational.
Information literacy
is a complex of
different ways of
interacting with
information.
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Appendix C. Researcher Reflective Notes
DATA COLLECTION MEMOS APRIL 2010
13 April 2010
•

Training and trial of using digital recorder – some playback and sound issues but OK
with headphones. Downloaded to computer – that worked too!

•

Trial of entry interview with teacher at another school. Questions and answers flowed
well.

•

Need to add section about personal learning and teacher practice goals … Query: do I
ask participants to prepare for this in advance, ask for immediate response, ask them to
include in the school’s PDLP (Professional Development Learning Plan) and perhaps
share online, with opportunities to reflect about this during project, and refer to its
achievement at end?

•

Progress with interviews (10) and consent forms (10)

•

Progress with meeting times – responses to options still coming in – finalise this week

14 April 2010
•

First participant first interview – Participant ID 8.01. Duration 19.24 min. ID for
interviews – developed code for anonymity: group and order of interview, e.g., 8.01 =
year 8 group, first interviewee.

•

Need to test microphone for large groups when recording meetings.

•

Finding duration of interviews shorter than anticipated.

•

Should I identify discipline area of participants in addition to Group (8, 10, IB)? Such
as in above case, 8.01 LOTE.

15 April 2010
•

Second participant first interview IB.01.

Finding interviewees have no trouble

understanding the questions and can distinguish between what they know they know
and don’t know. In participant IB.01 interview today, I did need to probe deeper about
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the information skills of her area as I know what those skills are, and know she models
these very explicitly for her students.
•

This participant wants more time to think about her personal learning and teaching
practice goals – perhaps discussing and setting those in early meeting. Might include
this as an agenda item for first meeting.

•

Meeting dates: should have them finalised tomorrow to publicize in PD calendar and
ask for last minute inclusions, as I do have time to interview them before meetings start.
Looking especially for extra Year 10 people in case of attrition.

•

Interview with participant IB.01 was about 30 mins, so the longer allowance of 40 mins
seems about right.

16 April 2010
•

Third interview 34 mins.

•

Three participants indicating meeting attendance difficulty this term. Suggesting that
they try to attend first one, then for second one, do online pre-meeting reflection, report
of action, listen to podcast of meeting, then do online comments and commit to action.
One person will need to do first meeting that way – unfortunate, as I want that first
meeting to establish protocols and hopefully form some common understandings and
bonds and commit to project.

•

Reason for participation of first three participants: two wanting to know more about
what current research is saying about information practices; one wanting to know more
about Action Research. As I expected, all three demonstrate their passion for their
subjects and for teaching it well. I would love to be in each of their classes! Each has
very different approaches to and understandings about the way they and their
discipline/area view and use information.

•

Satisfied with number and style and subject matter of questions – producing thoughtful,
reflective responses and examples where possible.

•

Have found need to probe further on one or two questions, using my existing knowledge
in some cases to draw out responses about which I know the teacher has understanding
and examples.
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19 April 2010
•

Interviews four and five – both over 30 mins.

•

Some of interviewees so far have read Reading One and others not – both participants
had done so. Showed interest in the opportunity this project provides to share with
others, to be part of a team for the first time. One wants students to take a more
evaluative approach to information.

•

Advertising ILARC project start in all venues possible to staff and inviting last minute
opportunities to join project.

•

Have asked Dir Curriculum and SS Head of Curriculum for lists of Year 10 teachers
who I might ask to participate.

•

Finding the Year 10 group difficult to establish a date for their first meeting and want
more members.

•

Following up with each interviewee with a thank you card and chocolates.

•

Sent Outlook calendar invites for Year 8 and IB groups first and second meetings, with
proposed agendas to provide structure, so that there is time for discussion. All
interviews have referred to a key value of this project for them as being group
discussion about teaching practice.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT NOTES APRIL – AUGUST 2010
29 April 2010
As convenor, my learnings and reflections:
1. The Chapter questions are useful for individual reflection about the reading, but not suited
to their discussion in a group. A different style of focus questions is required.
•

For future meetings, I will build in an initial ‘bonding’ discussion session where people
are more aware of each other’s reasons for participation and what they bring – much as
the opening questions of the interview. I will rework the other questions, so although
they will still cover the same ground their style will be different.

2. The knowledge I had gained about each participant in the interview process was invaluable
in enabling me as convenor to move from the stilted question format to direct individualised
questions which produced a richer result and generated discussion.
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•

For future meetings of the year 10 and IB people I will review their interviews to ensure
I have that detail fresh in my mind to be able to do the same with them from the start.

3. My fears about identifying speakers for transcription purposes which caused me to want to
have one person talking at a time, with control and identification by convenor, I quickly
discarded as being counterproductive to discussion.
•

I will do the transcription myself as I will be able to identify voices. I am confident
that the congenial style of the participants will enable me to be an effective convenor
without resorting to constricting control measures.

4. I was enormously impressed with the professionalism and good will of the participants, who,
when confronted with an unheralded change of style and finding themselves without warning
asked a question they hadn’t seen before, were able to respond thoughtfully and productively
and showed no resentment about the change of style.
•

I feel I can rely on this professionalism to produce a dynamic action research group
which will be part of changes in style to produce positive outcomes.

5. I was very happy with the action commitments, which displayed enthusiasm for taking on
practical and achievable projects for personal and professional learning, and which are in the
area of creating greater empowerment in the area of Informed Learning.
•

I will do a blogging workshop tomorrow period 2 in the library so they can try it with
their classes.

•

I will send details of the ILARC ClassE blogs tomorrow also.

13 May 2010
Very pleased with interview results
Meetings - probably quite good, but finding the dynamics a challenge, and hope I can get the
right mix of direction and allowance for discussion some time. The chapter questions are good
for reflection, but not quite right for discussion purposes. First one: I was too controlling, and
discussion didn't flow so changed tack quickly and encouraged a more energetic discussion by
being personally directive in my questions. Second one: I was too free with my style and didn't
feel either I or the participants got a satisfying experience. Diagnosed problem as not doing
what I knew I had to do but had forgotten somehow: provide a context and time for bonding
discussion before moving on to address the chapter questions. But still I must think fast to adapt
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to people's responses so that I can move the whole group forward and keep addressing the
purpose of the discussion while at the same time bringing a group understanding and
engagement.
People have generally chosen to try new Web 2.0 type technologies, often using Blackboard's
blog functions.
Between now and the next round of meetings each person needs to have completed the actions
committed to and be ready to report about them, as well as doing the next reading. They are
also to make a blog entry about their personal and professional learning goals for the whole
year project and create a discussion board entry about the action they have committed to. I will
use different tools for responses after each meeting so they get to know the tools and might be
able to reflect on the affordances they provide for their teaching practice. I notice that only one
person (a serial completer) has done so thus far. … Now I will have to approach each one
individually and coach them to get them to do their homework.
23 Aug 2010
Management issues
•

Need to get online reporting happening by participants.

•

Next meetings approaching alarmingly fast. IB group Mon 30 Aug, Yr 8 group Wed 1
Sept, Yr 10 group Mon 6 Sept.

•

Need to set process in place for writing articles ABOUT PhD as well as FROM PhD.

•

How about celebrating what is working well in each case and share with others?

•

CELEBRATE what is working rather than problems. E.g.
o Action cycle products so far. Where – ClassE? More broadly in Newsletter?
o Collaborative writing and conference presentation? Where?

•

Spending too much time on laboriously translating the transcriptions!! Instead, should
be taking action to re-energize

•

Send participants copies of their first interviews. Ask for correctness. Find where they
talked about their personal and practice goals for whole project. Ask for where they
are now. Ask for reports of their actions so far: cycle one (reported at meeting 2), cycle
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two (reported at meeting 3), and cycle three (reported at meeting 4).

Try introducing

another ClassE tool – Journals?
•

Listen to last meetings: what did each group decide to focus on?

•

Check on those who didn’t attend. Did they get readings?

Theoretical Issues – Participant Perspectives
What about checking with people on language of Informed Learning? How do they feel about
it? Is there a way they would describe it differently? How might these ideas be presented
differently for secondary school teachers?
Check their feelings about the action research cycle. Should I pass the next round of action
over to them for their actions leading up to the fifth meeting? What would they like to happen
in this last action research cycle? Are there people who haven’t achieved an action in their
practice yet? What could they do to make them feel the year’s reading has been worthwhile?
What understandings have emerged, new views found, new ways of operating discovered?
What do they think about action research? Is it a useful professional learning team activity?
What would you do differently? Should it be a specific discipline approach rather than a year
level? Would it be good to have a project which was to be undertaken with a definite outcome,
rather than this looser structure?
What are their feelings about the affordances of ClassE? Competing products?
As convenor, participant researcher, have I made it sufficiently possible for the participants to
take control? Should I pass over to another person for this last round? Would people like to
work together on a project? Should there be follow up work next year?
Does anyone want to undertake writing up their actions for journals, conferences?
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Appendix D. Phase One Discussion Board for Action Research Cycle
Intentions and Reports
ClassE Discussion Board
ILARC Year 8 Cycle One Actions
Action Research Cycle intentions and reports.
•

These are the actions you intend to take during the cycle from one meeting to the next.
You could add another posting which reports and reflects on the results.

•

The actions and reflections should refer to the Informed Learning readings if possible.

•

Click the topic, create a thread, write a brief account of your action intentions/
reflections and submit.

Context:
In action research the individual participants make a commitment to an action they will
undertake during each action cycle, carry out the action and report back. In Action Research
Cycle One, the action you will take should arise from Reading One and the discussions
undertaken at our first meeting.
Reading One looked at the characteristics of Informed Learning - an explicit awareness of the
way we use information in our disciplines; and the way we model that to students and provide
experiences of information use so that they become expert information users themselves.
Please enter the action you intend to take before the next meeting and be prepared to report on
it at the next meeting, keeping in mind the ideas of Informed Learning below.
As you undertake your personal and/or teaching practice action, be aware of the ideas of
Informed Learning:
•

how does what you are doing make you a more astute user of information?

•

what learning is taking place as you use this information?

•

does the technology you are using help you or your students to be better users of
information?

How to do this:
1. In the Discussion, click Create Thread
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2. Subject: Give it a subject, (e.g. 'John's cycle 1 actions' or 'John's Great Big
Blog Adventure!' if you want to have fun)
3. Message: Type in the action you intend to take, if possible, addressing the
ideas of Informed Learning.
4. Submit
5. If you want to comment on someone else's blog, click the Reply button after
you have read their thread, and Submit
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Appendix E. February 2010 ILARC Project Proposed Timeline: Researcher
Notes
Term One Proposed timeline:
•

Week One Feb 1 CSU Skype meeting 4 or 5 Feb

•

Week Two Feb 8 Send ethics application and questions to CSU

•

Week Three Feb 15 - Flag proposal to staff at meetings

•

Week Four Feb 22 - Flag proposal to staff at meetings

•

Week Five March 1 - Orientation meeting of those interested. Ethics and consent
forms.

•

Week Six March 8 - Orientation meeting of those interested. Ethics and consent forms.

•

Week Seven March 15 - Retreat to establish Action Research Groups. Data collection
by recording retreat, LMS questionnaire, initial individual interviews

•

Week Eight March 22 - Retreat to establish Action Research Groups. Data collection
by recording retreat, LMS questionnaire, initial individual interviews

•

Term One ends March 26.

Term Two starts April 12.
There are ten weeks, so I hope to get through the first two action research cycles.
Term Three starts July 13.
There are nine weeks, which provides for action research cycle 3 and 4, with the reporting and
evaluation of 4 extending into Term 4.
Term Four starts October 4
Effectively there are about eight weeks, which provides for reporting and evaluation of cycle
4, with individual exit interviews and LMS affordances repeat questionnaire.
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Appendix F. Staff Invitation
(Email and pigeonhole distribution)
Informed Learning Action Research Project: Professional Learning Teams 2010
Who is it for?
For teachers who would like time to talk about teaching their favourite subjects, how those
subject disciplines use information, and how students learn to use information well in those
subjects. For teachers who want to learn more about action research.
What is it about?
We say 21st century success requires people to be expert information users. But where and
how can this be learnt in a busy curriculum without adding more?
A new concept called Informed Learning suggests that students can learn 21st century
information expertise at the same time as they learn concepts and skills in each subject
discipline. Does this model provide a way for you to reflect about how you view information
use in your subject and how you provide experiences of information use for your students?
How would it operate? Three teams of teachers: Year 8, Year 10, IB, meet six times with the
researcher to investigate whether Informed Learning is a good way for secondary schools to
teach 21st century information practice.
What do you do? Six meetings of two hours; pre-reading, action and reflection; two
interviews and some questionnaires
What do you get? 20 Professional Development points, action research training, recognised
discussion time with other teachers about the way you teach your subject.
Can I find out more before I sign up? Attend meetings on 1 or 8 March to find out more or
contact the researcher for explanation. You will be given ethics information and asked to
consent to having data gathered at the meetings for research purposes.
When do the PLT meetings happen? Scheduled for Monday night PD time, but a team can
decide another time works better.
Dates for meetings:
Year 8: Term One – Retreat on 15 or 22 March. Term Two - Week Four May 3. Week Seven
May 24. Term Three - Week Two July 19. Week Five Aug 9. Term Four - Week Two Oct 11
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Year 10: Term One – Retreat on 15 or 22 March. Term Two - Week Five May 10. Week Eight
May 31. Term Three - Week Three July 26. Week Six Aug 16. Term Four - Week Three Oct
18.
IB: Term One – Retreat on 15 or 22 March. Term Two - Week Six May 17. Week Nine June
7. Term Three - Week Four Aug 2. Week Seven Aug 23. Term Four - Week Four Oct 25.
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Appendix G. ILARC Invitation and Response
(pigeonhole distribution)

ILARC
Informed Learning Action Research – C… (Name of School) 2010
Your invitation
The ILARC

3: Three Professional Learning Teams: Year 8, Year 10, IB.

You are invited - will you be involved? (p.s. nice food, drink, fun!)
Teams will investigate how we can teach students good information practices within our subject
areas. It gives participants time to talk about their favourite subject areas and how they teach them.
ILARC starts on 22 March 2010 3.30-5.30, and provides training in action research with
•

Six meetings, pre-reading, actions and reflections, and two interviews, with

•

20 PD points, including coverage of:

•

School goals of eLearning, cybercitizenship, personalised learning, and

•

C… (Name of School)’s 2010 PD goals of participation in a learning team, and contribution
to the learning and development of colleagues

Complete and send the form below (or reply by email) to (name of researcher) by one of the RSVP dates
ILARC logo is the UNESCO-IFLA logo for Information Literacy promotion.

ILARC Informed Learning Action Research – C… (Name of School)
Name: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Yes, I would consider joining an ILARC Professional Learning Team starting Monday 22 March.
I will attend an ILARC orientation luncheon on 10, 12 or 16 March in Library to find out more, and get my
participant consent form to commit to the project.
My preferred luncheon date is circled below (please send to (name of researcher) by RSVP date):
Wed 10 Mar (RSVP Fri 5 Mar)

Fri 12 Mar (RSVP Wed 10 Mar)

Tues 16 Mar (RSVP Fri 12 Mar)

2. My food allergies/ preferences are:
3. The ILARC team I would like to join (please circle):

Year 8

Year 10

ILARC logo is the UNESCO-IFLA logo for Information Literacy promotion.
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Year 11 & 12 IB

Appendix H. School Announcement
April 2010 school announcement
ILARC Project
25 teachers from Senior School and Middle School have made a commitment to be involved
in ILARC. Three groups - Year 8, Year 10, and IB - will spend a year investigating a new
model for teaching and learning expert 21st century information use with (the researcher) as
part of her PhD research. The qualitative data gathered in interviews and meetings over the
year will provide valuable insight from experienced secondary school teachers about how
information is viewed and modelled in their learning areas, and the usefulness of action
research for professional learning teams.
What do you do? Four cycles of: Read, discuss, plan an action, carry it out and report to the
next meeting.
What time does it take? Two recorded interviews, five meetings, reading and action
What do you gain? Precious time to reflect and discuss how you teach (and 20 PD points).
When? Term Two meetings are 3.15-5.15 pm on 28 April and 26 May.
Want to join in? Still some spaces. You need to have done an interview before the first
meeting, so contact … (researcher) as soon as possible by email or phone ext. 1206.
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Appendix I. ILARC Project Enrolment
(Professional Learning Group Report to Human Resources, (name of school))
IB Phase One Completion
Could you please credit the following people with the first 4 of their 20 PD points for
participation in ILARC? (list of names supplied)
As per the previous group, during the period 8 March 2010 to 10 May 2010, they have all
•

participated in an orientation session,

•

undertaken an individual recorded interview of about 30 mins,

•

read a 20-page reading,

•

prepared responses to questions about the reading,

•

participated in a two-hour recorded meeting on Monday 10 May 2010

•

committed to professional practice action in the next month which they will report at
the next meeting
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Appendix J. ILARC First and Exit Interview Questions
Informed Learning practice and experience in a secondary school blended learning
environment: Action research case study
Participant Interview – First Interview Questions
(Interviews will be semi-structured so that additional probing questions will be asked as
necessary and some questions may not be asked if already addressed in an earlier response.)
A. Your participation in the Informed Learning Action Research Project
1. What interests you about this project and why are you participating?
2. What do you hope to get out of it?
•

What interests you more – the idea of using a model to explore information use
in your subject, or the idea of being part of an action research project? Why?

3. What do you know about action research at this stage?
B. Looking at your subject as a discipline and profession or career
1. Describe your knowledge now about how professionals in your subject discipline find,
use, analyse and apply information? What examples can you give?
2. Considering the ways information is used across subject fields, is there anything unique
in the way information is used in your subject field? If so, what examples can you give?
3. Again, considering the way information is used across subject fields, are there
approaches common to your subject and others? If so, what examples can you give?
C. Curriculum design and teacher practice
1. How would you describe the ways information is viewed and used in your subject
discipline at school?
2. Do you teach that in your subject classes? If so, how?
3. What learning activities do you provide for students to experience those ways of using
information?
4. Informed Learning provides strategies for learning expert 21st century information use
– does your curriculum presently give students such opportunities? Give examples.
5. Is student learning of 21st century information use included in outcomes statements in
your curriculum? Is it assessed and reported? Give examples.
D. Student use of information to learn
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1. How do your students approach information use? Describe your experiences and
observations.
E. ICT and ClassE (Blackboard Learning Management System)
1. Can you see ways that ICT might assist teaching and learning the ways information is used
in your subject? If so, how?
2. Can you see ways that functions and tools in ClassE might be used to teach and learn
information use in your subject? If so, how?

Participant Interview – Exit Interview Questions
(Participants are provided with a transcript of the First Interview prior to Exit Interview)
A. Your participation in the Informed Learning Action Research Project
1. What did you get out of your participation in the project?
•

In what ways did it provide what you had hoped for - or if not, where did it fall
short?

•

Were there things you got that you didn’t expect?

2. What did you find most interesting about this project?
•

What interested you more – using a model to explore information for learning in
your subject, or being part of an action research project?

3. What is your opinion of action research as a means for reflection about your practice
and bringing about change in a secondary school curriculum?
B. Looking at your subject as a discipline and profession or career
1. Describe your knowledge now about how professionals in your subject discipline find,
use, analyse and apply information? Can you give examples of new knowledge or
awareness that you have gained during the project?
2. Considering the ways information is used across subject fields, do you have any new
insights about the way it is used in your subject field? If so, what examples can you
give?
3. Again, considering the way information is used across subject fields, do you have any
new awareness of approaches common to your subject and others? If so, what examples
can you give?
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C. Teaching Practice
1. Do you have any new understanding about the ways information can be viewed and
used in your subject discipline at school? If so, what examples can you give?
2. Have you, or do you intend to teach those views in your subject classes? If so, how?
3. Have you, or do you intend to include opportunities for students to experience a variety
of ‘lenses’ of using information for learning in your courses? If so, what examples can
you give?
D. Curriculum Design
1. Do you think that Informed Learning offers a valid and useful way for secondary school
teachers to design curriculum and provide learning experiences which develop students
as 21st century information users? Why or why not?
2. As a result of being involved in this project, do you intend to make changes in the way
you teach or your curriculum design to integrate any of the Informed Learning
strategies? Describe them.
E. Student Learning
1. Do you think that students whose teachers demonstrate the choice of Frames through
which to view information in a subject (Six Frames) and who have experience of the
different lenses which can be applied to use of information (Seven Faces) would be
better equipped as 21st century information users? Why or why not?
F. ICT and ClassE
1. Have you used, or can you see ways that ICT might be used, to assist Informed
Learning? If so, how?
2. Have you used, or can you see ways that ClassE functions and tools might be used, to
provide examples and teach and learn uses of information in your field? If so, how?
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Appendix K. Individual Participant Project Folders
Each participant was supplied with a fluoro green folder containing participant information,
informed consent form, (as detailed below) and the Meeting One preparation questions.

Informed Learning practice and experience in a secondary school blended learning
environment: Action research case study
Participant Information Statement
This Participant Information Sheet contains information about a research project you are being
invited to participate in. The purpose of this sheet is to explain to you the procedures involved
in this project before you decide whether to take part in it.
The project is being carried out at (name of school) by (researcher), PhD student, School of
Education, Charles Sturt University.
Supervisors:
Dr Barney Dalgarno, School of Education, Charles Sturt University. bdalgarno@csu.edu.au
Ph: (02) 6933 2305
Lyn Hay, School of Information Studies, Charles Sturt University lhay@csu.edu.au
Ph: (02) 62726221
Research purpose
The overall aim of the research is to investigate whether Informed Learning is a good way for
secondary schools to teach 21st century information practice.
We say 21st century success requires people to be expert information users. But where and
how can this be learnt in a busy curriculum?
A new concept called Informed Learning suggests that students can learn 21st century
information expertise at the same time as they learn concepts and skills in each subject
discipline. Does this model provide a way for you to reflect about how you view information
use in your subject and how you provide experiences of information use for your students?
Methodology
As a participant you will join one of three teams of teachers: Year 8, Year 10, or International
Baccalaureate. Each team will work with leader and researcher (name of researcher) to
undertake action research investigating use of Informed Learning for teacher reflective practice
about teaching and learning 21st century information practices.
Participation detail
In each of four cycles of action research you will read one of five chapters of the book, Informed
Learning, then at your group meeting share your reflections about its implications for your
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practice. Group members plan and undertake action to investigate the ideas further, and report
findings at the next meeting.
Over a period of a year, there will be six meetings of two hours; pre-reading, action and
reflection; and two interviews with (name of researcher) – one at the start and one at the end
of the project.
For involvement and completion of the action research project, each participant will receive 20
Professional Development points towards the School’s mandated 30 hours.
Data Collection
The meetings and interviews will be audio-recorded and transcribed. The transcribed
interviews will be analysed, and the results will be presented at conferences and published in
research journals. Your name will not be included in presentations or publications.
Pseudonyms will be used in the reporting of research findings.
Voluntary involvement and confidentiality protection
Involvement in this activity is voluntary and if you choose to participate you will not be
identified in any way. ID codes will be used in the transcripts of the interviews. The responses
supplied by participants in this project therefore cannot be used to identify participants
individually. You are free to withdraw consent at any time, and to withdraw any
unprocessed data previously supplied, should you choose to do so. After a period of five years,
the data provided for this project will be destroyed.
You will find a consent form attached to this information sheet. After giving this project some
thought, please sign and return the consent form to me. Please feel free to contact me via
email … or by phone on … if you have any questions regarding this research.
Kind regards,
(Researcher)
(name of school)
NOTE: Charles Sturt University’s School of Education Ethics Committee has approved this project. If you have
any complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of this project, you may contact the Committee through
the Executive Officer:
The Chair
School of Education Ethics Committee
Charles Sturt University
Boorooma Street, Wagga Wagga Tel: (02) 6933 2441
Fax: (02) 6933 2888
Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully and you will be informed of the outcome.
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Informed Learning practice and experience in a secondary school blended learning
environment: Action research case study
Participant Consent Form
Researcher: (name of researcher). PhD student. School of Education. Charles Sturt University.
… (Name of School). … (name of researcher). Ph: …
Supervisors:
… (name of supervisor). School of Education. Charles Sturt University.
number)

... (email) Ph: … (phone

… (name of supervisor). School of Information Studies. Charles Sturt University. ... (email) Ph: …
(phone number)
1. I, .................................................................................................
consent to participate in an action research project titled Informed Learning practice and experience in
a secondary school blended learning environment which will involve me reading and responding to
material about Informed Learning in relation to my teaching practice; planning and taking action and
sharing my reflections with others at six recorded meetings; and making online reflections. I consent
to undertake two recorded interviews.
2. I understand that I am free to withdraw my participation in the research at any time and that if I do, I
will not be subjected to any penalty or discriminatory treatment.
3. The purpose of the research has been explained to me, including the (potential) risks/discomforts
associated with the research, and I have read and understood the written information sheet given to me.
4. I understand that the meetings I attend, and my interviews will be audio recorded, and any online
reflections I choose to post and any reflection sheets I choose to submit will be used as part of the data
collection.
5. I understand that any information or personal details gathered in the course of this research about me
are confidential and that neither my name nor any other identifying information will be used or
published without my written permission.
6. Charles Sturt University’s Ethics in Human Research Committee has approved this study.
I understand that if I have any complaints or concerns about this research I can contact:
The Chair
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School of Education Ethics Committee
Charles Sturt University
Boorooma Street, Wagga Wagga Phone: (02) 6933 2441
Fax: (02) 6933 2888
Signed:
……………………………………………………………………………………….
Date: …………………….

The ILARC 3: Yr 8, Yr 10 and IB Professional Learning Teams
Your pre-reading
ILARC Teams will investigate how we can teach students good information practices within our subject
areas. It gives participants time to talk about their favourite subject areas and how they teach them.
The readings for this action research project are mostly from Christine Bruce’s Informed Learning.
Chapter 1 is attached. I invite you to read this before Term Two. It will be referred to at both our
interview and our first meeting. Please remember that it is an introductory chapter, and as we move
along, the greater detail in later chapters, and our discussions, will provide further understanding.
Meeting preparation questions: There are a set of questions attached which are for the purpose of
reflection about Chapter 1, so that you are prepared for discussion at our first meeting. You might like
to use them to make notes for your reference. I am arranging a meeting schedule and will advise.
Interview preparation: We will commence our project with an individual interview which will refer
to some aspects of Chapter 1. It is not a test! Rather it is to give you an overview of the main ideas. I
will arrange an interview time with you for 40 minutes in the first weeks of Term 2.
Your involvement in this project and your reflective practice and discussion will give an invaluable
insight to the many people around the world interested in application of Informed Learning in both
tertiary and secondary spheres.
Thank You
(Name of researcher)
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Appendix L. Invite to teachers to schedule interviews
Dear xx
Thank you for your interest in being part of our reflective practice Professional Learning Team.
I am thrilled to report that lots of people have volunteered to become ILARCs! However, I
need to postpone the first ILARC meeting, scheduled for 22 March, as the ethics approval
process is not complete.
So, we’ll start in Term 2. Each group needs to meet three times in term 2. Please indicate your
Year Group and preferred days in Weeks A and/or B to help me work out meetings and send
to me before March 25.
Part of the process is an interview at the commencement of the project, so in Weeks 1 – 3 of
Term 2, I’ll arrange to meet you for a 40-minute interview. In your pigeonhole shortly you
will receive the first Chapter of Informed Learning. Could you please read it before Week 1
Term 2? It will give background knowledge for the interview and meeting 1.
xx

Year Group: 8, 10 or IB

Your Term 2 meeting preference time (2 hrs):
Weeks A: Mon, Tues, Wed, Thur, Fri
Weeks B: Mon, Tues, Wed, Thur, Fri
Before or after school?
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Appendix M. Group Interviews and Meeting Dates
IB Interviews and Meeting Dates
Meetings:
I would like to lock in the dates below for our IB ILARC group meetings in Term 2:
•

Monday 10 May 2010 3.20-5.20 pm Library Reading Room 2

•

Monday 31 May 2010 3.20-5.20 pm Library Reading Room 2

It is important that all participants attend the first meeting so we can gain common
understandings about procedure, language, protocols and what we as a group hope to achieve
in addition to each person's individual personal and professional practice learning and
reflection.
Should a following meeting date prove problematic, then an alternative process will be: submit
your report of action taken and your reflections about the reading to a joint online space, listen
to the meeting podcast and then submit again an online commentary about the meeting and
your undertaking of action.
Interviews:
Thank you xx for being the first of this group to be interviewed. Coming up this week are
interviews with xx, xx, xx, xx, and xx. xx, xx, xx and xx will be arranging dates for some time
in the next two weeks.
You don't need to have read the first Reading in time for the interview, but it will provide
background context. It does need to have been read for the first meeting on 10 May.
Goals:
One key to you gaining as much value as you can from this process is to set yourself goals for
personal learning and professional practice learning to be achieved by the end of the project.
Make them specific and measurable so that you can monitor their progress through the project,
then celebrate their achievement at the end of the year. I suggest that you might like to share
them in our online space in the early part of the project, and possibly include them in your
PDLP.
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Appendix N. Staff Bulletins and … (name of portal) News and Events for
Teachers
ILARC: Informed Learning Action Research – C… (name of school)
The ILARC 3: Three Professional Learning Teams: Year 8, Year 10, IB.
You are invited - will you be involved? (p.s. nice food, drink, fun!)
Teams will investigate how we can teach students good information practices within our subject areas.
It gives participants time to talk about their favourite subject areas and how they teach them. ILARC
starts on 22 March 2010 3.30-5.30, and provides training in action research with six meetings, cycles
of reading-planning-action-reflection and 20 PD points.
To find out more, book into one of the orientation luncheons below by the RSVP date – email …
(researcher). Advise any food requirements, and which team interests you – Yr 8, Yr 10, IB.
Wed 10 Mar (RSVP Fri 5 Mar) Fri 12 Mar (RSVP Wed 10 Mar) Tues 16 Mar (RSVP Fri 12 Mar)
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Appendix O. ILARC Reading One. Reflective Questions
Informed Learning. Ch 1. Key questions – What can we as educators do to take this
agenda further?
Questions are prompts for reflection and preparation for action research project meetings.
CHAPTER ONE QUESTIONS
A. Informed Learning and your philosophy of teaching
1. Describe examples from your own experience that illustrate why Informed Learning
might be important for your students
2. Describe examples from your own experience that might point towards a relationship
between information use and learning
3. Can Informed Learning support your professional learning and teaching practice? If
so, how?
B. Informed Learning and your students
What ideas in Informed Learning might help students learn in your subject?
1. What ideas in Informed Learning might help your students be better equipped as 21st
information users?
2. How might or do ICTs contribute to the experience of Informed Learning for your
students in your subject?
3. How might or do ICTs distract from the experience of Informed Learning for students
in your subject?
C. Informed Learning and your curriculum practice
1. What teaching and learning strategies are you already using that might reflect the
Informed Learning agenda?
2. What is working well with these teaching and learning strategies, and what do you see
as in need of improvement or extension?
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3. Are there Informed Learning strategies which you see as being relevant to your subject
teaching at this stage? If so, describe ways you might include them in your existing
practice.
D. Informed Learning in your field
1. What do you consider to be the important information practices in your discipline or
subject? i.e., how do people in your discipline view and use information?
2. What teaching and learning strategies used in your discipline reflect the Informed
Learning agenda? i.e., how do people use information to learn in your discipline?
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Appendix P. ILARC Meeting One. Agenda
ILARC: Informed Learning Action Research Project – C… (Name of School)
Meeting 1. Agenda
Time

Agenda

Duration

OVERVIEW
3.15

Meeting and research protocols - how do the meetings operate?
•
•
•
•

3.20

3.25

5 mins

Set SMART goals: specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, timely
Share on ILARC ClassE blog

Action Research – what is it?
•

5 mins

Share personal goals, action commitments
Listen to podcasts of missed meetings and make your contributions

Personal learning and professional practice goals – what do I get out of this?
•
•

3.30

Project data collection by interview, meeting, ClassE, action materials
Audio recording requires identifying speakers
All conversation controlled by convenor
Meeting structure. This meeting has 3 sections – overview, reading
discussion, planned actions. Following meetings have 3 sections: action
reports, reading discussion, planned actions

ILARC Classe space – where is it? What is it for?
•
•

5 mins

5 mins

Cycles of: determine problem, review literature, plan action, implement
action, report & review, plan new action, etc.

READING DISCUSSION
3.35

Intro: Informed Learning Ch 1 Questions – can we all get a turn to speak?
•
•
•
•

5 mins

Sections A & B each have 15 mins, with about 5 mins per question
Sections C & D each have 20 mins, with about 10 mins per question in C and
5 mins in D
Participants indicate they wish to speak, convenor invites by name,
participant has about 2 mins to speak
Different participants chosen to speak in each section

3.40

Sections A & B Discussion

30 mins

4.10

Break (no recording)

5 mins

4.15

Sections C & D Discussion

40 mins

COMMIT TO ACTION
4.55

What SMART goals do we as a group want to set for the year?
•
•

5.00

Professional learning group goal/s
Curriculum goal/s

Intro: Participants plan and commit to own teaching practice action to take before
meeting on 26 May. Action can be individual, pairs, groups, etc
•
•
•

5 mins

2 mins

an action which arises from Reading One and the discussions
detail the action to be taken on ILARC Classe blog
report on the action at the next meeting

5.02

Break for reflection and planning about action (no recording)

5 mins

5.07

Each participant has 1 minute to state action planned

8 mins

5.15

Group meeting ends. Next meeting Wed 26 May
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Homework:

2 ClassE blog entries (personal & practice goals; action commitment)
Carry out the action and be ready to report
Informed Learning Reading 2: Ch Two and questions
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Appendix Q. ILARC Meeting Two. Agenda
ILARC: Informed Learning Action Research Project – C… (Name of School)
Meeting 2. Agenda
Time

Agenda

Duration

OVERVIEW
3.15

Review
•
•

15 mins
What do we mean by 21st century learner? What attributes and dispositions
would they possess? Where does Informed Learning fit?
One member less – xx withdraws from group

ACTION REFLECTION - Recorded
3.30

ILARC Classe space – what has been our experience in this first action cycle?
•
•
•

3.40

10 mins

Group blog to share whole-project goals,
Discussion Board to share cycle action commitments
Another ClassE Group tool to explore during this cycle?

Actions report -

20 mins

What did you commit to do? What did you do? How does that ‘fit’ into your
understanding of Informed Learning? What did you learn about your own use of
information to learn, and the students’ use of information to learn?
4.00

Tea break? (no recording)

5 mins

READING DISCUSSION - Recorded
4.05

Informed Learning Ch 2 Questions
A.
B.
C.
D.

4.50

45 mins

Informed Learning and your philosophy of teaching
Informed Learning and your students
Informed Learning and your curriculum practice
Informed Learning in your field

Cycle Two Actions

5 mins

Participants plan and commit to own teaching practice action to take before first
meeting in Term 3 (tba) Action can be individual, pairs, groups, etc
•
•
•

an action which arises from Reading Two and the discussions
detail the action to be taken on ILARC Classe Discussion Board
report on the action at the next meeting

4.55

Each participant aims for 1 minute to state action planned

10 mins

5.05

Homework:

10 mins

•
•
•
•
5.15

Discussion Board: Detail action to be carried out during Cycle 2
Carry out the action and be ready to report
Informed Learning Reading 3: Ch Three and questions
Try another Classe Group tool?

Group meeting ends. Next meeting tba
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Appendix R. ILARC Reading Two. Reflective Questions
Six Frames for Informed Learning Ch. 2 Key questions – what can we as educators do to
take this agenda further?
Questions are prompts for reflection and preparation for action research project meetings.
CHAPTER TWO QUESTIONS
A. Informed Learning and your philosophy of teaching
1. What are your views of learning, teaching, competence, capabilities or lifelong
learning?
2. What are the views of your colleagues?
3. How might this diversity be influencing your teaching/learning environment?
4. Which frame or Frames resonate with your experience?
5. What relationship can you see between your views of teaching and learning and your
preferred frame or Frames for Informed Learning?
B. Informed Learning and your students
1. Which Frames for Informed Learning might your students be adopting?
2. How could you find out if there are conflicting Frames operating in your classroom and
what they might be?
3. How could you encourage the adoption of Frames that you prefer your students to be
working through?
4. Identify something that your students need to learn and describe what their learning
experience might look like through each of the different Frames.
C. Informed Learning and your curriculum practice
1. Which frame or Frames for Informed Learning are now dominating the way you view
and relate to information in your subject discipline?
2. How might your practice, course, unit, or assignments change if you adopted alternative
Frames? Give examples.
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D. Informed Learning in your field
1. Which Frames for Informed Learning best reflect curriculum directions in the pedagogy
of your subject?
2. How could other Frames contribute?
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Appendix S. Revised Meeting Timeline for ILARC Groups Semester Two
2010
ILARC: Informed Learning Action Research – C… (Name of School)
ILARC Year 8 Team
ILARC 8

Date and location

Tm 3 Meeting 3

11 Aug 3.15-5.15

Agenda

Library

Tm 3 Meeting 4

1 Sept 3.15-5.15
Library

Tm 4 Meeting 5

13 Oct 3.15 – 5.15? (tbc)
Library

Participant

•

Review Reading 2

•

Report Cycle 2 Actions

•

Review Reading 3

•

Commit to Cycle 3 Actions & Reading 4

•

Report Cycle 3 Actions

•

Review Reading 4

•

Commit to Cycle 4 Actions & Reading 5

•

Report Cycle 4 Actions

•

Review Reading 5

•

Oct/Nov as individually scheduled

interviews

ILARC: Informed Learning Action Research – C… (Name of School)
ILARC Year 10 Team
ILARC 10

Date and location

Tm 3 Meeting 3

9 Aug 3.15-5.15

Agenda

Library

Tm 3 Meeting 4

6 Sept 3.15-5.15
Library

Tm 4 Meeting 5

11 Oct 3.15 – 5.15
Library

Participant

Oct/Nov as individually scheduled

interviews
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•

Review Reading 2

•

Report Cycle 2 Actions

•

Review Reading 3

•

Commit to Cycle 3 Actions & Reading 4

•

Report Cycle 3 Actions

•

Review Reading 4

•

Commit to Cycle 4 Actions & Reading 5

•

Report Cycle 4 Actions

•

Review Reading 5

ILARC: Informed Learning Action Research - C… (Name of School)
ILARC IB Team
ILARC IB

Date and location

Tm 3 Meeting 3

2 Aug 3.15-5.15

Agenda

Library

Tm 3 Meeting 4

30 Aug 3.15-5.15
Library

Tm 4 Meeting 5

Participant

25 Oct 3.15 – 5.15? (tbc)

Oct/Nov as individually scheduled

interviews
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•

Review Reading 2

•

Report Cycle 2 Actions

•

Review Reading 3

•

Commit to Cycle 3 Actions & Reading 4

•

Review Reading 3

•

Report Cycle 3 Actions

•

Review Reading 4

•

Commit to Cycle 4 Actions & Reading 5

•

Review Reading 4

•

Report Cycle 4 Actions

•

Review Reading 5

Appendix T. ILARC Meeting Three. Agenda with Informed Learning
Explanations
ILARC: Informed Learning Action Research Project - C… (Name of School)
Meeting 3. Agenda
1. Review Reading 2 Six Frames for Informed Learning, as we didn't spend a lot of time on
it last meeting. The key questions are, as per the questions at the end of Chapter 2:
•

Informed Learning and your philosophy of teaching - examining your views of teaching
and learning, the views of your colleagues and students, conflicting views, and the
impact on your teaching and learning environment - and in turn, looking at them via the
Six Frames.

•

Informed Learning and your students - asking which Frames of Informed Learning your
students might have, possible conflicts, introducing preferred Frames, and the impact
on their learning experiences?

•

Informed Learning and your curriculum practice - what frame/s dominate your practice
now, how might your course content and practices change with use of alternative
Frames?

•

Informed Learning in your field - which Frames best reflect curriculum directions in
the pedagogy of your field, and how could other Frames contribute?

2. Report actions you took during Cycle 2 which either built on your ongoing project or
consisted of a new action - and which investigated an aspect of Informed Learning. Which of
the Six Frames were you using to design those actions?
3. Discuss Reading 3 Seven Faces of Informed Learning, with the key questions at the end
of Chapter 3:
•

Informed Learning and your philosophy of teaching - which Faces reflect your
experience and how does that impact on your teaching and your expectations of students

•

Informed Learning and your students - how can you discover which experiences of
Informed Learning your students are adopting; how can you make them aware of the
lenses they use and how can the repertoire of lenses be expanded?

•

Informed Learning and your curriculum practice - are there any lenses you would
prefer your students to adopt more regularly, how can you help them do so, and how
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would you provide feedback and assessment of students' use of information for
learning?
•

Informed Learning in your field - how do your colleagues experience Informed
Learning, which Faces most closely reflect the experience of Informed Learning in your
discipline, and how would you revise the Seven Faces to be more relevant to your
discipline or professional practice?

4. Commit to actions for action research cycle 3 and the next reading Chapter 4 Students
Experience of Informed Learning.

ILARC TERM 3: back into the Informed Learning ‘zone’!
The two core concepts of Informed Learning for teachers are
•

what ‘frame’ we are looking through when designing curriculum, and

•

what ‘face’ of information use students are experiencing as they do our courses?

By being explicit in our design and our modelling, students learn information use mastery
without having additional content or courses added to their studies.
Not surprisingly, the Six Frames and Seven Faces have common elements. They deal with the
core information literacy elements - one looks at it from the teacher’s view, the other from the
student’s view: the designer and the learner.
Refer to the attached summaries of Six Frames Reading 1 and Seven Faces Reading 2.
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Appendix U. ILARC Meeting Three. Six Frames Rephrased for Secondary
School Context
Content Frame: What should learners know about this subject and about information
literacy?
EXAMPLE X: It’s very important in my subject that students can show that they understand
schools of ethics, and to show they can remember, identify and apply them. They need to know
that there are these schools, where they can find them, and whether the way they are explained
is the correct explanation. This is a content frame for learning design. In this instance, the
students are using information for learning in that they know there is a set of information they
must know, where to find it, how to judge if it is the correct explanation or version.
EXAMPLE Y: A thorough knowledge of dates and events is important for understanding
context in history in my subject, so I need my students to remember a set of dates and events
to use in exams as part of their demonstration of understanding. This is a content frame for
learning design. In this instance, the students are using information for learning in that they
know there is a set of information they must know, be able to find it and judge whether it is a
correct set of dates and events.
EXAMPLE Z: I need students in my subject to be able to know the basic rules of gas expansion
and show they understand them. They need to remember and apply them. They need to know
that there are these rules, where to find these rules, and when they do, to judge if what they are
looking at is correct. This is a content frame for learning design. In this instance, students are
using information for learning in that they know there is a set of information they must know
and where to find it.
Competency Frame: What should learners be able to do in this subject?
EXAMPLE X: I want my students to be able to analyse articles for the style of language being
used to persuade readers about a point of view, so they need to be able to get a range of good
articles to work on. So, you want them to be competent in language analysis, and you want
them to find some good examples of use of persuasive language. This is a competency frame
for learning design. In this instance the students are using information for learning in that they
are learning how to find articles, assess whether they are appropriate articles, and then know
how to analyse the articles.
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EXAMPLE Y: I need my students to be able to use gymnasium equipment safely, and to be
able to supervise others using the equipment. There are rules to be followed, but it does depend
on the type of gymnasium and the type of equipment. It also depends on who is using them –
weight, height, level of fitness, etc, and the purpose of the use. I need them to know how to
work out how to select the correct weights, speeds, etc. This is a competency frame for learning
design. The students are using information for learning in that they are learning how to find
the rules, how to assess if they are a good and appropriate set of rules, and then know how to
apply those rules to the situation.
EXAMPLE Z: I need my students to learn film reviewing. I need them to find a number of
reviews on a film and look at the methods the reviewers have used to examine the film – I want
them to select the styles they think are most effective and use one of the reviewer’s styles to
do a film review themselves. This is a competency frame for learning design. The students
are using information for learning in that they are learning how to find reviews, and to judge
whether they are the type of review styles appropriate for their purpose, and then to apply the
reviewing technique themselves.
Learning to Learn Frame: What does it mean to think like an informed learner in the
professional environment of this subject?
EXAMPLE X: I need my students to know the ways of interpretation that various schools of
thought bring to history, so that they can demonstrate the ability think about events using those
lenses, or to know when they read someone’s interpretation of an event what school of thought
is being applied. This is a learning to learn frame for learning design. Students are using
information for learning in that they are learning and reflecting about different ways of
approaching interpretation of history, of mastering those ways of thinking and applying them
to new situations.
EXAMPLE Y: I need my students to be able to apply environmental science knowledge to
several different practical situations. This is a learning to learn frame for learning design.
Students are using information for learning in that they are learning and reflecting about
different ways of applying an environmental scientist’s knowledge to a situation, so they need
to know what information is needed to do this, how it has been done before, and analyse the
situation and reflect and consult before making a recommendation.
EXAMPLE Z: I need my students to develop a case for starting a business in another country,
so they need to analyse the situation using business principles and recommend certain courses
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of action. This is a learning to learn frame for learning design. Students are using information
for learning in that they are learning and reflecting for effective business operation, knowing
what information is needed to make certain decisions, finding and reflecting to choose the best
course of action for successful implementation.
Personal Relevance Frame: What does good information literacy mean to students in this
subject?
EXAMPLE X: I want the students to engage more meaningfully with the reasons for formation
and creation of laws, so I want them to choose an area of law which impacts on them and how
and why those laws were formed. This is a personal relevance frame for learning design.
Students are using information for learning in that they will choose an area of personal
relevance to them, find the laws which govern that area, look at how that impacts on them, and
at what has been said about the formation of those laws and their impact and effectiveness.
They might also negotiate how they will present their findings and how they will be evaluated
– which requires more use of information as they learn what are the ways of presentation and
evaluation suited to this task.
EXAMPLE Y: I need my students to engage more enthusiastically with science and feel that
biotechnology is a good way to do that – they will choose an area of biotechnology that affects
their lives and investigate the scientific principles involved. This is a personal relevance frame
for learning design. Students are using information for learning in that they will choose an area
of personal relevance to them, find the scientific principles involved and how they are applied
and the impacts and what has been said about it. They might also negotiate how they will
present their findings and how they will be evaluated – which requires more use of information
as they learn what are the ways of presentation and evaluation suited to this task.
EXAMPLE Z: I need my students to undertake a task in which they apply principles of diet
and nutrition to their own lives so that they can see immediate relevance and will take a
personal interest in the material they have to learn, so I will ask them to investigate a particular
health issue which can be addressed by a change in diet and nutrition. This is a personal
relevance frame for learning design. Students are using information for learning in that they
will choose an area of personal relevance to them, find the diet and nutrition principles involved
and how they are applied and the impacts and what has been said about it. They might also
negotiate how they will present their findings and how they will be evaluated – which requires
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more use of information as they learn what are the ways of presentation and evaluation suited
to this task.
Social Impact Frame: How can my students use information literacy to appreciate the
impact on society of this subject?
EXAMPLE X: I want my students to learn the social forces involved in the application of the
science of genetic engineering and demonstrate that understanding via a presentation to a group
of stakeholders. They need to know the science involved as well as the facts of the impact and
what people in various cultures and societies say about it. This is a social impact frame for
learning design. Students are using information for learning as they find the relevant scientific
principles and the way they have been applied, information and reports about that process, the
impacts on various societies and the views that people and influential groups in those societies
hold about the science and its application as well as the impact that society has had on the
development of the science.
EXAMPLE Y: I want my students to undertake a task in which they learn the social impact of
levels of physical activity and to demonstrate that understanding to a group of stakeholders by
recommending a course of action.

This is a social impact frame.

Students are using

information for learning as they find the relevant applied health principles, discover the facts
of social impact, what has been said and done in the past, what is recommended, key models
of successful action.
EXAMPLE Z: I want my students to undertake a task in which they learn the role that creative
art has played in the social lives of people who are oppressed, to investigate examples of this,
and to develop a program to recommend to stakeholders. This is a social impact frame of
learning design.

Students are using information for learning as they find situations of

oppression in which art has provided an outlet, or from which art movements or particular
artists have emerged, how the art was received in the social context of the time, then examine
current situations of oppression and look at what creative art might suit be suited to highlight
the situation or provide outlet for the people involved and how the means of doing that might
be provided.
Relational Frame: How can my students become critically aware of different ways of
seeing or experiencing information use in my subject.
EXAMPLE: I want my students to undertake a task in which they become aware that there are
several ways of looking at a particular topic in chemistry (substitute your subject area), and
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the information involved. I want them to know that there are chemistry (substitute your subject
area) principles and laws involved, and to know where to get them and to be able to remember
and apply them. I want them to develop competency in the application of these skills, so that
they understand what it is to be a competent chemist (substitute your subject area) in this area,
and to know how to find examples of the competent application to solve problems, and be able
to reflect about their own skills and how they use them to solve problems. I want them to
investigate an aspect of this topic which impacts on their own lives, how it impacts on society
and how society views that area of chemistry (substitute your subject area).
This last Frame would be used for a learning task which brings all the others together. It would
be a task which would have students using information for learning in the way that someone
working in the subject field would do.
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Appendix V. ILARC Meeting Three. Seven Faces Rephrased for Secondary
School Context
The First Face: The Information Awareness and Communication Experience: focus on
1. information technology, 2. information scanning and 3. information use.
Example: I want my students to experience working in a team with others as they use
contemporary technologies to develop an awareness of current developments in a subject
(substitute your subject area) topic. They will support and keep in touch with each other as
they do this, so they share and build knowledge.
To focus their attention on using technology for communication, they can choose to use email,
blogs, and wikis to communicate and stay informed about progress of individual team
members. I will ask them to provide feedback and assessment about the communication
strategies they use to support the project and provide examples of times they offered support
to or were supported by other team members in their use of the technology.
To focus their attention on using technology for information awareness, I invite them to use
conference pages, blogs, Google searching, bulletin boards or chat rooms and shared spaces to
learn about an aspect of the topic and report on it. I will ask them to report on the user
friendliness of the different technologies they use, what they have learned from each, how the
technology helps them in the task.
Second Face: The Sourcing Information Experience: focus on 1. information sources, 2.
information technology and 3. information use
Example: I want my student to experience working independently and with the assistance of a
librarian to access different types of information sources as they learn about a subject
(substitute your subject area) topic. They will undertake a task requiring research.
First, I ask them to find their own materials and resources, then to locate materials using a
librarian’s recommendations, then finally reflect on the relative value of the two sets of
outcomes for their purpose. They will provide feedback on and assess their respective search
outcomes and reflect about the variety and relevance of the results.
Third Face: The Information Process Experience: focus on 1. information process, 2.
information technology and 3. information use
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Example: I want my students to undertake a subject (substitute your subject area) research task
in which they explore their information processes and articulate their preferred approaches.
They will describe their usual process of using information, try a different process, consider
what was new and whether that would be useful to them in the future, and why. Or it might be
a task in which they describe their information processes and the outcomes, comment on why
they used the processes they chose, comment on what might have been the result of using
different processes.
Fourth Face: The Information Control Experience: focus on 1. information control, 2.
information technology and 3. information use
Example: I want students to build on using different sources of information in subject
(substitute your subject area), to be able to control the information they are gathering about a
topic using a variety of information control methods.
They will develop a concept map to identify the ways of managing information in and from
different sources for the particular parts of their project, such as using labels for physical files,
a subdirectory structure for electronic resources, categories for Internet bookmarking,
categories in a database, headings in their paper or report.
They will share and discuss their maps with others and reflect on how their information control
strategies helped or hindered them and what they would do differently in future.
Fifth Face: The Knowledge Construction Experience: focus on 1. Information use
(critical analysis), 2. knowledge base, 3. information technology
Example: I want my students to develop a base of knowledge in a new area in subject (substitute
your subject area). I want them to know that they are empowered to learn about areas of
interest previously unfamiliar to them.
To focus on critical thinking, I take the class through an activity where the students identify
existing and emerging areas of interest, they would like to learn more about.
As individuals or in small groups they select one and identify resources in that area, discuss
what they have learned from each resource, discuss the different perspectives or biases that are
implicit or explicit in each resource, identify the perspectives, assumptions, or biases that
appeal most to them and discuss the reasons for this appeal.
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They provide a brief summary of what they have learned about the content area, then continue
to develop their knowledge base in this way as a side activity over a period of time, providing
two more summaries of what they have learned.
Sixth Face: The Knowledge Extension Experience:

focus on 1.

Information use

(intuition), 2. Knowledge Base, and 3. information technology
Example: I want students to build on their own knowledge and perspectives to gain new
insights in subject (substitute your subject area).
To focus on their intuitive capacity, I will ask them to create something new, whether it is a
new solution to an existing problem, identification of new problems or hypotheses, or an
interpretation of an artistic work.
I will encourage them to think about and share with each other what knowledge they drew upon
and how their intuitive or creative capacities influenced their work.
They will present a portfolio documenting their creative process – such as multiple iterations
of their work, a reflection focusing on the knowledge they have drawn upon and how their own
creativity influenced the work.
Seventh Face: The Wisdom Experience: focus on 1. information use (values), 2.
knowledge base, and 3. information technology
Example: I want students to use information in subject (substitute your subject area) with
awareness of their capacity to benefit others.
To focus on their values and how those values influence their use of information, I will ask
them to document the information they choose to use or not use, what they chose to
communicate to others or not, and why.
When they identify solutions to problems, I will ask them to find and document alternative
solutions based on the situations of relevant stakeholders.
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Appendix W. ILARC Meeting Four. Agenda and Reflective Questions
ILARC Informed Learning Action Research – C… (Name of School).
Meeting 4. Agenda.
A. Action Cycle monitoring:
What actions have you undertaken which implement the ideas of the Six Frames and the Seven
Faces?
B. Reading 4 Students experiences of Informed Learning
A summary from (name of researcher)’s point of view below. Do you agree?
In Reading 2 - Six Frames we looked at the idea of teachers being aware of the frame or
purpose they were looking through when designing curriculum which involved information
use as part of the discipline content learning.
Whether it was for
1. content,
2. competency,
3. learning to learn,
4. personal relevance
5. social impact awareness
6. being aware of the critical faculties we can bring to views and use of information
No one frame is more important than the other, but if teachers are explicitly aware of how the
information is being used, provide for each of the Frames at various stages, then students will
take on those views as part of their learning of the subject content.

In Reading 3 - Seven Faces we looked at the idea of teachers providing a variety of
experiences for students as they use information to learn.
These include awareness of how information technology is used in the discipline
1. to share knowledge with peers,
2. to be aware of the best sources of information,
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3. for the research process,
4. for controlling information for learning the subject,
5. to build a knowledge bank,
6. to extend that knowledge to other situations or applications,
7. to be wise about the nature of information and its impact.

In Reading 4 - Student Experience we look at using information from the student’s point of
view. A range of studies are presented about how students look for and use information. How
can these studies help us guide students through the process of using information to learn? The
key seems to be building in reflective strategies to enhance their awareness.
When looking at the relationship between information literacy and learning, one researcher
describes the experiences as
•

Sequential: a linear process in which students find and acquire information to use for
learning task at a later stage

•

Cyclic: a cyclic process of finding information, applying to learning task, finding,
applying etc

•

Simultaneous: finding information and learning are simultaneous, concurrent, and
inseparable. Information is internalised as well as existing in its own right

Conclusion: if information use and learning are presented as being part of the same process,
then there is Informed Learning. Students learn the information practices as part of the subject
learning. This is best done in work which provides opportunities for students to reflect about
the information they are using and this in turn produces a more in-depth learning of the
discipline.
Examples are given
•

music learning can be seen as a craft, a process or an art experience – the sequential,
cyclic and simultaneous.

•

tax law students learn in models of application, discovery and understanding –
sequential, cyclic and simultaneous.
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•

cross-disciplinary insight into the student experience of finding and using information,
falls into categories of focus on source, process and building a personal knowledge
bank - again echoing the sequential, cyclic and simultaneous.

Further studies which asked students to describe their experiences produced results very similar
to the Seven Faces structure, which gives Bruce confidence that her structure has validity. The
associated emotions make interesting reading also.

An analysis of the way assessment tasks are structured shows that when a task involves a
superficial approach to information use then the learning outcomes are likely to be superficial.
•

Researching assignments: a distinction is drawn between fact finding, balancing
information, and scrutinising/ analysing information, with students developing
capacities replicating those levels.

•

Researching essays: a distinction between seeking evidence, developing an argument,
concerned with social responsibility – and students developing shallow or deeper
capacities accordingly

•

Internet searching: students describe their capacities as occurring across the three levels
again.

This reading builds the case for designing learning tasks which involve opportunities for
students to be reflective and critical of the information they are using and how they are using
it to learn. It suggests action research as a model of learning in which students plan their use
of information for a purpose, engage with the information and control its use, critique the
information and construct new knowledge, then reflect on the process.

Reading 4 Questions
1. Do you ever reflect on your own use of information to learn?
2. Do you ever consider how your students are experiencing use of information to
learn?
3. Are there times in your course where students reflect on their use of information
to learn? Does it have a place in assessment criteria, outcomes and reporting?
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4. Do you think this idea of reflective use of information to learn has a place in
secondary curriculum design?
5. How and where would you do it?
6. Can our existing knowledge be used to aid learning in other subjects?
7. What other models of learning reflection would you consider using?
8. What tools in ClassE can be used to provide opportunities for reflection?
C. Action Research monitoring
•

Where are you with achievement of your whole year goals?

•

Where is your understanding and opinion of the applicability and usefulness of Action
Research and Informed Learning for this school and for you?

•

What will you do in the last action cycle to report at Meeting 5? This is where you get
to achieve your goals if you haven’t already!

D. For you to reflect on before our last meeting and your final interview
1. Is Informed Learning a useful model to help incorporate information literacy into the
teaching practice of a secondary school? Why or why not? What suggestions would
you have to change it to make it more relevant or useful? Are there alternative models
which you think are more effective in developing teacher practice to provide for 21st
century information literacy capacity learning by students?
2. Is Action Research an effective model of professional development for secondary
school teachers? This project occurred over a year, with different disciplines
across a year level. How else might Action Research be used at a secondary school for
professional development? Will you use action research in future?
3. Does ClassE Learning Management System provide for good information literacy
practice, and for incorporation of Informed Learning into teacher practice and student
learning? Why or why not? What alternatives do you use if not ClassE? Why?
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Appendix X. ILARC Meeting Five. Agenda and Reflective Questions
ILARC: Informed Learning Action Research Project - C… (Name of School)
Meeting 5. Agenda
Reading 5 Reflections
Reading 5 looks at Informed Learning in the disciplines and professions, and asks 'What can
we learn from the way people use information for learning in the disciplines? And what can we
learn from the way the discipline experts operate as professionals?'
Two aspects
1. How do you operate as a teacher of a specific discipline - where do elements of Informed
Learning arise in your own practice?
Particularly with reference to the Seven Faces: how do you do any or all of the following, and
what are the enabling or disabling factors which impact on that? And what use do you make
of ICT and / or ClassE?
•

maintain your currency of what is happening in your discipline area

•

keep in touch with your colleagues

•

constantly build and manage your professional and discipline information and
knowledge

•

use your intuition to creatively reflect and build new knowledge and practice (where
your use of information becomes transformational)

•

analyse the effectiveness of your use of information

•

evaluate the impact of the information you use - and conversely to consider the impact
of the information you choose not to use.

In thinking about these, consider: where have you been aware of your own learning taking
place as you have engaged with information in different ways?
2. How do you design curriculum content and experiences for your students so that they are
learning as they use information and so they are aware of their own learning as they use best
practice to access, share, manage, interpret, analyse, synthesise, and create new understandings
using information? What use do you make of ICT/ClassE to do so? How do you help them
become explicitly and reflectively aware of these practices of Informed Learning in your
discipline area?
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Your actions in Action Cycle 4
What have you done to take an existing project further, or what new action have you undertaken
to explore an aspect of Informed Learning?
Term 4 Interviews
I will soon be arranging tentative times for our final interviews. We will look at your responses
and opinions about the ILARC project, including the suitability/usefulness of the Informed
Learning and Action Research model, and ClassE. We will return to your personal and
professional goals for the whole year, and discuss what you have learned, and what you might
report to Human Resources about the impact and usefulness of this project for your professional
development.
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Appendix Y. Marking Up Transcripts
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Appendix Z. Coding Notes Example 1
20 October 2010
Possible cross-case emergent themes and their categorisation.
Possible questions and themes
1. The main phenomenon is Informed Learning for ILE, but there are others which are
being studied: the usefulness of action research for professional development in a
school; and the affordances of the Learning Management System to support Informed
Learning.
2. What is each participant’s progression through the project over time with regard to the
phenomena above, and in terms of their personal and professional praxis? How is that
manifest in terms of their membership of their case group, and in terms of the ILARC
project as a whole? What implications can be drawn for the larger school community
and structure in relation to the phenomena?
3. What is each case group’s progression through the project over time regarding the
phenomena? How is that manifest in terms of the actions and conversations of the
group and in terms of the ILARC project as a whole? What implications can be drawn
for the larger school community and structure in relation to the phenomena?
4. What is the whole project view of the phenomena above, and of the personal and
professional praxis taking place? What implications can be drawn for the larger school
community and structure in relation to the phenomena?
5. What does this add to the existing body of knowledge about ILE?
6. Is Informed Learning a new pedagogy with application to secondary education?
7. What does this add to the existing body of knowledge about action research as a
professional development practice for teachers?
8. What does this add to the existing body of knowledge about the affordances of learning
management systems to support expert 21st century information practices in a blended
learning environment?
9. What does ILARC say to the school and the professional community about:
o Informed Learning for individual teacher praxis about 21st century ILE?
o Action Research for individual professional development? Group professional
development?
Sub-theme questions
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How is Action Research to be examined in more detail in the data:
•

Suitability

•

Strengths

•

Weaknesses

•

Other applications

•

How it could be done better

•

How ICT could be used to better manage it, make it more powerful

•

Limiters to success? Time available, Follow up, Delegation by Participant Researcher

How is Informed Learning phenomena to be examined in more detail?
•

Model suitability? Six Frames, Seven Faces?

•

Terminology?

•

Structure of theory, style of writing, presentation in readings

•

Chapter questions

Further exploration: who and what am I tracking?
Each participant
•

Engages in own praxis

•

is a member of and has characteristics of the case group, the whole ILARC project, the
School.

•

has commentary about the phenomena, the case group and the School and receives
commentary from the case group, the whole ILARC project, the School

Each case
•

Is a member of the whole ILARC project and the School

•

Has group participants who bring commentary on the phenomena being investigated

The participant researcher
•

Engages in own praxis and talks with each participant and case group about their praxis

•

is a member of and has characteristics of the case group, the whole ILARC project, the
School.

•

has commentary about the phenomena, the case group and the School and receives
commentary from the case group, the whole ILARC project, the School
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Possibility of more data collection?
Could be desirable to do another round of interviews in 2011 to check my initial data analysis
notes with the participants?
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Appendix AA. Entering Participant Codes into Transcripts.
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Appendix BB. Theoretical Code Sheets in Development

Theoretical Codes (1).
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Theoretical Codes (2).
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Theoretical Codes (3).

464

Theoretical Codes (4).

465

Theoretical Codes (5).
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Appendix CC. Coding Notes Example 2
Data Analysis - Coding notes
Start Interviews
8.05
Code: Phy – Philosophy
8.06
Code: TILS – Teacher Information Literacy Skills
Code: TSS – Teacher Skillset (Knowledge claim)
•

Note: I have come across this before but not noted it as TSS or as a knowledge claim.
Looking here at the sets of information capacities and skills brought by teachers to the
use of information to learn.

•

How does this affect the experience for students? How is this different to TDL and
TILS?

Refer to Data Analysis note 30.4.11 – 10.07: IDel – should this be a knowledge claim?
Code: TTSS – Teacher ICT Skillset (Knowledge claim).
•

As above for TSS – how do the ICT technology capacities possessed by a teacher
impact on the experience for students? Is this code necessary? May be covered by
TSS?

8.07
Code: TL – Teacher Librarianship
•

Strange that I haven’t put this in as a code before!!

Code: LIF – Learning and Information Formats
•

The learning that takes place when information is accessed in different formats, for
example, books vs online, articles in paper newspapers vs same news articles online in
databases or in downloaded news articles which replicate newspapers exactly, such as
AgeDigitalEditions. Lots of discussion about this at present. Links to LP – Learning
Process.
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Note reference to experts and expert knowledge as source and skill – one requiring digital
fluency, critical awareness, a research skill which is part of information literacy. Should this
sit within iL7F2 –Informed Learning 7 Faces 2: sources of information and iL6f6 – Informed
Learning 6 Frames 6: critical awareness, or does it need its own code?
Note reference to distinction about Information Literacy: as a ‘vehicle for finding information’
rather than a’ carrier of information’.

Interesting to explore more later.

………………………………..
Exit Interviews
8.01
Noticed immediately a change in language compared to Start Interviews. Reflective nature of
question responses. How do I provide for this in coding?
e.g. Q. 1:
‘the most powerful thing was’...
‘my previous interview will reflect that I came in thinking ‘… etc
•

Here we have reflection about reflection. This is a proper and desired end stage of
Action Research. Should I code it accordingly, e.g., a Roman Numeral or capital letter
for each stage added to the previous codes, where, by stage I mean the Start Interviews,
each of the Meetings, End Interviews? Or is this a reflection about the AR process
itself - which is after all one of the key research questions? Or is this a reflection about
a reflection about a teaching practice or a learning experience?!

•

I think that if it is a reflection about AR, I will just code it as AR. A search combining
AR (Action Research) with EI (End Interview) should show that it is a reflection about
AR made at the end.

•

Might need to develop sub-categories for reflections about AR, e.g., commentary about
advantages of it being conducted over a period, its power, its capacity to bring about
changes of attitude and teaching practice.

Code: Part – Participants.
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•

Use when there is commentary about other participants or the way/how others were
participating. Also, how the participant her or himself participated – a commentary on
their own participation.

Code: Lead – Leadership.
•

An aspect of Participation? A reference to the importance of leadership in the success
of the group, of having someone be the catalyst in the sense of enabling it via setting
meeting dates, reminders, providing reading material, attractive reasons to attend such
as food and wine and table settings.

Note the interplay between structural identifier codes here. The question itself provides an a
priori coding which will need to be entered, e.g.,
•

Code: SI A3 - Start Interview Section A Question 3

•

Code: EI B2 – End Interview Section B Question 2

Then there are grounded codes arising within each of those sections. The a priori structural
identifier code in this instance provides a qualification of the grounded code which will likely
appear in the Start Interviews and End Interviews, as well as in Meetings, e.g.,
•

SI A3 with AR will mean there is commentary about how AR can bring about change
in a secondary school.

•

Or EI B1 and eLT will mean there is commentary about new knowledge gained in the
project in the area of the person’s discipline knowledge regarding finding, using,
analysing and applying information particularly in reference to eLearning
technologies.

Not sure how this will work when I look at Meetings, as they were less structured, to allow for
freer flow of discussion.
The advantage of this is that I don’t have to come up with another code for commentary about
eLearning Technologies, as the a priori structure is providing that qualification.
………………………………………………………………
Meetings
8MI (Year 8 Meeting 1)
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Not finding the language as startlingly different at this stage as I did when I moved from coding
Start Interviews to End Interviews.
Code: RPS – Reflective Practice by Students
•

Think there is a need to distinguish teacher and student reflective practice. It is a CS
and TF also.

•

Note: Because the questions are less structured in the Meetings, it seems necessary to
apply codes there too, that is, to my wording of the questions – I suppose I am coding
my own contributions. In some cases, it will be a priori and in others grounded codes.

Code: CybCit – Cybercitizenship
Code: CP – Communication Protocols
•

References to the way students behave towards each other in online environments –
should I use CybCit or CP as well as or instead of iL6f5 – Informed Learning 6 Frames
5: Social Impact Awareness? I know this will come up often in the meetings. Note: it
was not referred to a lot in Start Interviews, but maybe when I do a second coding
round, I will find references not yet coded.
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Appendix DD. Coding Notes Example 3
Data analysis memo 11 Aug 2011

•

I have created a fourth column in my data coding sheet and copied over to it those
reflections and notes which relate to each of the codes. Now having done that, I suspect
that is where I will be putting most of the shorter notes and will only go to another
location for the longer reflections.

•

I can see the theoretical categories starting to emerge, as there are quite a few cross
references I want to put in already between the codes, as I read them, so that tells me
that I am seeing patterns and common areas.

Data analysis memo 14 Sept 2011

•

Listened to and coded first two Year 8 Meetings, currently listening to and coding
Meeting 3.

•

Found I needed to listen to meetings and code the contributions with who was speaking,
otherwise I got confused about who was who

•

Added new categories to deal with commitments to take actions in the next cycle, and
reports of actions taken.

•

Because my questions are less structured, I will need to code my contributions, as they
contain a lot of commentary which is relevant. Haven’t yet done that.

•

Added code for reflective practice by students, as I need to distinguish between
reflective practice by teachers about themselves and that being done by students

•

Added code for CybCit CyberCitizenship and CP Communication Protocols. These are
from references to the way students behave towards each other in the online
environment. Closely related to Informed Learning Six Frames – Fifth Frame: social
impact awareness which refers to students developing understanding that the
information they create will have impact on others. This didn’t arise much in the Start
Interviews but is certainly a discussion issue in these early meetings.

Might use

Communication Protocols to refer to general classroom communication protocols and
refine it with CyberCitizenship.
•

Added code for SSS Student Skill Set. I guess this is related to Digital Fluency, also to
Hay’s research, but used in the meeting by teacher 8.3 as a much broader concept,
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referring to the capacities of articulation, life experience in the way that it impacted on
student’s self-expression and research
•

Do I need a code for Games as a CS ClassRoom Strategy specifically for engagement,
development of MC MetaCognition, SSS StudentSkillSets

•

Distinctive in the first two meetings was discussion around how they might use social
networking tools for teaching and learning. In the first meeting they talked about what
they already knew about blogs and how they might set them up and how to operate in
them. One of their actions in the next cycle was to use one to contribute comments.
Some also took on creating their own and using them with students.

In the second

meeting, there was much discussion around their experiences in doing so – as new users
of the blogs and how that experience was for them, and how they managed student
behaviour there. Looked at what sort of learning they thought was taking place. The
issue of Communication Protocols arises in this context – what responsibility does the
teacher bear for the quality, how to manage breaches, etc. It is interesting to see the
movement in the year since then – use of the blog tool in ClassE has increased
considerably, also journals and more people creating external spaces for students to
report and collaborate.
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Appendix EE. Coding Notes Example 4.
3 Nov 2011
•

I’m working through the Year 10 meetings – three so far.

•

Changing to using mostly the primary and secondary codes instead of the more granular
ones but watching for any areas not so far covered. It makes it much faster. I’m adding
any significant granular codes if I can quickly do so. I intend to assign these more
granular codes within each when using NVivo but can see there are areas where the
primary and secondary might need another level between them and the more granular
ones, e.g., XD the cross-discipline capacities is a bit too broad.

•

Not assigning the research question codes 1,2,3,4 yet, but might start to do so when I
get more back into the swing of coding.

•

Cleaning up the data as I go and assigning participant names/codes

•

Noting where iLearn references/associations are made (either explicitly – or known by
me to be able to be understood as iLearn, and then work on the iLearn granular analysis
later: i.e., iL6f3 etc)

•

Reflection on usefulness of this research after the concerns raised by the reviewer of
my article: particularly in the use of AR to enable teachers to talk about how
information

and

information

tools

are

used

for

learning,

and

the

marginal/associated/peripheral references to ICT usage to enhance or inhibit good
practices regarding use of information to learn, or teaching and learning practices
themselves.
•

Finding as I progress and re-read Informed Learning texts and my ‘reworking’ and
contextualising of it, that my own awareness of its subtleties is developing, and I am
bringing that awareness to my analysis.

18 Nov 2011
Completed year 10 meetings, four out of seven final interviews.
•

noticed that in earlier mark-ups of meetings had put in specific codes for disciplinerelated skills rather than using a generic category, so created category to provide for
that: DISC

•

specific references to the role of Year 10 as a transition year between Yr 9 and 11 & 12
VCE and IB, and the skills formation and development required between MS and SS
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•

in feedback about Informed Learning, participants query the structure, language,
concepts of iLearn, yet appreciative of what it has enabled as a vehicle for reflecting
about their practices – in terms of how they structure research tasks, and how they can
use ICT for learning and introduction of Web 2 tools for learning

•

feedback very positive and appreciative about Action Research as a PD style,

•

started adding in specific coding for research questions. Not sure about what codes and
categories enable which research questions to be answered.

Needs further

investigation. Aware of it now so will monitor as I progress through the IB.
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Appendix FF. Code and Category Spreadsheets

Code and Category Spreadsheet (1).

Code and Category Spreadsheet (2).
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Code and Category Spreadsheet (3).

Code and Category Spreadsheet (4).
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Code and Category Spreadsheet (5).

Code and Category Spreadsheet (6).
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Code and Category Spreadsheet (7).

Code and Category Spreadsheet (8).
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Code and Category Spreadsheet (9).

Code and Category Spreadsheet (10).
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Code and Category Spreadsheet (11).

Code and Category Spreadsheet (12).
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Code and Category Spreadsheet (13).

Code and Category Spreadsheet (14).

Code and Category Spreadsheet (15).
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Appendix GG. Theoretical Codes Sheets

Theoretical Codes Sheet (1)

Theoretical Codes Sheet (2)
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Theoretical Codes Sheet (3)

Theoretical Codes Sheet (4)
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Theoretical Codes Sheet (5)

Theoretical Codes Sheet (6)
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Emergent Themes Sheet
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Appendix HH. NVivo Emergent Theme Report
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Appendix II. Knowledge Claim #3. Quantitative Report
Knowledge Claim #3: Peer collegiality and a proactive and supportive facilitator are key factors in the
successful use of Action Research Professional Development and (/for Informed Learning?) praxis
Two Emergent Themes to provide data for this:
•
•

ETh#9: Collegiality factor in teacher professional development via Action Research
Eth#10: Role of facilitator in successful use of Action Research in teacher professional
development
With evidence gathered from ILARCPRPos 27 sources and 109 references (larger given that I
discovered that I hadn’t completed the fifth IB meeting containing very valuable data!)
The data gathered in the ILARCPos will also feed into RQ2: How might teachers examine their practice?
Finding that some only fits into RQ2 while other fits into both or either ET#9 and ET#10 and some fits
into all.
Might want to add data from other codes such as comments about Informed Learning praxis or will
the ILARCPRPos contain that?

Need to look in ProfPrac > AR 28 sources and 62 references (and of course, there’ll be more from IB
Meeting 5)
Evidence of feelings about Action Research and Informed Learning going into project and coming out
of project might be useful to compare
• Individual participants
• Each case
• Subject areas?
Data collected into spreadsheet about individual participants leads of course to collected evidence
about individual cases and allows cross-case comparisons. Do I need to use a spreadsheet or is this
readily discoverable in NVivo?
Should I also be adding into the mix data about how this project led to reflections about CD =
Curriculum Design. It will be a big swag, so see how time is working out.
27 sources and 109 references referring specifically to positive aspects of the ILARC Project – but I
find I didn’t finish coding IB Meeting 5!!
What I’m looking for here are examples of people talking positively about their experiences of being
in the ILARC project, specifically where
•
•
•

they are using action research as a means of examining and reflecting their own practice in
the area of use of information for learning (RQ2)
they are referring to the collegial discussion and reflection aspect of action research as being
a powerful aspect of involvement in the project (KC#3; ET#9)
they are referring to the advantages of this part of the ILARC structure with provided readings
and/or facilitator/chair as being powerful aspects of involvement in the project (KC#3; ET#10)
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Knowledge Claim #3. Quantitative Report. Sheet 1.
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Knowledge Claim #3. Quantitative Report. Sheet 2.
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